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ADVERTISEMENT,

The Committee appointed Uy the Roi/dl Suciet// to direct tlie pul)lic;i,ti(iii <>{' the

Philosophical Transactions take this opportunity to acquaint the pvihlic tliat it fully

appears, as well from the Council-books and Journals of the Society as from repeated

declarations which have been made in several former Transactions, that the printing of

them was always, from time to time, the single act of the respective Secretaries till

the Forty-seventh Volume ; the Society, as a Body, never interesting themselves any

further in their publication than by occasionally recommending the revival of them to

some of their Secretaries, when, from the particular circumstances of their aHtiirs, the

Transactions had happened for any length of time to be intermitted. And this seems

piincipally to have been done with a view to satisfy the public that their usual

meetings were then continued, for the improvement of knowledge and benetit ot

mankind : the great ends of their first institution by the Royal Charters, and which

they have ever since steadily pursued.

But the Society being of late years greatly enlarged, and their comiiuinications more

numerous, it was thought advisable that a Connuittee of theu- members should be

appointed to reconsider the papers read before them, and select out of them such as

they should judge most proper for publication in the future Transactions; which was

accordingly done upon the 26th of March, 1752. And the grounds of theii- choice are,

and will continue to be, the importance and singularity of the subjects, or the

advantageous manner of treating them ; without jiretending to answer for the

certainty of the facts, or propriety of the reasonings contained in the several pai)ert?

so published, which must still rest on the credit or judgment of their respective

authors.

It is likewise necessary on this occasion to remark, that it is an established rule of

the Society, to which thev will always adhere, never to give their o[)nuon, as a Body,
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upon any suliject, cither of Nature or Art, that comes before them. And therefore the

thanks, which are frequently ]iroposed from the Chair, to be given to the authors of

sucli papers as are read at tlieir accustomed meetings, or to the persons through whose

hands they received them, are to be considered in no other Ught than as a matter of

civiUty, in return for the respect shown to the Society by those communications. The

like also is to be said with regard to the several projects, inventions, and curiosities of

various kinds, which are often exhibited to the Society ; the authors whereof, or those

who exhibit them, frequently take the liberty to report, and even to certify in the

pul)lic newspapers, that they have met with the highest applause and approbation.

And therefore it is hoped that no regard ^\i\\ liereafter be paid to such rejiorts and

public notices; which in some instances have been too lightly credited, to the

dishiin<.>ur of the Society.
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PHILOSOPHICAL TRANSACTIONS.

I. On the Propaf/afion of Tremors over flie Siirfdce of an Elastic Solid.

Bfi Horace Lamb, F.R.S.

Received June 11,—Read June 11,—Revised October 28, 1903.

Introduction.

semi-1. This paper treats of the proijagation of vibrations over the suriace of

infinite" isotropic elastic solid, i.e., a solid bounded only by a plane. For purposes

of description this plane may be conceived as horizontal, and the solid as lying below

it, although gravity is not specially taken into account.*

The vibrations are supposed due to an arbitrary application of force at a point. In

the problem most fully discussed this force consists of an impulse applied verticaUy to

the surface ; but some other cases, including that of an internal source of disturbance,

are also (more briefly) considered. Owing to the complexity of the problem, it has

been thought best to concentrate attention on the vibrations as they manifest

themselves at the free surface. The modifications wliicli the latter introduces into

the character of the waves propagated into the interior of the solid are accordingly

not examined minutely.

The investigation may perhaps claim some interest on theoretical grounds, and

also in relation to tlie phenomena of earthquakes. Writers on seismology have

naturally endeavoured from time to time to interpret the phenomena, at all events in

their broader features, by the light of elastic tlieory. Most of these attempts have

been based on the laws of wave-propagation in an unlimited medium, as developed

by Green and Stokes ; but Lord IIayleigh's discovery t of a special type of sui-face-

waves has made it evident that the influence of the free surface in modifying the

cliaracter of the vibrations is more definite and more serious than had been suspected.

The present memoir seeks to take a further step in the adaptation of theory

to actual conditions, by investigating cases of forced waves, and by abandoning

(ultimately) the restriction to simple-harmonic vibrations. Although the circum-

stances of actual earthquakes must difter greatly from the highly idealized state of

* Professor Bromwich has shown (' Proc. Lond. Math. Soc.,' vol. 30, p. 98 (1898)) that in such

problems as are here considered the eft'ect of gravity is, from a practical point of view, unimportant,

t 'Proc. Lond. Math. Soc.,' vol. 17, p. 4 (1885); 'Scientific Papers,' vol. 2, p. Ul.

VOL. corn. - A 359. i: 0.1.04
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things which we are obliged to assume as a basis of calculation, it is hoped that the

solution of the problems here considered may not be altogetliei- irrelevant.

It is found that the surface disturbance })roduced by a single impulse of short

dmation may be analysed roughly into two parts, which we may distinguish as the

"minor tremor" and the "main shock," respectively. The minor tremor sets in

at any place, with some abruptness, after an interval equal to the time which

a wave of longitudinal displacement would take to traverse the distance from the

source. Except for certain marked features at the inception, and again (to a lesser

extent) at an epoch corresponding to that of direct arrival of transversal waves, it

may be described, in general terms, as consisting of a long undulation leading up to

tlie main shock, and dying out gradually after this has passed. Its time-scale is

more and more protracted, and its amplitude is more and more diminished, the

greater the distance from the source. The main shock, on the other hand, is pro-

pagated as a solitary wave (with one maximum and one minimum, in both the

horizontal and vertical displacements) ; its time-scale is constant ; and its amplitude

diminishes only in accordance with the usual law of annular divergence, so that its

total energy is maintained undiminished. Its velocity is that of free Rayleigh waves,

and is accoi-dingly somewhat less than that (^f waves of transversal displacement in

an unlimited medium.*

The paper includes a number of subsidiary results. It is convenient to begin by

attacking the problems in their two-dimensional form, calculating (for instance) the

effect of a pressure applied uniformly along a line of the surface. The interpretation

of the results is then comparatively simple, and it is found that a good deal of

the analysis can be utilized afterwards for the three-dimensional cases. Again, the

investigation of the effects of a simple-harmonic source of disturbance is a natural

preliminary to that of a source varying according to an arbitrary law.

Incidentally, new solutions are given of the well-known problems where a periodic

force acts ti-ansversely to a line, or at a point, in an unlimited solid. These serve, to

some extent, as tests of the analytical method, which presents some features of

intricacy.

2. A few preliminar}'^ formulaj and conventions as to notation may be jiut in

evidence at the outset, for convenience of reference.

The usual notation of Bessel's Functions " of the first kind " is naturally adhered to ;

thus we write :

J„({) = -2 pcos(^cosa>)f/6i (1).
77 Jo

* Compare the concluding passage of Lord Kayleiuh's paper

:

" It is not improbable that the surface-waves here investigated play an important part in earthquakes,

and in the collision of elastic solids. Diverging in two dimensions only, they must accpiirc at a great

distance from the source a continually increasing preponderance."

The calculations indicate that the preponderance is much greater than would be inferred from a mere

comparison of the ordinary laws of two-dimensional and three-dimensional divergence.
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By a known theorem v\'e have also

J„(^)= '^\\m{CcoHh»)dH (2).

})rovided C be real and positive. For oui' present purpose it is convenient to follow

H. Weber* in adopting as the standard function " of the second kind"

K„(0 = ^1 cos(CcoshH)r/» (3).

It is further necessary to have a special synil)ol for that combination of the two

functions (2) and (3) which is appropriate to the representation of a diverging wave-

system ; we write, after Lord ltAYLEi<iH,t

D,{Q = ^-Ce-'^^''^^"du (4),
TT Jo

so that

D„(0 = K„(0-*"JoU) (5).

We shall also write, in accordance with the usual conventions,

ji(o = -j'„(a K,(o = -K',.(o> i)i(o=-D',a) • • (6)-

For large values of C we have the asymptotic expansion

I'o©=^/;|.<-'-'{i-r,j7£) +W--"l- *'•

In the two-dimensional problems of this paper we shall have to deal with a

number of solutions of the equation

ft + ?t+/r'^ = f' («)'
a.i- dy-

constructed from the type

<t,
= Ae-^"&'^ ('j).

where f is real, and
a = v(^^-n or = ^V(/'' - ^"^ (^^').

* 'Part. Ditt-.-Gleichungen d. m;ilh. Physik,' Brunswick, 1899-1901, vol. 1, p. 175. Heine (• Kugel-

fmictioneii,' Berlin, 1878-1881, vol. 1, p. 185) omits the factor 2/7r. lu terms of the more usual

notation,

where y is Eulek's constant. The function AttK,, has been tabulated (see J. II. MicHEi.L, ' Phil. Mag.,'

Jan., 1898).

t 'Phil. Mag.,' vol. 43, p. 259 (1897); 'Scientific Papers,' vol. 4, p. 283. I have introduced the

factor 2/7r, and reversed the sign.

I
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according as i~ 5 h'-, the radicals being taken positively. In particular, vre shall

meet with the solution

, _ 1 r e-^'e'^'d^ =^ r &-" cos ^xcl^ ,^^. .

TT .'->: a TT In a

and it is important to recognize that this is identical with D,, (/«'•), where

r = v^(a;^ + .'/)• To see this, we remark that <^, as given by (11), is an even

function of x, and that for a; = it assumes the form

by the method of contour-integration.* This is obviously equal to D^ (hi/). Again,

the mean value of any function </> which satisfies (8), taken round the circumference

of a circle of radius r which does not enclose any singularities, is known to be equal

to Jo(fo').^o> where
(f>Q

is the value at the centre. t We can therefore adapt an

argument of Thomson and TaitJ; to show that a solution of (8) which has no

singularities in the region y > 0, and is symmetrical with respect to the axis of i/, is

determined by its values at points of this axis. We have, accordingly,

D,(/«-) = M" £::!^!!il (13).

Again, in some three-dimensional problems where there is symmetry about the

axis of z, we have to do with solutions of

s3 +p +S + "^* = " m
based on the type

<t>
= Ae--J,{^n,) (15).

where zs = y_/{x~ -\- i/~), and a is defined as in (lU). In particular, we have the

solution

^^rer^oli^HM (16X

Jo a

which (again) reduces to a kntjwu function. At points on the axis of symmetry

(ny = 0) it takes the form

^^f^M=r,-.rf„ = £!: (,7).
Jo a Ji/i 2 ^

'

* If we equate severally the real and imaginary parts in the second and third members of (12), we
reproduce known results.

T H. AVeber, ' Math. Ann.,' vol. 1 (1868).

I
' Natural Philosophy,' § 498.
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Since the mean value of a function (j) which satisties (14), taken over the surface of

a sphere of radius r not enclosing any sino-ularities, is equal to

sin hr ,

hr
•'^^

where f^,, is the value at the centre,* the argument already horrowed from Thomson'

and Tait enables us to assert that

^C^^r^ciAAMlAl (18U
r Jo a

wliere.

r = ^{7^- + 2=) = ,/(.'«" + //- + --•).

Finally, we shall require Fourier's Theorem in the form

/(,-)= yC ,l^\ /(X)c'^c-'c/A (I9),|

and the analogous formula

fH = [l,{^r^)^'l^f/W-Km^^(^ {-M^

As particular cases, if in (19) we havey('*^) = 1 for x- < ((-, and = for x~ > cr, theu

r/ \ 1 f" sin fa ,c, ,> 2 i"" sin fa f- j/- /oi\J{x)= ^ e'-d^=-\ ''- cos ixcl^ .... (21);
77 J —X g IT J g

and, if in (20) f{ne) = 1 for ts < a, and = for zs > (/, then

/(«.) = «[ Jo (f«T)Ji(f«)cZf (22).

These are of coru'se well-known results.
||

* H. Weueu, 'Crelle,' vol. 69 (1808).

t If in (18) we put : = 0, and then equate separately the real and imaginary parts, we deduce

j ' Jo (C cosh ») cosh «fZ« = ~i',

Jo iC sin It) sin u dii. = ~r^ .

Jo f

These are known results. Cf. Rayleigh, ' Scientific Papers,' vol. 3, pp. 46, 98 (1888) ; HoBsox, ' I'roc.

Lond. Math. Soc.,' vol. 25, p. 71 (1893); and Sonine, 'Math. Ann.,' vol. 16).

\ H. Weber, ' Part. Diff.-Gl. etc.,' vol. 2, p. 190. Since A. occurs here and in (20) only as an inter-

mediate variable, no confusion is likely to be caused by its subsequent use to denote an elastic constant.

§ H. Weber, 'Part. Diff.-Gl. etc.,' vol. 1, p. 193.

II
It may be noticed that if in (20) we put /(i') = c-'''^jTr, we reproduce formuhe given in the foot-note t

above.
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PART I.

Two- Dimensional Problems.

3. The equations of motion of an isotropic elastic solid in two dimensions {.v, ij) are

(X + ^)
'^-^ + /xV^«, p^ = (X + m) ^ + i-V^>

d(~

where n, r are the component displacements, p is the density, \, p. are the elastic

constants of Lame, and

d.r dij

These equations are satisfied bv

provided

Bx dy
'

a^- p ^

_ a^s _ai/>

dy a.f

dt~ p ^

(24).

(25),*

(26).

In the case of simple-harmonic motion, the time-factor being c'^'', the latter

equations take the forms

where

(V- + //-) <^ = 0, (V- -f k-) t// =

X -f 2/A /A

(27),

(28),

the symbols a, h denoting (as generally in this paper) the \\?iXQ-slow7iesses,^ i.e., the

reciprocals of the wave-velocities, corresjDonding to the irrotational and equivolumiual

types of disturbance respectively.

The formulae (25) now give, for the component stresses.

3^;
= - k^

p. p.

Pxj, _ a?;^
1
aw _ .-,

^'-(j) _ 7.C

,

p. dx dy '' dx By

2^-^ + 2 ^^ 1

dy" dxhy

av

p p oy ox- dxoy

(29).

* Green, 'Camb. Trans.,' vol. 6 (1838); ' Math. Papers,' p. 261.

t The introduction of special symbols for wave-slownesses rather than for wave-velocities is prompted by

analytical considerations. The term " wave-slowness " is accredited in Optics by Sir W. R. Hamilton.
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In the applications which we have in view, the vil)rations of the solid are supposed

due to prescribed forces acting at or near the plane y — 0. We therefore assume as

a t3^pical solution of (27), applicable to the region y > 0,

(^ = A(?-''V,'^''', i/; = Be-^-'f?'*^ (30),

where f is real, and «, ^ are the positive I'eal, or ])r)sitive iiriaginury,* quantities

determined by
«2 = f3 _ 7,2, isi^ ^-2 _J,i (31)_

For the region y < 0, the corresponding assumption would be

<P
= AV°V'f^ xjj = BV"e'f^ (32).

The time-factor is here (and often in tlie sequel) temporarily omitted.

The expressions (30), when substituted in (25) and (29), give for the displacements

and stresses at the plane ;'/
=

ii,, = {i$A- fiB)e-^\ r„ = (- «A - /fB)c'f^ .... (33),

and

[pr,l = /x {- 2/^«A + (2P - k^)B] c^^O

iP,,:], = ,.{{2e-k"')A + 2i^me" j

The forms corresponding to (32) would l)e obtained by affixing accents to A and B,

and reversing the signs of a, /3.

4. In order to illustrate, and at the same time test, our metliod, it is convenient to

begin with the solution of a known problem, viz., where a periodic force acts

transversally on a line of matter, in an unlimited elastic solid, t

Let us imagine, in the first instance, that an extraneous force of amount Yc'^' per

unit area a.cts parallel to y on a thin stratum coincident with the plane y = 0. The

normal stress will then be discontinuous at this j^lane, viz.,

[2a^..-[^a =-o=-Y.'^' (35),

whilst the tangential stress is continuous. These conditions give, by (34),

(2p _ /,:) (A - A') + 21^ (B + B') = - I
^^^^

-2i^a{A + A') + (2f~ - k') (B - B') =

Again, the continuity of u and v requires

/f(A-A')-^(B + B') = o|

a(A + A') + /f(B-B') = oJ

* This convention should liu carefully attended to ; it runs throughout the paper.

t Rayi.EIGU, ' Theory of Sound,' lind od., S 37G.
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Hence

^ = --^' = 2lv- = = ^' = r^. <^^'-

We have, then, for y > 0,

2/1
'"•»"•

* = 2Jv-f
""•"'*

''''•

To pass to the case of an extraneous force Q concentrated on the line .r = 0, // = 0,

we make use of (19). Assuming that the f{k) of this formula vanishes for all but

infinitesimal values of \, for which it becomes infinite in such a waj'^ that

we write, in (39), Y = Q d^j-l-rr, and integrate with respect to f from — ao to + oo .*

We thus obtain, for y > 0,

sF-„j-.' ' ''f' * = i3^„l-/-i-^^ •
(^»)-

or, on reference to (13).

where r = v^{'^' + y~)-

If we imi X = /• cos $, y = r sin 0, we find from (25), oii inserting the time-factor,

that for large values of / the radial and transverse displacements are

dr ?-d^ 4(X + 2/i) V ttJu- i

^

respectively.! Use has here been made of (7).

A simple expression caii lie obtained for the rate (W, sav) at wliich the exti'aneous

* The indetermiiiateness of the formula (19) in this case may l)e evaded by supposing, in the first

instance, that the force Q, instead of being concentrated on the line .'- = 0, is uniformly distributed over

the portion of the plane // = lying between :r= ±a. It appears from (21) that we should then have

Y^Q sin^^ft
y,.

If we finally make a = we obtain the results (-tO).

t The second of these results is equivalent to that given by Rayleigh, loc. cit., for the case of

incompressibility (A = oo ).
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force does work in yeiieratiiii;- the cylindrical waves which travel outwards from the

source of disturljaiice. The forinul;u (40) give, for tlie value of vvjvt at the orighi,

3vo _ ipQtj^ C /^
^ _ ,, ,

£^_a cZf (43).

This expression is really infinite, hut we are only concerned with the part of it in the

same phase with the force,* which is finite. Taking this alone, we have

Discarding imaginary parts, we find that the mean rate, jier unit length of the axis

of z, at which a force Q cos pi does work is

W= 1 +
'^'Z = w^^^^^^ <«'•

5. We may proceed to the case of a " semi-infinite " elastic solid, hounded (say)

by the plane y =^ 0, and lying on the positive side of this plane. We examine^ in

the first place, the effect of given periodic forces ajDplied to the boundary.

As a typical distribution of nonnal force, we take

[p^^ = o, [iU = Yc-'^- w-

the factor e'^' being as usual understood. The constants A, B in (30) are determined

by means of (34), viz. :

y\- (^' )•

(2^^-/.-^)A + 2.-^^B=-^-J

Hence

where, for shortness,

F (0 = (2^^ - F)^ - 4r«/3 (49).

We shall find it convenient, ^uesently, to write also

f{^) = {2e'-Jry + H-^afi ^ . (50).

* The awkwardness is evaded if (as in a previous instance) we distrilnite the force uniformly over a length

2a of the axis of /. This will introduce a factor /?i?-i"T under the integral signs in the second

member of (4 1).

VOL. cciir.—A. c
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The surface-values of the displacements are now given by (33), viz. :

y (51).
_F«e'f- Y

I

'""~F(0-^ J

The effect of a concentrated force Q acting parallel to jj at points of the line

X = 0, y = is deduced, as before, liy writing Y = — Qt/f/27r, and integrating

from — 00 to oo
; thus

2,r;aJ-. F(0
(52).

""'>-
2:./.]-. F(|) J

In a similar manner, corresponding to the tangential surface forces

:

, , , , ,

[/'Jo = Xe'-^ lp,;\, = (53),
we should find

F(a /.' ^ F(0 /.

^''^-

And, for the effect of a concentrated force P acting parallel to x at the origin,

"'^- 2^]-»-F(i) '

i

h (55).

2u^J_„ '

FCf) ^" J
The comparison of ir„ in (52) with r„ in (55) gives an example of the general

principle of reciprocity.*

We may also consider the case of an internal source of disturbance, resident

(say) in the line a: = 0, y =f, the boundary y—Q being now entirely free. The
simplest type of source is one which would produce symmetrical radial motion (in

two dimensions) in an unlimited solid, say

,/, = Do {hr), xf, = (56),

where r, = y/{x^ -\- [y —fYl, denotes distance from the source. If we superpose on

this an equal source in the line x = 0, y = —f, we obtain

4> = D,{ln-) + D,{hr'), xk = (57),

* Rayleigh, 'Theory of Sound,' vol. 1, § 108.
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where / = y/{x^ + {y -{-/)"}• It is evident, without calculation, that the condition

of zero tangential stress at the plane y =: is already satisfied ; the nox-nial stress,

however, does not vanish. It appears from (1.3) that in the neiglibourhood of the

plane // = O'the preceding value of (j> is equivalent to

*=-m;
j/f j.

r e"-^"^^^ e-^Ulj

=
2f

cosh^y^^_„,^,.^^^
^.y^_

Substituting in (29) we find that this makes

Comparing with (4G), we see that the desired condition of zero stress on the

boundary will be fidfiUed, provided we superpose on (57) the solution obtained from

(30) and (48) by putting

TT a

and afterwards integrating with respect to f from -co to co . The surface-

displacements corresponding to this auxiliary solution are obtained from (51), and if

we incorporate the part of u^ due to (58), we find, after a slight reduction,

(60).

-'K
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by Lord Rayleigh,* and is moreover necessarily contained implicitly in our

analysis.

Thus, if we put Y = in (47), we find that the conditions of zero surface-stress are

satisfied, provided

A : B = 2k' - k- : 2lKa^ = - 2/kj8i : 2k- - k- .... (Gl),

where k is a root of F (f ) = 0, and a^, /Qj, denote the corresponding values of a, yS,

Now, in the notation of (49) and (50),

F {()/{() = (2f- - F-y - 1 G if- - Ir) (f= - /=) fl

= ,«|l_Bf:+,.4_I0^:)f:-,6,,-*;)|}. . (02).

Equating this to zero, we have a cubic in i'~/k'~, and since k'- > /<-, it is plain that

there is a real root between 1 and oo . It may also be shown without much difficulty

that the remaining roots, when real, lie between and h-jk". The former root makes

a, ,8 real and positive, and therefore cannot make /(f) = 0. The latter roots make

a, y8 jaositive imaginaries, and therefore cannot make F {$) = 0. This latter

equation has accordingly only two real roots f = rh *<> where k > k.

Thus, in the case of incompressibility (\ =»,/; = 0) it is found that

K/k= 1-04678 ....

and that the remaining roots of (62) are complex.! On Poisson's hypothesis as to

the relation between the elastic constants (X. = /x. h- = ^k-), the roots of (62) are all

real, viz., they are

f/F = l i(3-,/o), i(3 + ,/3),

so that

K;k = i v^(3 + \^3) = 1 -08766 4 . . . ;

this will usually l)e taken as the standard case for purposes of numerical illusti-ation.

In analogy with (28), it will be convenient to write

K=pc (63),

Avhere c denotes the wave-slowness of the Rayleigh waves. The corresponding

wave-velocity is

K K V p

According as we suppose \ = x , or X = /x, this is '9553 times, or '9194 times, tlie

velocity of propagation of plane transverse waves in an unlimited solid.

The further properties of free Rayleigh waves are contained in the fornuda^ (61)

* 'Proc. Loud. Math. Soc.,' vol. 17 (1885); 'Scientific Papers,' vol. 2, p. 441.

t Cf. R.A.YLEIGH {he. cit.), where it is also shown (virtually) that they arc roots of /'
( j), not of F {£), if

2, ft be chosen so as to have their real parts positive.
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and (30). We merely note, for purpcses of reference, that if in (33) we put f = i «,

and accordingly, from (01),

A = {2k- - Ir) (!, B = ± 2iKa^C (G4),

we obtain by superposition a system of standing- waves in which

«j = — 2/c {2k- — /i-- — 2aj/3i) C sin kx .
(-'>', v,j = 2k-rx^C cos kx . c'''' . (05).

Tlie theory here recapitulated indicates the method to lie pursued in treating the

definite integrals of Art. 5. We fix our attention, in the first instance, on their

" principal values," in Cauchy's sense, and afterwards superpose such a system of free

Rayleigh waves as will make the final result consist solely of waves travelling

outwards from the origin of disturbance.

It may be remarked that an alternative proceduie is possible, in which even

temjDoraiy indeterminateness is avoided. This consists in inserting in the equations

of motion (23) frictional terms proportional to the velocities, and finally making the

coefficients of these terms vanish. This method has some advantages, especially as

regards the positions of the "singular points" to be referred to. The chief problem

of this paper was, in fact, first worked through in this manner ; but as the method

seemed rather troublesome to expound as regards some points of detail, it was

abandoned in favour of that explained above.

7. The most important case, and the one here chiefly considered, is that ot a

concentrated vertical force applied to the surface, to which the formulae (52) relate.

The case of a horizontal force, expressed by the formulpe (55), could be treated in an

exactly similar manner.

Since Vq is evidently an odd, and ly, an even, function of .r, it will be sufficient to

take the case of x positive.

As regards the horizontal* displacement ?(,j, we consider the integral

J'^^^^'^-J {2t,^-kj-4.^{i^'-h^)^{i^-¥)t:' '
•

^'''

taken round a suitable contour in the plane of the complex variable 4, = f + '»?•

If this contour does not include either "poles" (i k, 0), or "branch-points"

(± /', '^)> (± ^'"i 0) of the function to be integrated, the result will be zero.

A convenient contour for our purpose is a rectangle, one side of which consists of

the axis of ^ except for small semicircular indentations surrounding the singular

points specified, whilst the remaining sides are at an infinite distance on the side tj>0.

It is easily seen that the parts of the integral due to these infinitely distant sides

will vanish of themselves. If we adopt for the radicals v^(C — ^'') •^"'1 \''{V — ^'),

* Tho sense in u liicli the leniis ' liorizoiilal " ami ' venical " are useil is iiulieateil in tlie secoml

sentence of llie Litroduttion.
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!7

at points of the axis of f, the consistent system of vahies indicated in fig. 1,* w(

find, for the various parts of the first-mentioned side,t

F- — 2a;6) e'^" d^ — k {2k- — F- — 2a^/3^) i

^F(0
^"

F(-k)

<P{OdC =

^{OdC = lB

HU'

F(0
(2/c^ - F — 2«i/3i) e"

~F(k)

where the terms with r'(— /c) and F'(/c) in the denominator are due to the small

semicircles about the points (± k, 0). Equating the sum of these expressions to

zero, we find, since F'(— k) = — F'(k'),

^-'^-s
-^.
— ^ ^ = — 2i7r H cos KXIP

= — 2!VH cos K^

F(0
- F) a/3e-'i^ d^

fe'^V/,^

(67),

* The function under the integral sign in (66) is uniquely determined (by continuity) within and on

the contour when once the values of the radicals J{(''
- hr) and J{(^ - X--) at some one point are

assigned. The convention implied in the text is that the radicals are both positive at the point ( + « , 0).

It will be noticed that over the portion of the axis of ^ between - h and - h the function in (66)

diifers from that involved in the value of «o as given by (52). This is allowed for in the second member
of (67). Corrections, or rather adjustments, of this kind occur repeatedly in the transformations of this

paper.

t The symbol 33 is used to distinguish the •' principal value ' of an integral (with respect to a real

variable) to which it is prefixed.
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where

jj^_K(2Ki-^i-2«^
(08),

r (k)

a numerical quantity depending only on the ratio X : ft.

To examine the value of c,, we take the integral

round the same contour. Integrating along the axis of ^ we find

i:>«)^^=f::^ri;^

l>«)''^=CF(fr-''F""'(f) -F'W

and thence by addition, since the terms due to the infinitely distant parts of the

contour vanish as before,

K = — ^^"'
(71).

Hence if to the principal values of the expressions in (52) we add the system of

free K;vyleigh waves,

II z= i ^ H sin KX, iv = — i ^ K cos kx (72),

wnere
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wliicli is evidently of the type (G5), we obtain, on inserting the time-fi\ctor,

"' -
I.

vr/x J. (2^ -]^)^ + IG^* iC' - /r) (/r - f-)
^ ^'

. _ _ Q P^{ e' -h^)e"'"-i^Uli

^^ ]. {2P- >t^)* + l&tie - h') (^^ - f

)

(74).

This is for x positive ; tlie corresponding results for x negative would he obtained by

changing the sign of x in the exponentials, and reversing the sign of n^,.

The solution thus found is made up of waves travelling outwards, right and left,

from the origin, and so satisfies all the conditions of the question.

The first term in Wq gives, on each side, a train of waves travelling unchanged with

the velocity c~\ The second term gives an aggregate of waves travelling with

velocities ranging from h~^ to a~^. As x is increased, this term diminishes indefinitely,

owing to the more and more rapid fluctuations in the value of e'H

On the other hand, the part of Vq which corresponds to the first term of v^^ remains

embedded in the first definite integral in (74). To disentangle it we must have

recourse to another treatment of the integral J"* ({) d^. One way of doing this is to take

the integral round the pair of contours shown in fig. 2, where a consistent scheme of

-a,-p

values to be attributed to the radicals ^/{C~ — Jr) and ^{C' — A") is indicated. For

the only 2:)arts of the left-hand contour which need be taken into account we find
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Similarly, in the right-liand contour,

sir(Q,!^={\^ i
/0''

j
- t)

f'^'^Y'^

We infer, by addition,

If we multiply this by — Q/^nfji, and add in the term due to the free Eayleigh

waves represented by (72), we obtain, as an equivalent form of (74),

_^Ke'""-'- ^Q C Fv/(/."-a^"'""^^'^^^

^
^^

77/. Jo (2f ^ - k-^r + Ae y/{}i' - e) v{k' - e)

4/Q f r-^- (g^ - />;) y (
F - e) e'^'-^^' c/g

TT/x J„ (2^^ - k^y + 16f^ (f^ - A-^) (F - e)

It is evident that all terms after the first diminish indefinitely as x is increased.

TT/X

* From this we can deduce, liy the same method as in Art. 4, an expression for the mean rate W at

which a vertical pressure Q cos pt does work in generating waves, viz.,

+ r/x
J,, (2P - A-2)^ + 16^*(P - f>"-) C"- - H

VOL. CCIII.—A. B
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If in (73) and (76) we regard only the terms which are sensible at a great distance

from the origin, we have, for x positive,

«„= _ Q He'>"-">, t', = -i-^Ke'^'C-"' (11);

and similarly for x negative we should find

T/.0 = ^ He'><'+"' , ro = -^'-Ke'""^"* (78).

These forraulre represent a system of free Rayleigh waves, except for the

discontinuity at the origin, where the extraneous force is apjilied. The vibrations

are elliptic, with horizontal and vertical axes in the ratio of the two numbers

H and K, which are defined by (68) and (71), respectively. To calculate these, we

have, since F (k) = 0,

/(k) = 2 (2,c" - ]^Y = Sa,/3,K~,

and therefore

^--kF (.)./»' ^- -F(k)/(k) ^''^'

where, by difterentiation of (62),

-F(K)/(K) = 16^«.{l-(6-4^)| + 6(^l-|:)g} . . (80).

In the case of incompressibility I find

H = -05921, K = -10890;

whilst on Poisson's hypothesis

H = -12500, K = -18349,

so that the amplitudes are, for the same value of /x and for the same applied force,

about double what they are in the case of incompressibility.

A similar treatment applies to the formulae (55), which represent the efiect of a

concentrated horizontal force Pe'^". Taking account only of the more important terms,

I find, for X positive,

«o = - — HV"('-^^>, Vo = -KV^"-"-^ (81),

and, for x negative,

(82),

where

= -
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The ratio of H' to K' is, of course, equal to that of H to K ; K' is, moreover,

identical with H, in conformity with the j)rinciple of reciprocity already referred to.

It appears, therefore, from the numerical values of H, K ahove given, that for \ = co

and for X = /x

H' = -03219, K' = -05921;

H' = -08516, K' = -12500.

Again, in the case of the internal source (56) I find, for large positive values of re,

u^ = — SArH'e-'V'"'-"', i'o = SiKK'e— V^^'-°>
(84),

and, for large negative values,

Wo = S/cH'e-'V'' ('+"', Vq = 8?/<K'e---'e'><'+"' (85).

The factor c""'-'' indicates how the surface efiect (at a sufficient distance) varies

with the depth of the source.

8. If in any of the preceding cases we wish to examine more closely the nature and

magnitude of the residual disturbance, so far as it is manifested at the surface, it is

more convenient to use the system of contours shown in fig. 3. With this system we

Fig. 3.

can so adjust matters that the radicals v^(^^ — h~) and y/{^^ — k-) shall assume in all

parts of the axis of ^ exactly the values a, yS with which we are concerned in formulte

such as (52). It is convenient, for brevity, to denote by dz «', /3' tlie values assumed

by the same radicals on the two sides of the lines ^= — /;, and by a", ^ fi" their

values on the two sides of the line f = — k, these values being supposed determined
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in accordance with the requirements of continuity. Thus, with the allocation shown

in the figure, we shall have, for small values of 77,

\ . . . . (86),

apiu'oximately.

Taking the integral {G6) round the several contours, in the directions shown by

the arrows, we find

i^ (f

)

^ Jo \{2^-k'f-i^a'B" (2C- - Jrf + 4CV'^"J
^' "^

+ e— rj^_2C^-F-2a ^ 2ir - Ir + 2affi' _\ .^_,, •.

_ _ V TT -Li- -''-
f "

h^2e-k^)a"^"Ce-'"'dv_ .ml-1 cos KX + 4yc
I

^ ^^^, _ ^,^, _^ ^g^, ^^, _ ^,^ ^^, _ ^„^

where, in the first integral, ^ = — A -|- '•>?, cind. in the second, {=—/( + ^'?-

The integral (69), taken round the same contours, gives

, _,-,,, [^ J
k'-a' — A:'V 1 -,,-7

^'
Jol(2^^-/;^)^^:^44a'^' (2^^-^^JH4C^a'^'

j' " '^

= 2.Ksm..-+8..
l(2C^^4Vl6^-A^)(F-^^)

on the same understanding.

The definite integrals in these results can all be expanded in asymptotic forms by

means of the formula

(>(,)«-.'<;, = IL(t>,(0) + nJlll^ + IL(i)>L(5) + ... . (8S,;

and when hx, and therefore also kx, is sufficiently large, the fii'st terms in the

expansions will give an adequate ajiproximatiou.
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Thus, taking account of (8G), tlie last membars of (87) and (88) are equivalent to

— 2i7rH cos KX + 2 \/(-7r) a/ (
1 — *

)

and

(Jcx)'

2^KsinKX-4/(2:r)(l-^^). --^ ^

resjDectively. Substitutino- in (52), and adding in the system (72) as before, we have,

for large positive values of x,

= -2 He :?V;Vi'-tJ) {kxf

U U V TT \ /r/ (kx)'

S.V: (F - 211^^ {hxy
+ &C. . . . (91).

The first terms in these expressions have already been interpreted. The residual

disturbance constitutes a sort of fringe to the cylindrical elastic waves which are

propagated into the interior of the solid, and consists of two parts. In one of these

the wave-velocity 2V^"; or 6~\ is that of equivoluminal waves; the vibrations (at the

surface) are elliptic, the ratio of the vertical to the horizontal diameter of the orbit

being 2,^(1 — Ir/k"), or 1-G33 for \ = [m. The remaining part has the wave-velocity

p/li, or a~\ of irrotational waves; the surface vibrations which it represents

are rectilinear, the ratio of the vertical to the horizontal amplitude being

{k~ — 2h~)/2h (k^ — h-y, or 'SSSS for X = jn. With increasing distance x the

amplitude of each part diminishes as x~', whereas in an unlimited solid the law

is a;~", as appears from (42).

Similar results will obviously hold in the case of the other problems considered in

Art. 5.

9. It has been assumed, up to this stage, that the primary disturbance varies as a

simple-harmonic function of the time. It is proposed now to generalize the law

of variation, and in particular to examine the effect of a single impulse of short

duration. From this the general case can be inferred by superposition.
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It is to be noticed, in all our formula;, that if we write

^ = i:>0,
k = 2^((, k = ph, K = 'pc,

the symbol p which determines the frequency will disappear, except in the

exponentials ; this greatly facilitates the desired generalization by means of

Fourier's theorem. Thus, in the case of a concentrated vertical pressure Q {t) acting

on the surface, the formulfe (73) and (74) lead to

1 f* b- {-26- - h-f y(^- - a=
) ^., ^. ;.

The definite integrals represent aggregates of waves, of the same general type,

travelling with slownesses ranging from a to b, and from 6 to c» , respectively.

If we suppose that Q (t) vanishes for all but small values of t, it appears from

(92) that the horizontal disturbance at a distance x begins (as we should expect)

after a time ax, which is the time a wave of expansion would take to travel the

distance ; it lasts tiU a time bx, which is the time distortional waves would take to

travel the distance ; and then, for a while, ceases.* Finally, about the time ex, comes

a solitary wave of short duration (the same as that of the primary impulse) represented

by the first term of (92). This wave is of unchanging type, whereas the duration

of the preliminary disturbance varies directly as x, and its amplitude (as will be seen

immediately) varies inversely as x.

If we put

Q=\Q{t)Jt (94),

the integration extending over the short range for which Q is sensible, the

preliminary horizontal disturbance will be given by

"' -
7r/x6a

provided

^^^^-
(2^"-6-^)*+16^(^3_,j-2)(^2_^2) • • • • \^^h

where a <.0 <Cb. The following table gives the values of U (^) for a series of values

of 6ja, on the hypothesis of \ = ju,, or b/a = 1-7321.

* This temporary cessation of the horizontal motion is special to the ease of a normal impulse. If

the impulse be tangential, the contrast between the horizontal and vertical motions, in this respect, is

reversed.

V
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d/a.
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The interpretation of the expression (93) for the vertical disjilacement r^ Is not

quite so simple. For a given value of o\ the most important part is that corre-

sponding to t = cr, or 6 = c, nearly, when the integrand in the second term changes

sign by passing through infinity. This is the epoch of the main shock ; the minor

disturbance which sets in when t = ax leads up continuously to this, and only dies

out gradually after it.

As a first step we may tabulate the function V (6) defined by

Y (0) = - ¥(26^ - Irf ^{6"-- ar) __
(2^- - h-y-ir Ue^e-^'- a?) {b" -0~)

{20^ _ ^:)-2 _ 4^2 ^(^2 _ „2«j
^^^o _ ^,^

for a <e < h,

for e>h (97).

eia.
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(lotted curve in fig. 5. If .r l)e constant, the effect of increasing- / will Ije to cause

this graph to travel uuiforinly tioin left to right ; and if we imagine that in each of

V

Q(t-&x)

Fig. 5.

its positions the integral of the product of the ordinates of the two curves is taken,

we get a mental picture of the variation of i'^ as a function of f, on a certain scale.

For the greater part of the range of t, the integral will be approximately

proportional to the ordinates of the curve V(^), viz., we shall have

4.V,
TTflbX

(98),

in analogy with (95). But for a short range of t, in the neighbourliood oi ex, the

statement must be modified, tlie dotted curve being then in the neighbourhood of the

vertical asymptote of the function V [6). Since the principal value of the integral is

to be taken, it is evident that as t approaches the critical epoch and passes it, I'o will

sink to a relatively low minimum, and then passing througli zero will attain a

correspondingly high maximum, after which it will decrease asymptotically to zero,

the later stages coming again under the formula (98).

Although the above argument gives perhaps the best view of tlie wliole course of

the disturb.uice, we are not dependent upon it for a knowlt'dge of wliat takes place

VOL. com.—A. E
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about the critical epoch ex. We may proceed, instead, by geueralizing the expres-

sions {17). This introduces, in addition to the given function Q(^), whose Fourier

expression is

Q(^) = H f?«r Q(\)cos_«(^, -X)c/\ (99),
TT jo J -oo

the related function

Q^(?) = U ,lp\ Q{\)sm2^{f -k)d\ (100);
TT J . - X

viz., we have

Wo = - ^ Q (' - c.r) + &c., r,, = ^q(t - ex) + &c. . . (101).

It does not appear that the connection between the functions Q {t) and Q' {t) has

been specially studied, although it presents itself in more than one department of

mathematical physics. The following cases may be noted as of interest from our

present point of view :

Q(')=f-,.f^.
«-(')= I ^.^ 002);

«(') = ^,. Q'(')=-,-^ (103);

Q(l) = p-for('<r,l Q , /( + tV'

= for t- > T-, J

It is evident, generally, that if Q be an odd function, Q' will be an even function,

and vice versa.

The values of v^^ and v^^, as given by (101), are represented graphically in fig. 6,

tor tlie case where Q {t) and Q' (t) have the forms given in (102).* Moreover, writing

HQ/2TT/AT = /', KQ/'27r/xT = g, t — ex = t tan x,

we have

»o =^ — (1^ + cos 2^) ./, ?V| = sin 2;y • .'7 (10^)

;

the orbit of a surface-particle is therefore an ellipse with horizontal and vertical semi-

axes f and g. And if from the equilibrium position O we project any other position

P of the particle on to a vertical straight line, the law of P's motion is that the

projection (R) describes this line with constant velocity. See fig. 7, where the

positive direction of i/ is supposed to be downwards.

* The relation l.ietween the scales of the ortliiiates in the graphs of »„ and c^ depends upon tlie ratio of

the elastic constants A, /x. The figures are constructed on the liypothesis of A. = /x.
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Fig. 6.

A similar treatment would apply to the formulaj (81), and (with some modification)

to (84).

It remains to justify these ajaproximations by showing that the residual disturbance

tends with increasing x to the limit 0. For this purpose we have recourse to the

formulse of Art. 8. As a sufficient example, take the second term in the last

member of (88). If we multiply by e'''', take the real part, and substitute y] = p^,

h = ph, the corresponding term in the value of Vq, as given by (52), assumes the form*

Q cos^j {t - hx) ("f {<!>)
<'-"'* (^ + ^ sin p{t- h.r) ["/'(</>) e"''^* d<j,,

jx Jn /x Jo-

Avhere the functions F(^) and /'(</>), which do not involve j^, '"^I'f '>f the order <j)~'^ when

(^ is large. If we generalize this expression by Fouriek's Theorem (see equation ('J9)),

we obtain, in the case of an impulse Q of short duration,

-^ [^7 U) d<h fe-^^'-cos/W^ - h.>:)dp + S [ f{<\^)<H \^e-*"^mp{t - hx)cJp
TTjX Jo Jo TT/J, J o" J

- 7ri.]o^^> ,tV- + (' - /«)- ^l^ J" ^^' -^W + (' - ^'-^f
'

* The symbols </>, F, / are here useil temporarily in new senses,
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For any particular phase of the motion, t varies as x, and the expression (lOG)

therefore varies inversely as x. This confirms, so far, our previous results (95) and

(98). Hence with increasing distance from the origin the disturbance tends to the

limiting form represented by (101).

Before leaving this part of the suljject, it is to be remarked that the peculiar

protracted character of the minor tremor which we have found to precede and follow

the main shock is to some extent special to the two-dimensional form of the question.

It is connected with the fact, dwelt upon by the author in a recent paper,* that even

in an unlimited medium a solitary cylindrical wave, whether of the irrotational or

equivoluminal kind, is not sharply defined in the rear, as it is in front, but is prolonged

in the form of a "tail." In the three-dimensional problems, to which we are about

to proceed, this cause operates in another way. The internal waves are now

spherical instead of cylindrical, and so far there is no reason to expect a protraction

of a disturbance which in its origin was of finite duration. But at the surface they

manifest themselves as annular waves, and accordingly we shall find clear indications

of the peculiarity of two-dimensional propagation to which reference has been made.

On the whole, however, it appears that the epochs of arrival of irrotational and

equivoluminal waves are relatively more clearly marked and isolated than in the two-

dimensional

PART II.

Three-Dimensional Problems.

10. Assuming symmetry about the axis ot :, we write

T^ = ^/{x~+y'), n='' <]. v=y-q . . . . (107),
tar OT

so that (/ denotes displacement perpendicular to that axis.

A typical solution of the elastic equations, convenient for our purposes, is derived

at once from Art. o, if A\e imagine an infinite number of two-dimensional \ibration-

types of tlie kind specified by (25) and (30) to be arranged unifoimly in all azimuths

about tlie axis of z, and take the mean. In this way we olitaiii tidui (o3), with tlie

necessary change of notation.

ry, = (/^A - PB) . A j%/4— . p^^g ^ ,/^ = _ ^^A + ^-^B) Ji (fw)

[. (108).

W, = (- aA - i^B) . 1 \^c'i-^-,loj = ~ («A+ i$B).J4ir^)
TT .'

* Cited on p. 37 y»w^
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Also, from (40), for the corresponding stresses at the plane i = 0, we have

[p,^l = M {2^aA + i {2t' - A:-) B} J, (^^)
(109).

[pj„ = ,. \{2e - /.-') A + 2;mB] J.. {$7^)

Although the above derivation is sufficient for oui- purpose, it may Ije worth while

to give the direct investigation,* starting from the etjuations

P^ = (^ + ^) 1^ + /^V^n, pg = (X + /.)
^;J
+ /.V^r,

^|;: = (X + /.)^g^ + /xVV (110),

where

A = |^ + ^': + |'- (111).

In the case of simple-liarmonic motion (c'-"') these are satisfied l)y

u = f + n\ " = ^/ + "', u, = f- + w'. . . . (112),
d.f ay oz

provided

(V- + A-)(^ = (113),

and

(V- + F) tt' = 0, (V- + /,;-) v' = 0, (V- + /,) w' = ^1

dn' dv' dw' _
^

} (Jl-1)-

a.r ^ r%
"^

a^

where Ir, k" are defined as before by (28). A particular .solution of (114) is

»'=||:' '=i^' •"'=3:h''^x • • • i"^y

provided

(V- + F)X = (HG).

On the livpothesis of symmetry about Ov we have

OZS' 537 Out Oi

and the formula3 (112), (115) are equivalent to

V = Jt+^^- -li + l^ + '^A *-)

* r/. ' Proc. bond. Math, Soc,,' vol. U. \>. iTG, for the correspoiulinji stntical iuvestigatinn.
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If we take, as the typical solution of (113) and (116),

<f>
= Ae-J,{^^), x = Be-^-J„(fsr) (119),

where a, /3 liave the same meanings and are subject to the same convention as in

Art. 3, we liave, from (118).

?r = (-aAc'-- + f-Bc-''--)J„(f=T) ^

and thence for the stresses in the plane ; =

IP^.l = M [gj + 1"^^ = 1^ {2f«A - (2^^ - k^) £B_; J, (f^)
]

[pJo = [XA + 2u ^^ = /x ipe - k-^) A - 2^/36} Jo (^«.)
I

(121).

The formula differ from (108 i and (109) only in the substitution of /fB for B. The

notation of (119) is adopted as the basis of the subsequent calculations.

If we are to assume, in place of (1 1 9),

ct> = A'e-J.i^r.). x = BV--Jo(f^) (122),

tlie corresponding forms of (120) and (121) would be obtained by affixing accents

to A and B, and changing the signs of a and /8 where they occur explicitly.

11. As in Art. 4, we begin by applying the preceding formulae to the solution of a

known problem, viz., where a given periodic foi'ce acts at a point in an unlimited .solid.

Let us suppose, in the first place, that an extraneous force of amount Z . Jp (far) e'''\

per unit area, acts parallel to : on an infinitely tliin stratum coincident with the

plane s = 0. The formuL-e (119) will then apply for : > 0, and (122) for z < 0. The

normal stress will be discontinuous, viz. ;

[ia--.o-[ia-=-o = -z-Jo(H (123),

whilst p,^ is continuous. Hence

(-2,^^ _ l-^) (A - A') - 2f-^/3 (B + B') = - ^
,

P } . . . (124).

2« (A + A') - (2^- - fr) (B - B') =

Also, the continuity of 7 and «7 requires

A- A'-/3(B + B') = 1^ ^

y (125).
«(A + A')-f^(B-B') = 0/ ^ ^

We infer

^ = -^' = 4- '' = '' = ,1^ ^'''^'
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and therefore, for % > 0,

^=^|-.-=.j„(f„), x=j/';-Mfw (m-

To pass to the case of a concentrated force Ee'>', acting parallel to z at the origin,

we have recourse to the formula (20), where we supjDose /(X) to vanish for all but

infinitesimal values of X, and to become infinite for these in such a way that

[/(\)27r\(7X = R.

We therefore write Z = Ptf r/f/27r, and integrate with respect to f from to oo.*

We thus find, for - > 0,

<^=^, r''-J„(f«r)^^f, ^^ ^^^":^^^^^^^)^d^. . (128),
47J-/rp.'o 4TTjrp Jo p

which are equivalent, Ijy (18), to

This will be found to agree with the known solution of the problem.! If we retain

only the terms which are most important at a great distance -r, we find, from (118),

'J = JZ
R f 1 Zza _,/„. 1 Zz ,,-iy

477 [A. + 2u t"^ a
\- (130).

47rU + 2/.r='' ^
^i >^ J j

Inserting the time-factor, the radial displacement is

zu^mj^ R ^^,^(,_„,, ,^3^.
r in (X + 2fi) r" ^ "

and the transverse displacement in the meridian plane is

jsw — zq _ R ra;^,^(<_4,)
,^^9)

r 47r/a /•' ^
'"'''

Returning to the exact foiniula^ C^-^), the expression for the velocity j'arallel to :

at the plane s = is found to he

* A more rigorous procedure would l>o to .suppose in the first instance that the force It is uniformly

distributed over a circulai' area of i-adins ", u.sing the fornuda (•J2). If in the cml we make -/ = 0, we

obtain the restilts in the text.

t Stokes, 'Camh. Trans.,' vol. (1849) ;
• Mathematical and I'liysiral I'.ipers,' vol. '1, p. 278.
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or, takiug the real part,

+ terms in siu pt (134).

The terms in cos pt remain finite when we put ct = ;* and the mean rate W at

which a force II cos jjt does woric in generating waves is thus found to be

W= K^

^{i:7(f^n + l>^*^=-^'>^^i

= f^ .{2F + ¥) = f^' {a^ + 2h') (135),
•Zinpp 24:TTp ^ '

a and h denoting as before the two elastic wave-slownesses. The result (135) can be

deduced, as a pai'ticular case, from formulae given by Lord Kelvin.!

12. Proceeding to the case of a semi-infinite solid occupying (say) the region j> 0,

we begin with the special distribution of surface-stress ;

[^a = Z.J„(H, [/>..] = (136).

The coefficients A, B in (119) are now determined by

(2^2 _ /,:) A - 2fy8R = ^
1

1^ V (137),

2aA-(2f2_yr.2)B_ J

whence

, _2f -r- z T._ 2« z , .

""- FWT'l^' ^-Fl^ 7 ^'''^'

the function F (f) having the same meaning as in Art. 5. The corresponding

surface-displacements are

__^(2f^-I-^-2a^) , Z ^

> (139).

"•"=
/(V"^^"^-f J

This result might have been deduced immediately from (51) in the manner indicated

at the beginning of Art. 10.

* The terms in sin ^)/ become infinite. If the foi-ce R be distributed over a circular area, the awkwardness

is avoided. A factor

/Ji(g«)l =

I h^a J

is thus introduced under the integral signs in the first line of (135), where a denotes (for the moment) the

radius of the circle. Finally, we can make a infinitely small,

t 'Phil. Mag.,' Aug. 1899, pp. 234, 235.
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It we put Z = I) ill (1'17) we get a system of free annular surface-waves, in which

c/,, = - /c(2k- - /-:- - L'a,^,) . J, (kts) . CV

(140),

H'„ = /.-^V^j . J„ (kzs) . CeV''

where k is the positive root of F(^) = 0, and a,, jSj are the corresponding values of

a, /3. These are of the nature of " standing " waves.

To pass to the case of a concentrated vertical pressure Hev' at O.* we put in

accordance with (20), Z = — H^di/'lv. and integrate from to co.f The formulte

(139) become

R r e (2p - /•- - 2rxl3) J ,. . ,^ 1

^«=2.Jo F(^)
^J>^f-)^^f

I

'"^=-2^,CI(^J«(^)^^
j

Again, the case of an internal source of the type

(141).

(142).

where r denotes distance from the point (0, 0, /), can he solved by a process similar

to that of Art. 5. First, superjiosing an equal source at (0, 0, —f), distance from

which is denoted by r', we have

^='7^ +'7'' ^=^ ^^'^^^'

and therefore, by (18), in the neighbourhood of the plane z = 0.

.() a J (I a

= 2r'^-^^^e--JM^)^d^ (14,)_
J(i a

This makes

q,= -2\y'J J,{^^^)e'<ft »'„ = (145),

* This may he regarded as the kinetic analogue of Boussinesq's well-known statical problem.

t It might appear at first sight that a simpler procedure would be possible, and that the effect of a

pressure concentrated at a point might be inferred by superposing lines of pressure (through 0) uniformly

in all azimuths, and usinj; the results of § 7. It is easily seen, however, that such a distribution of lines

of pressure is equivalent to a pressure-intensity varying inversely as the distance (^) from O. This is

not an adequate representation of a localized pressure, -since it makes the total pressure on a circular

area having its centre at increase indefinitely with the radius of the circle.

VOL. CCIIT.- A. K
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and

[P=.l = 0, r2^--]o = 2/^r^^^-~-'^''-°'''Iu(^-)^'f. . . (146).
.'o a

The iulditioii.s to (143) whicli are required in order to aniud tlie stresses on the

plane c = are accordingly found l>v writing

Z= -2iJi .

'^^' ~^'
e--f ^d^

in (139), and then integrating with resjiect to f from to cc . Tn this way we

obtain, finally,

y . . . . (147).

W, = - 2
y^

^jf^-^y ' < "M,, (f«y) rJi

J

In a similar manner, with the help of Art. 1 1 , we might calculate the effect of a

periodic vertical forge, acting at an internal ^Joint.

13. For the sake of comparison with our previous two-dimensional formulse. it is

convenient to write, from (2) and (6),

J, {(t^) = - ^- |'^(ef-™^- + e-H'-™"-)cosh u(h.

The foi'nudie (141) are thus equivalent to

27r-/A.'n .'-=0 i^ (f)

(148).

(149).

These results are closelv comparable with (52), and our pievious methods of treat-

ment wUl apply. It is, however, unnecessary to go through all the details of the

work, since the definite integrals with respect to f which appear in (149) can be

derived from those in (52) by performing the operation — id/dx upon the lattei', and

then replacing x by zs cosh u.

Thus, from (67) and (70) we derive
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i 11 ^f^f'^""""
''^ = •^^'^K sin {Kr. cosh .,) - 2k^^

f^J'^^^
e"'^— di

-^^'!f%-r^—"^ <-)•

where H aud K are the iminerical (luantities definetl by (68) and (71). Substituting

in (149) we have

> niJ. J/, 1^ (?)./(?)

where the notation ot the various Bes.sel'.s Functions is as in Art. 2.

Superposing the system of free waves in which

,y„= "^'^ H.Ji(Kt^), »•,= -'"-. K . Jo (k©) . . . . (154),

we obtain, finally, on inserting tlie time-factor.

Since these expressions are made uji entirely of diverging \\aves, they constitute

the complete solution of the proljlem where a periodic normal force Ke'''' is applied to

the surface at the origin.

An altei'native form of (156), which puts in evidence that part of the vertical

disturbance which is most important at a great distance from the origin, is obtained

from (75). Attending only to the ''singular" term, we find

and therefore, from (149).

|3«'„=''''
. K. K„(Kny) + &c (158).

Adding in the system (154) we iiave altogethei'

(/o
= - '!^^-

. H . Di {Km) e'"' + &c., «o = "^^ K . Do (kct) c"" + &c. (159)
2fi 2/x.

F 2
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Heuce, by (7), we have, at a great distance cr,

2/A V TTKIOT 'J/J, V TTKZS

This may be compared with (77). The vibrations are elHptic, witli the same ratio of

horizontal and vertical diameters as in the case of two dimensions ; but the amph-

tude diminishes with increasing distance according to the usual law zs~'^ of annular

divergence.

In the same manner we obtain, in the case of an internal source of tlie type (142).

I . . . . (161),
'Itrk-Ki'lK' — k-) -„ t T\ I \ ,,.i 1 V

«'o = - - p (^)
^ ^ ' Do (/cny) e"" + i:c.

J

where the factor e""'-' shows the effect of the depth of the source.

The expressions for the residual distvu'bance might be dei'lved from the formulae

of Art. 8 by the same artifice. Without attempting to give the complete results,

which would be somewhat complicated, it may be sufficient to ascertain their genei'al

form, and order of magnitude, when his and kts are large. To take, for example, the

parts due to the distortional waves, if we perform the operation — i3/3x on the

second terms of the unnumbered expressions which occur between equations (89)

and (90), above, and then replace a; by ar cosh ?<, the more important part of the

result in each case is

g-iiorcosh,..
'^^.jjj. pQgJ-^ ^^^3,2^

multiplied by a constant factor. This result is to be substituted for the definite

integrals with respect to £ which occur in (14'J); the corresponding terms in

'/o
and ?t'o ai'e therefore of the types

(/;ct)'Jo (cosh m)" ' ' (^''J'')' •'" (cosh m)^

resjiectively. By the method by which the asymptotic expansion (7) of the

function L)y(^) is obtained, it may be shown, again, that these terms are ultimately

comparable with

e'"('-^'^V(^-a7)~,

where the time-factor has been restored. In the same way, the terms in (/,j and ^t',,

which correspond to the expansional waves are ultimately comparable with

e"'"-"''V(/i.sT)-.

The attenuation wltli increasing distance is much more rapid than in tlie case of the
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annular ilayleigh waves, so tliat the latter ultimately predominate.* It is also

much more rapid than in the case of elastic waves diverging from a centre in an

unlimited medium, where the amplitude varies inversely as the distance.

14. The generalization of the preceding results, so as to apply to an arbitrary

time-variation of the source, follows much the same course as in Art. 9. The full

interpretation is liowever more difficult, so far at least as regards the minor tremors.

The main jjart of the disturbance, in the case of a local vertical pressure applied t(j

the surface, is obtained by generalizing the formulae (159). Tliese may Ije written

TT /X DOT Jo TT IJ, Ot }o

Hence, corresponding to an arbitrary pressure K (t), we have

7,= — ^'^
I

U(t-cmcos\i,()du+&c., «',,= ^- I f
KU-cmcoshu)Ju+ kc. (163),

TTH 077 Jo TT/A 0( Jo

where, in analogy with (100),

K (0 = ^--
f'
dp C R (X) sin^ {t -K)d\ (164).

IT Jo i-r.

The character of the function of ^ represented by the first definite integral in (163)

has been examined by the author t for various simple forms of Ii{t), and a similar

treatment applies to the second integral. For example, if we take

Rw = ,^,;... «-w='^,^ (1^^).

it is found, on putting

t — CIS = T tan _)(,§

that for values of ct large compartnl witli t/v, and for moderate values of x,

[ R {t — rzs cosh u) du = _^' a^
[

^^
]
cos (> — .^x) v/(cos x) • i^^^}t>

fK {t - rnr c<.sl, h) dn = - '/' a/( ^^-
) sin {{n - ix) v/'(co« x) • i^^')'

Jo 'J,T ^ ("BS

approximately. Substitviting in (16:!), wr have, ignoring the residual terms,

,„=-/«„(>- I,) Cus^X

I
j,^^^^

n\, = </ cos (^TT — fx) COS' X J

* (;'/. the footnote on p. l' mili

.

t "On Wave-Propigution in Two Diniensiuiis,'' • Troc. Lund. iM;ith. See.,' vol. o.j, {>. lU (1902).

1 '/. Equation (.36) of the piper cited. It niuy l)e noticed that the functions on the right hand of (1C.6)

and (167) are interchanged, with a change of sign, when we reverse the sign of \.

§ The symbol x is no longer requii'ed in the sense of equations (115), &i:.
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Fiij. 9.

Fig. R.

The method applied in that Article to obtain a general view of the whole progress

of the vertical displacement at any point might be eniployed again here, the upper and

lower curves in fig. 4 being coml)ined with auxiliary movable graphs of

- .'^
I R {t - ^7^ cosh u) <1h and 6 ^ \\\. {t - Ozs cosh u) <hi,

OCT J(i at Jo

considered as functions of 9. In the case of a pz-imary impulse of the type (165), both

graphs would have somewhat the form of the lower curve in fig. 8, the functions being

practically (except for a coiistant factor) of the type

sill (Itt-Ix) cos=x, wh

in the more iinportaiit part of the range. Bntli gra})hs. it (hawn tn the scale of

fig. 4 or 5, would be excessively contracted hoi'izontall}' when we are concerned with

values of ts large compared with t/Cq. Owing to the compensation between positive

and negative ordinates in the auxiliary graphs, it is plain that the disturbance

expressed by the ^-integrals in (169) and (170) will be relatively very small except

when t/zs has values 9 for wliich the gradient of IJ (^) or V (9) is considerable. As
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regards tlie horizontal disjJacement 7,,, the minor tremor will consist of a single

to-and-fro oscillation about the epoch azs, followed after an interval by a somewhat

similar oscillation about the epoch hrs, with almost complete quiescence between. As

regards the ^•ertical displacement, there will be a to-aud-fro oscillation about the epoch

riTs, then a period of comparative quiescence, and finally a gradually increasing-

negative displacement (with a slight irregularity at the epoch hrs) leading up to the

main shock, after which there is a gradually decreasing positive displacement.

The expression for the horizontal displacement 7,, may be treated in a different

manner. Transforming (169) we have

'7o cW^ ;^
f
E (/ - crs cosh v) (In - -,f f" (9U (6). ^, fv. (t - Oz, cosh v) dn.

TTflCmh TT-blJiZS } c c6U

= ~~\ E (^- — cnr cosh n) du
TTjJL CXSh

+ of r )^U'(^) + U(^);.r?v(^ - dnr cosh v)dn.d0 . (171).
WOfJiTS J .1 J II

A rough sketch of the graph of ^U'(^) + U(^) is easily made, and the function

I
R (/^ — 6vs cosh n) du

is, in such a case as (165), one-signed, but its integral with respect to d does not

converge when the lower limit is large and negative. The method therefore fails to

^

Fig. 10.
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give us a convenient view of the progress of g,, as a function of t. The difficulty is

due to tlie pecuharities of annular propagation tn which reference has already heen

inadt\

In tig. 10 an attempt, ])ased on the former method, is made to rej)resent (very

roughly) tlie whole progress of the Iiorizontal and vertical displacements due to a

single Impulse of the type (1G5) at a distance large compared with t/c.

Summary.

We may now Ijriefly review the princijial results of tlie foregoing investigation, so

far as they may be expected to throw liglit on tlie propagation of seismic tremors

over the surface of the earth.

It has been necessary to idealize this problem in various ways in order to render it

amenable to calculation. In the first place, the material is taken to be compact and

homogeneous, to have, in fact, the properties of the "isotropic elastic solid" of

theory. Moreover, the curvature of the surface is neglected. Again, instead of a

disturbance originating at an internal point, we study chiefly the case of an impulse

applied vertically to the surface. Under these conditions the disturbance spreads

over the surface in the form of a symmetrical annular wave-system. The initial form

of this system will depend on the history of the primitive impulse, but if this be of

limited duration, the system gradually develops a characteristic form, marked by

three salient features travelling with the velocities proper to irrotational, equi-

voluminal, and Rayleigh waves, resj)ectively. As the Avave-system, thus established,

passes any point of the surface, the horizontal disjjlacement shows first of all a single

well-marked oscillation followed by a period of comparative quie.scence, and then

another oscillation corresponding to the epoch of arrival of equivoluminal waves.

The whole of this stage constitutes what we have called the " minor tremor "
; it is,

of course, more and more protracted the greater the distance from the source, and

its amplitude continually diminishes, not only absolutely but also relatively to that

of the " main shock," which we identify with the arrival of the Kayleigh wave. It may

be remarked that the history of the minor tremor depends chiefly on the time-

integral of the primitive impulse ; the main shock, on the other hand, follows the

time-scale of the primitive impulse, and is affected by every feature of the latter.*

Similar statements apply to the vertical displacement, except that the minor

tremor leads up more gradually to the main shock, being interrupted, however, by a

sort ofjerk at the epoch of am-ival of equivoluminal waves.

The history of the horizontal and vertical displacements, about the epoch of the

main shock, in the case of a typical impulse of the type (165), is shown in fig. 8 ;

* Observational evidence in fiivour of the oxistencc of the three ciitical epochs in an caithqnake

disturbance has been collected and discussed liy \\. D. Oi.DiiAM, ''On the Propagation of Earthnuake

Motion to Great Distances," ' Phil. Trans.,' A, 1900, vol. 191, p. 135.

VOL. CCIII.—A. G
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whilst fig. 9 shows the correspoudiug orbit of a surface-particle. In fig-. 10 a sketch

is attempted of the whole progress of the disturbance.

These results are of a fairly definite character, but they are based, as has been said,

on purely ideal assumptions, and it remains to inquire how far they are likely to be

modified by the actual conditions of the earth. The substitution of an internal source

for a surface impulse will clearly not affect the general character of the results at a

distance great compared with the depth of the source, although differences of detail

in the wave-profile at the critical epochs will occur, and we can no longer assume that

the disturbance is the same in all vertical planes through the source. Again, the

chief qualitative difference introduced by the curvature of the earth will be that

the minor tremor, whose main features are evidently associated with the outcrop of

spherical elastic waves at the surface, will be propagated directly through the earth.,

so that the first two epochs will (at distances comparable with the radius) be

accelerated relatively to the main shock,* which being due to the Ravleigh waves

Avill travel, with the velocity pi-oper to these, over the surfaceA
It is a more diflicult matter to estimate the nature and extent of the modifications

produced by heterogeneity. It is, perhaps, possible to exaggerate these, for the

qualitative effect of a gradual charge of elastic properties would not be serious, and

even considerable discontinuities would have little influence if their scale were small

compared with tlie wave-lengthj of the primitive impulse. A covering of loose

material over the solid rock probably causes only local, though highly irregular,

modifications, with some dissipation of energy.

It must be acknowledged that our theoretical curves differ widel}^ in two respects

from the records of seismographs. In the first place, they show nothing corresponding

to the long successions of to-and-fro vibrations which are characteristic of the latter.

It would appear that such indications, so far as they are real and not instrumental,

are to be ascribed to a succession of primitive shocks, in itself probable enough.

Again, the theory gives vertical and horizontal movements of the same order of

magnitude, and in the case of the Rayleigh waves, at all events, where a definite

comparison can be made, the vertical amplitude is distinctly the greater. The

observations, on the other hand, make out the vertical motion to be relatively small.

The difficulty must occur on ahnost any conceivable theory, and appears indeed to be

clearly recognised by seismologists, who ai-e accordingly themselves disjsosed to

question the competence of their instruments in this respect.

* Cf. R. D. Oldham, /*. cit.

t The theory of free Eaj'leigh waves on a spherical surface is known ; see Professor Beomwich, he. cit.

I This term is used in the same general sense in which in hydrodj-namics we speak of the " length " of

a solitarj' wave travelling along a canal. There is no question, in the present connection, of anything

analogous to " oscillatory waves."
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II. On llic. Sfnicliire of Gold- Leof arid the Ahsorplion Sppctnnn of Gold.

By J. W. Mallet, F.R.S.. J'ro/rssor of Cliemisfri/ in the Unirrrsitij

of Virginia.

Received May 22,—Read June 11, 1003.

[Plate 1.]

GoLD-leaf, as seen under the microscope by transmitted light, presents a remarkable

appearance which seems to liave been hitherto either not at all or only slightly

noticed. The colour of tlie transmitted light is bluish-green, unless silver in

considerable proportion be alloyed with the gold ; in this latter case the colour is

purplish -blue. The amount of light transmitted is, as might be expected, not uniform,

the thickness of the gold film varying within very small areas of the surface. All

this is well known to anyone who has ever looked through a bit of the leaf

But, in addition, numerous black lines are visible under very moderate amplification,

ramifying irregularly over the surface, here and there showing some tendency to

parallelism, but for the most part running into each other in the most irregular way.

Fig. 1* illustrates this; it is a microscopic photograph of ordinary commercial gold-

leaf, taken with an amplification of 75 diameters, and a distance from the eye-piece to

the camera plate of 378 millims.

In Faraday's Bakerian lecture, read before the Royal Society on February 5, 1857,

on the " Experimental Relations of Gold (and other metals) to Light,"t there occur

two or three sentences which prove that this peculiar appearance did not escape his

keen observation. For example, he says " when the thicker parts of the leaf were

examined they seemed to be accumulated plications of the gold, the leaf appearing as

a most irregular and crumpled object, with dark veins running across both the thicker

and thinner parts, and from one to the other." Again, referring to specimens of gold-

leaf which had been heated in oil, he says '* it will be seen that it is the thicker folds

and parts of the mottled mass that retain the original state longest." And again he

remarks, " there is a little difficulty in admitting that such an irregular corrugated

film as gold-leaf appears to be, can possess any general compression in one direction

* All (if the microscopic photographs referred to in this ])aper have hcon presented to the Royal Society,

but only Nos. 4, G, and 8 have hoen reproduced for publication,

t 'Phil. Trans.,' 18.57, pp. 14.5-181.

(;360.) <; -2 29.1.04
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only." But Faraday does not seem to have specially investigated the peculiarity in

question, or its cause, and, in view of the process by which gold is extended into

these thin films, the terms " plications " and " folds " which he uses must be understood

as referring to the ajipearance only of the leaf and not to its actual structure.

The idea first suggested by the ramification and reticulation of black lines was that

they might depend in some way on the crystalline structure of the alloyed gold used

for making commercial gold-leaf, modified and distorted during the process of beating.

Hence specimens of gold-leaf variously alloyed were compared with each other. The

following samples were furnished me l)y the manufactiu'ers, the W. H. Kemp Company,

of 165, Spring Street, New York, with a statement of their composition :—

•

A. Dark or red gold-leaf, made with an addition of 18 grains of copper to each

Troy ounce (480 grains) of pure gold, or, more strictly, gold assaying about

998-999 fine.

B. Gold-leaf of medium colour, made with an addition of 12 grains of copper and

12 grains of silver to each Troy ounce of fine gold.

c. Pale or light-coloured gold-leaf, made with an addition of G pennyweights

(144 grains) of silver to the Troy ounce of fine gold.

Figs. ], 2, and o show the a2:)pearance of these three samples respectively under

the amplification already mentioned for No. 1, which represents the gold alloyed with

copper only, No. 2 that containing both copper and silver, and No. 3 that containing

silver only. The three exhibit some difierences, but not much greater than are

presented by difierent samples of leaf of the same composition, and the general

character is evidently the same. In consequence of the small amount of light

transmitted by the leaf, exposures of the iihotograpbic plates for two or three minutes

were necessary, and changes in the state of the sky and character of the light during

this time prevent the photographs giving quite a correct idea ot the different degrees

of translucency of the specimens. Owing probably to slight shaking of the floor

aftecting the position of the camera, the ramified lines do not appear quite as sharp

and well defined as w^hen viewed directly thj'ough the eye-piece of the microscope.

It was desirable to see whether the same appearance, if referable in any way to the

original molecular structure of the metal, would present itself in leaf beaten from

jjure gold free from all alloy. On applying to two firms of gold-beaters—one In

New York and the other in Philadelphia—to make for me a small quantity of leaf

from fine gold, I was assured by both that it was impossible to beat pure gold thin

enough to be seen through. Dentists' gold foil could be had, but it is quite opaque.

The rea.sons assigned for the difliculty were the excessive tendency of the pure gold

to cohere, so that it could not be manipulated without difierent parts touching each

other and sticking together, and also the tendency of the pure metal to stick to the

"gold-beaters' skin" or animal membrane used to separate the leaves in beating.
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After a good deal of persuasion i succeeded ia inducing the manager of the

W. IT. Kemp Company—Mr. W. R. Haxxa—to try the experiment of beating into

leaf, as thin as could be had, a sample of fine gold which I sent him. This was

" proof gold " from the assay department of the United States Mint at Philadelphia,

and therefore of the highest attainable purity. Tlie result was quite satisfactory for

the intended purpose, though it would not have been so in a commercial sense, there

being a good deal of waste, and many torn leaves and large holes. The microscopic

appearance of this pure gold-leaf is shown in fig. 4 (Plate 1). It is in general like

the commercial specimens, but tlie lines are bolder and more strongly defined—

a

consequence, as I think will l)e sliown, of the greater softness of the pure metal.

Study of these microscopic appearances, and comparison of them with each other

and with the micro-photographs of Osmond, Roberts-Austex, Aknold, Axdrews

and others, did not seem to support the idea that the lines in question are due to

more or less distorted crystalline structure. In order to learn whether the hnes are

to be referred to, and originate in, the process of gold-beating by which the leaves

have been produced, the attempt was made to obtain galvanically-deposited films of

something like the same thickness, so that these latter might be microscopically

examined by transmitted light.

Pieces of thin rolled silver foil, much larger than woidd be needed for microscopical

examination only, were varnished on one side and then electrolytically coated with

fine gold on the other, using a specially prepared pure cyanide solution and an anode

of fine gold. As there was no guide by which to determine in advance the thickness

of the gold film which would admit of being satisfiictorily seen through, the current

was passed for various periods of time, producing films of several different thicknesses,

and, after the subsequent treatment, one or two were selected which gave the best

i-esults. About a square centimetre cut from each piece of foil was well washed with

ether to free it from varnish, and was then cemented—the gilded face downwards

—

upon a slide of .thin microscope co-\er glass by means of Canada balsam somewhat

diluted with ether. After time had been afforded for the balsam to harden, the silver

was dissolved off slowly by very dilute nitric acid, and the gold film was ready for

microscopic examination. Fig. 5 shows the appearance presented, the amplification

and distance from eye-piece to camera plate being the same as for fig. 1 and for all

the other microscopic illustrations of this paper. It is evident that the mottled

structure of this film, showing varying thickness, is unaccompanied by the ramifica-

tions of Avell defined black lines to be seen in beaten gold-leaf No attention should

be given to the two large bars of .shadow crossing each other at right angles in this

photograph ; they are due to the sliadow of a part of the window sash having been

inadvertently allowed to fall on the illuminating mirror of the microscope.

To test whether the black lines are really due to minute threads or wires of gold

with diameters considerably greater than the thickness of those parts of the leaf

which can be seen tlu-ougli, it was proposed to jtrotect a piece of gold-leaf by placing
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it between two sheets uf silver foil, roll the whole down to a fraction of the original

thickness, remove the silver by means of nitric acid, and see whether the lines in the

gold had been broadened out by flattening of the wire-like threads if present. A
rectangular piece of fine silver foil, "019 millim. thick, was folded in two across the

middle of its length, a piece of the " fine " gold-leaf which had been specially beaten

for me by the W. H. Kemp Company was spread out flat between the two folds of

silver, ami then by the same firm the whole rolled down until the double thickness,

"038 millim., had been I'educed to "006 millim. Care was taken to Introduce the

folded edge first between the rolls, so as to prevent as far as possible slipping of one

surface of foil upon the other. Examination with nitric acid of diff'erent parts of the

rolled-down foil showed that, although there had been no small tearing of the gold

and many holes had been produced in it, there were quite sufficieut areas of it lelt in

a practically continuous state. Assuming that the gold had been rolled out pari

passu with the silver, each had been reduced to something like one-sixth or one-

seventh of the original thickness.

A small piece of the foil in this condition was varnished on one side, and the other

side stripped of silver by very dilute nitric acid. A number of specimens w-ere sjjoiled

at this stage, since the acid getting through any holes would attack the silver on the

other side and eat its way between the varnish and the gold film, which was so

exceedingly thin as not to bear any manipulation when unsupported. A few good

specimens, however, were secured. These were cleared of varnish by soaking in

ether, cemented by the gold face Avith diluted Canada balsam to slips of thin

microscope cover glass, and, after hardening of the balsam, the second film of silver

was gradually lemoved by ver}' dilute nitric acid. Fig. 6 (Plate 1), representing,

under the same amplification as in the other figm-es, the microscopic appearance of

one of these specimens of roUed-down pure gold-leaf, exhibits very distinctly the

flattening out of the minute metallic threads, favoured by the greater softness of the

gold than of the silver which enclosed it.

As a further test of the black lines being due to minute wires or threads of gold,

specimens of the fine gold-leaf were thinned down by partial solution, in order to see

whether the lines would remain visible longer than the general surface of the leaf,

and the thicker lines longer than the more delicate. The solvent used was a ^ per

cent, aqueous solution of potassium cj^anide, to which had been added a little

hydi-ogen dioxide. The result is shown in fig. 7, and in fig. 8 (Plate 1), the i'ormer

of these representing a less, and the latter a more, advanced stage of the solvent

attack upon the leaf The more gradual obliteration of the black lines than of the

rest of the surface is quite apparent.

As it seemed to be established that the black lines mider examination represent

microscopic threads or wu-es, and that these are developed in the gold during the

process of beating, it was natural to look for their possible origin in some correspond-

ing peculiarity of structure in the " gold-beaters' skin" or animal membrane between
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sheets of which the leaves of gold are extended. But this idea is not borne out by

microscopic study of that material. The thin gold foil with which the process is

begun is first beaten for about twenty minutes only between surfaces of " cutch

"

paper, which has simply the structure of a felted mass of vegetable fibres. The

principal extension of the gold is Ijrought about by beating for about four hours in a

" shoder " or packet of leaves of old or previously often used gold-l^eaters' skin, the

packet, containing a thousand leaves, being from time to time bent between the

fingers to loosen the gold films and prevent their sticking to the membrane, and

finally by beating for another four hours in a '' mould " or similarly made up packet

of leaves of new or much less used gold-beaters' skin, repeating the bending of the

packet to maintain the looseness of the gold films. The cutch is beaten with

hammers of about sixteen pounds in weight, striking about sixty blows a minute, the

shoder with hammers of about ten pounds and at the rate of about seventy-five blows

per minute, and the mould with six-pound hammers and at the rate of about ninety

blows per minute. Figs. 9, 10, and 11 repi'esent respectively the cutch paper, the

already much used gold-beaters' skin of the shoder, and the new, or nearly new, skin

of the mould. There is nothing in any of these to account for the black lines seen in

the gold-leaf As far as any distant resemblance to these is suggested by some of

the vegetable fibres in fig. 9, it is to be remembered that fibres in relief would

produce in the gold corresponding furrows, appearing as lines of greater, not less,

translucency than that of the rest of the surface. The animal membrane or gold-

beaters' skin in which by far the greater part of the beating is done, including all the

later part of the work, exhibits in figs. 10 and 11 the simple and nearly uniform

structure of the serous coat of the intestine—said to be the C8ecum—of the ox which

is used for the purpose.

A careful personal inspection of the process of gold-beating at tlie establishment of

the W. H. Kemp Company in New York, has led me to the belief that the production

of the ramified lines of microscopic wires or threads in the gold-leaf is due to the

following cause. The face of the hammer used is slightly convex, and hence a blow

struck with it tends to stretch each sheet of gold, and the animal membrane enclosing

it, outwards in all directions from the centre of impact. The membrane is elastic and

not absolutely uniform in thickness or tensile strength. Hence it tend.s to form,

along lines of weakness, wrinkles running irregularly outwards, such as may be

produced in any stretched piece of cloth by a pusli of the finger in any given

direction. These wrinkles constitute microscopic troughs or furrows into which

the soft gold is driven, forming corresponding rods or wires of extremely minute

size. The elasticity of the membrane leads to the momentarily developed wrinkles

being almost instantly obliterated, while the plasticity of the gold admits of no

correspondiiag disappearance of tlie ^\ire-like threads produced. The complicated

ramification of the lines is no douhl diu' in part to the irregulai' distribution of lines

of weakness, and therefore of easy stretching, in the membrane, iiartlv t<« the blows
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of the liamiuer falling iu rapid succession upon different adjacent parts of the surface,

and partly to the lack of uniformity of support given hy the other leaves above and

below in the packet. The view now stated receives confirmation from a point

strongly insisted upon by Mr. Hanna—the very intelligent superintendent of the

W. H. Kemp Company's workshops—namely, tiiat for success in the gold-beating

process much depends on the condition of the animal membrane as to moisture or

dryness. If it be very dry the gold-leaf cracks or breaks, while if the membrane be

too moist the leaf sticks to it. The membrane requires to be dried or dampened to

correct the opposite effects of change in the atmosphere. This accords with the idea

that a certain amount of elastic stretching of the membrane, from which this

recovers, is necessary for the permanent or inelastic extension of the gold. In fact,

as the area of the gold-leaf is permanently extended by the beating, while that of

the membrane is not, the one film manifestly must slide over the other. It is

scarcely conceivable that this sliding shall occur at the moment at which a blow

falls, when friction between the surfaces is at a maximum. If not, it must occur

just afterwards, as a result of the elastic resilience of the membrane, which leaves

behind it the plastic gold.

It is evident that the statements to be found iu the books as to the actual thickness

of gold-leaf—based as they are upon Aveighing of measured areas—represent only

average thickness, and that, in view of the decidedly greater thickness of these

microscopic threads of gold running through the mass than of the intervening parts,

the thickness of these latter parts must be notably less than the average. The

following determinations were carefully made with several square decimetres of leaf

in each case, accurately measured as to area, and weighed on a delicate assay balance.

Tlie results are stated in " microns" (thousandths of a millimetre).

Average thickness.

Commercial gold-leaf, alloved with copper only, represented by Fig. 1

,, ., .. copper and silver ,, .,2
., • ., ., silver onlv ,, ..3

Gold-leaf specially beaten from ' fine" gold ,, ., 4

A galvanlcally deposited film of "fine" gold ., ,, ^

Maximum thickness of " fine " gold film whicli can be seen

through—about

Dentists' " fine " gold foil

In connection with the microscopic examination of gold films by transmitted light,

it seemed to be interesting to make some observations on the absorption spectrum of

the metal, especially as there have been recently published the results of spectroscopic

study of the light which the metal reflects.

It was proposed to examine for this purpose metallic gold iu the following forms :

—

1. Pure or '• fine" o-old-leaf

•0797^
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2. Gold chemically reduced in a dilute aqueous solution of its chloride—so-called

colloidal gold—the metal being in sufficient quantity and state of aggrega-

tion to transmit greenish-blue light.

3. Ditto, a less amount of more finely distributed gold transmitting ruby-red

light.

4. Glass coloured by gold so as to transmit greenisli-blue light—the so-called

saphirine glass.

5. Glass coloured ruljy-red by vei-y finely divided gold.

It was found to be impracticable to secure any result for the gold-leaf, on account

of the very small amount of light transmitted. For the colloidal gold in water, and

the gold-coloured glass, the following results were obtained.

Visible S^iectrum.

The source of light was a strong electric arc between closely placed carbon poles,

with a slit of about ^ millim. in width. Dispersion was obtained by a Rowland

concave grating of 21 "5 feet focal length, ruled with about 15,000 lines to the inch,

using the spectrum of the first order. The photographs were taken on M. A. Seed

dry plates (" orthochromatic, L"), specially sensitized for the region from green to

red inclusive. The original photographs were laid side by side, so that the positions

of like wave-lengths were the same for all, and then re-photographed together on a

reduced scale. The results are shown in fig. 12, with a few positions indicated in

Angsti-om units.

Taking the strips in order from the top downwards, the first (up})ermost) strip

represents the light transmitted simply through a sheet, about 2 millims. thick, of

colourless glass of the same kind as that on which the gold ruby-red is " flashed," and

which also formed the end plates of cells containing the colloidal gold in aqueous

suspension—time of exposure about 2 minutes—the darkness at the less refrangible

end is due, not to absorption, but to the insensitiveness of the photographic film for

rays in this region. The second strip shows the effect of transmission through a

column of water, 2-25 centims. long, containing 75 milligs. of metallic gold to the

litre, reduced from the chloride by potassium acid carbonate and formic aldehyde,

and exhibiting dark greenish-blue colour—time of exposure 30 minutes. The third

represents also colloidal gold in watery suspension, but in a column of 9'25 centims.

long, with 50 milligs. of gold per litre, and showing a blue or slightly violet-blue

colour—time of exposure 20 minutes. The fourth represents the same, in a column

of same length as the last, but with only 20 milligs. of gold per litre, and showing a

clear ruby-red colour—time of exposure 10 minutes. The fifth, shifted over to the

right to secure correspondence of position for equal wave-lengths, is the same as the

fii'st, but witli shorter exposure ; the right-hand end is in the region of slight

VOL. CCIII.—A. 11
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sensitiveness of the film. The sixth (lowermost) strip shows the result of trans-

mission through the '"flashed" ruhy-red glass, with very long exposure— 1 hour and

10 minutes.

In these photograplis there is no indication of well defined absor2:)ti()n liands. The

general absorption belongs mainly to the middle portion of the spectrum, and is, on

the whole, more marked at the less refrangible end, with notable increase of

absorption in this region as the amount of gold present is increased. The position of

maximum absorption is nearer to the long-wave end for the glass than for the

colloidal gold in water. It is interesting to note that, while no photographed results

coidd be obtained from the saphirine glass, the absorption being too far in the red for

the sensitiveness of the film, eye observation of this glass, using sunlight and a glass-

prism spectroscope, showed a distinct belt of absorption extending from about 5700

to 6250, beside the general absorption of rays of shorter wave-length. Allowance

has to be made in the photographs for insensitiveness of the film at the red end of

the spectrum.

Ultra-violet Spectrum.

This was examined with a quartz prism, and for the liquids a tube closed at the

ends by plates of quartz. The source of light was electric sparks between cadmium

poles placed pretty near each other. The results are shown in figs. 13, 14 and 15, a

few of the positions being indicated by the wave-lengths of the cadmium lines, as

before. No results could be obtained for the saphirine or the ruby glass, the glass

alone absorbing all rays in the ultra violet. Fig. 13 represents the water with

colloidal gold in suspension, 7 b milligs. to the litre, in a column of 2 '2 5 centims. long.

Fig. 14 represents a like liquid, with 50 milligs. per litre, and in a column 9"25

centims. long. Fig. 15 is the same, with 20 milligs. per litre, and in a column

also 9 "2 5 centims. long.

In each of these three figures the three uppermost strips represent exposures for

3, 5 and 10 minutes respectively (counting from above downwards), the light passing

through the colloidal gold liquid, while the four lower strips exhibit the results from

sparks through air (no gold liquid interposed) for 1, 2, 5 and 10 seconds respectively.

The general absorption, without indication of dark bands, begins to be well marked

at about 3500, and increases toward the more refrangible portion of the spectrum, the

effect increasing also with the amount of gold present.

Infra-red Spectrum

.

This was examined, by the obliging jiermission of Professor S. P. Langley,

Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C, in the astrophysical

laboratory of that institution, using sunlight, a rock-salt prism, and Professor
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Langley's bolometer with pliotographic auto-registration of the results. These

results were in general as follows :

—

The specimen of ruby-red gold glass almost totally absorbs the light of the short-

wave-length side of D, rapidly increases to the full transparency of the ordinary

colourless (unflashed) glass at about A, and continues as transpai'ent as this ordinary

glass to about 2*5/i,. The saphirine or blue glass coloured by gold, cuts off tlie light

to near C, then rises very rapidly to great transparency at and beyond A.

The red colloidal gold liquid No. 1, 20 milligs. metallic gold per litre, contained in

a cell with end plates of thin microscope glass, 4*5 centims. apart, produces great

general absorption in the visible spectrum, though not reaching to the point of

completely, or almost completely, extinguishing any x-ays included within the region

of spectrum studied, as was the case with the glass specimens. The absorption of

this liquid becomes practically identical with that of distilled water at and beyond A.

The violet-blue colloidal gold liquid No. 2, 50 milligs. gold per litre, and the

greenish-blue liquid No. 3, 75 milligs. gold per litre, behave on the whole like liquid

No. 1, exce2Jt that they diminish the radiations throughout the spectrum to a very

great e.xtent, as if by the interposition of opaque obstacles to the rays. Liquid No. 3

appears relatively less transparent in the visible spectrinn, besides being genei'ally

less transparent throughout the spectrum.

I regret that the blue-print tracings of tlie bolometer curves are so faint as not to

allow of jjhotographic reproduction on a leduced scale.

For the microscopic and spectroscopic photographs I have to thank tlie kind

assistance of Professor A. H. Tuttle and Dr. W. J. Humphreys of this University.

H 2
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III. j^fathematical ('oiilr'il)iili()iis to the llwory of Evolution.—XII. On a

Generalised Thcorij of Altcnidlii'c fnherifdnce, witfi special Reference to

Mexdei/s Laws.

/?// Kakl Pearson, F.B.S.

Received Septemlier 11,—Kead November 26, 1903.

(1.) Introductori/. On a Generalised Theori/ of Alternative InherUaiice, ivitJi special

Bcfcreticc to Mexdel's Laws*

It seems likely to be of interest at the present time to consider rather at length a

fairly full mathematical theory of the pure gamete. We do not venture to call this

theory a generalised Mendelian theory of inheritance, partly because it is not even the

most general theory of the pure gamete conceivable, partly because Mendel's original

theory of heredity was perfectly clear and jjerfectly simple, and is not the theory here

developed. The pure and simple Mendelian theory seems to have been discarded in

the light of recent experimental residts by more than one Mendelian, both in this

country and abroad. The original Mendelian theory has been replaced by what are

termed " Mendelian Principles." In this aspect of investigation the fundamental

principles propounded by Mendel are given up, and for each individual case a pure

gamete formula of one kind or another is suggested as describing the facts, t This

formula is tlien emphasised, modified or discarded, according as it fits well, badly, or

not at all witli the growing mass of experimental data.

It is (^uite clear that it is impossible while this process is going on to term

anything whatever Mendelian as far as theory is concerned. The present investigation

is therefore not a generalised Mendelian theory of heredity : we speak of it merely

as a generalised theory of alternative inheritance, and it is based on the conception

that the gamete remains pure, and that the gametes of two groups, while they may
link up to form a complete zygote, do not thereby absolutely fuse and lose their

* I owe the incentive to tjjis memoir to Professor W. F. K. Weldon, who hiid aheady worked at some

of the simpler special cases and who placed his results entirely at my disposal.

t See especially Tschermak, ' Zeitschrift f. d. landwirthsch. Versuchswesen,' Jahrg. IV. (" Ueiier

Ziichtung neuer Getreiderassen ") ; De Vkies, ' Ber. d. deiitsch. botan. Gesellsch.,' vol. xviii. (1900),

pp. 435-443; Bateson, ' Proc. Camb. Phil. Sou.,' vol. 12, p. 53; ' Nature,' April and May, 1903.

(361.) 4.3.04
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identity. Tlie aiialytic;il expression of this is represented hy the fundamental

formula :

(AA') X (««') 1 = ' Aa

= (A + AO(« + «)
I

I

J

t:'
(i-).

A'rt'

where (AA') and (aa') are the parental zygotes, and the right-hand side of the

equation represents the four possible constitutions of the offspring. Such a formula

as the above may be accepted without any hypothesis as to dominant and recessive

characters, but these terms were certainly essential to Mendelian theory as propounded

by Mendel himself, and it becomes very doubtful whether we ought to attach his

name to any theory which discards these " recognition marks." It is very convenient,

however, to have names for the alternative elements expressed by capital and small

letters respectively. I propose for the purpose of this paper to term an A-element a

protogene, and an a-element an allogene. Two protogenic elements will give rise to a

protogeuic zygote AA, two allogenic elements to an allogenic zygote aa, and a

protogenic and allogenic element to what Mr. Bateson has termed a heterozygote

A«. We may thus class his homozygotes into protozygotes and allozygotes. We
reach pure Mendelianism by making our protozygotes " dominants," our allozygotes,

" recessives," and our heterozygotes " hybrids of dominant character." In so far as

our theory of pure gametes replaces protozygote, allozygote, and heterozygote by

" dominant," " recessive," and " hybrid with dominant character," it becomes a

generalised Mendelian theory, but only in this case. Otherwise we must look upon

it as an attempt—in one direction only of course—to give a consistent mathematical

basis to the various formulte which have been propounded for describing statistical

data classed under Mendelian categories ; shortly we sliall endeavour to develop a

general pure gamete theory.

The results were worked out in a purely impartial frame of mind ; indeed, once

state the hypotheses, and the analysis is far too complex to allow us to jiredict a

jmori what can possibly result from it, nor does the investigation admit of anv but

one solution. If the hypotheses are admissible, then any nari'ower pure gamete

formula must lead to results embraced under our general conclusions.

What we have to admit at the present time are the following conditions :

—

(i.) The existence of a vast bulk of evidence that heredity, as far as measurable

characters are concerned, follows within a population perfectly definite laws.

(ii.) The existence of another mass of experiments, in which simple and pure

Mendelianism is certainly inadmissible, but in which certain ratios undoul^tedly

approach the values they would have on such a simple and pure Mendelian theory.

It is possible, therefore, that a generalised theory of the pure gamete would account
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for (ii.) ; it can only do so satlsfactoi-ily, however, if it does not contradict the results

of (i.). Hence arises the present attempt to develop in one direction a generalised

theory of the action of the germ-cell.

As we have frequently had to assert, the laws investigated under (i.) have nothing

whatever to do with any physiological hypothesis. That a physiological hypothesis

leads to them is not much test of its validity— it is a necessary, but not sufficient,

criterion of its correctness. If, however, it contradicts them, we are bound to

discard it, and seek for its modification or replacement. The present study is an

attempt to see how far one generalised pure gamete theory leads to results in

accordance with the law of regression and the known nature of the distributions of

offspring in j)opulations.

(2.) Nature of Hypothesis adopted.

'We start with a zygote consisting not of a single protogenic pair AA, but built

up of 11 such pairs,

A,Ai + A.A, + AgA. + . . . + A„A„.

We suppose this to produce gametes which unite with those of a similar allogenic

zygote

a^a^ -\- aM.2 + a./A^ + . . . + «„««.

Any element of the protogenic gamete must unite with the corre.sponding element

of the allogenic gamete, i.e., A^ with «^, and by the fundamental principle (i.) above,

this gives rise to the four possibilities

Arftr,

Arttr,

«rA,. ,

a,A,.

,

which are all of the same constitution. The result is the hybrid grouj), symbolised by

«iAi + ".A. + cr.Ag + . . . + a„k„,

the pei'fect multiple heterozygote.

The popidation will now be supposed to consist of any number of such perfect

heterozygotes, which we shall suppose to again cross. We shall now have

I

«,A,

I

A,.ar

L A,A,

,
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or, each couplet will give rise to four possibilities, representing, however, only three

constitutional differences, expressed by

a,a, + 2r/, A, + A,A,.

Since these four possibilities may occur with each of the ?i couplets, we shall have

when two perfect heterozygotes cross, 4" resulting possibilities. These form the

resulting population of the second generation. Our first problem will be to find the

distribution of this population. This, according to Mendel, is the segregating

generation. We must inquire into tlie frequency of each constitutional difference in

this segregating generation.

We now reach our second limiting hypothesis, whicli is needful if we are to apply

our theory to sexual reproduction. We suppose :

—

There to be an absence of homogamy (including self-fertilisation), and the members

of the second generation to cross absolutely at random and with equal fertility.*

We have then to ask what is the distribution of constitutional diffierences in the

third generation. Does the process of segregation begun in the second generation

continue to the third, or does the population now remain stable ? Is the continued

segregation into pure protogenic and allogenic individuals a necessary result of any

pure gamete theory, or does the belief in such necessity depend upon the first

Mendelian experimenters working only with self-fertilising individuals ?

(3.) Problem T.—To find the Distribution of the Ojfsprimj of the Perfect

Heterozygotes.

We shall here use a symbolic form of analysis. Let u stand for aa, v tor aX, and

tv for AA ; then any corresponding couplets will give rise to

u + 2v + w,

and any one of these constitutions may be associated with one of the similar

constitutions in anv of the remaining » ~ 1 coiiplets. Hence the general distribution

of the population will be given by the terms of the nuiltinomial

(. + >, + .•)«.

This equals!

u" + nu"-^ (2r + iv) +^~ ^^ u-' (2r + //•)-' + • • • + c..,,,u"-^ {-Iv + w)' + ...

* If one is to study heredity in populations \vith a new to the problem of evolution, the conditions as

to fertilisation should approach as far as possiljle the conditions we suppose them to be under in a

natural state; we must fix our attention on the ///'?xs relations between successive generations of the

population.

t Throughout this nienioir the symbol '„, p, ,, is used for the expression \n j {
\n-p-q {p I5}.
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Thus, for example, there would be out of the total population of possibilities 4"

:

1 purely allogenic individual, w X 3 individuals Avith n — 1 allogenic couplets ; 2n of

these would have one heterogenic couplet, and n would liuve one piotogenic

couplet.

Generally there would be S' c„,,,,„ individuals with n ~s allogenic couplets, and

these individuals would be distributed according to the terms of the binomial

(L'r + toy.

We are thus able to write doA\'n at once the number of any class of iiidi\idual that

can appear in the segregating generation. For example, how often do individuals

like u"~P~ivPw'i appear, i.e., individuals with n — p — q allogenic, p heterogenic, and

q protogenic couplets ?

To answer this problem all we have to do is to pick out the coefficient of u"~J'~^vPiv'^

in the above multinomial, and the result is

We are thus fully able to predict how many Individuals of each kind ought t(t

occur AN'lien a jjopulation of perfect 7i-couplet heterozygotes are crossed.

Corollary (i.).—Let us consider only the number of allogenic couplets in the

distribution of the segregating generation. If we were " pure Mendelians" we should

for the purpose of character classification make v = w, as the heterogenic couplet

would then give the dominant character. But without doing this we can assume

V and w to be non-u's.

Hence the distribution of allogenic characters in the population follows the simple

binomial

4"(i + f)".

Thus we see that the distribution would be a skew binomial closely approximating

to my skew curve of Type III.,* and becoming indefinitely close to a normal

distribution of the form

V\hen the number of couplets, u, is indefinitely increased.

For any value of n the mean of the skew liinoniial as measured by the formula of

the memoir on " Skew Variation," t

= w+ 1 -(L 4-|«)= In,

and the standard deviation = \/^n.

Thus the mean number of allogenic Couplets in the membets of the segregatiug

generation is \ of the total number of couplets.

* -Pliil, Trans.,' A, vol. ISO. p. ;17;J.

t //'/(/., p. .jIO.
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Corollary (ii.).—The distribution of heterogenic couplets in the segregating

generation is given by the symmetrical binomial

4"(t + f)"-

The mean number is therefore ^n, and the standard deviation = \/^n.

This is a symmetrical binomial, and approaches extremely closely, even for a fairly

small value of n, to the normal curve. We see that if any character depends solely

upon heterogenic couplets, the distribution will be nearly normal, and the variability

slightly greater than one depending on the allogenic (oi', of course, the protogeuic)

couplets only.

To sum up, then, so far as the distribution of characters depending upon allogenic

or heterogenic couplets goes, we may say that a generalised theory of the pure

gamete leads us to those normal and skew distributions of frequency with which

biometric studies of variability have made us ah-eady familiar. It would not be

possible to base a crucial experiment on the existence or non-existence of such

frequency distributions. The generalised pure gamete theory would, however,

account for their appearance, which, of course, a purely descriptive statistical theoiy

cannot do. On the other hand, distributions diverging much beyond the errors of

random sampling from binomials of the above types would tell pro latno against the

pure gamete theory in its above form. The presence of binomials of two types only,

(i + i)" and (^ + f)", ought to be capable of detection, even if it would not already

have been discovered, had it been the rule.

(4.) Proposition II.

—

To determine the Distribution of the Offspring of the

Segregating Generation, supposing them to Mate at Randoni and ivithout

Differential Fertility.

The solution of this problem may be reached as foUows :

—

Suppose P any male, and Q any female, say each of u. — 1 couplets, producing an

array of offspring, which we will denote by R ; now suppose an additional couplet, the

n}^\ added to both male and female zygote. The male may be now :

P + a,rt,„ or P + «„A„, or P + K,.a,„ or P + A„A„
;

and the female may be

Q + a„a,„ or Q + «„A,„ or Q + A„rt,„ or Q + A„A„

;

that is, we get 4x4 new mating individuals, with 4x4x4 new offspring

possibilities.

Now consider the first father P + a,/j,„ ; the possibilities A\hicli arise from mating

him with the four motliers are the array Iv of otfsiiring coml)ined with any one of the
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10 possibilities 8a„«„ + 8«„A„, or this is the same thing as inultiiilying the Pi array

by the symbolic factor 8 (h -[- v) = 16U, say.

The next pair of fathers 2 (P + «,:A„) with the four motliers reproduce the array R
of offspring combined with 8 {a„a„ + 2a„A„ + A„A„), or 32 possibilities. But this is

the same as multiplying the E,-array by the symbolic factor 8 (u + 2^4-"^) = 32V,

say. Lastly, the P + A„A„ father with the four mothers gives 16 possibilities of the

form 8a„A„ + 8A„A„ to be combined with the R-array of offspring, which is the same

thing as multiplying the R-array by the symbolic factor 8 (v + iv) = 16W, say.

We have at once the symbolic relation among the operators ;

U + 2V + W = n + 2v + w
;

and, further, the important result that the array of offspring due to any pair P and Q
of n — 1 -couplet parents can be converted into the arrays of offspring due to the 16

pairs of jmrents formed by adding an additional couplet to P and Q, by multiplying

that array by the symbolic factor

16U + 32V -f IGW = 16 (u -f 2r -f iv).

We have thus by induction a means of finding the aj'ray of offsj^ring due to a

population of parents of n couplets from the series of arrays due to a population of

n — 1 couplets. Since all the arrays are to be multiplied by the same symbolic

factor, we can multiply their total by this factor. Or the distribution of ofispring of

{n — l)-couplet parents l)eing J, that of 7i-couplet parents

= 16 {u + 2r + uj) J = 4 X 4 X 4 . {^u + |v f liv) J.

Now consider parents of one couplet, tlieir distribution is given by aa -\- 2aA -\-AA,

and they are to mate with the same series, aa -f 2«A -i- AA.

But

aa X fla = Aaa,

2 {aa X 2«A) = 2 {4aa + iaA),

2{aa X AA) = 2 (4«A),

2«A X 2aA = 4aa -\- SaA + 4AA,

2 {2aA X AA) = 2 {4aA -f 4A A),

AA X AA = 4AA,

Total = IGcm + 32rfA + 16AA.

= iG {n + 2r -f »•) = 4X4X4 {\u + ! '' + i«')

symbolically.
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'Hence, by tlie above proposition, tlie (Ustrlbution of dftspriiii;- of jiai-ents ni' I wo

coiiplets is

4X4X4. {\ii + ^v + ^/r) x 4 X 4 X 4 . (i^( + ^r + \ir)

= 4- X 4- X 4-.(i»/+ 5r + i»f,

and, by induction, tbe distribution of offspring for tbe random mating of parents of

n couplets is

4" X 4" X 4"
. {{u + iv + \w)".

Tliis, except for tbe constant fector 4" X 4", is absobitely identical witb tbe

distribution of tbe parental popiilation. and accordingly if tlie next generation also

mates at random, the mixed race will continue to reproduce itself without change.

We therefore reach the following result :

—

Hoivever many couplets ive suppose the character under investigation to depend

•upon, tit e offspring of the hybrids—or the segregating generation—if they breed at

random inter se, ivill not segregate further, but continue to reproduce themselves in

the same proportions as a stable joopulation.

It is thus clear that the apparent Avant of stability in a Mendelian population, tbe

continued segregation and ultimate disappearance of the heterozygotes, is solely a

result of self-fertilisation ; with random cross fertilisation there is no disappearance

of any class whatever in the oifspring of the hybrids, but each class continues to be

reproduced in the same proportions. Thus our generalised theory lends no countenance

to the appearance of any "mutations" within a hybrid population under random

mating ; the only appearance of new constitutions is in the segregating generation, or

tlie first generation of hybrid offspring. Except at this stage, the appearance of the

unfiimiliar is only the chance occurrence of a very rare normal variation. When we

recollect that a purely allogenic individual is only to be expected once in a population

of 4" individuals, or if there be ten couplets, once in more than a million individuals,

it will be clearly seen that the rarity of some of the more exceptional normal

constitutions may easily lead to their being looked upon as " mutations," even if thev

appear in tbe offspring of a population many generations removed from In-bridisation.

(5.) Peoposttion III.

—

To find the Array of Offspring due to a Parent of given

Gametic Constitution mating at Random.

This can be again deduced by tbe method of induction adopted in tbe last

proposition.

Supposing a male P of a — 1 couplets to mate witb all possible females, and V\„_^

to be the array of offspring, then we have seen in the last proposition that if we add

an ?i"' couplet a,,a,, to P, the array of offspring due to P + «„«>, will be 16UR„_i ; if

we add a couplet r, A,„ the array of offspring due to fathers of type P + a„A.„ will lie
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lGVrt,_T, and if we add a ooiiplet of form A„A,„ the array will he of the form 8WR„_i.
Now start with a ftthrr uronc couplet; this must he «,«,, or «iAi, or A,A|, or in our

symhoHc notation /i, /', or w ; the offspring array are respectively M^a•^ + SajAi or

4a]Oi + 8rtiA, + 4A,Ai, or ^a^K^ + SAiAj, i.e., IGU, 16V, or IGW. These, tlierefore,

are the possi))le values of Ri. Hence, hy the principle just developed ahove, the

arraj' of offspring due to a father of type

?("-/-? vP wi

is

(lGU)''-/'-?(lGV)/'(lGW)?,

or remembering that such fathers occur with a frecpiency of 'l''c„^j, ^, we have for the

total distribution of offspring of all fathers of type

the symbolic result

4" X 4".e„,„„U"-/'-?(2V)/'W?.

Substituting, the following expression would give all offspiing of fatliers of the

type u"~P~ivPioT, i.e., with n — j) — q allogenic, p heterogenic, and </ protogenic

cou](lets

4" X 4" . („, ,,,(!« + h^y-p-J (iv( + V + hoy (iy + iwy.

Therefore, given n and given p and r/, it is merely a matter of expansion to find the

array of offspring due to any special class of father.

Corollary (i.).—So far we have supposed our special class of father to be defined by

the exact couplet distribution constitutional to him. But it is of interest to consider

the array of offspring we get supposing only the allogenic couplets fixed in number,

for example, in a generalised Mendelian theory if the number of recessive couplets be

fixed, but the heterogenic and dominant, as both exhibiting dominant characters, be

considered as indifferent. Let s = numljer of allogenic couplets, then we have to

sum all arrays like

4" X 4«.e,„,,,U'(2V)AV^

subject to the condition that p -\- q =: n — s.

The result is clearly

4"x4".c„,„S{c,,,,,,„(2y)^Wn

= 4" X 4".o,,,,„U'(2V + W)"-'

= 4" X 4"
. e,,,, „ ii-n + ^'')' {h" + f '' + "')""'

= 4" X 4"
. c,, ,,„ (in + yy {{hi + l-v) + (r + »•)]""'

This, we note, is not a pure binomial, or the arrays of oftsjiring of a father with a
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given allogenic constitution are not either symmetrical or skew Ijinomials, but of a

much more complex character. The onh' exception is the array of offspring of pure

allogenic fathers,* -which is given hy

4" X 4" X (^H + If)".

This is a symmetrical binomial. This result is, of course, of special interest, for it

gives us the distribution of otispring if the hybrid offspring were at any time crossed

-svith the pure allogenic race, which was one of the original factors of the hybridisation.

The deviation from binomial distribution in the above arrays ought to be further

considered, for if this deviation should turn out to be very significant, it would form a

convenient test for any generalised theory of pure gametes.

Corollary (ii.).—If we sum the above expressions for the array of offspring of all

fathers of p allogenic couplets for values of s from o to n, we have the total offspring

population

= 4" X 4"
. Sc„,

,,
„U^ (2V + W)"-'

= 4" X 4" X (U + 2V + W)"

= 4" X 4" X {u + 2y + lo)",

a result we have already found in Proposition II. as giving the distrilnition of the

total offspring population.

(6.) Proposition IV.

—

To find the Mean Numher of Allogenic Couplets in the

Offspring of all Fathers having in their Constitution s-allogenic Couplets.

By the first corollary to the last proposition the distribution of such offspring is

given by

4" X 4" . f„
., „ {h( + i?')^ {lu + Iv + 217}"-',

where r] is written for ^ {v -\- 7v), a quantit}^ Avhich is unity so long as we consider not

the distribution, but the total number of the non-allogenic couplets. Now this is

clearly the sum of a number of symmetrical binomials in ^u + ^v, and may be put

= A" X 4"
.
'|"c,.,,,; d" + h^y-' {-^vY.

Now the means of each of these binomials can be found from the general theory of

the binomial. t If we take our origin at n -\- 1 allogenic couplets, with a frequency

zero, the mean of the first liinomial, or

* Or, of course, the array of sons from pure protogeiiic fathers,

t 'Phil. Trans.,' A, vol. 186, p. 373.
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{h( + h'Y is at 1 + hi, aud its total frequencyyi = 4" X 4" X c,,_
,_ „

;

the mean of the secoud hinomial, or

i^u+hf-^ .
.•2+i{n-i). . . . y; = '^^2/i;

the meau of the third binomial, or

the meau of the {i + 1)"' binomial

The total frequency is accordingly

= 4" X 4"c„,,<,3"-'.

Hence if riis be the distance from the same origin of the mean of the above

system of binomials

/, X 3- X «, =/,(l + »j +A{2 + "-^'j+.-. + J^. + 1 + "--
') + ...

=/ { 1 + ^ + 2(« - ») (2 + "--^) + r-
<"-'»"-^

'(3 + "-')

Now

+ . . . + 2' O^-^OC^^-^-l) ••
{
n-s-i+l

)
/.

_^ ^ ^ n_- i\
_^

(1 + 2x)«-* =
{

1 + 2 {n -s)x + 2^ (!i^^Ai'h.-±^l) ^2 _^,

Multiply by a'-, differentiate both sides and divide by 2, filially putting- x = I, aud

we find

3«-^ + (, _ ,)3"-^-i = 1 + 2(. - .)f + 2^('i^^)^-iAr:iA)| +...

I 0, 0^ - A-) (w -g - 1). .. {n - s — i+1) i+2 , .^^
1.2.3...* 2 ^

Hence we deduce

/i X 3"-'7/i, =/i {3"-* + {ii. - s) 3"-*-' + InS'-'},

or

m,. = 1 -1- iu + 3 (/(, — .s).
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But the mean of the whole jjdjiTilatioii of olispriiig is at 1 + |/f irom our origin.

Thus we have the fiual results :

Mean numher of allogenic couplets in ulispriug of fathers with s allogenic couplets

= ^11 — '}^ (n — .s) allogenic couplets.

Deviation fi'om mean of general jjopnlation of this array of ufispring

= in-i{n-s) = -h{is-n).

Deviation of fathers from mean of j)opulation

= ^- - h = W^ - ")•

Thus

Deviation of oft'spring^from mean of population _ ,

Devialiion of fathers from mean of population
^'

We liave then the following results, which could certainly not have been fure-

seen :

—

('f.) The regression is constant for all arrays, or the regression curve is a straiglit

line.

(b.) The slope of this straight line is ^, or, since we ha\-e seen that the poi)ulatioU

is stable, the parental correlation is -j also.

Now these results are of very singular importance. A very general theory of the

pure gamete type leads to linearity of the regression curve, a result amply verified

by observations on inheritance in populations ;* and this result is quite independent

of the number of couplets supposed to form the total character of the parent, or of

the fact that in this case the arrays of offspring are skew and do not obey the normal

law.t Fm-ther, the value of the correlation reached is numerically identical with the

value obtained by Francis Galton in his original investigations on the inheritance

of stature ! The generalised theory of the pm-e gamete is thus shown, whatever the

number of couplets taken, to lead to precisely the chief results already obtained by those

who have studied heredity statistically. So far then it might appear that a

generalised theoiy of the pure gamete was capable of being brought into accordance

with the chief results of biometric experience in heredity. This would undoubtedly

be a great step forward, as linking up perfectly definite inheritance results with a

physiological theory of heredity. Unfortunately the Avhole drift of recent biometric

observations on heredity emphasises three points

:

First.—That the parental correlation appears to be markedly greater than ^j nearei'

to -45 to -5.

* GAlton, 'Natural Inheritance,' p. 96; ' Biometrika,' wdI. 2, pp. 216 and 362-3.

t This is further demonstration that linearity of regression has nothing whatever to do with the Gauss-

Laplacian law of errors, i.e., normal curves or suiiaues.
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Secondly.—That this correlation appears to vary sh'ghtly from character to

character.

Thirdly.—ThnX it does not appear to he absolutely the same for all species.

It is most unfortunate for this general theory of the pure gamete, that it throws

the Mendelian back into the position of the biometrician of 1885.* One might have

hoped that the generality involved in n couplets would have led to the requisite

elasticity, or, failing this, to a numerical value of parental coi'relation nearer the

cluster point of existing measurements than \. We can only say, at present, that a

generalised theory of the pure gamete leads to precisely the same general features of

I'egression as have been observed by the biometricians, but it appears numerically too

narrow to describe the observed focts.

(7.) Proposition V.

—

To find the Standard Deviation of the Array oj Offsprinrj

due to Fatliers ivitli, s-cdlogenic Cotqjlets.

We have to find the standard deviation or, of the combination of binomials dealt

with in the previous proposition. Each component standard deviation must, of

course, be weighted with the total frequency of the component, and there must be

the proper reduction to the mean of the array as a whole.

The {i + 1)"' binomial {\u + |-r')"~' has v/ (h — i)h X h'\ for its standard deviation,

and the distance of its mean from the mean of the array

= {» + 1 -{i+i + h{n-i))}- {in -\^n- s)]

= \ (" - «) - ¥
Further, the frequency of tliis component is

We thus see that it contributes

to the total second moment about the mean of the array. This gives us

* " C4alton's law makes the amount of inheritance an absohite constant for each pair of rehitives. It

would thus appear not to be a character of race or species, or one capalile of modification by natural

selection." More amjjle statistical experience of populations since 1885 shows that ahsohde constancy of

the heredity coefficients is not consonant with actual measurements.— ' Eoy. Soc. Proc.,' vol. 62, p. 411,

t ' Phil Trans.,' A, vol. 185, p. 373.

VOL. CCITI.—A, K
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or

_^_^ ^^^
«

4- ^'^
~

'): 4- i^^--^

Now

3-v.= = Sc._„„.q;; + '•-.+ ^

(1 + 2x)«-' = 2o„_,,i,„(2x)',

and by difFereutiating

2 {n -«)(! + 2a,-)''-'-i = Sc„_,,;,„2'ja-'-'.

Repeating the process

4 {n - s) {n - ,s> _ 1) (1 + 2.r)"-'-2 = :Sc„_,, „ 2'z ({ - 1) x'-^.

Hence, putting x = \, -we have the required expressions on the right of the above

result, or

3«-,^2 _ ...-, \>i
,

{n - sf (n^^s) {n ^^^:JJ _ 2_(« - s)^l14^9^ 9 9 /
Therefore

a-;- = i" - i (« - s) = ^{5ii + is).

Now the standard deviation of the whole population, as far as allogenic units are

concerned, is

o- = \/n\ I = x'^^n.

Thus

Va(5+4^)

This result is of singular interest. The variability of an array of offspring

corresponding to a father of given allogenic constitution is not independent of the

father, but increases steadily from a minimum of \/-^n, when there are no allogenic

couplets in the father, to a maximum of \/^n when there are only allogenic couplets.

In other words, fixing our attention on the same character, let the offspring of the

hybrids inter se be crossed first with one pure race, and then w^ith the second pure

race, i.e., first with pure allogenic and then with piu'e protogenic individuals, there

ought to be a marked difference in the variability of the resulting offspring in the

two cases.

Corolla?-}/ {[.).—In the theory of linear regression as apait from the theory of

normal correlation on the basis of the Gauss-Laplacian distribution,* if cr be the

standard deviation of any character, and r its correlation with a second character,

then

o- \/l — r^

* Yule, 'Journal of Royal Statistical Society,' vol. 60, December, 1897.
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Is the mean standard deviation of all the arrays of the first character for a given value

of the second. This expression is no longer the actual standard deviation of each

array.

It is of interest to see that this general law of linear regression is verified in the

present case. We have cr = V-i^n and r =\. Hence if S,„ he the mean standard

deviation of the arrays, we should expect

S„r = -A-«(i-i) = i«.

Remembering the weight of each array,* we have

4" X 4" X 4" X %,? = y {4" X 4«c,„,,3"-' ^^^^'}

= 4" X 4" (1 + 3)" -3%n + i" X 4''n4'-i ^^-

= 4" X 4" X 4" X In,

whence %„" = -|n, as we anticipated.

Corollary (ii.).—It is clear that some arrays of offspring will be more, others less

variable than the general population. The standard deviation of an array will be

equal to that of the general population when s is found from

sV (5n + 45) = -^-n, or s = -i^^n.

Now the mean number of allogenic couplets in the general population is ^n. Thus

the offspring array equally variable with the general population is at distance -j^

from the mean. But cr for the general population = \/ys'ii. Hence, if we take

fathers deviating from the population mean by x/'r^n X cr, we should expect their

ofispring to be equally variable with the general population. Supposing, therefore,

the theory under discussion were true, We should have a means of finding, at least

approximately, the number n of couplets corresponding to the character under

consideration. AU we should have to do would be to find the standard deviation of

each array of offspring corresponding to a given father ; these standard deviations

ought to increase or decrease steadily across the table, their squares giving a straight

line when plotted. Smootli the results, interpolate a value equal to cr, and we shall

have the character of the father whose offspring are equally variable with tlie general

population ; but the deviation of this father from the mean ought to be VysU X cr.

Hence, since a can be found, we have at once an approximate value of n. Approxi-

mate only, of course, because our arrays are classed by units of measurement, inches,

* The numlier of offspring in the array due to the fathers with s-allogenic couplets is found at once

by putting u=o = w in the formubi of Corollary (i.) on p. Gl, and equals -i" x -1"
. c,,, g, „3""»i
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centimetres, &c., and each such unit will not, as a rule, represent one allogenic

couplet ; but interpolation ought to give a result not ^^"idely divergent from the

truth.

The method would of course fail practically if n were very large. For example, if

n were 48, the deviation of the required group of fathers would be 3cr, and hence

such a father would only occur once in 1000 individuals. In a manageable population,

therefore, we are very imlikely to have enough such fathers to form any reliable

measure of the variability of their offspring. At the same time, the squares of the

variabilities of the arrays of sons due to quite frequent fathers ought to give a

straight line, and if this line be determined properly, there should be no difficulty in

finding the theoretical position of the above father, and so finding n.

Many other physiological theories besides the present might give this peculiarity

of the diminishing variability of the arrays of offspring as we pass from one side of

the correlation table to the other. Such changes in variability ai"e familiar to those

who have had to deal with skew correlation. But, as far as we are aware, they have

Hot hitherto been noticed in inheritance tables. The existence of this changing

variability would not afl:ect in any way the general theory of linear regression applied

to heredity in populations. It would, however, lead to an immediate extension of

that theory consisting in the tabling of the standard deviations of the arrays.

Should the standard deviations of these arrays show no bias towards a linear

distribution, but only the fluctuation to be expected from random sampling about

the mean value 0-^/(1 — /'-), we should have a strong argument against the present

general theory of alternative inheritance. We seem here, therefore, to have a crucial

test of the validity of the theory, which may be quite as easy to apply as the previous

test of the numerical value of the parental correlation.

Of course the results now reached are not consistent theoretically Avith normal

correlation surfaces with their elliptic contour lines. The fact that Mr. Galtox came

to his elliptic contours in the first instance on the basis of his observations, and not

from any theory,* shows that they must in the case he was dealing with be approxi-

mately correct. Further, there is no doubt that in other statistics for characters in

man there is within the limits of random sampling a close approximation to normal

distribution. It might be hard to consider that such a deviation as would arise with

a continuously increasing variability of the arrays from one side to the other of the

table could exist and escape notice, had we not in pliysics had evidence that theory

has often led to the discovery of an obvious relation which time after time must have

been overlooked by previous observers unprovided with the theoretical hint of what

to seek for. Hence while we may say that the parental correlation given by the

theory is too rigid for the facts, we must leave this second test until more careful

examination ad hoc has been made of the ani|)le existing data.

* 'Natural Inheritance,' p. 101.
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(a.) PKorosiTiox Yl. —To Jind the Array of OthpruKj (hw to a Grandfuther of

s-allor/cnic Couph'ls, awpposinu Complete Random Mating in the Population.

The general distrilnitiou (if tlie populutiou is

{>, + -2r+ ,r)".

The fathers with ..•-allogeulc units in their correlation are given by

<-'„, ..„w'(2i' + w)""'.

The array of otlspriiig due to these fathers is simply obtained by writing U for u,

V for V, and W for tr, and multiplying ])y 4" X 4". This is a general rule for getting

the oifspring from any father if he mates at random. It gives us, as on j). 61, for the

offspring distribution

4" X 4" X c'„...„U^(2V + Wy'-

^ 4" X 4" X r,„ ,. (i. + iry {(^u + Ir) + (r + w)r'.

To get the offspring of this array treated as fathers and mating at random, we

have only to repeat the process, and we find

(Jffs]iring of gnindfatiier of N-allogeuic couplets

= 4" X 4' X 4' X 4"c«„. „„(^U + ^V)^ [W + ^}V + W ;
'

= 4"'c„.,„{|« + ^v + h^^'ih^ + -^v + l'^"-'

= 4^"C.,, ih^ + feV d" + fe + g ('• + u-))- X (i)''-',

where

e r= |r + In;

and is equal to unity if we identify v and iv as something not allogenic. This can be

dealt with exactly as in Proposition IV. we dealt with the array of offspring due to

a father of s-allogenic couplets, i.e., by analysing the array into the sum of a number

of weighted binomials ; in this case all, skew.

Writing as before, rj = ^ (v -\- iv), we liave to expand

(l« + f^)Mi" + t^ + |r/)'-'.

The general term is

This has ;i total iVeipiency („_,,,,„ (t)' x/,, and its mean is at a distance z+ 1 + ^-(n— /)

from the origin which is taken at (*' + l) aUogvnic coujilets.
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The total frequeucy of the array is (1 + f,)""'/]. Hence, if m', be the mean of the

graudchildreu measured from the same origin, Ave have

A X (§)"-' X m', =/i {1 + fa + i (n - s) {2 + % {n -I)]

or

ra', = 1 + in +^ (n - .•) = 1 + f« + i
(„ - s).

Thus

Mean of grandchildren = f7i — e ('^ ~ *')•

Deviation from general population mean = ^n — ^ {n — s) = -^ (4s — a).

Deviation of grandparent from general population mean = s — ^/i = ;^ (45 — n).
"

Hence

Deviation of offspring _ j^

Deviation of grandparent

This ratio is the same whatever be the allogenic constitution of the grandparent.

(9.) Proposition VH.—7o Jind the Array of Offspring due to an ni^^ Great-grand-

father of s-alloyenic Couplets, supposing Complete Random Mating in each

Generation.

The array due to a father of A-allogenic couplets is

4" X 4" X c,,.,, [l{u + i^Y{\{u + v) + {v + iv)}"-',

and, as we have already seen, we must multiply by 4" X 4' and put \ {u + v) for u,

J (u -\- 2v -\- w) for V, and ^ {v + *<') for ""-' to get the array due to the grandparent of

s allogenic units. This process must be repeated m times if a\ e A\ish to obtain the

array due to the ih"' great-grandparent.

We must first investigate what happens to i (?( + v) if this interchange be made m
times. Suppose that it has been done i times, and let the answer be

M,^{U + V} + W;\{V + W).

Repeat the operation, and the expression becomes

(|M, + iM',) 1 {u + V) + (iM, + fM'O i (r + ir),

I
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or

M;,i = fM, + JM',

,

M'„i = iM, + fM',.

Therefore

M,+i + M',+, = M; + M',- = M„ + M'„ =1 + 0=1.
Hence '

M,,i = pi, + i, M';,i = iM', + i,

Hence, finally,

Thus the result of m changes on h{i( + v) is kno\Yn.

Similarly the result of m changes on ^{v + iv) is

We can now write down the array of offspring due to an ??i"' great-grandparent of

s-allogenic couplets. It is

u + V
(4.x4-).V.,„.(M,.^-+>- + M',."-|«)

x{(M,. + 2M'.,)--^- + (M'., + 2M,.)''-+-"j'
'.

We must now find the mean of this array. For brevity let us write

M„.h{u + v) + Ivr„,l {v + ((') = /x?f + Xe

(M. + 2M'.) "-+ :^' + (]Vr„ + 2M,„) ^--p' = ^"'^"' {,n + Xe + .,),

where

IJL = iM„„ \ = 1 - iM„„

1
,

M',„

_ 2JM„- - M'^) _ 2_(M„^--JM'„,}
" ~ M™ + 2M'„ - 1 + M'„ '
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Hence we have to find the mean of the system

{fxv + XeV (/J,// + \e + vr))"''.

The i"' component binomial of this sum of binomials is

c«-,,;,o v'f)' {fiu + Xe)"~'.

Tt therefore has its mean at a distance

/ + 1 + X (» _ i)

from (?i + 1) allogenic couplets, and a frequency given by

The total fi-equency of the whole array = (1 + i^)"~''./'i-

Hence, taking moments round the origin at /i + 1 allogenic couplets, we have, if

m', be the mean of the array,

(1 + v)"-y\ X m', =/, |l + \,. + ,{n - .)(•-' + X(« - 1))

+ ^e_(«_-_40l-.«^l) (3 + X{n - 2)) + ...

_^ ^,
{n-s) {n - s-l)^.in-s - ^ + D

^, ^ • + x(. - 0) + ...}.

Summing and dividing by (1 + v)"'" we find

.»',= i + x„ + <"-f;<>-A).

Hence the mean number of allogenic couplets in the members of the array

= ,i + 1 - m[, = n{] -\)- {n - s)
-^

\_^{l - X).

Deviation of offspring from mean of general population

v(l-X) Ji 1-Xl

We now substitute for v and X in terms of M„, and M'„, and find

X_ _ 1 -X _ 1 W, , AT, X _ 1 - 2MWl J- ATM - 1 - 2M'». _ 1 1
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Hence: Deviation of ottsjiring = -j^.j
'

.„„ ;
l)nt tlic deviation of ?>i*'' jjfreat-grand-

parent =6' — \u.

Thus we have
Deviation of otispring _ , I

Deviation of jm"' great-grandparent ^ 2'"

This result is indej)endent of .s' and of /(.

Thus we conchide :

(i.) The regression of offspring on any individual ancestor is linear;

(ii.) The correlation coefficient is halved at each stage in ancestry;

(iii.) Tlio result is perfectlv iiidejx'udent of tlie number of couplets introduced into

the formula.

The tirst two results are very familiar to Ijiometrlc workers in heredity.

The actual ninnerical values of the grandparental, great-graudparental, great-great-

grandparental correlations are ^, y^-, ^, &c.

These ai'e distinctly less than the values so fi\r reached for ancestral cori'elation,

the grandparental correlations, for instance, lying between "2 and "3.

The results show, however, that a general theory of the pure gamete, embracing

the simj^ler forms of the Mendelian principle, leads us directly to a series of ancestral

correlations decreasing in a geometrical progression. Thus, when we suppose a

population arising fi'om hybridisation to cross at random, we find that it obeys the

second fundamental assumption of the biometric theory of heredity.* In other words,

ancestry is of the utmost importance, and the population follows laws identical in

forrri with those propounded in the biometrical theory on the basis of a linear

regression multiple correlation. ( )nly the values of the constants deduced for the

law of ancestral heredity from the present theory of the ])ure gamete (which appears

to cover the bulk of Mendehan formulae hitherto propounded) are sensibly too small

to satisfy the best recent observations on inheritance.

It is of interest to find "Mendelian Principles" when given a wide analytical

expression leading up to the very laws of linear regression, of distribution of

frequency, and of ancestral inheritance in populations, which have been called into

question as exhibiting only a blurred and confused picture of what actually takes place.

It would be an immense advantage if we could accept such a theory of the pure

gamete as has been here analysed as a physiological basis for the theoiy of heredity.

We should then have a physiological origin for the ideas of regression and of ancestral

inheritance wliich statistics of lieredity in ])opulations liavc made familiar to

biometric workers. Unfortunately, even siich ,1 general pure gamete theory as we

have here dealt with, while leading lo results wliiel: toiin a s|)ecial case of the law of

ancestral heredity, is not suifielc^ntly elastic to cover the observed faels. The lesson

* ' Uiouit'lrika,' vol. i', p. 220.

VOL. CCiir.- A. L
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to be learnt from the present investigation is, however, that there is no essential

repugnance between any of the main results of the biometric school and a theory of

tlie pure gamete, but, on the contrary, it is perfectly possible to test such theories by

biometric methods. We may fairly ask anyone who pi'opounds in future a Mendelian

or })ure gamete formula as a general theory of lieredity, to remember that it involves

in itself definite laws regulating the reproduction of a population mating at random,

and that it is incumbent on the propounder to test whether or not such laws are

consistent with what we already know of the inheritance statistics of such popula-

tions. When we remember that deducing all the effects of such a formula within the

whole field of inheritance will almost always form a very laborious piece of

mathematical analysis, thei'e seems a touch of scientific irresponsibility in propounding

an immense variety of formulge to suit one or other special case, and the modifying or

withdrawing them when they are found to fail in another.

(10.) Peopositiox YIII.—To find the Regression and CorreJation of Brethren

on the Theory developed in this Paper.

We shall suppose the group of brethren to consist of 4;^ nieml)ers, or any 2)air of

parents to have a family of 4^.

Consider first parents of one coiqjiet oniij, the offspring of the 16 po.ssible pairs are

given in the table below :

—
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This gives a total d' 2:iGx' — *>ix= 1^' X 'X (^X~ P'^'''*^
'**' l^i'»tliers, as it should,

every hrothei- in KJ families haviiii^' 4y — I hifthirii. and there beiug 4;^ in each

f'amilv. Clearly we can divide l)y ix> '^^^'^ ^^'*^ have the simplified form:

—
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brothers to l)e Ibuiul associated with a brdther d' p alloi:,eiiic couplets. The ahove

expression may be \\ritteu

M" Ui'-^X - 4) >'-: + 7xv^ : ", + {7x«.: + (41x - 12) r,,] ri,]\

The term in^•olvin^ Ji^'' is

(4x)" ((9x - -1) «: + ^X^i!" [a»e + (41x - 12) >?i
}'-">?/-%

,.,.

Neglecting the constant factor, the distribution in u., is given by

((9X - 4)n, + 7x,Vi]" {7x^h + (41x - 12)^,}'-.

We require to find the mean of this array.
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.iml is ([uitc iii(U'|)eiideiit of llit^ uunibei' <>i' couplets. It is, however, a function of y,

tlie size of tlie family nseil in forming the table. We have the following values :

—

Size of family.
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or

(11.) Proposition TX.—To find the GoneraJ Formula for BiparenfftJ Regression or,

the Theorij of the Pure Gamete, and the Value to he r/iren to the " Mklparent."

If* we applied without further consideration the general formula for biparental

regression to this case, we should have, if my,,/ be the mean of the offspring due to

fathers of /^-allogenic couplets, mated with mothers of 7-allogenie couplets,

This follows at once, since the mean of the general population = \n, the regression

coefficient for either j^arent ^ \, and there is no assortative nutting.

Hence we should have

mj"l = -h''
+i

(/; + (/).

Now suppose both parents of pure allogenic race, then j) =
<i

:= n, and all the

offspring will be of pure allogenic race, or we must have m^^j = u.

But the above formula gives

m^ = f«>

which is not correct.

In other words, while the above formula gives the best plane to fit tlie array of

points determined by the parental constitutions, that array of points does not truly

lie in a plane. Or, although the simple regressions are linear, the compound

regression is not truh- jilauar. We have therefore to find its true form, and measure

the amount of de\iatiou from the truth involved in using a bi])arental formula of the

type indicated.

Given a character resulting from n couplets, we require 4
' X 4" individuals, 4' male

and 4" female, to form the whole possible system of random matings. In such a

population there would be

'//./., r.o""'" fatliers of jv-allogenic couplets,

and
c,,., oS""'/ mothers of (/-allogenic couplets.

The cliance therefore of a mating of a /'-allogenic father and a 7-allogenic mother is

and when /( be even moderately large, this gets very small if j> and 7 at all nearly

approach )l For example, if n were 5, and father and mother were both pure

allogenes, the chance of such a. pure allogenic mating would be only

1/1,048,576,

or in a population of a million would hardly occur once.
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je])iiiii' n = 5, tfike jt =: (/ = i^ii = 4. Tlieu we liave the cliaiice of such a

= 1 42 1 f)

still extremely improhalile.

Thus when n is even moderately large, pure allogenic matings are so rare that they

have vanishingly small influence in the population at large. Even if u were 2, the

chance of a pure allogenic mating is only -^4^^. These points must he borne in mind

in what follows.

Oon.sider first a father and a nidtlier of one couplet each, their zygotes aie either u,

r or H'. involving a gametic constitution a -\- a. a -\- \ oi' A + A. We have the

followiu!'- scheme :

—

Zygote of father.
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in each coui)let, and eacli such distribution must be combined with every other cou])let

distribution. We then reach, dropping unnecessary indices, the general symbohc

relation.

{n" + u'e + "V- + . . . + "e")

X (»'^' + n'^rj + '/-r?- + . . . + "'"r?")

= 4" X 4' X (./,, +.;, [i + r/) + i,er)Y.

Thus the array of offspring due to parents of zygotes with 2^ '^^'^^ '1 allogenic

couplets respectively— i.e., to m''X"'''—is the coefficient of e''?;''' on the right-hand side,

or in the expansion of
4- X 4' X (./„+i, (e+ ^) +),€>?)'.

This may l)e written
4" X 4^ X (./, +j.<ri) € +./,, +./»"•

Thus the coefficient of e'' is

4" X 4" X u, +j\vyUv +J^vr~"c..,,..

We require to pick the coefficient of rj'' out of this in order to get the array ot

offspring due to fatliers of jj, and to mothers of 7, allogenic couplets. But this is

clearly

4" X 4" X („,,„. uvrVo"""^-,,,.

+ ...},

or, more briefly,

4" X 4« X <^,,,,,o{'s (y.'-'ir''"-'>o"-''-'c«-.,r.o.c,,,-,,<,}.

We shall lirst find the mean and frequency corresponding to the /•"' term as given

above of this series. What we have to deal with is

We may write this

^'^^^^~-^' X (iu + %^"-'^'' X (in -f f r + 2x')'-^'-, .

where x — '' "^'"^

finding the distribution of allogenic couplets.

Now the general term in the above expressii

'^^^^^ X (iM + fx)'-'^^'"^(^x')'-^'-'-'«
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aiul s- must 1)0 taken ii-oin o to n — p — r. The ire(jueiicy of this term is

and its mean is 7 — r + i {p ~ 'J
~\' 2'" + '^) iillogeiiic couplets.

The total f"re(|uency of the ?•"' term is therefore

='-.-(1+2)—'=•'—

,

wliich of eoiii-se must ultimately be multiplied by the factorials in ?• omitted above.

If vi,- l)e the mean numljer of allogenic couj)lets in the /'" term, we have

4" ,,=0 \
^2"-'-'-V._,_,,„ {7 _ r + i

(i>
- '/ + 2r + .)^

Thus

:

"', = 'l-r + i{p-'j + 2r) + l(«
-i^ - ')>

= y>i + 37+ yP - o''-

This is the mean of the r"' term, and its total frequency is

4" '

'

' '
'

Hence, if

F= 4" X.3-"-^'-^'s'r„,^,,, X t',,,,_„„

= 4"3-" -/'-'/ X/,
we shall liave

/x »vy ='£ {(^" + :iv + ;^y>) - ^'i '.,.. . X .-,,_,„,

where v/;^,,^ is the mean of the array of oHs])i'ing- due to fathers of ^j and n;othoi-s ui' </

allogenic cou])lets.

The only difhculty here is sunmiing the series

But this may be written

i— 1=7-1

S (« X c„ _,,.,,,., X (V,./-i-.+i,").

or multi])led by 4"-i3-("-')-/^-('/-')
/j; it i'e])resents the total olfspring of lathers of;, and

VOL. CCIJI.—

A

SI
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mothers of 7 — 1 allogenie units in a population with (u — 1) couplets in their

constitution

Heuce

S_ [n X c„_,,,,,,_, X c,,, ,_,_,+ ,,„} = n X c„_,^,,„ X <>,.-,.,_,,„.

Now
4" X 3-''-/'-? X /'= 4" X c,

, „ X c,
„ „

3''"-^-"?.

Thus

/=c„,,,,, X c„,,,,„,

or, ify"' denote the above series, we have

f = 'Li'>}-J>) f''
n •''

This leads us to

„, _ In 1 2,,, -2,. _ 4*7 ("-?>)

= ^« + M7> + 7) + t^

-^ " " n

This is a most remarkable result, for it shoe's that the regression surface is not a

plane hut a hjq^erboloid. Let us measure all the quantities in deviations from the

mean of the general population, i.e., put riij,,^ = m'^, + i"j i>
=2^' "i" i"' '1 = '/ + i^^"

We find

<. = Ki>' + 9') + t^^'-

This formula reconciles at once the Mendeliau and Galtonian positions. When the

number of couplets is large, parents having a number of allogenic coiiplets comparable

with n are vanishingly small in niunl)er. The standard deviation cr of the population

is \/3«/4 (see p. 57).

Hence "«e may write

But 2->' can only once per thousand cases be as big as 3cr, and accordingly when n is

large, both terms of the product will be small. In this case the surface becomes

practically planar, and we have the Galtonian result of 1885,* that the offspring from

the Galtonian "midparent" are one-third nearer the general mean of the population.

On the other hand, when n is small we see that for midparents not differing too

^videly from the population mean, Galtonian regression of the value ^ holds, but that

* ' Natural Inheritance,' p. 97.

I
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:i.s we ])ass away from tlif mean of tlic |)ii}iulalioii the regression gets less and less,

hceomiug absolutely zero avIu'm we take two pure allogenic parents. Just as the

regression is reduced when we empliasise the allogenic constitution of the parents, it

is increased when we emphasise the non-allogenic elements.

To illustrate these points I have drawn a diagram for n = !J of the contour lines of
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means of the array ot" ortsprlng tlue to auy pair of parents are marked in slim figures

along the Mendellan hyperbolic contours, and in heavy figures along the Galtonian

straight lines. We see comparatively small differences as long as we deal with

matings within the 99 per cent, loop, somewhat greater differences as we approach

the 99 "9 per cent, loop, and very marked differences as we go beyond the latter

boundary towards pure allogenic parentage. A study of the diagram illustrates at

once how the Mendelian theory exhibits for the bulk of the population Galtonian

regression, such regression becoming, however, less and less as we proceed to

individuals, the frequencv of whose matings may be less than one in a million.

It will be seen again that in this proposition we have no fundamental antagonism

between the Mendelian and biometric standpoints. We reach a single formula Avhicli

approaches more and more closely to the biometric standpoint wlien we deal with

characters depending on many allogenic couplets.* On the other hand, it gives the

absence of regression which is obtained Avhen pure allogenic parents are mated. We
see, however, quite clearly that it is totally erroneous to argue from this single case

against regression in general. Such regression actually exists on " Mendelian

Principles " when any population breeding at random is taken, and involves in itself

the whole conception of ancestral correlation and the influence of ancestry.

Of the formula for the midparent now reached, however, we can only say that on

the basis of our experience in populations the factor f seems too inelastic to work.

Here again the data must be especially investigated from tlie standpoint of a

midparent given by

before judgment can be final on this test.

Theoretically, by assuming the midparent to be

we should have a means of finding ;i^' by averages, and therefore ». the number of

couplets involved.

(12.) GciiemJ Co-n elusions.

In tins paper we have dealt with a general theorv of the pure gamete—possihlv

not the widest that could be conceived—but sufficiently wide to indicate the real

bearing of Mendelian formulse when applied to a population mating at random. We
see that under such circumstances :

(i.) The population which results from the oftspriug of hybrids remains stable;

every variation ^^•hich appears, appears with a certain definite and jiredicable

* For «-50 or 100 the i)o|)ul;ition wiihin the 1 in 1000 line sensibly obeys ordinary linear midparental

re£;ression.
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frequency ; tliere is no room for the appearance of " mutations," although certain

variations with very small frequency would be extremely rare in a limited population.

A mutation—a variation not hitherto observed—would only appear in the offspring

of the hvbrids ]jet\\'een two pure races; after this with random mating the mixed

race would remain perfeetlv sta))]e imtil disturbed by sexual or natural selection.

These are the only mutations which arise on the generalised theory of the pure

gamete, i.e., two pure races form one mixed race, breeding true to itself; it is difficult

imder these circumstances to account for the origin of tlie two ])ure races liy a

mutation-theory of the differentiation of species !

(ii.) Between any two relations—^f we measure the character by the number of

allogenic or protogenic couplets in the zygote of the individual—we have a linear

regression. The frequency distribution of any character is skew, approaching closely

the normal distribution as the number of couplets which determines the constitution

of the zygote is increased.

(iii.) The correlations between pairs of blood relations take definite numerical

values aKsolutely independent of the numljer of couplets, and the same for all

characters and races.

(iv.) The ancestral correlations form a geometrical series of common ratio one-half

(v.) Fraternal correlation is fixed Ijetween narrow limits depending on the number

of brothers per family dealt with, and is very slightly larger than parental

correlation.

(vi.) The theory of the midparent for a considerable number of couplets approaches

closely that originally given by FRAJrcis Galton, except for extreme values of the

character, when the regression becomes rapidly smaller and ultimately vanishes.

We thus see that a generalised theory of tlie pure gamete would be of very great

advantage if it could be accepted. It would lead to a system of inheritance in

randomly mating populations with non-differential fertility, which in its broad

features would be essentially the same as that which has been biometrically

develojjed not from theoretical hvpotheses, but from the statistical description of

observed facts in populations.

Unfortunately, however, when we come to the actual numerical values for the

coefficients of heredity deducible from such a theory of the pure gamete, they do not

accord with observation. They diverge in two ways : First, they give a rigid value

for these, coefficients for all races and character's—a result not in reasonable

accordance with ol)servation. Secondly, they give values distinctly too small, as

compared with the average values, or with the modal values of large series of

population observations.

We thus reach the point we have so often had to insist upon : that the biometric

or statistical theory of heredity does not involve a denial of any physiological theory

of heredity, but it serves in itself to confirm or lefute such a theory. Mendelian

formula analvtically developed for raudomlv mating po})ulations are eitlier consistent
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or not with tlie biometric observations on such populations. It' tliey are consistent, it

shows their possibiHty, but does not prove their necessity. If the)'' are not, it shows

they are inadequate. The present investigation shows that in the theory of the pure

gamete there is nothing in essential opposition to the broad features of Hnear

regression, skew distribution, the geometric law of ancestral correlation, etc., of the

biometric description of inheritance in populations. But it does show that the

generalised theory here dealt with is not elastic enough to account for the lunnerical

values of the constants of heredity hitherto observed.

It will be time enough to consider other more or less general Mendelian forraulre

when there is far better evidence than exists at present that they cover a real range

of observation, and have not lieen ,^olely invented to describe isolated experiences, the

nuiiierical results of Avhich are not in complete accordance with simple Mendelianism.

Given such neo-Mendelian formulae, there is a perfectly straightforward mathematical

method of applying them to randomly mating populations, but that method is

excessively laborious, and the biometrician may well hesitate to undertake the task

of their investigation. A few minutes suffice to invent a Mendelian formula, but

weeks of labour may be involved in testing whether it leads to legitimate results

when applied to sexually crossing races. Let us therefore have a few simjile general

principles stated which embrace all the facts deducible from the hybridisation

experiments of the Mendelians ; these can form the basis of a new mathematical

investigation, but it is idle to undertake such an investigation so long as Mendelian

Principles remain in a state of flux.

Any combination of the theory of pure gametes here discussed with homoganiy, or

with fertility correlated with homogamy, or again with prepotency of individual or of

type, would emphasise the correlations which we have found above to be too low

;

but such hypotheses would involve a fundamental alteration in the formula

{a + a') (A + A') = rtA + oA' + a'A' + AA'.

Such a formula would then give the possibilitiefi of the cross, but the proportions of

these possibilities actually occurring would be quite difterent.*

Such loading of the possibilities—not only of the individual couplet—but very

probably of associated couplets in the constitution—might conceivably enable us to

deduce better values for the ancestral and collateral correlations. But it would

abolish not only the simplicity of the fundamental Mendelian formula, it wovdd also

involve lengthy preliminary studies on homogamy, fertility, and ]ire})otency before

anv efl'ective formula could be propounded.

* Tos.s two pennies, ind the result of -in tossings will elusely aiijivoximate to the distvilmtion

r, (HH + 2HT + TT). Load one or huth coins, and tlu> i.ossil,!,. variations will still he HH, HT or TT, hut

their proportions will he far from /( : 2ii : n.
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IV. On the Acomiic. Sliddotn of a Sphere.

Ihj Lord Eayleigh, O.M., F.R.S.

With. (Ill Ajjjjcndi.r, f/lri/i;/ the \'(ilii('s of Lkgkxdhk's Fi(nctloiis from I\, to l^g

nt Intervdls of 5 (Jej/rees. Bt/ Professor A. Lodge.

Keceived December 28, 190.3,—liciid Jiuiuary 21, 190-1.

In my book on the ' Theory of Sound,' § 328, I have discussed the effect upon a

soui'ce of sound of a rigid sphere whose surface is close to the source.

The question turns upon the relative magnitudes of the wave-lengtli (\) and the

radius (c) of the sphere. If kc be small, where k = 27r A, the presence of the sphere

has but little effect upon the sound to be perceived at ;i distance.

The following table was given, sliowing the effect in three principal directions of

somewhat larger sj^heres :—

/.r.
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attracts attentiou Is the compai'atively slight deviation from uniformity in the

intensities in different directions. Even v.-hen the circumference of the sphere

amounts to twice the wave-length, there is scarcely anything to be called a sound

shadow. But what is, perhaps, still more unexpected is that in the first two cases

the intensity behind the sphere [/^ = — 1] exceeds that in a transverse direction

[|u, = 0]. This result depends mainly on the preponderance of tlie term of the first

order, which vanishes with /i. The order of the more important terms increases witli

he ; when Tec is 2, the principal term is of the second order.

" Up to a certain point the augmentation of the sphere will increase the total energy

emitted, because a simple soui"ce emits twice as much energy when close to a rigid

plane as when entirely in the open. Within the limits of the table tliis effect masks

the obstruction due to an increasing sphere, so that when /j, = — 1, the intensity is

greater when the circumference is twice the wave-length than when it is half the

wave-length, the source itself remaining constant."

The solution of tlie problem when he is very great cannot be obtained by this

method, but it is to be expected that when |a = 1 the intensity will be quadrupled,

as when the sphere becomes a plane, and that when /j. is negative the intensity will

tend to vanish. It is of interest.to trace somewhat more closely the approach to this

state of things—to treat, for example, the case of he = 10.* In every case where it

can be carried out the solution has a double interest, since in virtue of the law of

reciprocity it applies when the source and point of observation are interchanged, thus

giving the intensity at a point on the sphere due to a source situated at a great

distance.

But before proceeding to consider a higher Aalue of kc. it will be well to

supplement the information already given under the head of kc = 2. The original

calculation was limited to the principal values of /i, corresponding to the poles and

the equator, under the impression that results for other values of /x would show

nothing distinctive. The first suggestion to the contrary was from experiment. In

observing the shadow of a sphere, by listening through a tube whose open end was

presented to the sjjliere, it was found that the somewhat distant source was more

loudly heard at the anti-pole (/a = — 1) than at points 40° or 50^ therefrom. This

is analogous to Poissox's expeinment, where a bright point is seen in the centre of the

shadow of a circular disc^—an experiment easily imitated acoustically t—and it may

be generally explained in the same manner. This led to further calculations for

values of /u. between and — 1, giving numbers in harmony Avith observation. The

complete results for this case {kc = 2) are recorded in the annexed table. In

obtaining them, tei'jns of Legendee's series, up to and including Pj.,, were retained.

The angles 6 are those whose cosine is ft.

* See Rayleigh, 'Proc. Eo}-. Soc.,' vol. 72, p. 40; also ^Jaceoxai.D, vol 71, p. 251 : vol. 72, p. 59
;

PoiNCARE, vol. 72, p. 42.

t 'Phil. iMag.,' vol. 0, p. 278, 1880; 'Scientific Papers,' vol. 1, p, 472.
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he = 2.

e.
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potential i// is supposed to be proportional throughout to c*'', but this time-factor is

usually omitted. The general differential equation satisfied liy ip is

s +;;;;?+;':?
+*'*=« w.

of whicli the solution in polar co-ordinates applicable to a divergent wave of the

?i"' order in Laplace's series may be written

^„ = ^..r"^,.{h-) (2).

For the present purpose we may suj^pose without loss of generality that h = 1.

The differential ecfuation satisfied by x»('') is

?^ +^t + X. = (3).

and of this the solution Avhich corresponds to a divergent wave is

x-<")=(-^)'-; w.

Putting n = and n = 1, we have

/ \
^~"

I \ (1 +ir)e~''' i^s
Xo('-) = —

>

XiO') = ^^/ — (5).

It is easy to verify that (4) satisfies (3). For if ^h satisfies (3), r~^x'« satisfies the

corresponding equation for x«+i- And r~^e~"' satisfies (3) when n = 0.

From (3) and (4) the following forniulaj of reduction may be verified

:

x'.('-)=-'-X"+i('-) (6),

rx'Ar) + {-2n + l)x,.{r):^X^,_,{r) (7),

^„^^(,)^(2h+1)x.(-I^X«^iO:)
(8).

By means of the last, x-i, Xs' ^'^' """^J ^^ built up in succession from xo ami Xi-

From (2)

d4,„/d)- = H„{nr"-\„ + r"x'„),

or, with use of (7),

drP„/dr = r'-^S„{x,..,-{n+l)x,.] (9).

Thus, if U„ be the n"' component of the normal velocity at the -surface of the

sphere {r = c),

u„ = c"-is„{x„_i(o)-('^ + i)x4^)} (10)-

When 11 = 0,

Uo = SoX'u('^)=-SoCXi(c) (11).
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The introduction of S„ from (10), (II) into (2) gives i//„ in terms of U„ supposed

knoAvn.

When r is very great in comparison with the wave-length, we get from (4)

x-.('-)=tiir (12),

so that

,/,„ = sJ"^"- (13).
r

In order to find the effect at a great distance of a soin'ce of sound locahsed on the

surface of the sphere at the point /x = 1, we have only to expand the complete value

of U in Legendre's functions. Thus

U„ = i(-JH+l)P„(^)f'uP„(/x),V
•'-1

= i(2» + i)p.(/.)r'u.7^ = ^'^VP"(^)fW'^^ •

^^')'
J -1 47rG J J

in wliich
J"|
U c/S denotes the magnitude of the source, i.e., the integrated value of U

over the small area where it is sensible. The complete value of x^i may now be

written

- .f.fU^S.e''-'^-> V (2u+l)V'P„(^) ,^-.
V 4^^ ^c''-Mx«-i(«)~0* + l)x«(«)i • • ^ ^-

When 11 = 0, x»-\ (^') — ('*'+ 1) X" i*^)
'^^ ^^ ^^ replaced by — v^'Xi (c)-

If we compare (15) with the corresponding expression in " Theory of Sound," (3),

§ 238, we get

0-1
[X.-i (c) - {u + I) x„ (e)] = - i"e-'-F„ {>c) .... (1(5).

Another particular case of interest arises when the point of observation, as well as

the source, is on the sphere, so that, instead of r = oo
, we have r = c. Etpiation (15)

is then replaced by

JJUfZS^'y {2n+l)xJc^{t) nj)^~'
4'rc ^^::;(c)-{n+l)x„{<^) ^ ''

It may be remarked that, since t/* in (17) Is infinite when /x = + 1 and accordingly

P„ = 1, the convergence at other points can only be attained in virtue of the factors

P„. The difficulties in the way of a practical calculation from (17) may be expected

to be greater than in the case of (15).

We will now proceed to the actual calculation for the case of f = 10, or kc = 10.

The first step is the formation of the values of the various functions X"!'^*^')*
starting

from Xo(lO), Xi (l*^)- For these we have from (5)

N 2
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lOxo(lO) = cos 10 — ism 10,

10-Xi (10) = tV cos 10 + sin 10 + i {cos 10 — -ji"
•'^"i ^0).

The angle (10 radians) = 540° + 32" 57'-4G8 ; thus

sin 10 = — •5440210, cos 10 = — -831)0710,

and

10x„ = — -8390716 + -5440210 /,

lO'Xi = - -6279282 - -7846695!.

From these, x-^ Xs' • - '^^'^ ^^ ^'^ computed in succession from (8), which may be

put into the form

= ^±1,0"
10

For example.

10\/., = -3(l02xi) - lOxo = + -6506931 - -7794218 i.

When the various functions 10""^'x" bfi^'*? been computed, the next step is the

computation of the denominators in (15). We write

U,= 10-i{x„_:-(/i+l)x«S

= 10 X 10"x„-, - {n + 1) 10«+ix. (18),

and the values of D„ are given along with lO^'+^X" ii^ ^'^^ annexed table.
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It will be seen that the imaginary part of 10"+^x« (10) tends to zero, as n incr(

It is true that if we continue the calculation, having used throughout, say, 5 figures,

we find that the tei'ms begin to increase again. This, however, is but an imperfection

of calculation, due to tlie increasing value of f\y (2// + 1) i'l the formula and

consequent loss of accuracy, as each term is deduced from the i)receding pair. Any

doubt that may linger will be removed by reference to (4), according to which the

imaginary tei'm in question has the expression

.

„^.i
/ (7 /' sin r

\ r drj r

Now, if we expand r"^ sin r and perform the differentiations, the various terms

disappear in order. For example, after the •25th operation we have

/ d Y" sin r 50 . 48 ... 4 . 2 52 . 50 . . . G . 4 ., , 54 . . . 6 ^ „

the first term being in every case positive and the subsequent terms alternately

negative and positive. The series is convergent, since the numerical values of the

terms continually diminish, the ratio of consecutive terms being (when r =: 10)

100_ 100
^

K)0^
^^

2 . 53
'

4.55' G . 57
'

Accordingly the first term gives a limit to the sum of the series. On introduction of

the factor 10''+^ this becomes

102«

1.3.5 ... 49. 51

'

i.e., approximately 10~^ X o'O. A fortiori, when n is greater than 25, the imaginary

part of 10"^';!i(„ (10) is wholly negligible.

We can now form the coefficients of P„ under the sign of suniina,tion in (15), i.e.,

the values of

i"{2>i + i)i)„-' (ly)-

For a reason that \\ill presently appear, it is convenient to separate tiie odd and

even values of n.
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In the table of coefficieuts it will be observed that the highest entry occurs at

n = 10, in accordance with an anticipation expressed in a former paper.

As will readily be understood, the multiplication by P„ and the summations involve

a good deal of arithmetical labour. These operations, as well as most of the

preliminary ones, have been carried out in duplicate with the assistance of

Mr. C. BouTFLOWER, of Trinity College, Cambridge.

kc = 10.

e.
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The analytical solutiou is expressed in (17), which we may compare with (15).

Restricting ourselves for the present to the factors muler the sign of summation, Ave

see that the coefficient of P„ in (17) is

___„(^+D ^•":!X" ('-L _ = (2n + l )c"^^x»

c""Mx«-i(«)-(« + i)x'.(^')} D„

while the corresponding coefficient in (15) is

(2» + l) i"

If these coefficients be called C,„ C'„ respectively, we have

(20),

in which the complex factors c"+^X" (*^)' C!',,, for c = 10, have already been tabulated.

We find

1
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Thus, when 6 is small, and the series tends to be divergent, we get from (17)

^ =
'In . '2c sin {^6)

(23):

and this is the correct vahie, seeing that 2c sin {hO) represents tlie distance between

the source and the jjoint of observation, and that on account of the sphere the value

of «|« is twice as great in the neighbourhotxl of the source as it would be were the

source situated in the open.

When 6 = 180°, i.e., at the point on the sphere immediately opposite to the source,

the series converges, since P„ takes alternately the values + 1 find — 1- It will be

convenient to re-tabulate continuously these values from h = 18 onwards without

regard to sign and to exhibit the diiferences.

n.
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in which we may put

Th

<fi{0) = -2-VJ25, (j()(l) = L'-lTll, &c.

^(0) — (j){[) + ... = + r09G2 + -00.54 + -0004 = ri020,

and for the actnal remainder this is to be talien negatively. The sum of tlie intlnite

series for 9 = 180° is accordingly

- -0225 + -1785 1 (25),

from which the intensity, represented by (-0225)'- + (•1785)-, is proportional to

•03237. Referring to (17), we see that the amplitude of «/> is in this case

^-^-'^-^~ X v/(-03237) (26).

We may compare this with the amplitude of the vibration which would occur at

the same place if the sphere were removed. Here

IJUcZS _I|U^ X v/(-^5) (27),

since r = 2c. The effect of the sphere is therefore to reduce the intensity in the

ratio of ^25 to •03237.

In like manner we may treat the case of ^ = 90''\ i.e., when the point of

observation is on the equator. The odd P's now vanish and the even P's take signs

alternately opposite. The following table gives the values required for the direct

summation, i.e., up to n. = 21 inclusive :

—

n.
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The next three terms, written without regard to sign, and theii' dilTerences are as

follows :

—

22
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APPENDIX.

Bij Professor A. Lodge.

Table of Zonal Harmonics; i.e., of the Coefficients of the Powers of .r as far as P^,, in

the Expansion of (I — 2x cos ^+ x-)~* in the form l+Pia^+Po^'" + . . . + P„.i'"+ . .

for 5° Intervals in the Values of 6 from 0° to 90°. The Talile is calculated to

7 decimal places, and the last figure is approximate.

e.
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Table of Zonal llaimonics ; i.e., of the Coefficients of the Powers of x as far as Pn,, in

the Expansion of (1 — 2x cos ^+ •»-')"* in the form 1 + P,.c+ P^.c- + . . . + P^.c" + . . .

for 5° Intervals in the Values of 6 from 0° to 90°. The Table is calculated to

7 decimal places, and the last figure is approximate—continued.

e.
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Explanation of the Methods of Compiltng and CnECKiNG the above

TxVBLES.

Calculation of the. Even Orders.

The Zonal Harmonics of even order in the foregoing tables were calculated from

the forninlu ohtalned hy exjjanding (1 — 2x cos + a-'-)~- by means of the form

(1 _ xe'")-'^ {I - xc-'')-\

i.e.,

{a, + a^xe'' + . . . + 'f„xV^' + • • • + '(..^"(r"" + . . .)

X {a, -f- a^xe-' + . . . + a,.x"c-^'' + . . . + rY,,,^"^--"-' + ...),

where
1.3.5... (2r — 1)

a. = ^
, and a,. = 1 ;

2 . 4 . 6 ... 27- '

-

whence
P;„ (fi) = a„- + 2a„_/i„^^ cos 2(9 + ... + 2a„ao„ cos 2)}$.

To calculate the coefficients a,~, 2c/„_i(7.,.,^], . . . 2a^/'(.,„. an auxiliary ta])le of values

of logi,j a^ was formed frnm r = 1 to ?• = 20, to 8 decimal places ; and a similar table

of logjo 2ar from r = to r = 9 ; so as readily to combine them to form (to 7 decimal

places) the logarithms of the required coefficients for different values of «.

The coefficients were then calculated to 7 decimal places from their logarithms, and

checked for each value of n by seeing that they added up to unity in each case.

Next, a table of values of log cos 20, log cos 40, . . . to 7 decimals, was formed for

all values of 6, at 5° intervals, from 5" to 90°. The addition of these to the

logarithms of the corresponding coeffieients gave the logarithms of the various terms

(except as regards sign) in the above expansion of P,,, (0). From these logarithms

the terms themselves wei'e calculated to 7 decimals and tabulated, the positive terms

in black, and the negative terms in red ink. The accuracy of these terms was

checked by making use of the identities

(1.) 2 cos 60- = 1,

(2.) cos 50° + cos 70° = cos 10°,

(3.) cos 40° + cos 80° = cos 20°.

This, in addition to the ^n'imary identity

a,~ + 2a„ _!«„ + , + . . . + 2aQa„^ = 1,

checked all the terms effectually except those which were multiples of cos 30°..

These were checked by adding a number of them together and comparing their sum

with the sum of the coefficients multiplied in a lump by cos 30°.
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In these ways all the separate terms were ensured to be iree from errors due to

carelessness in taking proportional parts, or any other incidental errors.

Then the terms were added together for each value of ^ in P.,„ [0) for a given value

of «, so obtaining the values required for the actu;d table. By adding I mean to

include also subtracting, the artifice of putting positive terms in Ijlack and negative

terms in red being a great help in this part of the work. Errors in this work were

corrected by adding all the values of Pj,, (9) from ^ == S'' to ^ = 90° for a given value

of /?, and comparing the result with the sum obtained in a different way (see note at

the end of the second auxiliary table appended). Up to P,., the additions and

subtractions and clieckings wei'e all done without mechanical aid, but for the later

values of ?(, from Pj.,. to Po^, I made use of an Edmondson's calculating machine which

was very kindly lent to me by Professor McLeod.

In this way all the even harmonics were calculated and were ensured to be free

from errors, excejat those incidental to the last figure, which is, of course, only

approximate, as the terms used in the calculation were evaluated to 7 decimals oidy.

I am confident, however, that the last figure is never far from the real value, and

that it would be more accurate in every case to retain it in numerical work with the

tables than to omit it. The error is not usually more than J^ 2 in the 7th place,

and I am confident tliat it never exceeds i 3, whereas omitting it would lead to a

possibility of i 5 in addition to its actual error, i.e., to a maximum error of ±8.
I have assumed that there are very few numerical calculations requiring an accuracy

greater than an apjaroximate 7th decimal place, and that, therefore, the vastly increased

diriiculty which would have been caused by working tliroughout with 8 decimals

would have been wasted labour.

Cah-idation of tin- Odd Ordvrs, and Final Cltcckinrj.

When the even orders were calculated, the question arose as to the best way of

calculating the odd orders. Pj, of course, gave no difficulty, being merely cos 6. P,,

also, was quite easy to calculate directly from its value |- (3 cos ^ + 5 cos 3^),

Edmondson's machine being used for the purpose. The remaining odd lunctious

were calculated from the even ones by means of the identity

{•In - 1)P,P„_, = //P„ + {n. - l)P„_,.

The accuracy of the results was checked by recalculating the even P's from the udd

cues by means of the same formula. This clinched everything.

The mode of using this formula which I adoj^ted, between ^ = 5° and 9 = G0°

inclusive, was different from that adopted between ^ = 65° and ^ = 85° inclusive, so

as to miiumize the ert'ect of 7th-figure inaccuracies as much as possible.
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Up to = (iO" 1 used it in the tbiin

p ^ (" + 1)P.^.+ ni\,_,

(2n+l)P,

where Pj varied from 1 to ^ ; each P beinij thus dependent on its immediate

predecessor and successor.

Beyond G0° I thought it better to use it in the progressive form

p ^ (2/t- l)P,P„ _i - (n- 1)P._,

n

each P being thus calculated from the two preceding orders.

1 believe that in this way the maximum risk of a 7th-figure error occurs at 60°,

when Pj = h, and is not very great 0ven there, whereas the exclusive use of either

method would have greatly magnified the error at one end or other of the table.

AiixiUary Tables.

Table of Values of \o\i a^ and lo!2r "la,..

r-
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Table sliowini^ the Acute Angles (in degrees) whose ('osines were recjuired In

Forming the Terms helonging to the Harmonics of Even Order. The Signs jire-

fixed to the Angles Indicate whetiier their ( 'osines had to he Added or Suhtracted.

e.
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Tu tills i-espect Lai'LAce's approximate formula for liigli values of », viz. :

—

P„ {fi)

^/{nn sin 6)
Lecos nd 4-

shovvs a wonwvv« it vv.^iiderful resemblance to the actual functions even for quite low values of n.

The ivimcririfl values of this function are, indeed, not very near the true values

even when » = '20, as will he seen by the followino- short table :

—
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First root,
T apt Arw'c!
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We have

with

l=v.t:t:':(2n-ir'^^"'^-{' + l,+-} <»

When n is great, approximate values may be used for tlie cnefficieiits of the sines

in (a). To obtain Laplace's expression it suifices to take

, 1 1.3 1.3.5 „

''
2' 2:1' ^4.6' ^''

but now we require a closer approximatiitn. Tlius

Ijn+l) ^1/^ _ 1 \

1 . (2n + 3) 2 \ 2/1 + 2/

1 ^3 . (« + 1). (h + -) = 1 • 3 h - ^ - ^ '^

. 2 . (2// + 3) . (2/( + 5) 2.4' 2n + 2 2i> + 4/
'

1

and so on. If we write

the coefficients are approximately

•'='-2n W.

1 1 . 3 „ 1 . 3 . 5 o „

1, .C, X^, .T^ &C.,
' 2' 2.4 ' 2.4.6 '

'

and the series takes actually the form assumed by ToDHUNTER for analytical

convenience. In his notation

G = t cos 0-i-ht^ cos 3^ + ^ -^
t^ cos 50+ ...,

2 . 4

S = t sin ^ + 1 /• sin 3^ + ^ " '^
/^ ^^j,^ 56 -{- . . .,

2. 4

and

where ultimately t is to be made equal to unity.

By summation of the series (t <l),

C = -1^ cos {6 + ii>), S = 4 sin (0 + ^4>),

VP VP
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wliere

(S).

For our ])urpo.se it is only necessar}^ to write C/f and S 7 for C and S respectively,

id to identify t' with .>• in (y). Thus

P„ = - ;- -^- sin {ufl + + h4>)
TTk{2n + 1) v/p

(^)>

p and
<f>

beini;- u'iven liy (8). We Hnd, with /

so that

and

wlience

F = 4sin=^(l-A^),

,/p = ,/(2sin^).(l -A)

tan (^ = ^-

2^

sln"-^ + 1/2/1

'

n cot ^

Using (^), (r^), (/3) in (e) we get

./2 [ ,
11 I ^ . ^ TT cot

iO-

iv).

(^).

which is the expression required.

By this extension, not only is a closer approximation ohtained, hut the logic of the

process is Improved.

A comparison of values according to {0} with the true values may he given in the

case of n equal to 20.

Values of P.,n.

e.
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wliere

For oiu' jjiirpose it

and to identify t~ witli

p and ff) beino- given 1)
i:Wu>« IiihiiisqillM fC 'Vif.u^tl'' 91(1 lo «Iici>i'iiitl .jilt iiO—.11 .41 ,-<i-//;i

.

" ''
.«iioil-jmi'>I oinoaniill

SO tliat I
.>OC'X ,80S .1."

i.ioiini.H Inbi.^M

c(illil 111 »9oiiu<<

and

Using (0- iv), (/3)

P„ =
y(

which is the expressioi

By this extension, n(

process is improved.

A comparison of vah

case of n equal to 20.
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V. On flie Tnlffii'dJs of the Sijiturcs of Eilijisoidal Surface JTarmouio Fuiicfions.

By G. H. Darwix, F.B.S., Plumian Professor and Felloir of Trinity College,

in the University of Cambridge.

Received December 2,—Read December 10, 1903.

This paper forms a sequel to three others published in Series A of the ' Philosophical

Transactions,' namely, " On Ellipsoidal Harmonic Analysis," vol. 1U7, pp. 461--557,

" On the Pear-shaped Figure of Equilibrium of a Rotating Mass of Liquid," vol. 198,

pp. 301-331, and "On the Stability of the Pear-shaped Figure of Equilibrium, &c.,"

vol. 200, pp. 251-314. 1 shall refer to these three papers as "Harmonics," "The

Pear-shaped FigiU'e," and "Stability."

In " Harmonics,"" the functions I)eing expressed ajiproxlmately, a]ipi-o\ii)uite

fornU£ke are found foi- the integrals over the .sni'face (if the ellijisnid of the scpiares of

all the surface harmonics. These integrals are of course re([ulred whenever it is

proposed to make practical use of this method of analysis, and the evaluation of them

is therefore an absolutely essential step towards any ajiplications.

The analysis used in the determination of some of these integrals was \-ery

complicated, and is probably susceptible of inqiroNement. Such improvement might

perhaps be obtained ])y the methods of the present paper, but 1 do not care to spend

a great deal of time on an attempt merely to improve the analysis.

In " Harmonics" the symmetry which really subsists between the three factors of

the solid harmonic functions was sacrificed with the object of obtaining convenient

approximate forms, and I do not think it would have been possible to obtain such

satisfactory results without this sacrifice.* But this course had the disadvantage of

rendering it difficult to evaluate the integrals of the S(piares of the surface harmonics.

All the harmonic funcitions up to the third order inclusive are susceptible of

rigorous algebraic expression ; and indeed the same is true of some but not of all the

functions of the fourth ordei'. Accordingly in these cases rigorous expressions for the

integrals should also be obtainable, and the object of the present paper is to comjjlete

the jjreceding investigation in this respect.

It will be well to begin by a restatement of tlie notation. That used in

"Harmonics" was convenient for the approximate and asynnuetrieal expre.ssions

* Sue Appendix, beluw.

(3G3.) 25.3.04
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involved, Init tlie liotatiou used in the two later papers seems preferable where the

formulre are rigorous and symmetrical.

Tu " Harniouics" the scpiares of the semi-axes of the ellipsoid were

a~ = k-ii^ -
1 i o^'

''' = -^^^ (^' - !)• '" = ^'''^-

The rectangular coordinates were connected with ellipsoidal coordinates i/. /i.,
<f)
hy

x~ 1 - /3 1 , I + /3\/ o 1 + ;8\ ., ,

^:= _ (,.^ _ n (/.^ _ 1) sin^ <^,

1 - /8 cos 2

The three roots of the cubic

F^"'^' 1 +

^-^ U ^ U- " =1
a^+ ii h- + « c- + u

were

, ., o 7 .^ o , o 1 — y8 cos 2<i
;,, = A-z/-, 1/, = A-yx-, ?f3 = A;-

i _Q
'

Lastly V ranges from x to 0, /a between i 1, <^ from to "Itt.

In the two later papers I })ut

K- = ^
-

'"
, /c - = 1 — K-, i' = .

-
. /x = sni e

;

1 + /8 K sni y

and for convenience I introduced an auxiliary constant /8 (easily distinguishable from

the /8 of the previous notation) defined by sin /S = k sin y.

The squares of the semi-axes of the ellipsoid Avere then

., _ k- cos- y / e _ A.'- C( )S- /3 _.i _ Z:^

sin- fi

'

sin- yS ' sin- /3

The rectangular coordinates becanre

f' = ^:''^:]'(l_K-shi-^)cos-o!., ^' = ''!'''' ^ cos- ^ sin- <i, t= . \ ^ shr^(l -/<'- cos-r^).
A- sur /3 A,-- ,sni- /3 A;- snr p

The roots of the cubic Avere

u, = -.^T>. , ^'.' = /•' sin- 9, u., =
, (1 — /c'- cos- (b).

sm- /3 "
' K-

This is the notation whicli Avill be used in the present paper.
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If fZo- be an element of surface of the ellipsoid, nnd
i>

the central perpendicular on

to the tangent plane, it appears from the fornud;) ;it ihc foot of p. 257 of " Stability
"

that

;) da- /'^ cos ^ cos y k" cos" 6 + «•'• sin'- (^

(10 (l(l>

~
siiU /3

'

\V

where A" = 1 — k- sin- 6, F- = 1 — k'- cos- ^.

In the previous papers I have exjjressed the two fictors of whieli a surface

liarmonic consists by ^/(ju,) or P/(/x), and C/ (</>), Cf {(f>), $/'(</>) oi" Sf{(f)), <>nf of the

two P-functions being multiplied by one of the foiu' cosine or sine functions.

Taking a pair of typical cases, the integrals to be evaluated are

\{^f€ffp<fo- and f(f,'S/)v't/cr.

As it will 1)6 convenient to use an abridged notation, I will write these iutegi'als

r' (cos) and //'(sin), according to an easily intelligible notation.

These functions imoKe integrals of even functions, and therefore we may integrate

tlirongh one octant of space, the limits of 6 and (/> Iteing ^v to 0, and multi}ily the

result by 8.

It is clear then that

/.' (cos) = ^^' '''^ ^ ^-^'^ y [t ''"' '^^^^ ^J^ ')' de t ^''^'
d4>

'
^' ' '

sin'^yS L'o A Jo r ^

+ f'm'd0fy'^'^^i^d^

Similar expressions are applicable to all the other forms of function, but we may

pi'oceed with this form as a type of all the others.

Tliis formula shows that the variables are separable, and since we might substitute

A-77 —
\fj

for
(f)

without changing the result, the
<f)

integrals are of tlie same tvpe as the

6 integrals.

It^as been stated above that two of the roots of the cubic equation are projjortional

to ff- sin'- ^ and (1 — k'- ei>s- (/)). By the natiu'e of the harmonic functions it follows

that if [^,'(/^)J' i^ proportional to a certain function of K-sin~^, [(E^f {<!>)]' is proportional

to the same function of ( 1 — k''' cos'- (/>).

It follows that if (p,')- = F{k' - K- sin- 0) = F {k- ccs- 0).

(er,')- = aF(/c'- — 1 + k''~ cos'-
(f))
= rx.F{— k'- sin'' (^),

where a is a constant, which for the present we may regard as being unity. If then

[P/ (jLt)J- = J„ + Ay- cos- + A.k' cos'^ + A,/' cos*"' + . . . ,

we must have

[(<:; (r/>)J' = J„ - J |k'- sin- (/) + A,k" sin' cf)
- A,/'' sin" <j> + . . .
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I lift C lift

Accordingly if there is a term .1,
|

/<•'-" ^- cos-"
^'

^ in j/<- cos- (? (p/)- and a term

(— )",-i
,„«'-'"'

.sin-"' f/>
-"^ in ((!!/)',, then there mnst be a term ,-J,„ k-'" cos-'" ^ in

f(ia,f
"'^

. and a term (-)'. J, j^'-" ^ - sin-" ' r/,
'''^-

. It follows that the coetKcient of

I \,„ ( I 7,/ \
SP cos /3 cosy.

(
— )"'.l „.-],., in //(cos) ^ . ': ^ IS

|/c-""-co.s"+-^ ^ |/c-"'snr"'r/, ^^'
- (-)" " +

^
j
/c-'" cos-'" ^

^
]«'-"+- snr" ^ - r/,

^J
.

For the sake of hrevitv I call this function \'2)i + 2, '„'>»]. and we may state that one

tei'm in (he i-e(|uired e.\])ression is ( — )'", I „.-l,„ [2/; + l2, 2Hi], where
[ |

indicates the

above lunctiun nf the foiu' inteui-als. It follows that // (cos) - ^^''' '"'!'

^
^'''' ^ =

sin /3

^„- [-2, 0] - A,A, [2. 2] + A,A, [2, 4
1

- ... I

+ J,J„[4, 0] - Ar\4, 2] + J,.l,[4, 4| - . . . !

Since

[2;i, 2»iJ = «•-" cos-" ^ \k-"' HUV" (p [
—

{
—

)
\k-" Hur'" (i \k -" huv" (p ^

,

it is clear that

[2/., 2m] = -(-)"-"' [2.*, 24

Hence if it and m ditt'er by an odd number [2», 2»i] = [2m, 2»], and if they diflfer

by an even number [2n, 2m'] = — [2m, 2ii]. Also [2u, 2n] = 0.

Let us write {2« J
=

j
k-" cos-" d' , ;2//'' = k'-" .sin~" <^ -^, so that

.0 A -0 I ^

[2ii. 2m'] = {2/(( {2m]' — (
— )""'" [2i)}' ^,2m].

We must now evaluate these functions.

Since A- = 1 — k'- sin'- 0. we have by difterentiation

-/^[Asin^cos'^"-'^] =

' \{2n - ])k-cos-"0- (2,) - 2) {k~ - k'-) coh'" -- d - (2/i - 3) /c'- cos-" - * ^ j

.

Integratini;- 1)etween Itt and and midti])lvini;- 1)V «•-""- we have

•;-"] =
.-.^^ _ ^

(«- - K-) [2n - 2! -f
,^_ _ ^

k-k'- \2n - A[,
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and by syinnietrv

(2«i'= - ^" ~^{k-- k'-) {2// --2;' + 1" ~'''k-k"- !2,/ - 4;'.

Mnltijilviiit;' llie Hi'st of tliese l)y \'2ni\' iind tlie second liy —( — )"-'" )'2»i.} and

adding touetlier \v(j liave

i
2», 2vq =

J^l Z'i^"'-
""'^

t^'^
-

-' -"'J + ^' 1 1

"'"" ^^" ~ ^' -^"^-

By successive a])|ilicatio)is of tliis formula we may reduce any function [2)i. 27?i]

until it depends on [2, oj, liut the I'esult becomes very complicated aftei- a few

successive reductions.

Now [o] = j;"'^ = f, {or = j;"^ = F

^ ^ Jo A Ju r ^

Then [2, 0]={2}{0}'-(-)'(2]'{0}

= EK' + 1^"F - FF'.

But it is well known tliat this comliination of tlie complete elliptic Integrals with

moduli K and k' is ^tt.*

Hence [2, 0] = {ir.

It seems unnecessary to reproduce tlie simple algebra involved in the successive

reductions, and I therefore merely give the results, as follows: —

[0, 2]= [2, 0]=> [2, 4J=:[4, 2]= ^ kV^^^t

-[0,4]= [4,()]=|(«--K'^).i,r -\-l,^= [C-,rl]= ,\{k--k'')k'k'-'.U

[0,G]= [G,Uj=3^5(8-23KV^).^7r [2, 8]= LS, 2j= ,.i.,(2I -7 I /<V-)kV'. Itt

-[0,8]= l8,0]=3:|.,(K--K'^)(G-I.UV^).i7r

[4, GJ= [G, 4]=:lKV'.i7r [G, 8]= L'^'
Gj= I- /<''«:'"

. ^tt

-[4, 8]= [8,4]=/'-(«:-— K')K'K'^i77

These are the ,,nly functions of this kinil wlilch aro needed for (he evaluations of

integrals in (his paper.

* Sec for exanipic Dl'Ui'Xac's 'Tlieoric iltr I'illipdsclR'ii I'"mh-Liiiin.'n,' [i. 2'J3.
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When tliese tiuictions are introduced into (1) and the terms re-arranged, 1 tind :

—

J, s , -iirB cos /S cos y
// (cos) -=- T^ ^ =

A^^ - i k-k'-a;' + \ kV'+j.- - \ k\'\a.^ + i k^k'KA^- - ...

+ 2 (.^ - k'^) [^^ A,A, -
-,h

x"'k''A,A, + -?, kW^A.A, - .i, ^^^3^, + . .

.]

+ 1^75 CH- •
-t) - 3^'^^'^'^] ^4o^e - air. [i (^ • «) - 5'-^'^'^] ><^x''A,A,

+ ^9 [^ (^- '^^ - ~''<''<"^ k'k'\4,A, - ^:iy^[^ (8.10) - 9Vk'-J /cV'M.J, + . .

.

+ ^('^'-'^'')[r3^.7(^-Ml-'<V^)-3).Jn^i:-,.,V.^(5.7(l-KV^)-3)KV^J,J,

+ 3.-7:9.1 1
("'* (^ ~ '*"'^'") "" ^^) ^VU.Jj - . .

.]

+ T:dT^(^^--8l6/cV^ + 5-5K'.'^)J,J,- (2).

In this result a good juany terms are added whicli are not dedncil)le from tlie talile

of functiojis given above, but every term as stated here has actually been C(im[iuted.

The laws governing the succession of terms in the first six lines seem clear, but I do

not claim that the proof of the laws is rigorous. T do not perceive how each .series

is dei'ived fi-om those preceding it, and 1 have no idea bo^\ tlie series Ijegimiing witli

^0^4^ would go on. With sufficient patience it would no doubt be po.s.sible to

determine the general law of the series, but I do not propose to make the attempt at

present, since we have more than enough for the immediate object in view.

This result (2) is, of course, equally applicable to the integrals of the tyjje If (sin).

In order to effect the required integrations we must define the functions, and I

take the definitions (with a few very slight changes) from § 2 of " the Pear-shajjed

Figure."' Tn order to use the preceding analysis it is necessary that the square of the

P-fuuction and tlie square of the cosine or sine function should be the same functions

of K- co.s'- 6 and of — k''~ sin"
(f).

But as in the definitions to be used this symmetry

does not hold good, a ditficultv arises, which may, however, be easily overcome. If

the P-function he nndtiplied by any factory, and the cosine or sine function by any

factor ry, the iiitegx'al will be multiplied by yV"- I therefore introduce such factors

f and
(J
as will render the residual factors of the squares of the P and cosine or sine-

functions .symmetrical in the proper manner.

It seems desirable to show how the results found here accord with the approximate

integrals as found on pp. 548 -D. § 22, of " Harmonics." In this connection I

of " Harmonics," is
, , , , k^ cos iS cos y ,remark that ^- s o"" '

'^^'''

k^i'iu'- - l)'{i

notati
snr'

1 +
1 — .•tor wliich 1 dt

It does not seem necessary to give full det:

oted in that paper

s of the analysis n

.y M.

the .several ca.ses.
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since it is sometimes tedinus, and it iiieivly involves the snbstitutiuii in the formula

of the values of A^,, .-!,, J.,, Sir.

We will now take the seseral hainionics successively.

Harmonic of the Order Zero.

This harmonic is sim])ly unity, so that J„ = I and all otlu-r . I's vanish. The

fonnnla is

/.(c..s, = -'-^^^^;;;,^-^^ <^)-

This is ohviously right since the integral is .[^"/x, of which this is the kni_>\vn value.

Harmon [('s or the First Okdek.

Here we have all the /i's zero excepting .1,, and Jj, and when the functions have

tilt! proper synuuetrical foi'ins, we have from ("_'),

(l) 77/ c Zoiicd Harmonic.

1 define this thus,

^1 (/x) = sin B =y. {,<- - K- cos- 0)K

c, {<p) = ( I
- ><"- cos-^ ./>) =

;j
. (k^ + k'^ ,uv

.i,y-

where /= \ <j = I.

On scjuaring |3j (/x), it is clear that

J„ = k\ a. = - 1.

Whence 1 find

J , X 47tF' COS j8 COS y j..-, ., „
''("•^)=

:isin?/3
^-^'^"'^"-

Since with definition {i)f-(fK- = 1,

/,(cos) = -^'^^:-;;^-^^
(^)-

In " llai'm..ni<'s" this harmonic is delined l,y

iJ,(/^) = /',(M)=/^; C,('/^) = v''(l -/3 cos ::,/,) . . . , (G).
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Now we iiuist take for /' nnd r/ values sucli as to brinij the two detinitioiis into

accord. Tliis is the case if

and J -g'-K- = \ -\- /B.

Hence

J,{coH)=^'f(l+/3) (7),

agreeing with the result on p. 549 of "Harmonics" for the case i= 1, .s- = 0,

type OEC.

(:2) T/ie Sectorial Cosine Harmonic.

1 define this thus.

Pji (/x) = (1 - K- sin- 0)' = /. (k'- + K- cos- 0)K

Cj' (<^) = cos </) = 7 . («:'- — k'- sin- </>)%

(8),

1 /• ,
1

wliere / = 1 , v = ,

.

K

By synnnetry \\ ith the last result

/ 1 (^^^\ _ ^^^J'"' cos ^ cos y .. , ,, _ 47r/- cos ^ cos y ,

In " Harmonics" 1 defined the functions thus,

(!r,'(c^) = cos^ J

If we take /= ( p] .'/'»"' = '• ^''^ two deHnitions agree, and we have

A'(cos)=,l;rM
I

+|^=i:rM(l+-_'^ + l'/3-') .... (11).

This agrees with the result on p. 54!) of •• Harmonics'' with / = I, ,s = 1, type OOC.

(3) TIh' Scclnri'ii Sine Harmonic.

I define this thus.

^.1/(/.) = cos^=./-.KCos^,
I$|i

(</)) = sin r/, = ,/. ^/ — 1 . K'sin c/,.

J

where ,/ = . <j — ^

K K . ' — 1
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On sqiiai'iii«^- ^J/ we (iml A,, = U. J, = I., aiid

i:i..)==^-'':-^'"^i-fv.'.') = *'^^2^ . . <,3,,

In ' Il.iniiniilfs " tlif i|i-(iiiitiVins weir tin* .same, and therefore

/,'{sin)=^f (14).

This ao-rees wllh the result ..ii |». a48 ,.|' " |[;iriiioiiies" with / = 1 . .s- = L type OOS.

Hakmonics of Till-, Skcond Ordp^r.

fn these the only coefficients are .-Ii,, .l,, .4.,, and (2) Ijeconies,

+ U'^- xl ^-'n-J
,

- A {«'- - x") k'k"A,A, + A (4 - 9k'k'-) A,A^,

witli .V = 0, 1, 2.

(1) and (4) The Zonal and Sectorial Cosine Harmonies.

Tiiese are tleHned thus,

^^.,' (|U,) = K- sin- 6 — (f,

(>5),

C/ ((/)) = q'" — k' cos-
(f),

{s =. 0, 2)

where (f = -.' [1 -\- k' ^ [\ — k'k:'-)-], witli u})per si^-n for .s- =: and lower for a = '1
;

and 7'- = 1 — <[-.

Writin-

'' = i<^ — T = 7'' — x'^ = i
[«' — f'' ± (1 — K-K-f],

W(m)=,/-(«--'<-cos2^), 1

(15),

e/(c/.) = .</.(/- + /c'-sin-<^). (n = 0, 2)]

wliere /'= !,(;=]. It may l)e noted that /' is a synimetrical function in k'- and

— k'-.

S(iuarin(r ^^ we find

A,, = t', A, = -2f\ A.= 1.
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After reduction T find, for .s = 0, :2,

/. (cos) = ^'"'^^2^^ ^ U' - i (-' - n t' + f5 (4 - 19kV') t^

+ A ('^- - x") x'x^i' + 5
«'><"]

Now
3^= = MT- — K' ±{l — K-k'')\

9t* = 2 — 5k-k'~ ± 2 {k- — k'-) (1 — K~K'~y,

27t'' = (4 — 7k"k'-) {k- — k'-) ±{i — loK-K-) (1 — k-k'~)\

8 17^ = 8 — 40k-k'- + 4 Lk^k'' ± 4 (2 — 5k-k~) {k' — k'-) (l — ick'')\

Whence on substitution. Avitli /-;/- = 1,

r,/ \ 47rP COS (8 COS -y 2^r/, .-, ,.,n.i . /,
, , .i mn / •' /n /i > 'nn /Tf\

/J'(C0S)=
5sli^^«

'^
. ^^^[{l- K'K~)-±{1 +-hK-K-){K' - K~){1 - K-K-Y] . (IG).

The upjier sign being taken for tlie zonal {s = 0), the lower for the sectorial

harmonic {s = 2).

Tf these expressions be developed in powers of k' as far as three terms of the

series, I find, ou re-introducing the factor f~g'',

J- , ^ 47rF' cos iS cos y 2^ , . , ,., . o i tx\ r" ••>

r=^.^{\-^^-^H^)-PT (17).

U (cos) =
'""^^^f

^
. ¥^^} - k'^ + \\^^ . Pt

= 'f^-*(l+
J^l --^+'^^')--^''^'

• • •
('^)-

In " Harmonics" I made the followiiii:- detinitions

p, {i.)
= i\ (^) - \i3Py {^) = 1 _ f (I -h m cos^ 0,

C. (<^) = 1 - f/S cos 2</. = 1 - |^+ f/3sin-./,

In order to make the two forms oi'deriuition agree we must take

jr- = 1, {//- = \- 1/3.

(19).

Thus

/¥ = ^(i--^^+4^')-

Now on development

e = (§)M1 - 5;c'^ + ^i-K'^) = (1)^(1 - 10^ + ^^^n
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Whence

Iiiti-odnciuL;- this 1 find

/2(co,s) = ^'^^^(l +3/3 + 3^-) (20).

agreeing with the result on }). 54L> of " Harmonics" witli i = 2, .s = 0, type EEC.

Again iu " Harmonics
"

(21).

^3,- (^) = -ilBP-: (l^) + 1'^M = 3yS + ;3 ( I - i|^) cos- 0,
|

C.- {<f>)
= hl3 -\- COS -Zffi = 1 + p - -J sin- <j> J

In order to make tlie two definitions agree we must take

/;,e^ _3(1 _|/3), r//c'^ = 2;
or

So that fY = -2'
.
3^ (^ + ^y (1 + /8 - i/30.

Introducing this in (18) we have

//(cos) = ^^M.12(l-y8 + ^^^) (22),

agreeing with the result on p. 548 of" Harmonics" witii / = 2, *• = 2, type EEC.

(2) The Cosiue Tcsseral Harmonic.

These are defined thus,

—

P,'(|m) =sin^(l - «-sin-^)i =

C.^' (</)) = cos r/) ( L — K' COS- ^f

where /" = , (j = ,
•

= /'. («•- — «•' COS- df {k- + K- cos- 0)\ 1

= </ (k- + k'- sin- <^)- (k'- — k'- sin- <^)*. J

Scpiaring P.,' we find

J„ = kV-, J, = (/<- - k'-), J, = - 1.

On sul)stituting in tlie fornuila, I find, on ]Mitfing /'-.'/«:'«:'' = I and reducing,

^.(cos).^-*"^^^^^'"^^ (24).
" ^ ' 5 SI ir P

VOL. CCIII.—A. R
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Til " Harmonics" the definitions were

1-/3

(25).

C.^W = (1 - /3 cos 2(f,y COS (^ = (1 + /3)= cos (^ (l - j^^ cos" (^]

In order to make the two definitions agree we must take

SO that f~(fi^"K'' = 3- ^\~^^Q- = 3- (1 + 3/3 + 4/3'). On multiplying- (24) by this

factor, we have

/,i(cos) = ^^''M.3(l + 3^ + 4;8^) (26)

agreeing with the result on p. 549 of " Harmonics" with i = 2, s = 1, type E(JC.

(3) The Tc.iseral Sine Harmonic.

This is defined thus,

—

^.,1
(fj.)

= sin cos e = f.K cos e (/c- - K- cos- e)\

S^} {(f))
= sin

(f)
{I — k''~ cos- (py =z

(J
. ^ ^ — 1 k' sin

(f,

(«•'' + k''~ ^^in- (/>)=,

(27)

v/

Squaring p.,^ we find

A,, = 0, A^ = K-, .J. = - 1

whence, on putting — f-<j'-K*K'~ = 1,

r , ,
• X 477I-'' cos /3 cos y ,^^^"'^)=

5sin3^
-"^-^

In " Harmonics " the definitions were

p.,1 (^) = i^ji
(,^) = 3 sin ^ cos 0,

S^ {4>) = sin <f){\
- /8 cos 2<^)' = (1 + I3f sin (^ ( 1 -

^ ^^ cos-

Therefore, to make the two definitions agree, we must take

/k- = 3, gK'y-l = {l+/3)K

(28).

(29).
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Therefore —/'';/ k^k'~ == -V' (I + /3), and on multijilviui;- ('28) by this factor we have

L^{sin) = ^^M.Hl + fi), (30)

agreemg with the result on p. 54'J of '• Hariiioiiics" with / = 2, « = 1, type EOS.

(5) The Sectonal Sine Harmonic.

This is defined thus :

—

P;^ (u) = cos ^ (1 - K~ siir 0)%
'^

V^^ .
^ ' y (31).

«)o- (<^) = sin (/) cos
<l>. J

If in the last integral we had written ^n — 6 for <^, and ^n — <ji for 6, and k' for k,

P,^ would have become So^. '^I'^l S^^ would have become P^". Therefore the result (28)

gives what is needed by merely interchanging k and k.

Therefore

r., / N 4t7P cos yS cos y 1 ^„„x

For the purpose of comparison I must put

P./ {ix)=f.K cos (k- + k" cos- 6)% B-^ {(t)) =g- \/— 1 k' sin
(f)

{k'~ — k~ sin~ ^)\ (31)

1 /o / \ 417^ cos y3 COS y / , ,.-, .i .. /.^ /.,„%and 4"(s»0= -yg-i-^g—-(-i/'^'f-'f') (^3).

In " Harmonics " the definition was

S>o" (</)) = sin 2(^ =2 sin (^ cos <^. J

In order to make the two definitions agree we must take

Tims — f-cfK-K* = 2~ .
3' —- ^ ; introducing tliis in (33) we have

i,Msin) =
^'f

.12 (;+^) = ^f 12(1+2^ + 2/3^). . . . (35)

agreeing with tlie result on p. 548 of " Harmonics" witii / = 2, .s- = 2, type EES.

R 2
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The Hakmoxics of thk Third Ordkk.

Ill these the only coefficients are .4,j, A^, A.^, A^, and (2) becomes

js
(

cos\ ^ 4,.F cos^osy , _ , ^ ,,_j , ^ , ,,^^ , _ i ^«^,« ,j ,

* \sui/ sm'^ /3
'. " -5

1^3 - '
3

+ -2 («• - k'-) [i Jo'-^ , - -A- >^k"A,A, + A- k*k'M„43]

+ Ys (-1 — 9Ar-K'-) /lo.-i. — To5 (12 — 25k-/<'-) k~k~A^A^

+ .^ (k- ~ Ac'-) (4 - 5/<=k'-) ^0^, ; (^ = 0, 1 , 2, 3).

(1) and (4) 7"//^ Zonal and Second Tesaernl Cositie Harmonics.

These are defined thus :

—

where 5- = f [1 + /c- =F (1 — I k- -\- «*)*], -with the upper sign tor ,s' = and the lower

for s = 2. Writing

t- := 1^ — 2' = 2" ~ '^'^

= i [3k2 _ 2 ± (4 - 7/c- + 4/c^)^] = i [1 - 3/c'- ± (1 - k'- + 4/c'+)^]

^^3^ (^) = y • {r' - >^ C0S2 ^) {k^ - K^ C0S= e)i,
I

C/ (<^) = .^7 •('' + '<" sin' <^) ('^ + '^" si'i' <^)S J

where /"= -
, ^ = 1.

K

Squaring l^./ we find

v4o = f^^K-, A^ = - {-Ik- + f'-) <^ ^1. = 2/- + k-, A^ = - 1.

After some rather tedious reductions I find (for .s- = 0, 2)

// (cos) = ^^'^^^|-^^-^->' K^ fi i^ - -A- (1 - 3.'^) f + T^T (4 - 25.- + 38K-) t^

+ xts (2 - ok'-) «V^ «2 _^ i_ kV'^1 /-yl

Now writing Z> = (l — ,<'- + 4/c'+)'.

5«2 = 1 _ 3k'2 -I- J9,

52 «* = 2 - 7/c'= + 13k'^ ±2(1- 3k'') D,

53<« = 4 - 21k'- + 48k'+ — r.3/c'« ± (4 - 19k'- + 31k'+) D,

5*^s = 8 - 56k'' + 177k'^ - 314k''' + 313k'* ± (8 - 52k'- + 136k'* - \b&K'^) D.
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On substituting tliese in tlie ubuve ex])iessi(iii, .iiul imlinu- that K^f'<f will he unity

with the definition adopted, I find

7sm IS .) I ^og^_

/.J-
(cos) = the same with the sign of Z* changed. J

If these exijressions be developed in powers of «•', and if the factor k'~f'~if be re-

introduced, I find

I, (cos) = '""^f^^^^ -^ ay i 1 - 2k- + n X-)
. '^JY.

= ^M(^)M1-4^+^/3^).kVV

,o, . 47rP coSiS cosy , ,,,, m 31 aia .i,m ^

J.f (cos) = ^ ^.^^C^^ ^ 3I. K '

( 1 - /< - + fi K ') . «-./-.</

= ^^ M .
3I,- k'^ ( I - 2^ + ^^ fi^) . kW--

In "Harmonics" I defined,

^M = P,{,.) -\fiP^ (^) = sin^[t sin^ ^(l + f ^) - f (1 + a^)].
(:5t,).

In order tliat our previous definition may agree with this we must have

Now ,f = \[A- 2k'~ - ^/ (I - k'- + 4k'')] = f [1 _ i /^ - I k'']

whence _/'/<• = 4(1 + I/8+ ^i^'*), and this value of //< satisfies the second equation.

With regard to C3 {<f>)
there is a mistake in the table (the only one I have detected

therein) on p. 556 of " Harmonics," for the coefficient of the second term should liot

be 3/8 but f yS. The mistake obviously arose fi'om my using the formula for j).,

instead of that for p'„ as given on p. 490.

With the corrected coefficient the definition is

C3 ((/.) = ( I - /3 cos 2,^)^ (1-1/3 cos 2,^)

= (] +^)'(l+ty8-5y8cos^.^)(] - ^^^cosS'^-^ •
•

^^'^^-

In order that the previous definition may agree with this we must have

;,<,'' = (I + /3)^ (1 + f ,8) = 1 + 8/3 4- ^ ^-,

r/K'^'= 5/8 (1-1-/8)'.
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But 7'- = I - 7- =
;^

1 1 + i/8 + '; /3-), and thence

^ = f(i+l)8-¥y8-)-

This vahie df 7 will he found to i;ive the correct value for gr/c'-.

Then /j/K = (|)-(] +5^8 + V/3-),

and ./-V'^/c- = ay (1 + 1 0^ + iJ^ /3-).

Introducino- this into the vahie of /.; (cos), we find

/3 (cos) = -^^'^M(L + Gy8+ 15,8^) (41)

agreeing with the result on p. 549 of " Harmonics" for i = 3, .s = 0, type (,)EC.

Again in " Harmonics" I defined

^,^Im) =^^fiI\{^,) + P./ if.) = lb sme[l-ifi- {I -m^^^^'0] (-12).

To make the former definition agree with this we must take

/Kq- =-15(1- P), /k^ = _ 15 (1 - 1^).

In the present case

,f = i[4 - 2k'' + V'(l - k" + 4/c'+)] = 1 - Ik'- + f/c'* + iV",

= 1 - ;8 + 1/3^ - Pl

Omitting the term in yS^ we find, with this value of q^,

fK= — 15(1 — ^/3 — 3/3-), and that the second equation is satisfied.

Again I defined

Cs'W=m+ cos 2<^)(l -^ COS 2</,)- = (1 +;8)H2 cos^^ <^- 1 +f/3)(l - ^-^ cos'^ <^)" (43).

Hence to secin-e agreement we must take

99" = - (1 - |/3)(1 + y8)^ = - (1 - y8 - m^
9x"= -2(l+/3)i.

Now 9'2 _ 1 _ (^2 _ ^ (^1
_ 1^ _|_ 1^2^^ and therefore

The second equation is satisfied.
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We have then

/^k^k'^ = 2=
.
3-

.
5-

( 1 + ^) (1 - ^ - -V'^^) = 2-
.
3'^ 5^

( 1 - . /3 - \' fi-).

Iiitrodunnifr this into tlie value of 73~(cos), we find

^r(cos) = ^-^^.3.4.r,(l -2/3 + 3;8^) (44),

agreeing with the residt in p. 548 of " Harmonics" for i = '3, s = 2, type OEC.

(2) and ((!) First Tesseral Cosine Ilariaonic and Sectorial Cosine Hanuonic.

These are defined thus :

—

Pj {^) = (k- sm- e - q^){V - K~ sin- Of, ^

\ . . . . (45),

^/((/)) = cos (^ ((/'- — K- COS- (^), (,v = ] , 3) J

wl)ere y- = \ (l + 'Ik- ^ (1 — k' + -t^')")) with upper sign for .v = i aiid lower sign

for ,s = 3, and 7'- ^ 1 — (f.

Writing t'~ = k'- — q'~\

Pj
(fj,)

= /(('-' + K^ cos- 0) {k'- + K- cos- 6)K 1

C/ {<fi) = !/
{t': - K- sin- (jy) {k'~ - k'- sin- (j^fj

' ' ' '

where /"=; — \, </ :=
.

K

It is clear that [P/(m)C:/(^)]-(-''- = U 3) has the same form as [^:/(/x)C3^((^)]-(.>' = 0. -J)

when in the latter we interchange 6 with ^v —
<f>,

and k with k'. The interchange of

the variables of integration clearly makes no difference in the result, and therefore we

need only interchange k and k', and replace f hy t'.

In the present instance

t'-^ = k'- - q'~ = q- - K- = i
[1 _ 3k- =F (1 - k' + 4k*)*J.

This shows that /'- is the same fiuictiou nf k- that t- was of k'-, lait that /.,' (cos) is

analogous with /.;~(cos), and Lf (cos) with /., (cos). Thus we may at once write down

the results by interchanging k and k' throughout.

Let D' = {l - K' + AK^f.

Then putting K''/'~g'~ = 1, we have by symmetry with (38)

Tw V 47r/i:^ COS iS cos y 2^ 7-v/r/i • 1 > i\ /v / 1 -^x/i -' s j^^(^"^)= -ysin^''^-5^^«i-- + ^'^')i>-(i-KHi---V
^^^_^^

I./ (cos) = the same with the sign of D' clianged.
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If these expressions be developed in ]io\veis of k I find, on reintroducini;- the

flictor K-f-g-,

J,, V -lirP COS /8 COS y 2' /, ,, ,., ,
,.-, ,.. ,.,,.., ,,

f,'(cos) =— ^^J^->'.3-^,.(l-iK- + i-K').-/-r,

, .. / ,. 47rP COS ;8 cos y , ,, ,, s '>
i i s -4 n\ r-^ j.--> "

I,' (cos) =
^ ^.^^^

-' . ,', »c ' ( 1 - I K - + HI '^
') • K\f -!n

-^ u + a)

In '• Hannonics" I defined

P^'M^\~^/
! UV (m) - YV ^ ( 1 + ^ /3) P:,^^ (/x)],

= ¥(l-|~;^sin^^r(j+|^)W^(I+l^+^^^)-i(l+¥i8+^|^^)] (48).

But ^^'e have defined it above by

P.ji
(fx.) =/{\ — K- .sin- 0)' {k- sin- ^ — r/-).

Therefore ./^^ = i^
([^ ^)- ( 1 + | ^ + ^^ A),

Now ,/ = 1 (1 - i-— a'^'*) = i (I - ^/8 - y, A).

Whence f = ^Z ( 1 + V ^ + ¥2
'
/8')-

This value also satisfies the expression for /k'-.

Again I defined

C;' (</.) = cos ,/, _ 1-/3 (1 + f /3) cos 3<^,

= ens(^[l + J,^y8+:*;;A-^^(I +^/8)cos-<^] . . . (49).

But we have defined it above by

(f..' = (//c' cos
(f>

{k'- cos- <^ — '/-).

Therefoie

,/kV^= _(] -x.i:^/3+^iA), ^^'.^=_^/3(l+f/3-).

With the above value for (/'- we have 7'- = 5(1 + i /3 + ,h fi~) '
whence

(/«'=- 1(1 + 1/3 + ;;^^).
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Therefore /-/k'^ = '^-^f'[l + ^i ^ + ^¥^ ^\, and 1 find

/3i(cos) = -^^^M.6(I+\a^+2^^T^.) (50),

agreeing with the result on p. 549 of " Harmonics" with i = 3, .>? = 1, type OOC.

In " Harmonics " I defined

PsMm) =
I -

\^"
1 — /4 /

= 15(1- j--^sin^^y[I + ^^ + T^V/8— si.r^(l+f^-il^^)] • (51).

But p.,' (/x) =./'(! — «'- sin- d)'' (k- sin^ — <f).

Therefore //c^ = - 1 5 ( I + i|
,8 - if fi% f,j-

=- 15 {[+ 1/3 + ^ /3-).

3 ,.T 3 ,1 21 ,.

Now (2" = 1 —
,-,3

K ^ + .^g /< + _j,|
K ''

. . .

Therefore q^ = [ - ^ /3 + \ll3\ and

/= -15(1 +i^fi + ^^).

This also gives the correct value to /k".

Again (fT;."' (c^) = | ;8 ( 1 + f y8) cos <^ + cos 30,

= cos./.[4cos2c^-3(I-L^-3\^~)] .... (52).

But C3'' (<^) = .'/«' cos (^ («'• cos-
<f)
— (/-).

Therefore c/k =
,., , and ;/k' .

q'- = S {i — ^ fi
—

^f., ft~).

If we eliminate <jk', these ec^uations give the correct value for (/'^.

Then JyK' = -"^l {I +^->
13 ^'im

Tlierefore

Hence we find

/¥k'^ = ^^-(1 + \^/3 +wn
/,3(c.,s) = -^'^^ 300(1+^/3+ ii;8^) (53).

agreeing with tiie result on p. 548 f)f " Harmonics" with / = 3, .s = 3, type OOC.

VOL. cciii.—A. s
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(3) and (7) First Tcsxernl Sine Harmonic and Sectorial Si^ic Harmonic.

These are defined thus :

—

|3„/ (/x) = ct.,s e (k- sin- e - (f),
"1

\
(54)

where (f = i|2 + k- ^ (4 — /<:'-/c'-y], with the ujiper sign for s = 1, the lower for

s = 3, and g'- = 1 — ly-.

Writing t'~ = k- — q\

P/ (^) = /. K cos ^ (i- _ ^3 cos^^ ^),
]

%' {'k) = .'/ • w^' \/— 1 «ii^ "^
(''" + k'' sin- <^), ^:

wliere / = , 7 = -, .

Squaring ^./ we find,

^„ = 0, .-1, = t\ A, = - 2<-, .43 = 1.

On substitution in the formula for haimonics of the third order I find

Tsl,- \
477^'^ cos y8 cos y n ,x R / n /,i\ ,r , o /, ^ .- .^ Ai\ .i// (sm) = ^. --/^ ^ \l^t^ _ ^ («- _ ;,'-) iG + -1^ ( 1 2 _ 57^.^'-) t^

+ if (k= - k'^) k^/c'-^^^ + \ kV-"] (
- /Vk^/c'^).

it we wrjte

Z> = (1 - \^K'-f,

±2(1-2k'-)A

^ t^' = 4 - ^ k^k'^ - J^
k'" ± (4 - ^ k^k'^) i),

^* ^^ = 8 - 34/c'- + ^iV- /c" - H- k" + \\- «'' ± (8 - 25/c'^ + 51k'i - 34k'«) i>.

On substitution 1 find, on jmtting —f'(/~K"K'^ = 1,

7- , / • X 477P cos B cos y 2'^ m , , ., ,.-,
, „ 1 ,,

^^ ^""^ =
7 sin?^--^ • 3:5^ t' - '

''^"'^

'
+ '^^

i

+ (k- - K~) (8 + 3k=k'-) (1 - i kV-)*] r •
(56)

/o^ (sin) = the same with the sign of the square root reversed.
|
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Developing these expressions in powers of «•'", reintroducing- the factor — f-g-K^K-,

and reverting to the notation of " Harmonics," I find

T^f \ 47r/-''' COS /S COS y 2" ,, - ,., . ,,- ,, ,,^ , /..-, „ , ,.,,

^

^'"'

7sin"/3 •

3 54(^ - i'^'+ i5o'f')(-/-r'^-'<-)

= -^^ 3^^ (1 - 3 ^ + W ^^) (-/t/Vk'^)

I. (,i„) ^ 4./-^^c<:,s ^ cos y 1^ ^,,
(

, _ 1 ^r: ^ ^..^ ^
_ ^,,^^,^

7 sm-^ /3
2... \ - /

47riM
I /L/i /^i 110 /^''\ / J*-'' ''» ^ 'OX= -y- • o^S '^ (

1
- ^ + <'* ^)i-J '!/'«-'< -)

In "Harmonics" T defined

^J (/x) - /V (/^) - ^r /8 (1 - J ^) P,= (/x)

= ',5cos^rshr^(l +^^-,^^^)-i(l +§^-M/8^)]- • (57).

To make our former definition agree with this we must take

Hence fK = ^{l+ V^ + ||;8^).

It will he found that if = } (1 — |/8 + -j^/S'), and that ./'/c. '/ has the above form.

Again I defined

S,i
{(f>)

= sin <p - -1/3(1 - P) sin .3c^,

= sin,^[l -Li^ + |P^ + f/3(l-P)sin'</>] . . . (58).

To make our former definition agree with this we must take

gK\/ -}.t- = 1 - ^,^0 + -M/3-,

It will 1)6 found that ^- = |(1 - \^/3 + WiS").

Whence gK-y — 1 = ^ (1 + i/3 — f j/8-), and gK'^/ — 1 . /c'- has the correct form.

Tlierefore

fgKKV - 1 = ^.;3^' (1 + ¥/8 + WyS^)

Whence

/^^Vk'^ = ^';„^'(i+^;8 + W/8^).

7,1 (sin) = t."M.G(l +1^-1^5/8-) (59),

agreeing with the result on j). 548 of " Hai'monics" with / = 3, .s- = 1, type OOS.

s 2
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In " Harmonics" I defineil

W (m) = -/^ (1 - i^) ^' M- + P' M'
= Ucosfl[-{l-^fi + ims[rv0+\-^fi + ^^] . (60).

In order that this may agree with our former detiiiitioti we must take

/,.,"-= _i:.(i -i/;8 + IPU f«.r= -i5(i-p+3%^^).

Whence /k = - 1 5 (1 + i/3 - ,H/S-)-

It will he found that

- 1 - P + li^^

so that _/>. </'- has the correct form.

Again I defined

So^ (<^) = P (1 - fy8) sin ,/, + sin 3(^,

= 3sinr^[l +i;8-^y8--|sin=,^] (61).

In order to make our former definition agree witli this we must take

;,k\/ - I .
/- = 3 (1 + i^ - ^^2), r//<V - 1 . k'- = - 4.

Therefore qk\/ — 1 = ,, .

It will he foiuid that t- = - |k'~(1 + i/3
- -^^.^13'), so that ^k\/ - \ . t^ has the

correct form.

Then

./;/kkv - 1 = - ^ •

t; ' (1 + i/8 - un
and

- yV'<^'<'' = ^'^^-^'
(1 + i^ - -tm-

Whence

/33(sin) = ^':^.360[l-P + iP^] (62),

agreeing with the residt on p. 548 of " Harmonics" with / = 3, .<? = 3, type OOS.

(5) Tlie Seco7id Tessera! Sine Harmonic.

This is defined thus :

—

p.," (|u.) = sin ^ cos {] —K~ sin- Oy = f. kcos6{k~— ht cos" Of (
k~+ k- cos'- df,

|
/»(63)

S3"(^) = sin(^cos(^(l — k'- cos- <^)^ = ^. k'.^— 1 sin (/>(«:'-+ /<:'- sin" (^)-(k'-— /c'- sin* </>)^,

where /=„,</=,, ^
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Squaring P;.- we liav*'

A,^ = 0, ,1, = k"k'\ a, = k" — k'\ A„ =: — I.

Therefore

/./ (cos) = . ./\ '
I

— .', k-^k: ' + \ [k- — «'-)• K-V ' — 1 k''k''

Pteduciiig tliis expression otkI |)utling — /'-(//<•'«'' = 1 , we have

/3Mcos) = ^'^^?-f^-^J, (64).

In " ITarmniiics" I defined

P.f (^) =. 1 _ ^ - f^'l P/ (^) = 1 5
(

I

+
^j

(l -
I

~
;^

-in-^ r^j^cos sin 6. . (65).

To make our former definition agree with this we must take

Again I defined

S,' ('/') = (1 -/8 cos 2(/.y^ sin 2<^ = 2(1 +^)''(l - "j^ cos-
(/.f

sin </> cos,^. (GC).

To make the former definition agree with this we must take

f/x'W - 1 = -'(1 + /3)^

Therefon

/v/cVV-^^^^-S.-^jJ+J^l^^and

Hence in the notation of " Ilrirmonics

/,2(sin) = -^^^^3.4.5(l +3;8+ 4/3^'), (67)

agreeing with the result on p. 548 of " Harmonics" with / = 3, *• = 2, type OES.
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It may be conveuient, as furnishing a kind of index to the foregoing investigation,

to state that the 1+3 + 5 + 7 integrals for the harmonics of orders 0, 1, 2, 3 are

given in equations 3, 5, 0, 13, 16, 24, 28, 32, 38, 47, 5G, 64, corresponding to the

definitions contained in 4, S, 12, 15, 23, 27, 31, 36, 45, 54, 63.

The definitions of the harmonic functions as given in my paper on Harmonic

Analysis are repeated in 6, 10, 19, 2J, 25, 29, 34, 39, 40, 42, 43, 48, 49, 51, 52, 57,

58, 60, 61, 65, 66. Corresponding to these latter definitions the approximate

integrals are given in 7, 11, 14, 20, 22, 26, 30, 35, 41, 44, 50, 53, 59, 62, 67 ; and the

results confirm the correctness of the general approximate formulse for the Integrals

given in § 22 of the paper on Harmonic Analysis.

A mistake in that paper was detected in the value of the cosine-function for the

third zonal harmonic, and the corrected value is given in (40).

It must be obvious that the method exhibited hei'e may be applied to higher

harmonics with whatever degree of accuracy is desired ; but it is also clear that the

labour of evaluating the integrals increases very much as they rise in order. It is

probable that the approximate results of the previous paper will suflice for most

practical applications.

APPENDIX.

On the Symmetry of the Cosine and Sine-functions tvith tlie V-functions.

In mj- previous papers I failed to notice that the symmetry hetween the r-funetions and the cosine and

sine-functions is not desti'oyed, but is onl}- masked, in the approximate expressions for the harmonic

fiuictions.

For example, (39) shows us that

therefore, in consequence of the symmetry which subsists, we ought to find

ca (</>)= /'a [(^f!5'"^y]
- \ppr

[('^f^'f'^yi

.

Now />3
[(^-^f^^yj

^ (^-f_:^.f^l + ^/J-^/?cos2^).

WTience

Cs (<^) = -'-l^-q^fl (1 - /^ «o« 2</.)' (1 - 1/3 cos 2<t>).

This only differs by a constant factor from the expression (40).

It would be possiVile then to have only one type of function, viz. 5 or P, and to express all the cosine

and sine-functions by means of the appropriate one of them. This would be found to be equivalent to

expressing the latter fmictions in terms of powers of sin <^. For the purposes of practical application I

do not think this would be so convenient as the use of cosines and sines of multiples of </>, and the
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advantage of using only one type of function would not compensate for the loss of convenience in the

result. Accordingly I do not think it worth while to undertake the veiy laborious task of revising all

the analysis of " Harmonics " from this point of view.

I may mention, however, that I have gone far enough in this direction to feel pretty confident that, if

this new form of developing the cosine and sine-functions were adopted, the remarkable coincidence,

mentioned in the footnote on p. 547 of " Harmonics," as to the form of the integrals of the squares of

surface harmonics would become explicable.

POSTSCRIPT.

[December 2ith, 1903.]

Mr. HoBSON ha.s shown me how tliese integrals may be evaluated by a simpler

method of analysis, without the intervention of elliptic integrals. As an example of

the method he suggests I take the integral I^ (cos) evaluated above.

The solid ellipsoidal harmonics are given, except as regards a factor, in § 3 of

" The Pear-Shaped Figure."

In (19) of that paper we find

s, = W, ('^) % (m) C,W = A \^x^ + (1 - 2,/=) if - ,r-J + K 'ri'"] ,

where A is the factor to be evaluated so as to agree with the definitions

^,, (,.) = K-^'- - q\ ^. (ix) = /cV- - q\ C, (<^) = <f - '^"- cos- </>.

The elliijsoid over which we desire to integrate is defined by v = - .— , and the
K sm y

extremity of the c axis is defined by fi = sin 6 = I, (j) = ^n.

Hence at this point

(So = (cosec- y — q") (k" — '7'-) q''.

But at the extremity of the c axis

X = 0. V = 0, : = (• = .' .

K sm y
Therefore

(cosec- y — if) U- — if) n'- = k-A ( ,
'^.

,
- -f

'^
'^

)
= — A % (cosec- y — </-).

\ K~ sm- y K- I K'

Therefore A = ^—^:,— ^—', am
/fc-

^ = (^3 _ ^.) \^_ ^V^^ _ ^1 _ 2^^)k^|J + lf~K- -, - ifif^
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Let us assume

K SHI y K siu y K sui y

Then wlien x, ij, z is on the ellipsoid we have

e' + T + r = 1-

Tims we may regard ^, tj, C, as the coordinates of a point on a sphere of unit

radius, or as direction cosines, if it is more convenient to do so. On substituting for

X, y, z their values in terms of f, r), C we find

S. = (cosec- y - (/-) (/c- - *7") [- <fi' - (I - ^(f)^ + q'%-].

On performing the same operation to the points on the boundary of an element da

of surface of the ellipsoid, we find

, 7 , k^ cos B cos y 7da = '(hcd(j) — - v'g-^ — a
sin^ yS

where f/w is an element of the surface of the sphere of unit radius, or an element of

solid angle.

Since on the surface of the ellipsoid ^^ [v) = cosec'- y — cf, it follows that

^2 (i-) c, (.^) = {k^ - t) [- re - (1 - 2'f) T + 'fe].

Hence

r I \ P cos yS cos y , .1 .'\.-<[r ^ f.-' /, .i o\ <i , /o t-no jh (cos) = ^f^ ("" ~ '^)'
1

1- 'i"^' - (1 - 2'i-) >?' + '/-M- f?t^-

It is easy to prove that

\ed.. = \^^do. ^[Odo.
=^l,

Therefore

/^(cos) = — -^
-^.^Ay^. J- (k- - ,y-)- [3,/ +3(1- 2</)^ + 37" - 2./- (1 - 25-)

5 sin3 yQ

On substituting for if its value, viz., ^ ( 1 + k" — ( I — /c" «'-)*), and eflecting

reductions we arrive at the result given in (IG) above.
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It is obvious that this process is considerably simpler and more elegant from the

point of view of theory, but to carry these operations through for all the integrals

given above vs^ould entail a good deal of algebra. I think indeed that the M^ork

might not be very much less than what I have already done.

Mr. HoBSON has further remarked that all the integrations may be avoided by the

following theorem :

—

If F„ (f, TQ, Q be a solid sj)herical harmonic function of $, rj, ^ of degree v,

Considering, however, how simple are the integrals involved in liis first method, it

may be doubted wliether this would save trouble.

VOL. CCIII.—A.
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VI. The Specific Reafs of Metals and (he Relation of Specific Heat to Atomic

Weight.—Part \\\.

By W. A. TiLDEN, D.Sc, F.R.S., Professor of Chemistry in the Royal

College of Science, London.

Received March 9,—Read March 17, 1901.

The law of Neumann assumes that when an atom enters into chemical combination it

retains the same capacity for heat as when in the uncombined or elemental state.

This generalisation is, however, based on the values observed for the mean specific

heats of elements and their compounds between 0° and 100° 0.*

Attention was directed in Part II. of this investigation t to the great differences

found in the influence of temperature on the specific heats of various metals, such as

aluminimn on the one hand, and silver or platiimm on the other. The experiments

now about to be described were undertaken with the object of ascertaining to what

extent these differences persist in the compounds of such elements.

If the calculated atomic heats of elements in combination are equal at various

temperatures through a considerable range to the sum of the atomic heats of the same

in the separate state at the same temperatures, then the difference between any two

must be due to a fundamental difference in the atoms of the elements concerned and

not to a difference in their states of aggregation when separate.

The specific heats of nickel sulphide and silver sulphide have already been compared

through a range of temperatui"e from — 182° to + 324° C, but owing to the low

melting-point of sulphur, and especially to the occurrence of several aUotroplc

modifications of this element in the solid state, it was not thought worth while to

attempt determinations of its specific heat at various temperatures for this purpose.

The only element which seemed to present the assemblage of characters required

for the purpose contemplated was tellurium. I am Indebted to Dr. T. K. Rose for a

supply of tellurium which had already been refined by several dissolutions in aqua

regia and precipitation by sulphurous acid. It was further purified by fusion with

potassium cyanide, solution in water, and precipitation by exposure to air.

Compounds of silver, nickel and tin with tellurium were made by the following

* Eegxaui.T, 'Ann. Ghim. Phys.' [3], 1, 129; KoPP, 'Phil. Trans.,' 18G5.

t 'Phil. Trans.,' A vol. 201, p. 37 (1903).

(3G4.) T 2 27.5.0-1
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process. Tellurium and the pure metals were weighed out in tlie proportions

corresponding to the formulae Ag^Te, NiTe and SnTe., respectively, witli a slight

excess amounting to about 1 per cent, of tellurium. Tlie materials were then fused

together in a stream of hydrogen at a temperature sufficiently high to volatilise the

excess of tellurium. The tellurides were obtained as black, crystalline, fusible

substances, and Avere cast into cylindrical form by melting in a glass tube.

The nickel used in the jDreparation of the telluride was in the form of soft wire

drawn from metal obtained by electrolysis. For this I am indebted to the kindness

of Dr. J. Wilson Swan, F.E..S. Its specific heat was determined in the steam

calorimeter in order to compare it with the fused nickel made for the previous

experiments, but which was not found to be sufficiently ductile to admit of being

drawn into wire.

SoFr Nickel Wire.

Range of temperature.
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Table I.—Mean Specific Heats.

Ranee
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Regnault, for example, found the molecular heats of easily fusible alloys to be very

much higher than those of alloys of higher melting-point.*

The values of the true specific heats at successive temperatures on the absolute

scale are given in the following table, and are exhibited graphically in figs. 2 and 3 :

—

Table III.—True Specific Heats.
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Table V.—Molecular Heats of Compounds.

°c.

100
200
300
400
500
600
700

SnTeo.

A.

17-16
17-87
18-63
19-42

SnTeo.

B.

NiTe.
A.

17-33
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B - A at 100 = 8-41,

200 = 3-35,

300 = 2-30,

400 = 3-56,

500 = 5-42,

600 = 7-03,

700 = 9-12.

Remembering what a large factor, 429 '9, is used in calculating these figures, it will

be seen that the difterences are I'eally small, being about 15 per cent, of the molecular

heat at the lowest temperature and falling to about 3 per cent, at 300° abs. It will

be noticed that in this case B is thi'oughout larger than A.

The results of these experiments show that Neumann's law may be regarded as

approximately valid for the specific heats at all temperatures. They also confirm the

view that the specific heat of a solid is not a measure of the work done in separating

the molecules of the substance, but that its amount is determined almost entirely by

the nature of the atoms composing the physical molecules.

All the facts at our disposal show that there is not a great difi'erence between the

specific heats of elements in the solid and liquid states, but that in every case the

latter is the greater, as shown in the following examples :

—

Table VI.—Specific Heats.

Name.
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the gas all are equally free. In the liquid state there is reason to believe that there

is a mixture of clusters or aggregates of molecules having different degrees of

complexity, and that the effect of rise of temperature upon these is to cause

dissociation of the more complex into simpler groups, a process which necessarily

implies work done.

Notwithstanding the validity of Neumann's law, the attempts which have been

made to deduce the atomic heats of elements, such as oxygen, which do not admit of

experiment in the solid state, cannot, however, be regarded as satisfactory. It is

obvious that in such calculations whatever change in the molecular heat of the

compound is induced by slight alteration of density, or of structure in the solid, is

concentrated upon one element in the compound of any two, when it is assumed that

the other enters into combination with the atomic heat it jjossesses in the elemental

state. Taking the figures for the compounds containing silver, for example, the value

deduced for the atomic heat of silver is found to vary considerably according to the

nature of the compound selected. To calculate the atomic heat of silver from the

mean molecular heat of the telluride—M^iich is '0672 X 340'8 = 22-90 at the

usual temperature of experiment, 0° to 100° C.—the value for telhuium is deducted

and the remainder divided by 2. The result is 8 '39.

Similarly the atomic heat of silver in the silver-aluminium, AggAl, comes out as

6*19, and in the aluminium-silver, AgAljg, as 9'67. The variations are still greater if

a comparison is made over different ranges of temperature. Hence it appears probable

that the values which have been calculated for hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen and

chlorine in the solid state are very far from the truth.

KoPP estimated the atomic heats of these elements in the solid state to be as

follows :—

Hydrogen 2 '3 Nitrogen 6 "4

Oxygen 4'0 Chlorine 6 "4

From its various compounds no approach to a uniform value for the atomic heat of

carbon is to be found, but Kopp preferred the value I'B, which is deduced fi'om the

specific heat of diamond.

Without here entering into a discussion of all these elements, it may be mentioned

that in the case of hydrogen gas at constant volume the atomic heat is practically

identical with that deduced from the specific heat of solid compounds, while that of

oxygen is less, and that of carbon in the form of carbon dioxide gas is greater than

the estimates thus made. Joly found* the specific heat of air between 15° and

100° C to be "172, that of carbon dioxide gas "173, and that of hydrogen 2*41, when

under approximately equal pressures. The atomic heat of hydrogen gas is therefore

2 '41. Assuming the specific heat of oxygen at constant volume very near to that of

* ' Phil. Trun^.,' A, vol. I6i', p. 73 (1892).
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air, as it was shown to be many years ago, when at constant pressure, by Regnault,

its atomic heat is about 2-7, which is a little greater than 2"48, the value deduced

theoretically from Regnault's experiments at constant pressure. Lastly, taking

•173 for carbon dioxide and multiplying by 44, the value 7 "61 is obtained as the

molecular heat of carbon dioxide gas. If it be assumed that in the gaseous, as in the

solid, state the atomic heat of each element is preserved in the compound, the atomic

heat of gaseous carbon is left when the atomic heat of the oxygen in the dioxide is

deducted. We thus obtain the value 2 "65.

This is greater than TS, the value chosen by Kopp, but falls between 2 '89 and
2 '42, the atomic heats of carbon, in the form of wood charcoal and natural graphite

respectively, deduced from the experiments of Regnault between 0° and 100° C.

This deduction from data belonging wholly to the gaseous state is of interest

because it is in accordance with the theoretical view that specific heat in a gas is not

dependent on the temperature.

On the other hand, as the above expei'iments prove, atomic heats in the solid state,

and probably also in the liquid state, are largely dependent on the temperature, the

variation being abnormally great in solid carbon. It has also been shown that at the

same temperature the atomic heats are widely different for difterent elements in the

solid state ; but notwithstanding this fact it has been proved that the molecular heat

of a solid compound is approximately the sum of the atomic heats of its constituents

at each temperature.

In conclusion, I desire again to express the obligations I am under to Mr. Sidney

Young and to Mr. Leonard Baiustow for their assistance.
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§ 1. In a recent paper,* termed here for brevity (A), I considered the relationship

between certain phenomena of terrestrial magnetism on "quiet" days at Kew and

Wolper's sun-spot fi-equency. Some contemporaneous French and German magnetic

data were also referred to, but in no great detail. I have now gone more fully into

the question, in order to find out whether any of the phenomena conspicuous at Kew
are peculiar to the place or to the period of time formerly dealt with.

* ' Phil. Trans.,' A, vol. 202, p. 335.

(365.) 7.7.04
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Assuming the relation between any magnetic quantity E,—such as the daily range

of declination—and sun-spot frequency S to be of the simplest type,

R = a4-6S (1),

I determined the values of the constants a and b in a number of cases. The chief

results were as follows :

—

Supposing each month of the year treated separately, it was found that both

a and b were conspicuously lower in "winter" (the four months November to

February) than at the "equinoxes" or in "summer" {May to August); but b/a was

larger in " winter " than at the " equinoxes," and larger at the " equinoxes " than in

"summer." The b constants were generally fully larger at the "equinoxes" than in

" summer," but to this there were exceptions.

The values of b/a were distinctly larger in the case of inclination and horizontal

force than in the case of declination and vertical force
;
generally they were larger for

inclination than for horizontal force, and larger for declination than for vertical force.

In all the elements b/a was larger when R represented the sum of the 24 hourly

differences from the mean value for the day than when it represented the range in

the diurnal inequality.

In (A) the letters D, I, H, V were used for declination, inclination, horizontal force

and vertical force respectively. This practice is continued here when it tends to

brevity.

§ 2. The first question now to be considered is as to the dependence of a and b on

the particular period to which the magnetic and sun-spot data refer.

This is not so simple as might appear at first sight. Very few observatories have

magnetic records extending over any large number of years, and in the few cases

where such long records exist their homogeneousness is seldom, if ever, beyond

dispute. There has usually been change both in the' apparatus and its environment,

and it is difficult even for those in immediate charge of an old observatory to know

what allowance ought to be made to put old and new records on a common footing.

This is especially true of V and I. The element where least uncertainty should

prevail is D, but even here there is usually cause for doubt.

Milan Declination Ranges.

§ 3. Rajna" has recently considered a long series of data representing the mean

value for each year of the diurnal range of D at Milan. Since 1871 the range seems

to have been determined from regular daily observations at 8 a.m. and 2 p.m. ; but

previous to that date there seems to have been some lack of strict uniformity.

Rajxa has calculated values for a and b in the formula (1) from the data for the

59 years 183G to 1894, and independently for the 24 years 1871 to 1894, employing

* ' Rendiconti del R. 1st. Lomb.,' Series II., vol. 35, 1902.
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the method of least squares. The Ibrmulfe he thus ohtains, and one which he quotes

as obtained by Wolfer, are as follows :

—

'l83Gtol894, 11 = 5-31 + 0-047 S .... (1),

1871 „ 1894, R = 5-39 + 0-047 S .... (II.),

Wolfer R = 5-G7 + 0-040 8 . . . . (III).

Eajna .

Wolfer's value 0-040 for b is based on data froni Christiania, Prague, Greenwich

and Vienna, as well as from Milan. Rajna compares the values calculated from each

of the three formulae with the ranges observed at Milan from 1836 to 1901.

Formula (1.) agrees rather better than (II.) with observation ; formula (III.) seems

distinctly inferior. The difference between the observed values and those calculated

from (I.) varies from — l'-87 in 1838 to + l'-87 in 1866, the extreme values observed

in R being 4'-21 and 12'-03. Since 1871 the agreement seems decidedly improved.

Over the 24 years for which it was originally calculated (II.) gives a " probable error
"

of only 0'-21, the difterence between observed and calculated values varying from

- 0'-49 to + 0'-53.

Rajna himself notices that there are several long runs of the same sign in the

differences between observed and calculated values. Thus from 1837 to 1850 the

observed value is in excess of the calculated (from either (I.) or (II.)) 12 out of 14

times; on the other hand, in the 14 years 1854 to 1867, the calculated value is 13

times in excess. In the 11 years 1890 to 1900 (to which the Kew data treated in

(A) referred) Rajna's calculated value from either (I.) or (II.) has been in excess

8 times, including every year since 1893.

The two first specified predominances of one sign are certainly in excess of what

one would expect from pure chance. To throw some further light on the question, I

have calculated values for a and h for the above-mentioned series of years. Instead

of least squares, I grouped the years, following the method explained in (A), § 52.

The grouping of years and the corresponding mean values of R and S were

follows :
—

rrespt

Teriod 18.37 to 1850—
Years uf sun-sput maximum, 1837, 18,38, 183i), 1847, 1848, 18-i'J

,, ,, minimum, 18-11 to 1845

Period 1854 to 18G7—
Years of sun-spot maximum, 1858 to 18G2

minimum, 1854, 1855, 185G, 1865, 18GG, 18G7

Period 1890 to 1900—
Years of sun-spot niftximum, 1892 to 1895

„ „ minimum, 1890, 1899, 1900

Mean E.
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The values fouiid in the several cases for a, h and b/a, with the corresponding

values from IIajna's formula (I.), appear in Table I.

Table I.—Milan Declination Kantres.

Period of years . . . ! 1837 to 1850.
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large disturbance. Corresponding "quiet" day data appear in Mr. Elus' second

paper for the 8 years 1889 to 1896. Mr. Ellis specifies several sources which may
have introduced some heterogeneousness into the earlier data as compared to the

later. Prior to 1848 there were only eye readings at 2-hour intei'vals, whereas

subsequently hourly data were available. Prior to 1864, when the magnetographs

were transferred to a new building, some uncertainty seems to have prevailed as to

the temperature correction for H, and the data for 1864 itself seem to be interpolated.

The data subsequent to 1864 would seem to be strictly homogeneous.

§ 6. Mr. Ellis employed no formula, and, whilst his graphical method appeals

readily to the eye, it does not lend itself immediately to the present investigation.

I liave accordingly calculated values for a and h for each month of the year in both

D and H for the following periods: 1841 to 1896, 1865 to 1896, and 1889 to 1896

for both " all " and " quiet " days. In treating the first period, use was made of a

group of sun-spot maximum years composed of 5 sub-groups each of 3 years, viz.,

1847 to 1849, 1859 to 1861, 1870 to 1872, 1882 to 1884, and 1892 to 1894. The
corresponding sun-spot minimum group consisted similarly of 15 years, made up of

5 sub-groups, viz., 1842 to 1844, 1854 to 1856, 1865 to 1867, 1877 to 1879 and 1888

to 1890.

For the period 1865 to 1896 the groups of sun-spot maximum and sun-spot

minimum years were composed in either case of the last 3 sub-groups specified above.

For the period 1889 to 1896 the groups were : 1892 to 1895 for sun-spot maximum,
and 1889 to 1890 for sun-spot minimum.

The values thus found for a, h and b/a appear in Tables II. and III. In addition

to values for the individual months, the tables give values for winter, equinox and

summer—each comprised of 4 months, as explained in § 1—and for the year. These

seasonal and yearly values of a and b are simply arithmetic means of the individual

monthly values ; the seasonal and yearly values of b/a are derived from the seasonal

and yearly values of a and b. The tables also supply corresponding data for Kew as

given in (A), Table XL.
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§ 7. In the case of D, Table II., we see on the whole a close resemblance between

the results from the two longest series of data. The later period shows, however, a

slightly increased value of h and a slightly decreased value of a in winter, equinox,

and the year as a whole. The last period, 1889-96, in the " all" day data shows a

further increase in b and decrease in a ; and the corresponding " quiet " day results

give a still smaller value of a, especially in the winter months. The "all" and

" quiet " day mean values of b for the year, from the 1889-96 period at Greenwich, are

practically identical and very close to the corresponding Kew value. The values of

b/a at Greenwich are in each season slightly larger for the " quiet" days than for the

corresponding " all " days ; and comparing the " all " day data amongst themselves

we have an increase in b/a in passing from the longest to the mean period, and in

passing from the mean period to the shortest period. This would imply that b/a has

increased of late years.

At Greenwich, as at Kew, b is conspicuously lowest in " winter" ; but no one of

the four columns of Greenwich results gives so distinct an excess in the equinoctial

over the summer value as appears at Kew, and, on the whole, we should infer that

the equinoctial and summer values of b at Greenwich are practically equal.

At Greenwich, as at Kew, b/a is distinctly smaller in summer than in the other

seasons; but the " winter" value of 6/a at Greenwich, instead of markedly exceeding

the values for the other seasons, as at Kew, would seem to be if anything slightly

smaller than the equinoctial.

On the whole, the variation of b/a throughout the year at Greenwich is surprisingly

small.

§ 8. The H ranges in Mr. Ellis' tables are expressed in terms of the value of H at

Greenwich. To make the results comparable with those for other stations, I have

expressed the ranges in terms of ly as unit. In doing so, I treated H as constant for

each period, and as possessing the following values :

—

Period.
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implies a very conspicuous diiference between the phenomena in years prior and

subsequent to 1864. Not improbably the want of homogeneousness in the earlier

data, already referred to, may be partly accountable for the apparent change. At all

events, the results for the final period, 1889-96, show no distinct progressive

diminution of a or increase of h as compared to the period 1865-96. In fact, the

" all " day data for these two periods, and the " quiet " day data for the shorter

period, give almost identical values for the mean 6 for the year.

As regards the seasonal phenomena, each set of Greenwich data makes h con-

spicuously least, but b/a conspicuously largest, in " winter." The December value of

b is invariably the smallest. The "all" and "quiet" day data for 1889-96, as

already stated, give very nearly the same mean value of b for the year, but the

" quiet " days' value for b is much the larger of the two in winter, and the smaller in

summer. The "quiet" day data at Greenwich present a remarkable similarity to

the corresponding Kew data, as is best seen by comparing the seasonal values for b/a.

The fact, however, that the absolute values of both a and b are some 1 per cent,

higher at Greenwich than at Kew is rather suggestive of some misapprehension as to

the scale values at one or both observatories.

§ 9. In cases such as the present, a comparison of calculated and observed values is

useful. The Greenwich data do not lend themselves very readily to this, as

Mr. Ellis does not give mean values for individual years, and the interest attaching

to such a comparison for individual months of the year seems hardly suflBcient to

justify the necessary labour. In (A), § 75, some results were given for individual

months of the year at Kew, but none for the year as a whole. This information is

accordingly now supplied in Table IV. , so far as concerns the ranges and the sum of

the 24 hourly differences from the mean in the mean diurnal inequalities for the year

in the several elements. The calculated values are derived from the values given for

a and b in (A) Table XLIV. From the mathematical standpoint the nicety of

agreement is best judged by considering the last line in Table IV., which shows what

percentage the probable error in a calculated value is of the total variation exhibited

by the element in the 11 -year period. For practical purposes the mean diflerence

between the calculated and observed values, and the percentage it forms of the

absolute mean value of the element, are, however, fully as important.

It will be seen that the agreement is about equally good for the ranges and for the

sum of the 24 difierences. It is, on the whole, slightly better for D and H than for

V and I.
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Table IV. -Kew (Units 1' for Angles, ly for Force Components).

Observed less Calculated Values.

Year.

Range from mean diurnal inequality

for the year.

Sum of the 24 hourly diflFerences in

the mean diurnal inequality for

the year.

1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900

+ 0-49

+ -40

+ -24

+ -32

- -16

- -28

- -14

- -53

- -41

+ -07

+ -01

0-5
3-0
1-4

0-9
0-8

1-1

1-9

0-3
0-6

1-4
1-5

11
0-9
0-4
0-4
1-8
0-2
1-2
0-9

)-21

•12

•05

•09

•01

•08

•05

•13

•01

•07

2^12
2^55

1-05
00

1-68
1-11
•25

1-93

0^5
16^5
6^8
2^9
9^9
6^4
6-6
6-4

14-0
8^3

6^3
0-2
0^2
3^7

0^8
7^7

11^4
0-3
4^8
4-2

+ 0^86
- ^54

+ •IS

+ 1-12
- -61

- 76
- -24

- -78

+ -50

+ 33

Mean difference calcu-

lated -^ observed . .

Probable error . . .

Mean value of element .

Range of element

.

Mean difference xj[00

mean Aalue

Probable error x 100

range of element

0^28
0^23

3^54

4

M2
0-95
26^2
15^5

0-98

IS^O

10

0-082
0-071

r43
0^95

1^30
1-09

41^6
21^0

7-3
6^1

154-5
108-1

4^0
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§ 11. Table V. presents several novel features. In the declination we see a

conspicuous difference between the variation of a throughout the year on " all " and

on " quiet " days. In December and January the " all " day value of a is more than

double the "quiet" day value, and the excess of the "all" day value is also

prominent in November and February. On the other hand, the " quiet " day value

of a is, in general, distinctly the larger throughout the equinoctial and summer

months. There is no such prominent difference between the "aU" and "quiet" day

values of h for declination. There are, of course, conspicuous differences in one or two

individual months, but the seasonal and yearly values are closely alike. The rise of

h/a in winter and its fall in summer are conspicuous, especially in the " quiet " days,

where the phenomenon is even more prominent than at Kew. The mean values of

h/a for the year from " all " and from " quiet " days are in close agreement with one

another and with the corresponding Kew value.

In H the seasonal and yearly values of a in "all" and in "quiet" days are much

alike. The winter and equinoctial values of h in the two cases are also nearly equal,

but in summer the "quiet" day value is very decidedly the smaller. The mean
" all " day value of b for the year is distinctly larger than the " quiet " day value,

which is itself slightly in excess of the corresponding Kew value. The excess of b/a

in winter is conspicuous in both "all" and "quiet" days; in the latter case the

variation of b/a throughout the year is pretty similar to that at Kew.

In V the " all " and " quiet " day phenomena are vitally different. The fact that

the mean diurnal range during the 11 -year period for the "quiet" days was barely

40 per cent, of that for "all" days prepares one for a material difference between the

phenomena in the two cases, but hardly for the "all" day mean yearly value of b

being more than six times the corresponding "quiet" day value. The "quiet" day

value of a for summer is not much less than the " all " day value, but in the

equinoctial and winter months the latter greatly predominates. The value of b is

greatest at the equinox in both "all" and "quiet" days; in fact, in "all" days the

summer value of b falls short of the winter value, notwithstanding a marked

depression in December and January. The variation of b/a throughout the year on

" quiet" days is somewhat irregular. In " all " days we have the fall in summer and

rise in winter seen at Kew, but there is a prominent depression in December and

January. As regards the absolute magnitudes of b and b/a, the " quiet '' day data

are much closer than the " aU " day to the Kew results.

Table V. gives only " all" day data for I, as no " quiet" day data for this element

seem to be published.

Here again the phenomena resemble those observed at Kew, b being conspicuously

small in winter and b/a small in summer. The values of a and h are, on the whole,

distinctly larger than at Kew (where the diurnal range of I is less than at Pawlowsk),

but the mean value of b/a for the year is 105 X 10"'* as compared with 111 X 10~*

at Kew.
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§ 12. The data ascribed to the year in Table V. are arithmetic means from the

12 monthly values. Table VI. supplies values of o, b and b/a for the ranges from the

mean diurnal inequality for the year as given in the Pawlowsk tables. They answer

to the range data for Kew in Tables XLIII. and XLIV. of (A), and I give the results

in the latter of these tables (calculated Ijy least squares) for comparison.

Table VI.—(Units 1' for angles, ly for Force Components.)

Mean Diurnal Inequality for the Year at Pawlowsk.
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§ 14. If we compare the results for the mean daily range in Table VII. with those

for the range of the diurnal inequality in Table VI., we see that, though the values

of a ill Table VII. are about double those in Table VI. in the case of D and H, the

increase in h is relatively so much greater that the values of h^a in Table VII. are

some 40 per cent, in excess of those in the earlier table. This means that the

amplitude of magnetic disturbance is in general more enhanced relatively in years of

sxm-spot maximum than is that of the regular diurnal inequality. The great rise in

h/a as we pass from the mean daily to the mean monthly range in Table VII. is

evidence of the same fact. That this rise in h/a is not continued, except in H, as we
pass from the mean monthly to the annual range, is at least consistent with the view

that the incidence of exceptionally large magnetic storms is determined by causes of

which sun-spot frequency is no exact measure.

§ ] 5. Table VIII. supplies information as to the degree of accordance between the

observed values of the ranges and those calculated from the values of a and h in

Tables VI. and VII. Table VIII. is constructed on parallel lines to Table IV.

Table VIIL—Pawlowsk (Units 1' for D and I, \y for H and V).

Observed less Calculated Values.

Year.

1890
1891

1892
1893
189-1

189.5

1896
1897
1898
1899
1900

Mean diflference calcu-

lated ^ ob.served .

Probable error .

Mean value of element
Range of element . .

Mean difference x 100

mean value
Probable error x 100

range of element

Ranges from mean diurnal inequalities.

Absolute mean daily

Quiet "(r il)daj's.,

0-2
0-3
-6

-3

-3

" All " days.

0-38
0-30
7-94
3-6

2-3
1-8'

H. I V.

+ 2

+ 1

- 1

+ 1

- 1

- 1

+ 1

- 1

0-00
-10

- -05

-07

06
-03

•00

-02

•02

•Ol

0^06
0^71

r51
3^05
0^33
0^-14

1^46
0^33
0-40
0-50
\-8\
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The calculated values of H aud V employed in Table VIII. for the inequality

ranges were taken only to the nearest ly, because the Pawlowsk tables go no nearer

than this; but in the "all" days' D and I, both tables aud calculation go to O'-Ol.

The agreement between calculated and observed values is much closer in D, H,

and I than in V ; and in D and H it is considerably closer for the " all " day than the

"quiet" day results. Probably this only means that the fe^vness of the "quiet"

days (sometimes only two or three a month) introduces an element of uncertainty

which more than neutralises the effect of the greater regularity in these days.

§ IG. If the range of magnetic elements were largely dependent on influences

wliich (lid not proceed pari ikissu with sun-spot frequency, then what we should

expect to see in Table VIII. would be a notable occurrence of large + values in all

the elements in some years, and of large — values in other years. The same result

would follow if, while an intimate connection subsisted, it were not of the linear type

assumed in (l).

So far as the inequality ranges in D, H, and I are concerned, there is no

indication of such a phenomenon. There is indeed an excess of + signs from 1890

to 1894 and of — signs from 1895 to 1899, but the differences themselves are small,

and those for the " all " and the " quiet " days show no kind of regular relationship.

In the case, however, of the " all " day V inequality, and of the absolute daily ranges

for all the elements, especially H and V, the observed values are conspicuously in

excess of the calculated in 1892, and as conspicuously below them in 1893. This

phenomenon seems due beyond a doubt to the influence of the disturbance

element.

§ 17. With a A'iew to further elucidation of the phenomenon described in the last

paragraph, I have placed side by side in Table IX. data as to the mean value for

each year of a variety of quantities which are aftected in different degrees by

magnetic disturbance. The small figures in brackets attached to the annual figures

show the position which the year in question would occupy on a list which followed

the order of magnitude of the quantity in question. If two yearly items are equal, a

common number is attached. In the case of the years themselves, the attached

figures indicate the order when the arrangement follows sun-spot frequency. It

should, however, be noticed that the excess of sun-spot frequency in 1898 over 1897

was very trifling, and that the differences between 1899, 1900, and 1890 were not

large.

In the case of the diurnal inequalities in D and H, quantities but little affected by

disturbance, 1893 heads the list, just as it does in sun-spot frequency. In the case

of the mean daily range—a quantity more influenced by disturbance—1892 and 1894

come to the front, and 1893 falls to the fourth place. Coming to the mean of the

monthly ranges, we see 1892 and 1894 still more in advance, while in the case of

H and V 1893 stands lower than 1898, a year of less than one-third its sun-spot

frequency.
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In the case of the annual range, 1893 has fallen to the eighth place in D and

ninth place in V, whilst 1898 mounts to the third or even the second place.

In the mean daily, mean monthly, and annual ranges, 1892 and 1894 are as

conspicuously in excess of what one would expect from sun-spot frequency as 1893

and 1895 are below it. Thus when we treat these four years as a unit, and compare

it with a similar unit made up of the three years 1890, 1899, and 1900, we may
arrive at a conspicuous connection between sun-spot frequency and amplitude of

disturbance ; but at the same time there is a marked absence of the close and regular

connection in individual vears which characterises the inequality ranges in D, H,

and I.

Table IX.-Pawlowsk (Units 1' for D, ly for H and Y).

Diurnal inequality

range.
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smoothed sun-spot frequencies (Au.sgeglichene Relativzahlen), each of which is a mean
from observed values for 13 mouths, of which the individual month forms the central

period. Table X. gives the mean seasonal and yearly values thus found ; these

answer precisely to the seasonal and yeai4y values based on observed sun-spot

fre(|uencies which appear in Table V.

Table X.—(Units 1' for D, \y for H and V.)

Pawlowsk "Quiet" Days with Wolfer's Smoothed Values (Ausgeglichene

Relativzahlen).
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The bja variation throughout the year proceeds most regularly when we use the

observed frequencies.

Table XL—Pawlowsk.

Variation of h and hja throughout the Year.
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The winter values of h and bja at Katharinenburg are exceptionally large,

notwithstanding a marked depression in December and January.

Tablk XIL—Katharinen!)urg (Unitw 1' for D and I, \y for H and V).

Ranges fnjm Mean Monthly Diurnal Inequalities.
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Table XIII.—Katharinenl)urg (Unit.s 1' in D, ly iu H and V).

Monthly Means of Absolute Daily Ranges.

1
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spending case at Pawlowsk, a rough measure of tlie amplitude of the fluctuation

throughout a sun-spot period.

In all the elements included in Table XIV., as we pass from the range of the

diurnal inequality to the mean absolute daily range, and thence to the mean monthly

range—quantities increasingly influenced by magnetic storms—we see that whilst

a increases, b increases in a greater ratio, so that b/a notably rises.

The fall of h/a as we pass from the mean monthly to the annual ranges in D and V
may not improbably possess no real significance, but a similar phenomenon, it should

be remembered, presented itself in the corresponding Pawlowsk results in Table VII.

Table XIV.—Katharinenburg (Units 1' in I) and I, ly in H and V).

-

1
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XV. — Kathavinenl)urg (Units 1' in D and T, ly in H and V).

<.)bserved less Calculated Values.

1

1
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Table XVI.—Katharinenburg (Units 1' in D, ly in H and V).

Year.
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differs widely from European stations. At Kew, for instance, D, H, V, and I all

show a large variation in the amplitude of the diurnal inequality throughout the

year. The range is three or four times as large at midsummer as at midwinter, and

the way in which the range, or the sum of the 24 differences, varies throughout

the year is pretty similar for all the elements. Thus, assuming that the mean diurnal

inequality for the year were derivable from a potential, one could obtain a fair first

approximation to the mean diurnal inequalities for individual months by midtiplving

this potential by appropriate numerical factors.

How exceedingly far this is from being the case at Batavia will be seen on

inspection of Table XVII. This gives the sum of the 24 differences in the diurnal

inequalities for each month of the year, witli their mean, and the sum of the

24 differences in the mean diurnal inequality for the year. Batavia being in the

Southern hemisphere, May to August are the "' winter" months.

The D data in Table XVII. proceed, on the whole, like European data. In V, too,

the lowest value occurs in the winter months, but there is likewise a low value in

December. While the average value for I from the four winter months is below the

mean for the year, the lowest values of all occur in November and December. In H,

three out of the four winter months show values above the average, while the four

summer months are all below the average. Thus no two elements behave alike, and

the phenomena exhibited by H are more nearly opposite than parallel to those

observed in hioli latitudes.

Table XVII.—Batavia, 1887-1898 (Unit 1' in D and I, ly In H and V).

Sum of tbe 24 Hourly Differences in the Mean Diurn;d Inequalitv for the Month.

January .

February
March
April . .

May . .

June .

July . .

August .

Septemlier

Ortol)er .

November
December

Horizontal force. Vertical force.

22-04
22-55
16-87
11-96
12-34
10-26
12-14
15-25
18-56
20-57
22-06
22-01

.313-8

310-4
357-0
373-0
346-3
322-5
347-1
373-7
396-2
348-5
281-9
263-4

276 - 7

289-7
282-1
231-3
189-5
189-8
202-6
187-4
214-7
249-8
215-8
196-7

Inclination.
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§ '11. The results pointed out in the last paragraph lielp to exj)J;iiii some novel

features in Table XVIII., wliioh gives the values obtained for <i. h and /; '/ l.v

applying the method of giou})s to the sums of the 24 ditfereuces in the diurnal

inequalities for the several months. As in siniihir t;ibles, the seasonal and yearly

values of a and h represent arithmetic means for the incJuded months.

In I) and V the lowest values of a are found in winter, hut in H and 1 tlie lowest

values occur in November and Deceml)er, that is, at midsunnner.

In I) and V, again, }> is distinctly below the average in wintei-, tliiiugh nut ncuilv

to the same extent as in Europe, and the winter value for I is less than the sunnnci

value ; but in H the winter value exceeds the summer.

In D, hja is distinctly smaller in summer than in the other seasons ; but in I, H
and V the summer value is a triHe the liighest. The winter and equinoctial values

of h/a are almost identical in all the elements. As compared to northern stations,

the variation in h/a throughout the year is exceedingly small.

Table XVIII. Batavia. 8um of 24 Hom-ly Diffei-ences, 1887-!i8 (Units T in

D and I, ly in H and V).
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inequality for the year, I have employed both the method of least squares and the

method of groups. If large difi'erences had presented themselves between the results

from the two methods, it would have become necessary to reconsider Table XVIII.

As the question of the reliance to be placed on the method of groups is important,

I give the results from both methods in Table XIX. The agreement, it vnR be seen,

is least good in D, but it wiU, I think, be allowed that even there it leaves little to

be desired.

Table XIX.— Batavia (Units 1' iu D and I, ly iu Forces).

Mean Diurnal Inequalities for the Year.
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values of a, however, so much exceed the Kew that bjU is more than twice as big at

Kew as it is at Batavia.

In H the Batavia values of Z> are both roughly 50 per cent, in excess of the Kew,

but the Kew values of hja are more than 50 per cent, in excess of those at Batavia.

In V the values of h are again very much larger at Batavia than at Kew ; in the

24 differences the Batavia value of h/a is somewhat tlie higher, Ijut in the ranges it is

slightly the lower.

§ 30. The relation between the values fovind for h/a is probably the best measure of

the relative importance of the sun-spot connection in any two cases. Applying this

criterion to the 24 differences and range results obtained by least squares in

Tables XIX., we obtain the following values for the ratio of

{h/a) from sum of 24 differences : {h/a) from ranges :

—

Declination.
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Table XX.—Butavia, 1887-98 (Unit.s 1' for Angles, Ly for Forces).

Amplitudes of 24-liour and 12-hour Terms In Fourier Series for Mean Dlurna

Inequality for the Year.
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and V—from a number of days which are not days of large disturbance ; but if this were

the true explanation, we should expect the position of 1893 at Batavia and Pawlowsk

to differ nune in the case of H than Iti tliat of D, which is the reverse of what

liapj^ens.

§ 34. Table XXII. gives values of a, h and hja calculated for the data in

Table XXI. The value of hja answering to the " aggregate value " is in each case

greater than that answering to the " number" ; and, except in the case of V, both

values of hja are considerably higher than the corresponding yearly values in

Tables XVIII. and XIX.

If we compare Table XXII. witli Table XIV. for Katharinenlnu-g, we see that in Y
the Batavia disturbance values of hja are much less than the lowest value of hja at

Katharinenburg, viz., that for the diurnal inequality. In H the Batavia disturbance

values of hja are similar to the value of h/a in the absolutely monthly range at

Katharinenburg. In D, however, the Batavia disturbance values of 6/a are much in

excess of any corresponding value at Katharinenburg.

The way in which disturbance influences the records at the two places are thus

widely difterent.

Table XXIL—Batavia " Disturbances," 1887-98 (Units for " Values" 1' for D,

ly for H and V).
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factorily for the phenomena observed in 1892 and 1893 is conspicuous. Unlike

Pawlowsk and Katharinenburg, Batavia shows, however, no abnormal excess of

disturbances in 1898.

Table XXIIL—Batavia (Units 1' for D, ly for H and V).

01)served less Calculated Values.

1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892

1893
1894
1895
1896
1897

1898

Mean diurnal inequality for the year.

Ranges. 24 differences.

0-25 + 0-5

Mean difference calcu-

lated -*- observed

Probable error . .

Mean value of element

Range of elemont .

Mean difference x 100

mean value

Probable error x 100

range of element

+
+
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On examining the tables, I found that the mean D ranges in 1881 and 1882—years

of fairly large sun-spot frequency—showed a remarkable depression, being only about

half those in 1880 and 1883, and in the preface I found the following editorial

reference to some readjustment of the declination magnetograph in December, 1882 :

"In the latter part of the year 1882 the effect of torsion on the magnetograph is

very pronounced." As the phenomenal smallness of the range seems to have ceased

with the readjustment, and as the Milan and Greenwich records show no parallel to

the reduction of the ranges in 1881 and 1882, I have omitted these years entirely

from the calculations.

The Mauritius publication gives in sjiecial detail the mean value for each month

and year of the absolute daily ranges. These ranges seem based entirely on hourly

readings, and so are not absolutely equivalent to the Katharinenburg ranges dealt

with in Table XIII.

As the variation in these daily ranges throughout the year has exceptional features,

I give particulars in Table XXIV. There is a resemblance to phenomena at Batavia.

In D the variation in the range, though much less conspicuous than in Northern

Europe, is well marked ; the values for the three midwinter months—May, June,

and July—are well below the average. In H the variation is small, and somewhat

ii'regular ; ou the whole, the range is smallest in -winter, from May to August, but

the next lowest values appear in February and December.

There is a distinct reduction in the V range near midwinter, Init a very similar

reduction occurs at midsummer.

Table XXIV.—Mauritius (Units 1' for I), ly for H and V).

Monthly Means of Absolute Daily Eanges.
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§ 37. Table XXV. gives the values of* a, b, and hja applicable to the inouthly

means of the absolute daily ranges at Mauritius. The method of groups was

employed, the groups being as follows :

—

Years of
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§ 38. Table XXVI. deals with the meau of the absolute daily ranges for the year,

and with the ranges and the sums of the 24 differences in the mean diurnal

inequalities for the year. The grouping of the years is the same as for the previous

table. The values of a, b, and b/a for the yearly mean of the absolute daily ranges

do not agree quite so closely with the corresponding means of the 12 monthly

values in Table XXV. as was the case at Katharineuburg {cf. Tables XIII. and XIV.).

In H the values of a and h for the absolute daily range are about double those for

the range of the diurnal inequality ; in D and V the differences between the two sets

of values are smaller, but still considerable. In all three elements the values of b/a

for the two species of ranges are fairly similai'.

In the case of the mean diurnal inequality in D, the values of b are lower even

than those given in Table XIX. for Batavia, and the values of b/a are the lowest we

have yet met with. The values of b for the ranges of the mean diurnal inequalities

in H and V are much lower than at Batavia, but the values of b/a at the two places

are fairly similar.

The values of b/a for the 24 differences do not show that decided excess over the

values for the ranges that was seen at Kew and Batavia.

Table XXVI.—Mauritius (Units 1' for D, ly for H and V).
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Table XXVIL—Mauritius (Units 1' for I), ly for H and V).

Observed Less Calculated Values.
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Results calculated for Milan from the period 1890 to 1900, which is the period

chiefly utilised in the present paper, differ hut little from those found by Rajna for

the periods 1836 to 1894 and 1871 to 1894.

The tendency for b to be small in winter and large in summer, described at Kew, is

also, in general, conspicuous elsewhere ; but there are exceptions, especially at tropical

stations.

The tendency in h/a to be large in winter as compared to summer, so prominent at

Kew, is also, in general, prominent at other northern stations, but the phenomenon is

comparatively inconspicuous in tlie case of the declination range at Greenwich. At

the tropical stations the seasonal change in h/a appears much reduced and is some-

what uncertain.

There is no conspicuous difference between the "all" and the " quiet" days' mean

yearly values of h and h/a for the ranges of the D and H diurnal inequalities at

either Greenwich or Pawlowsk ; but at Pawlowsk there is a somewhat notable

difference between "all" day and "quiet" day D results in winter, and the difference

between " all " and " quiet" day V results is very large throughout the whole year.

If we exclude Mauritius, the values of lO'^'h/a for the ranges in the mean diurnal

inequality of declination for the year at the several stations vary only from 65 to 73.

The corresponding values of h show also a pretty close agreement at the northern

stations, but the values for the trojjical stations are much smaller.

In H there is no very conspicuous difference in the values of h or h/a for the ranges

from the mean diurnal inequality for the year at the northern stations ; but the values

found for h/a at Batavia and Mauritius are considerably smaller, while the value

found for h is smaller at Mauritius, but very materially larger at Batavia.

When the formvda (1) is applied to any ordinary measure of magnetic disturbance,

it gives much too high values for 1893—the year of sun-spot maximum—and much

too low values for 1892. Thus the application of (1) to disturbances has not the same

justification as its application to ordinary diurnal inequalities. It may, however,

serve a useful purpose in giving a greater degree of definiteness to the comparison of

contemporaneous disturbance phenomena at the same or at different stations.

In the case of results obtained by the application of (1) to individual months of the

year a considerable latitude must be allowed to chance, especially in "winter months

when the diurnal range is small, unless an exceptionally long series of observations is

available. Results obtained from arranging months in seasons are much less exposed

to numerical uncertainties, but they are insufficient for the reason that there are

conspicuous difierences between months which have to be grouped under the same

season. This remark applies more particularly to winter and equinoctial months in

higher latitudes.

[June 8, 1904.^—The following additional data— all obtained by the method of

least squares— apply to the ranges of the mean diurnal inequalities for the year at

Irkutsk (" all" days) and Colaba (" quiet" days), and to the mean difference between the

I
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absolute daily maximum and minimum at Zi-ka-wei. The units are 1' for angles,

ly I'or force components.

Place . . .
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VIII. On some Fhysteal Constants of Saturated Solutions.

By the Earl of Berkeley.

Communicated J)i/ F. H. Neville, F.R.S.

Received March 2H,—Read May 19, 1904.

Introduction.

The following work was undertaken witli a view to olitaining data for the tentative

application of Van der Waals' equation to concentrated solutions. It is evidently-

probable that if the ordinary gas equation be applicable to dilute solutions, then that

of Van der Waals', or one of an analogous form, should apply to concentrated

solutions—that is, to solutions having large osmotic pressures.

Saturated solutions were taken for investigation because they presumably have the

greatest osmotic pressures, and also because there is reason to believe that, in

concentrated solutions at a given temperatiu'e, the greater the concentration the less

the relative dissociation. For the purpose in view, measurements of volume, pressure

and temperature are required.

VohiDie.

This term of the equation is deducible from observations of the density of a

saturated solution and of the solubility of the salt at varying temperatures. In

Part I., I give the densities and .solubilities obtained, together with a description of

the methods and apparatus used.

I am at present engaged, with the collaboration of Mr. E. G. Hartley, in testing a

method of directly observing large osmotic pressures. Should the method fail, I

propose to determine the vapour pressures of the saturated solutions at different

temperatures and from these calcidate the corresponding osmotic pressures. The

observations and details will be given in Part II.

(366.) 20.7.04
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Temperatures.

-The temperatures at which the densities, solubilities and osmotic pressures were

determined are given with those quantities respectively.

Part III. will be devoted to the application of the results to theory.

The selection of the particular salts whose solutions were examined was governed

by the following considerations :

—

(1.) Fairly soluble salts should be used, so that difterences between tlie ordinary

phenomena of dilute and those appertaining to concentrated solutions

may be the more marked ;

(2.) They should have as wide a range of molecular weights as possible, so as to

bring into prominence any effect the interacting masses may have on the

space occupied by the molecules
;

(3.) For the purpose of comparing members of the same femily of elements the

salts should be isomorphous, the presumption being that isomorphous

salts give similarly constructed molecules in solution.

PART I. (A).

Determination of the Constants.

Tlie densities were obtained h\ the following method : An approximately saturated

solution was kept in contact with crystals of the salt af a definite temperat\u-e by

means of a thermostat, and continuously stirred. When a sufficient length of time

had elapsed, a pyknometer, whose capacity was known,

was immersed in the solution and filled to a mark, then

washed and di-ied by means of pure alcohol, and weighed

against a counterpoise which had been similarly washed

and dried. The solubilities wei'e determined by washing

the contents of the pyknometers into platinum crucibles

and weighing them after evaporating to dryness. It

was found in the course of the work that, in the case of

very soluble salts, this method was not satisfactory,

because a crust of salt formed on top of the solution in

the platinum crucible, and the accumulation of steam

under it, on finding its way out, carried particles of

solution with it. Glass bulbs, represented in fig. 1 and

made of Jena glass, were therefore substituted for the

platinum crucibles and the solution evaporated to dry-

ness in them. This Avas effected by passing a current of dry air through the tubes

while they were being heated to 110''-170° In an air nven, the air current and the
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heating being continued until the bulbs had attained a constant Aveight. The air

current was obtained by means of a Fleuss pump. The same filling of a pyknometer

gave, therefore, both the density and the solubility. As a check on the latter, the

contents of a pyknometer were occasionally analysed.

Pyhiometers.

At first Sprengel pyknometers of various shapes and sizes were tried, but were

found .to be unsatisfactory. This was because it was almost impossible to prevent the

solution from crystallizing in the capillary

during the time the level of the liquid was

being adjusted to the maik.

The following was the form finally

adopted and found quite satisfactory. A
pear-shaped bulb, of about 5 cub. centims.

capacity, terminating above in a stem

compo.sed of a graduated capillary 120

millims. long, and below in a finer capillary,

bent as in fig. 2, was used for salts of

medium solubility. For somewhat insoluble

salts a similar pyknometer, but of about

11 cub. centims. capacity, was found to be

more suitable, while for veiy soluble salts,

such as sodium sulphate, which have great

differences in solubility at different tem-

peratures, it was necessary to have similar

pyknometers made of thicker glass, so that

when the crystals formed and practically

filled the whole of the bulb, the latter

would withstand the pressure. It was

also found necessary to make the capillaries

of a larger internal diameter, so as to be

able to fill quickly. And the shape of the lower capillary (see fig. 3) was altered and

its end fitted with a glass cap to prevent the solution from "creeping" out when on

the balance. The stem was also fitted with a cap to prevent evaporation.

Determination of the Capacities of the Pyknometers.

Before determining the capacities, the pyknometers were heated rapidly and

repeatedly to 200" C, being allowed to cool to the temperature of the room between

each heating; by this means it was hoped that the gradual shrinking in volume

would be accelerated. The graduated cajiIUaries were then calibrated bv the usual
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metliod of running a tlu-ead of mercury along the bore, measuring its length, and

then weighing it.

The capacities were found by weighing the pyknometers filled with water at 0° C.

and at 90° C. respectively ; the volume occupied by the water was taken to be that

given in Landolt and Bornstein's tables for water which is air-free. The difference

between the capacities thus determined gave the expansion from 0^' C. to 90^ ('., and

for intermediate temperatures it was assumed to be proportional to the temperature

interval ; this assumption was tested with one of the pyknometers, and it was found

that the resulting difference was within the experimental errors. With the 11 cub.

centim. pyknometers, however, it was deemed advisable to examine the error more

closely, and for this purpose the capacities were determined at five approximately

equal intervals of temperature between 0° C and 90° C. The numbers obtained were

plotted against the corresponding temperatures, and a bent-ruler curve passed

through the points ; the capacities for intermediate temperatures were taken from it.

The maximum difference between this curve and a line joining the penultimate

observations represented a difference of -0015 cub. centim. This is a quantity which

is barely greater than the experimental errors, as will be seen from the following

numbers obtained with one of the pyknometers :

—

Tempe-
rature.
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In weighing the pyknometers care was always taken that they should be slung on

the balance in such a way that the end of the lower capillary was at a higher level

than the level of the liquid in the stem ; this, as a rule, was sufficient to prevent any

loss of weight by evaporation, l)ut sucli nljservations as did show a loss were rejected.

Stirrvmj.

The stirring was obtained by means of a small platinum rod, fitted with a

two-bladed screw, suspended vertically in the solution, and rotated by a cord and a

small electric motor. The speed of rotation could be varied from 2 to 20 revolutions

per second. During the last two years of the course of this work the separate motors

were replaced by a shafting driven by an electric motor ;
pulleys of various sizes were

fixed on it and driving cords taken to the stirrers as required. This shafting also

worked the Fleuss pump mentioned above.

Constant Temiiera tures.

At 0° C. the beaker containing the solution was surrounded by ice and water. At

15° G. it was placed in a copper vessel, in which was suspended a thermostat, and

through which a current of cold water passed. The former actuated a gas burner

Thermometers.

Tap for closing

dfef-" pyknometer.

Fig. 4.

and kept the temperature constant. From 30° C. to 90° 0. the solution was placed

in a platinum beaker of 300 cub. centims. capacity which formed part of a D'Arsonval

thermostat. The platinum beaker (see fig. 4), having a flange welded on to it three-

VOL. CCIII.—A. 2 C
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(juarters of an inch from the top, was passed through the top plate of the thermostat and

soldered in position. The body of the thermostat was of copper and held about three

litres of water, and the expansion and contraction of this was enough to actuate the

flexible diaphragm (the iron plate of the receiver, of a telephone) sufficiently to keep

the temperature of the thermostat constant to about 0°-2 C. ; that is to say, that for

2 or 3 hours before taking an observation, the temperature in the beaker would only

show, at the utmost, a change of 0°'05 C, but in the course of 24 hours after setting

the temperature of the thermostat, and consequently that of the solution, might slowly

rise or slowly fall to the extent mentioned, and then remain constant to 0°"05 C.

Means employed for Determining the Point of Saturation.

After numerous experiments the following general method was found to be the

most satisfactory. The thermostat was set at 90° C, and water, together with a

quantity of salt more than necessary to saturate it, placed in the platinum beaker,

and the mixture stirred very rapidly until it was thought that saturation had been

attained ; an observation of the density was then made, and the stirring continued for

a further period of 2 or 3 hours, and then another density determination made. If

the two observations agreed within the experimental errors, it was considered that

saturation had been practically reached ; if the two observations did not agr-ee, the

stirring was continued and the density taken at intervals until it became constant.

The temperature of the thermostat was then lowered 2 degrees, and after stirring

2 or 3 hours the density again taken. The mean of this and of the constant

density previously mentioned was considered to be the density of a saturated solution

at the mean of the respective temperatures. The temperature of the thermostat was

then lowered to the next point of observation, and after 2 or 3 hours' stirring the

density was taken ; water was then added to the solution and the stirring continued

until the density, taken at intervals of from 4 to 12 hours, was constant—the mean of

the first and the last observations, which usually differed by an amount slightly

greater than the experimental errors, was taken as giving the true density. The

process was then repeated for the other temperatures. It should be noted that

whether working with supersaturated or an unsaturated solution, the liquid is always

stirred in contact with a large excess of solid salt.

In the case of salts whose solubilities decrease with an increase of temperature,

the process is reversed ; with Na2S04, for example, which has a maximum solubility

at 3 2° '5 C, the thermostat was set at 33° C, and stirring continued until constant

density was obtained ; the temperature was then raised 1° C and the density again

determined, and the mean of this and of the constant density above mentioned was

taken as the true density of a solution saturated at the mean of the respective

temperatures. The temperature of the thermostat was then raised to the next point

of observation, the density taken, boiling water added and a constant density
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obtained, the numbers being " meaned " as before. The process was then continued

for the next higher temperature, and so on. The object of adding boihng water

is to make sure that the solution is unsaturated, for if cold water were added the

temperature of the solution would fell, and if the rate of attaining saturation be

greater than the rate at which the solution comes back to the constant temperature,

you get a solution supersaturated with respect to that temperature.

It will therefore be seen that the method adopted resolves itself into this : at any

given temperature, two observations of density and solubility are taken ; one is

obtained by stirring a supersaturated solution in contact with the solid salt, the other

by stirring an unsaturated solution in contact with an excess of salt—and the true

density or solubility is considered to be the mean of the two observations.

In the earlier part of this work it was found that, in many cases, a very long time

elapsed before the densities obtained, when starting with an unsaturated solution,

approached sufficiently closely to that derived by starting with a supersaturated one

—

this was partially remedied by increasing the speed of stirring from 2 to 20 revolutions

per second—but even then there was generally a difference in the two densities of

some few units in the 4th decimal place. The cause of this discrepancy was

eventually traced to the fact that a considerable length of time was also required for

the point of saturation to be attained by a supersaturated solution, even when stirred

in contact with its salt. It was owing to this that some 300 density and solubility

determinations had to be discarded—for preliminary observations had shown that

concordant results could be obtained by merely covering the top of the beaker with a

glass perforated for the stirrer to pass through, and removing the plate while the

pyknometer was being filled. At the higher temperatures the removal of the plate

caused a fall in the temperature of the solution and a consequent supersaturation.

This, however, was not suspected (because when the results were plotted the curve

was regular) until I was dealing with very .soluble salts, which, on the removal of the

plate, tended to form crusts of salt on the surface of the solution. The difficulty

was overcome by closing the beaker by an india-rubber stopper, which was perforated

for the stirrer, the thermometer, and the pyknometer. The latter was closed at the

upper end by a tajj attached by rubber tubing. The tap served two pui'poses : it was

kept closed on immersing the pyknometer, so that no liquid could enter during the

time that the pyknometer was attaining the temperature of the solution, and it was

closed after fiUing the pyknometer, so that no liquid could flow back during the

withdrawal of the rubber stopper.

As an extreme example of the necessity of giving an unsaturated solution plenty

of time to attain saturation, and also as showing the importance of having a sufficiency

of salt in contact with the solution, I extract the following numbers from my note-

book. An unsaturated solution of thallium alum, together with a quantity of the

salt, was placed in the beaker, which was at the constant temperature of 61°"0 C
This was stirred for 12 hours at the rate of 10 to 20 revolutions per second ; at the

2 c 2
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end of this period the density was found to be r2539 (temperature 61°'00 C).

Having reason to believe, from previous work, that saturation had been reached, the

temperature of the thermostat was lowered 1° C and the solution stirred for another

3 hours; its density was then 1"2546 (temperature 59°"85 C).

The next day it was r2555 (temperature 59°'90 C).

„ 1-2572
( „ G0°-00 C).

„ - „ 1-2591
( „ G0°-00 C).

Between eacli ol)servati<)ii about 10 liours" continuous stirring was given to the

solution, and all the time there had been about 5 cub. centims. of solid salt in contact

with the solution ; another 20 cub. centims. of salt was then added, and the stirring

continued for 12 liours, with a resulting density 1-2810 (temperature 60°-00 C).

And a further 12 hours gave r2813 (temperature 60-00 C).

On the other hand, the following shows the reverse phenomenon, i.e., that a

considerable time must elapse before a supersaturated solution attains its true point

of saturation. A solution of NajSO^, saturated at 60° C, was heated to the constant

temperature of 75° C. (it must be remembered that Na^SOj^ is more soluble at 60° C.

than at 75° C.) and stirred at the rate of 13 revolutions per second in contact with

the anhydi'ous salt for 3J hours; the density of the solution was found to be 1-2738

(temperature 7o°-00 C). The next day, after 12 hours' stirring, the density was

1-2729 (temperature 75°-00 C); 20 cub. centims. of boiling water was then added

(if cold water had been added, as before explained, the solution would have become

supersaturated), and after 12 hours' stirring its density was 1-2727 (temperature

75°-00 C).

Where it was sus^iected that the solutions, when at the higher temj^eratures, might

decompose non-reversibly, the observations for the lower temperatures were first

recorded, in the manner already outlined, and those for the higher temperatures were

obtained by heating to the constant temperature required and stirring the solution

until the density was constant ; the temperature was then lowered by 1 or 2 degrees,

and after a sufficient length of time the density again determined ; the mean of this

last observation, and of the constant density first obtained, was considered to be the

density of a solution saturated at the mean of the corresponding temperatures.

The following are the important points to be observed in obtaining a saturated

solution :

—

(1) A sufficiency of solid salt should always be in contact with the solution
;

(2) A thorough stirring should be continuously kept up ;

(3) A sufficient length of time should be allowed to elapse before taking the

required observation. This last condition seems to depend on the nature

of the salt, the speed of stirring, and on the temperature.

I had hoped to have been able to determine both the rate of attainment ot

saturation, and the time at which it is attained, by observing the change in the
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electric conductivity of the solution while it is heconiing saturated, and I have made
a few somewhat unsatisfactory experiments on the method, but hope to be able to

return to it shortly.

Measurement of Temperature.

Thermometers whose graduations were sufBcieiitly ojoen to allow of an estimation

to 0°'01 C. were used. They were standardized at Kew, and the rise of tlie zero

point was determined after an interval of 18 months. The rise of the zero point

was assumed to be proportional to the elapsed time, and all observations are corrected

on that assumption. Corrections were also applied for the emergent column by

suspending an auxiliary thermometer half way up the exposed stem and calculating

in the usual manner ; in no case did this correction amount to more than if '37 0.

The temperatures given in the tables are corrected to the hydrogen scale of the

Bureau International at Paris.

Experimental Errors.

On page 192 I have already given an example of the results obtained in determining

the capacities, and it will be seen that the largest difference between any two

observations at the same temperature is •0012 cub. centim., which is roughly '01 per

cent. To give an idea of the order of accuracy of the observations of density and

solubility, the actual figures obtained with NaCl are appended below. NaCl was

selected because the differences between the two sets of densities are fairly typical,

while, on account of the small change in the solubility of the salt, those between the

solubilities, besides being typical, show the experimental errors without the necessity

of correcting for small changes of temperature.

Storting supersaturated.
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an error of O'lG per cent. This large difference in the two percentage errors is

remarkable, and I have not yet been able to accmnit for it— it is manifested in most
of the salts hitherto worked with. A fact which may possibly throw light on the

subject is noticeable in the above table, and is one which most of the salts also show,

namely, that the solubilities obtained when
starting with an unsaturated solution, tend to

be slightly less than those obtained when

starting with a supersaturated one, and this

although the corresponding densities are prac-

tically identical. I hope to investigate the

matter while determining tlie electric conduc-

tivities of these solutions.

Pyknometer

Fig. 5.

The Densities and Solubilities at the

Boiling-point.

Attempts were made to determine

a Beckmann apparatus, but without success

—

the difficulty of keeping a constant temperature

being too great— so recourse was had to a method

first suggested by, I believe, Buchanan.

In the apparatus shown in fig. 5, the outer

glass tube A contains water, and the inner

tube B the salt and solution ; by boiling the

water vigorously and closing the side tube C,

steam, passing through the tube D, is forced

to bubble rapidly through the solution (D is

graduated in centimetres so that the level of

the solution may be estimated while the

pyknometer is in the solution). The steam, if

passed rapidly enough through the solution,

stirs it thoroughly, and the temperature rises

up to the boiling-point of the saturated

solution and remains constant at this point as

long as there is enough undissolved salt left.

The constancy of the temperature therefore

indicates that saturation is attained.

Determiiiation of the Density.

When it is seen that the steam is passing freely through the solution, an india-

ubber plug, tlirough which the thermometer and pyknometer pass, and which is also
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perforated to allow the steam to escape, is inserted into the top of the inner tube.

When the temperature l^ecomes constant, the pyknometer, with the tap closed and

with the end of the lower capillary covered by a filter, is forced through the stopper,

so that the bulb and capillary are completely immersed ; when the temperature is

again constant, the tap is opened and the pyknometer quickly filled by gentle

suction, and the tap closed. The filter is then removed from the end of the capillary,

the level of the solution in the stem is read, and both thermometer and pyknometer

are taken out of the solution by the withdrawal of the rubber stopper ; the pykno-

meter is then washed, dried, and weighed in the usual manner.

It was found advisable to use the pyknometers described on p. 191 and shown in

fig. 3, not only on account of tlie pressure set up when the salt crystallized out, but

because they could be more quickly filled, and therefore less condensed steam formed

in the stem ; a further reason for using these pyknometers was that the larger bore

of the stem and lower capillary enabled them to be emptied with less difficulty.

Determination of the Solubility.

When the pyknometer had been weighed, its contents were emptied into a beaker,

and the solution washed into a Jena glass bulb (described on p. 190 and sliown in

fig. 1), and evaporated to dryness as before.

Great difficulty was experienced in emptying the pyknometers when filled with

the solutions of rubidium nitrate, thallium nitrate, or caesium alum, and the only way

of doing so was by alternate heating and cooling when completely immersed in nearly

boiling water—the operation taking in some cases as long as 6 hours. It is

interesting to note that on testing the boiled saturated solutions of the nitrates of

sodium and rubidium for nitrites by means of fuchsine, the conversion of a small

quantity of tlie nitrate into the nitrite was distinctly indicated.

Modijicatioii of Appm-atus Necessary to Meet the Case of Extremely Soluble Salts.

In the case of the nitrates of rubidium and thallium, wliich are extremely soluble at

the boiling-point, the apparatus described on the foregoing page was found to be

unsuitable, because a constant temperature could not be maintained for a sufficient

length of time to allow the pyknometer to be filled. Two things are essential for

maintaining the solutions at their boiling-points : that thorough stirring should take

place, and that there should be a sufficiency of undissolved salt left in contact with

the solution ; with extremely soluble salts the larger quantity of steam necessary for

thorough stirring dissolves so much salt that by the time this stirring is attained the

solution is nearly clear, and shortly after, all the salt is dissolved and the temperature

begins to fall.
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A inoditicatlou of the method was adopted in which steam, generated iu a boiler A
(see fig. 6), is forced through a tube B and delivered at the bottom of the large test-

tube C, which contains the solution. The test-tube is immersed in an oil bath D

maintained at a temperature close to that of the boiling-point of the .saturated

solution, the oil in the bath being vigorously stirred by a stirrer driven from the

main laboratory shafting. When the temperature of the oil bath was below the

boiling-point, salt dissolved ; when above, salt was thrown out of solution. By care-
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fully adjusting the temperature of the oil bath, two densities could be obtained, one

while the temperature of the solution was close to the boiling-point, but slowly rising,

and the other when it was above the boiling-point, but close to it and slowly falling.

The former gave the density of a slightly unsaturated solution, and the latter that of

a slightly supersaturated solution when referred to a solution saturated at its boiling-

point. The mean of these two observations was considered to be the density of the

solution saturated at the boiling-point—and similarly with the resulting solubilities.

The results obtained at the boiling-point were found not to be as concordant as

those at the other temperatures ; doubtless the greater part of this is due to the

exceptional difficulties of the experiments. The following are some of the sources of

error. It was impossible to prevent the condensation of steam in the stem of the

pyknometer, and it was therefore necessary to estimate the length of each drop, and

add this length to the reading of tlie level in the stem. There was also an error

Introduced by the fact that, for the purpose of reading its level, the solution had to

be sucked into the cold part of the stem which projected through the indiarubber

stopper ; on reaching this colder part, salt immediately crystallises out ; the total

volume thus changes, and the observed level is not that which the solution would

otherwise have attained. The maximum error possible from this cause was calculated

for the case of rubidium nitrate, and was found to be such as to give an error in the

density of O'l per cent.

Another and a much more important source of error was that the reduction of

pressure on the surface of the solution in the pyknometer, unavoidable when filling

by suction, very often caused steam bubbles to form. As it was essential to fill whilst

a large excess of undissolved salt was still being stirred by the steam, the solution

surrounding tlie pyknometer was often semi-opaque, and consequently it might

happen that part of the space inside the pyknometer was occupied by an unseen steam

bubble, and might thus be an unobserved source of error. Numerous fillings had to

be rejected on this account, the steam bubbles showing themselves on the withdrawal

of the pyknometer from the solution. The numbers tabulated below are those

derived from fillings in which there were no observed steam bubbles.

Determination of the Teniperaturr.

As mentioned above, the ixiihiig-point of the saturated solutitni was considered to

l)e the constant temperature whicli tlie solution and salt reached when steam

was rapidly bubbled through them ; this temperature was indicated by mercury

thermometers, and is given in the table of results. They are, however, uncorrected

for emergent column, because it was found to be practically impossible to apply a

satisfactory correction. It is hoped that, later on, when determining tlie osmotic

pressures,* these boiling-points will be accurately ascertained by means of platiiium

* These ex|ieriiiu'iits :ue in progress, Init not I'Dinpleie.
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thermometers. In the expectation of this the total pressures under which each

sohition was boiling when its density was taken was noted, and is given In the table.

This total pressui-e is made up of the bai"ometrie pressure, together with the pressure

due to the height of the boiling liquid. To ascertain the effect of the latter,

observations were made on the boiling-point of water of varying depths, and through

which steam was being rapidly blown. The results showed that the boiling-point was

increased by an amount equal to that which a pressure equal to half the depth of the

liquid would create ; this, of course, was what was to be anticipated, provided tlie

stirring was thorough. It was assumed that a similar result would hold for the

solutions, and tlie total pressures given are those calcTilated on thi.s basis.

Fe.mlts.

The first table gives the results obtained by means of the apparatus shown in fig. 5.

Column I. gives the approximate boiling-point, which is also the temperature at

which the pyknometer was filled.

Column II. gives the total pressure in millimetres of mercury, at the time of filling.

Columns III. and IV. give tlie corresponding densities and solubilities ; the latter

are in parts of anliydrous salt dissolved 1)}' 100 parts of water.

Table I.

1
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The second table gives the results obtained with the apparatus shown in fig. 6.

Columns 1., II„ III., and IV. give the temperature of filling, the total jjressure,

the density, and the solubility, respectively, when the temperature of the oil bath

was below the boiling-point, but close to and rising ; while columns V., VI., VII.,

and VIII. give the same, when the oil-))ath temperature was higher than the boiling-

point, but close to and falling.

Table II.

I.
I

II. III.

Temperature,
j

Pressure. Density.

IV.
I

V. VI. VII. VIII.

Solubility. Temperature. Pressure. Density. Solubility.

NaNOa 119-0 ' 737-7 1-5369 ; 208-27 118-9 734-8 1-5379 209-42

EbNOs 118-1 '

739-G 2-1867
|

614-27 118-4 729-2 2-1867 619-94

TINO3 104-1 756-8 3-1725 ! 583-39 104-8 768-1 3-2086 604-46

CsAlum 100-3
'

757-8 1-1278 22-47
I

100-4 758-0 1-1292 23-21

Purity of the Salts—tJic Chlorides.

The alkali chlorides were obtained from Messrs. Mkhck, and were sold as the

purest they made ; the thallous chloride came from Messrs. Kahlbaum, and was also

sold as pure.

The solutions of the ])otassiinn and sodium salts did not require filtering, and were

tested for piu-ity by an analysis of their chlorine contents. The sodium salt giving

60"58 per cent, (calculated 60'59 per cent.) and the potassium 47'60 per cent,

(calculated 47 '54 per cent.). The rubidium chloride was tested spectroscopically for

the presence of potassium and caesium by first locating the chief lines of these metals

by observation of their spectra on the graduated circle of the spectroscope, and then

exploring the rubidium spectrum for them. No definite evidence of impurities was

obtained. An analysis of the chlorine content gave 29 '34 per cent, (calculated

29-32 per cent.). From the appearance of the csesium chloride it was thought

necessary to filter the solution and recrystallise several times ; the mother liquor of

the first recrystallisation was distinctly yellow, that of the second faintly so, while

the third was colourless. A spectroscopic examination, similar to that mentioned

above for the rubidium salt, revealed, it was thought, a trace of rubidium. An

analysis of the chlorine content gave 21-13 per cent, (calculated 21 "06 per cent.).

The thallous chloride was found to be free from lead, and an analysis of the

thallium content gave 85*40 per cent, (calculated 85-21 per cent.). Owing to the

insoluble nature of this salt, the solubility determination cannot be relied on to as

great a degree of accuracy as in the other determinations.

2 D 2
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Tlw Svlphates.

The alkali sulphates came from Messrs. Merck, and were sold as theh' purest ; the

thallium salt came from Messrs. Kahlbaum. Neither the sodium nor the potassium

salts required recrystallising, uor did their solutions require filtering ; analyses of

their sulphuric acid contents gave for the sodium salt 67 '37 per cent, (calculated

67'57 per cent.) and for the potassium 55'20 per cent, (calculated 55"12 per cent.).

Not having purchased enough of the rubidium salt, the balance was made good by

treating pure ruljidium carbonate (also purchased from Messrs. Meeck) with pure

sulphuric acid in just sufficient quantity to neutralise the solution, and then crystal-

lising out. The two quantities of salt were then added together and recrystallised,

and the crystals examined spectroscopically, in the manner before stated, for potassium

and cjBsium, but with no definite Indication of either. An analysis of the sulphuric

acid content gave 36"05 per cent, (calculated 3o"99 per cent.).

The cfesium sulphate was recrystallised three times, and the spectroscopic examina-

tion gave no definite indication of either potassium or rubidium. An analysis of the

sulphate content gave 26 '62 per cent, (calculated 26'55 per cent.). The thallium

sulphate was recrystallised three times and found to be free from lead. An analysis

of the thallium content gave 80'96 per cent, (calculated 80'9o per cent.).

The Nitrates.

All the salts were Messrs. Merck's purest, except the thallium salt, which came

from Kahlbaum. The alkali nitrates were all recrystallised two or three times, and

were examined spectroscopically and found to be free from impurities. The thallium

nitrate, however, AA-as found to contain some lead ; it was freed from this by repeated

recrystallisation. An analysis of the thallium content gave 76'89 per cent, (calculated

76-69 per cent.).

On account of the difficidty of obtaining accurate analyses of the alkali nitrates

they were not analysed, but after the first recrystallisation a series of densities and

a corresponding series of solubilities at different temperatures were obtained, and

these series were compared with similar series obtained from the solution of the

crystals of the next recrystallisation. The two differed by no more than the experi-

mental errors.

During the evaporation to dryness in the Jena glass bulbs for the pui-pose of

determining the solubilities, it Avas found that a trace of nitrate almost invariably

came over with the condensed water, and those observations in which more than a

trace came OA^er were rejected. It was also noticed that, except in the case of

caesium nitrate, the di'ied salt remaining in the bulbs contained a trace of nitrites.

The quantities in both cases were so small that it was not considered necessary to

apply any corrections to the resulting solubility.
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The Alvms.

The potassium jilinn pnrcliiised as jmre fVoiii Messrs. Merck was found to contaiii

a small quantity of both iron and annnonium, and repeated recrystallisation did not

purity it. Pure aluminium and pure potassium sulphates were therefore purchased,

and the jjure alum made from these. An analysis of the .sulphuric acid content of

this salt, when recrystallised, gave 40 "33 per cent, (calculated 40 '49 per cent.). The

remainder of the alums, purchased as pure from Messrs. Merck, were recrystallised

several times, and the spectroscopic examination showed no impurities. Analyses

gave, for the rubidium salt, 36 "09 per cent. SO (calculation being 36 "89 per cent.),

and, for the coesium salt, 33"67 per cent. SO (calculation being 33'80 per cent.).

The thallium alum was analysed by determining the thallous sulphate content,

giving 39"29 per cent., the calculated value being 39'43 per cent. It will be noticed

that the tables of results give no values for potassium alum above 60° C, for the

rubidium alum above 70° C, and for thallium alum above 60° C — this is because it

was found that the prolonged heating at 68° C, at 80° C, and at 7.")° C. res2)ectively

decomposed the solutions, and a white insoluble precipitate was formed. The ciesium

alum, however, could be heated to the boiling-point without decomposition.

The solubilities of the potassium and rubidium alums could not be determined

to so close a degree of accuracy as that of the other salts, for it was almost

impossible to dry the contents of the pyknometers to a constant weight, without

decomposing the salt. The method finally adopted Avas to evaporate to partial

dryness in the Jena glass bulbs at 115° C, then raise the temperature of the oven

gradually to 175° C. (dry air passing the while), and, when all perceptible moisture

had been driven oft", to heat the bulb gently with a naked flame, care being taken not

to heat to a temperature high enough for the glass to give a sodium flame. With

caesium alum a constant weight was obtained by keeping the oven at 130° C. to

140° C.

The Ohserred Densities and Sobdnlities.

In the following tables the numbers in each column are obtained as follows :

—

Column I. gives the temperatures to which the observation recorded in the

remaining columns refer. These temperatures are corrected for emergent

column, and are, as before stated, the mean temperature corresponding to

the meaned density and the meaned solubility.

Column II. gives the density of the saturated solution, obtained as already

stated. It summarizes over 600 observations, excluding the 300 men-

tioned on p. 195.
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Column 111. gives the corresponding solubilities in parts of anhydrous salt

dissolved by 100 parts of" water, and is also a sunnnary of some 450

observations exclusive of the above mentioned oOO.

( 'olunni IV. gives the number of gram-molecules of salt in I litre of solution

saturated at the temperature recorded in cohunn 1. The nnndwrs are

obtained by dividing tlir weigiit of salt fi.und in the lllri' by the molecular

weight of that salt.

Column V. gives the number of gram-molecules of water in the litre. The

numbers are derived by dividing the weight of the water in 1 litre of

saturated solution by the molecular weight of water. Throughout this

work the atomic weights used are those based on hydrogen as miity and

oxvgen as equal to Id'HS.

Colunui VI. gives a measure of the concentration--it is the ratio of the

number of salt molecules to the sum of salt and water molecules in the

same volume of .solution.

Column VII. gives the solubilities, taken from Cumey's ' Dictionary of

Solubilities,' of such .salts as lune alreadv been investigated.

Sodium (_'hloride.

I.
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Potassium ChloridL-.

I.
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Cesium Chloride.

r.
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Sodium Sulphate.
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Rubidium Sulphate.

L
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Thallous Sulphate.

I.
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Potassium Nitrate

L
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CESIUM Nitrate

I
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Potassium Alum

I.
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CESIUM Alum.

I.
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IX. Thr Third KlUphc Ii,U>,jr,il ami thr EUli>soU,mir Vrohlem.

By A. G. Greenhill, F.B.S.

Received December 22, 1903,—Read January 21, 1904.

The Abel Centenuial (Jereniouy, held In (Jliristiauia, September, 1902, has directed

the attention of mathematicians to tlie great influence of Abel on modern analysis,

and to the history of elliptic functions, and of the foundation by Crelle of the

"Journal flir die reine und angewanlte Mathematik."

Abel's article in the Krst volume of ' Crelle'.s Journal,' 18'26.

•' Ueber die Integration der Differential-Formel

V J^

wenn R und p gjinze Functionen sind," is of great impoi-tance as indicating the

existence of what is now called the psendo-elli-ptic irUegral ; the present memoir is

intended to show the utility of this integral in its application to mechanical theory.

Provided with a list of these integrals, proceeding from the simplest case and

extending as far as possible, the student of applied mathematics will be able to effect

the complete solution of many interesting mechanical problems now abandoned in an

unfinished state ; at the same time, the exploration along the simplest lines of

progress is effected of the general analytical field, and mathematical research is

guided in a path likely to arrive at useful development in the theory of elliptic

functions.

Tlie problem of the Division, and tiience also of the Transformation, of elHptic

functions is solved incidentally; as also the difficulties raised by Legf.nure in liis

letter to Abel, of January IG, 1829 :

—

" Mais de la nait une difficulte sur la division generale des fonctions ellipticpies.

'• AdmettroTis-nons cette difference enorme entre les fonctions de -V'"' espece a

paraincti'e logarit]nni((ue et les fonctions a [larametre eirculaire, savoir que les

premieres peuvent s'expiinier par une fonction de deux varial)l(>s, ficilement reductible

en table, et (pie les aiitres ne le peuvent pas' II y aurait done par le fait cpiatre

especes de fonctions eHi])tupie.s an lieu de ti'ois, et la (piatrieuie serait bien plus

comjKjsee que la troisieme. ('est un point (pii nierite d etre examine et nus an chur.

Je le reconiminde a votre investii-'ation et a, celle de M. Jacoiu.''

VOL. ecu I.—A oG/ 3.8.04
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But a iiuMv cliaiige of sig-u in Abel's le.sults is su^Kcient to pass from the

lonaiitliinic to the circular form of the third eUiptic integral, and as it is the circidar

form wliioli is of almost invariable occnrrence in dynamical problems, -\ve shall ado])t

it as mir standard foim.

Applications of tliis third elliptic integi-al are introduced in tlie course of the

memoir to these problems, such as PoiNStrr's herpolhode, aud tlie spinning top or

gyroscope, tlie spherical catenary, the velarimn, and the elastica mider uniform

normal pressure.

References to formei' articles on the same subject in the ' Proceedings of the London

Mathematical Society,' vols. 25 and 27, are given in the secjuel in the abbreviated

form, L.M.S., 25 or 27 ; frequent I'eference is made also to Kiepert's articles on

the theory of elliptic functions in the ' Matliematische Annalen ' ('Math. Ann.,'

vols. 2fi, 32, 37).

1. Working then with the third elliptic integral in the circular form, when the

elliptic ])arameter v is a fraction of the imaginary period Wv, \\e change the variable

in the standard form of Weiersteass,

f"
i *'^^^^^ = i log .-- aJ^^-^^, (1),

by jjutting

iHi — li'^r = ,s — or, *,''«. = tS (2),

?V'r = X '-S, v=/co.. (3),

where /" is a real fraction, so that the integral changes to

o- vs
(where the elliptic arguments u and v may be supposed for a moment to be normalised

to the Jacobian form), and .s is an elliptic function of ii. which we may denote by ,s (u),

differing from Weierstrass's 9u by a constant, so that

.S-' (?^) = 9')', s" (n) = v"a . . .
,

while

Considering that (Halphen, ' Fonctions Ellipticpies,' 1, p. 222)

' {u —_v)

'{n + r)
(5) I

is an algebraical function of .v wlien r is an ali(piot jiart of a period, we take

'(

/^ (. + r) _ r F{v)is- 0-) - 1 , - S els
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wluMv ;V(r) = '>r-Cr (7).
(0

ami (IciKitc this intr-Tal l.y I (/•), .iiirl \v(,rk witli i( as <,iir staiidar.l tu|-in <.f the

plli|,llc In((-Tal <>r the IIT, kind.

The [iinction ciuploycd l.y Halphkx (' F E.,' I,
J).

L^iO) is now

./,(., „) = V
(^' - ^) e.xp

I
mP(v.)-/I(r)|. (8),

4> (". -- '') = N i-^ - <r) ^'H> I - ^'"I* ('•) + ^'I (")} (9),

and is a Lame function of tin- first order, satisfying his differential equation

Vf '^ - 2V^/r - ^^^, = (10);
9 <'"'

thence the Lanie functions of higher order may he deiived hy differentiation, as shown

hy Hermite, ' C'omptes Rendus,' 1877, and these can he employed iu the problems

considered by Professor G. H. Darwin, in the ' Phil. Trans.,' 197, 1901, " Ellipsoidal

Harmonic Analysis."

In the Hermite-Jacobi notation we may take

•^ («''')= ^,^^^,
^ exp (7/zsr), or

^^^^^^
^ exp (»znr) (11).

2. Next introduce the .r and // employed Ijy Halphen ('F.E.,' 1, p. 103), which

may l)e connected with the <i. h, and p of Abel's notation (' CEuvres,' II., p. 155) by

and put
,'-'{«) = « = -i«C- + ..)-'- 1(1 +;/)- + -'.'/!' (2).

.(„) = .. + <' +^^»:-«'-
(3);

then if we put

.v- a^s{,)-s{r) = s-^.r (4),

a = . {.)=-., ,ir)=-(^+"l+'-'- (5),

ls'{r) = >V{r)^.,/-S=.>- (G).

The multiplicative values

sM, s{:)o),... s{nr) (7),

/x'(2.), is'{:lr)....is'{nr) ^8),

can now all be exjtrcssed rationally in terms of ,r and //, ^^•ith tlH> y functions of

H.M.i'HEX (' F.lv,' I, p. 102: also Abel, ' (i:u\ res,' 11., p. 159; Montaro-Ponc^elot,

' A})plica,tions d'aiialyse et de geometrie,' t. I., Paris, 18()2), bv means of the recurring

formulas

.(«..) -^(-') = -^"'^"^'".r", is'{.r) = .ry% (9).
y,n-y„- yn

2 V -2



;.s'{ r) = .r
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(5),
and

. _ (V'2r - ?vf
9"v

so that

1 (h _ _ ... 2A:''2?' — i^'v _ .,
&"r

= -3^ -'--2(1+ J,)

= 1-8.// (6),

nFiv)-F{nr) = "\-\\ +//)

TliUM, jnittiiig n = 2, 3, 4

2P(r)-P(2r) = ^
( ^ + //) (»)'

3P(r)-P(3r) =1 (9),

4P(r)-P(4r) =i(l + ,/) +
•''

(10),

5P(.)_P(5r) =1 + ,^';^^
(11),

GP(r)-P(Gr) =l.(l + ,/)+l+^-'/_^/-_'J^., (12),

7P ( .) _ p (
7 .) = 2 + 1/ + ''^'^ ~ *-)"'

(13),

8P(.)-P(8r) =^(l+,v) + 2 + <''^ ')'('/ •' -'^'^ (14),

9P (r) - P (9.) = 3 + _^li3/_^-:'-_- yr (15),

10P(r)-P(]()r) = ^(l+//) +
^'J

(16),

N,„ = 2.»;^(1 + y/) + •''(- 'i// + !/' + //') + '•'(%' - <'//' - //"')

+ •'(-
-.'A' + !.'/' + .'/') - .'/' - .'/'

llP(r)-P(llr) = ^'"
(17),

N,, = 3./:^ + 3..^(- 3// + >r) + •'•^9.'/- + --^'.r + 8//)

+ ./•'(- 3/' - 15//' - 9//-' + 5//') + ,/• (12//"' + 3//'' - 2//' + //) - '^ {f + .'/')
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t. Wlicn r is .-iii ,ill(|ii(>t /it"' \r.\vi oftlie iiiia<,niiarv jioriod 2f.j.,.

_(IJ, J/Vr),

n).

and fjii- is cnii^rneiit tn .-i ppiiiMl, tlit-ii

l*()xr)= X. I'(:.M')+ l'(/,. -m)c= (2),

SI. tliat fJ-V [r) is given hv ecjuatioii (7), § o, hy putting- „. — jx — I. with the

additiiinal condition that

.s- (^r) = 00 , .s {mv) - s {,x - m) v = (3),

or

y. = " (4).

Thus

y, = (), :3P(r) = J(l +y/),

y,, = 0, 4P(r)=l,

y, = 0, 5P(r) = i(3 + .-4

y„ = 0, 6P(r) = 2,

y- = (), 7P(r) = l(l +.v)+ 1+'^,

7s = ", 8P(r)= 2 +//+ -''
,,

y — *'

y,= 0. 9P(.) = Hl+'/)+ ^+1+ Sr^
!J II

'"'

y,„ = .., lop'(.) = 2 + ^ + ''> ^^^'^-^^).,

.'/ y — 'i' — //'

y,, = 0, P (;-./')
-I- P((;r) =: 0, SO that adding (11) and (12), Jj

;3,

and, siniilarh',

y,, = .., i:n>(r) ==. + ,, + HI + .v)

+ ^':^,,:::'i^o + '^^ ~ "^^

0, 15P(r)= 4 + ?/+^(l+//) + ]l{ll — xf , {y — xr{y — X — y")

y, = .., 17P(r) = 5 + H' + //) + ^'' " ''^^
^^ " " ~ -^'^ + ^' " " ~ ""'^

T'j

0, i;)p (r) = 3 + ^1 + ?y) + ^.'^ •'^~ '/^" + ^-W,

T;'

y„ = (). 21 P(r)r= 1(1 +,/) + N,o + N,
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Tlir L'llips..l(.mic pn.l)lein of tlie (k^ciiiiiiiut im, of tlic .livlsimi-vjilucs [Thr;imrlhr)

of the elli|i(!f functions resolves itself llnis into a fiiiisideiation of tlic curvf In ,/ and

// i;iven l)y tliis rational equation (4), wliioli may tlius he cahcd the (lUjisotDinic

ri/ii>t/i()it, l)y analogy witli tlir rf/fJn/,,iiiir r<in<tli<,n for the circular functions; and the

|irol)leni may be considered solved wlien .r and // can he expressed, rationally or

irrationally, in terms of a parameter; accordint;- to I'oinoake (' Bulletin de la Societe

Mathematique de France,' 1883, II, p. 112) this can always he effected by uniform

functions of an independent variable.

The details have been carried out in the ' Proceedings of tlie London Mathematical

Society' (L.M.S.), 25, for values of /x up to -I'l inclusive, omitting U), wliich still

remains awaiting solution.

When /u. Is an even num])er, 4;/ + 2 or 4//, .s (i/xr) = ^(/W;.) is a root of S =
so that the cul;ic 8 can he resolved into factors, and we can emj)loy the functions of the

Second Stage of Legendhk and Jaoobi, as required in most dynamical applications.

But when /a is odd, this resolution camiot be effected algebraically, and Weikh-
STRASs's functions of the First Stage must by emjjloyeil.

The ellipsotomic relation (L.M.S., 27, p. 405)

y, = and y^^" -'') = },

.
,

y\")
are equivalent, so that

(5)

uodd, x = 4i/^+') ),. = yf(M + ^5)
.. r^.

yi(/x-I)' yhii--^ ^''

/xeven, x: = >'f(/^
+ -) ^^yW + ^)

^ _ _ _

,.

Writing r for
"'^'^

, and oj for w.,,

cr/tc

(,,,. f,(*0 = --V.
. (8)

(Halphbn, 'F.E.,' 1, pj). 102, 11)8); and changing ii Into ^

—

a- (/x — n)

But

so that

and generally

u (/x — //) V = o- (2w — itv) = e"''"--'"' aav (10),

< M aiir — x~'X My,, (12),

and this is Kiki'KHt's fvnictlon t{'^"^), defined In .Math. .Vnii.,' ;;2, p. C.

V /x /
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Acconliii-- io 11ai,1'HK\ (• ]\Iatli. Ana.,' 15, j). 359; ' Comptes Rendus,' March, 1879)

r.'= Tw.:v..z„- (13).

that

5. The iutfi^ral empluved hv Abki,, changed to the circular form, can lie written

J('-) = f^^+^'/^ (1),

Z = . _ (A:^ + B: + C)^ (2),

and, as ^iointed out in the ' Archiv der Mathematik und Pliysik," 3. Reihe, I., p. 72,

this is exactly in the form required in the problem of Levy's ' Elastica,' with i = r-/a'-.

We reduce it to our standard form in (4), § 1, hv putting

_.(„)_.(3r)_,_ .V

^3^^

(4).

(5)>

^^^+^^+^=^-2;.+^,+2(4^ (^)'

and therefore

2y/-'
2,v- 2//-

A + B + C = I (8),

and : — 1 is a factoi- of Z correspontling to .s = x .

More general Iv, \\ith

M^^^f)-^ (;"';) (9),

M
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on puttiii^^:

s-siur) = t (12),
and

+ MQ
;
(1 + ,;) ^, + ( I + >,) s (nv) + x/,]^

+ MQ
-j ( 1 + i/Y - 8,r - 12.V [av) [. t- - ^MQs" (nr) - M(,V- (nr) ( I :!),

wiiich is a perfect square in the f'oriu

N = [2 ,/'pf^ - yp [s{3nr) - ,{.r) +
^^J|^*}

/ + ./MQu' {ar)J

= [2 ypl^ - yMQ^^ + v/MQ/.s'(Hr)}' (14),

implvini;' tliat

=^ 5(1 + !/Y - 8x - ^,{-2ur) - S.{n.v)} + 4 ^/^ {/(n.) (16).

.
/MQ = ^''l!^_ (17)
V p s (2nv) — s (nv) ^ ''

which also satisfies (16).

Then

M.= l-l-(l'i^i^
(18),

and

re(jiiiriiii;- the relations

1 =iyQ/.s'(m,) .-^^^M'
^ (20),

,,_1M /oT-^-^ - ^- + 2/«>^'] 1

VOL. com.— A.
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7, _ .//' _L /Q -fAlK) 1 _ _1_ 1 /O — j^J^V M ^ ' ^ ^V (nv) s (3?;.r) - ,s^ {tiv)
^ 2 \/ V

^^ ^3^^,^ _ ^^ -^^^,^p

— /O J
'*

( ^^^"^O
~ ^ (^^') _ g (4m') + s {2nv) — 2« (nv) 1

" ^ 1 ?V(n'v) 2(V(TOr) J

_ siinvl-s^
(22).

22S (m?)

Now

Mdz = '-i^''^~^^'^)dt

so that

and takiiii;'

so that

a = •":l(2ii^')

(23),

^/Z^x/Q^ (24).

(/s _ .^
.s- (3 ?u') — s (nv) ds /.-,rx

Mv/Q = 2{.(3ur)-,(„,r)} (26),

yQ = 2is'{nv) (27),

j^ _ s (3?M') - .s (nv) ^ ^V i'^nv)
/.jg)

?y(m') {s(2?it') — s(nr)]=^
^" '^'

,e ohtain from (17), (21), (22),

2) = its' {27iv) (29),

(30),
/ {2nv)

h = - s {-inv) -\- s (2nu) (31);

and Abel's integral

{
s— k , _ n /.S-' {nv) _ ]._ ^"•^li'^1 i^

J yZ " JU^(3nr)-6'(niO ^ J v/S

= [
2P ("^^ -J.^:) ds ^ 21 („,,) (32),

on taking

, is' (nv) ,0 / \

s {3m>) — s [nv)

= P {27ir) - P (ijir) = i « - P {2hv) (33).

Putting 2?M' = i(\

p = 4nJ'H', « = . ,— , ap = Ww (34),
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so that Abkl's recurring fbrmulu foi- (/,„ (' (Euvres,' 2, ]). 157),

becomes

q. + <h..-. = f\+ ''''
(35),

U., + l,l._,= -/'%+/'" (36).
4 '/,„_, 2'/'"-!

and on compai'isoii with the Welerstrassia,ii fornnila,,

,, (/», + I ) "• + ^^ {>n -\)w- 2m =
,

''"'"
,.. + -^'>— (37),

we infer that
i,/™-! = — S-*"/"' + 9iv (38).

From another formula,

,, (,H +
1

) .. - F«- = i - ^'""^ - i ^''t

(^''"^'" -
^f:^) (39),^ ^ Pmw — 9w ^ {fmw — fivf ^ '

Abel's relation

^'"-1 _ <h>'l«L-\ — (^'^ ('" +J:) ^'^~ ^'"^t (^•'"i^*' — 9iv
)

'p,„ _
1 p W'w

^^P'^w 9'm,-9'w

and
i9 ir Pmtv — &tv

f'mw — ¥'w -y/ , -,\ -Y -Y

9mw — 9w •=\
> /

so that

= P(m+ l)/r- l\n>r- P,r (41);

</,„_, = a - ^--> =hn -F {m + 1) w + P (vnr) + P {,r) (42).
2'"' - 1

Writing /a for Abel's n + 2, his I- is given by (2, p. 161)

l,k = {f,-l)a- ((/,, + ,/^ + . . . + y^_^^)

= (^ _ 1) ., _ (^ _ :>) 1,, + p (^ _ 1) ,, _ (^ _ 1) p,,

= i ^« - ^P (w) (43),

as before in (3o), since

}"
(iji
- I) w = - Pit; (44).

With
?<,= !, 7v = 2v,

M = y, p = 4xy, a=2..-y-r j^ ^ _ ^y- x - r
(45)

a;' ^ ^'
?/ / ^ '

A:=_2P(.) +
^

(46).

2 G 2
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But witli

n = ^ (/i — 1 ), Pv = vv,

(• = P (,) - P (2r) = P (,) _ P (^ _ 1) , = op
(,.) (48).

6. lu the simplest case of

IM = 3, i' = tw3, x = (1),

the form (G), § 1, is illusory ; but we take (L.M.S., 25, p. 210)

= - COS ' —^ = sm '
^^^' \

—

'-—'—^
(2)

;

3 2s' 3 2s? ^
^'

and putting s = t-,

Writing o) for Wg,

12pfa;=-l, W't(^ = c^ HCioj-%r)) = i-,
e'^^"" a

f,
a, = c'' (4).

In Abel's form (' CEuvres,' 2, p. 163),

= ilog[(^ + «)^. + ^/> + (: + .0 y{(2' + a.)2 H-i^^n

= tlog[(t + a) ,A + ,/[(: 4- "f-+P\l (5) ;

and AMtli

2 = y-, p= - T,

J = 3 log iAy' + ay + y) + y(/ + ay - q)}

= i ci.-^ ^A' + .^^ + '^ = t
sh-i ^^' +

^f
~ ^

•
^^'^^

Or, in the circular form,

J = t cos-i ^/y" +^^
+

'^ = i sin-i V~ -~ ''^ "^- '^

^-9.{ ^±1^ dy (7).

yf-z/Mr + «)' + r]
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111 the next cast; (L.M.S., 25, p. 218),

jj. = 5, r =
I ru>, s (5/') = co

, v/ = ;e (l),

- 1 .n«-i (-^ + ^) (
^- + ^)' - (1 +Mi^ + •'•) +COS

5 2(.s- + x)'

^sin-^'l+'-^-^^ yS (2),
5 2(.s + .r)

= 1- cos-1 (^ -M_«'_-L2^'_:rJ«')A+ **

1 . _, S — X"
- sm
5 2s^

2s'

ys (3),

12pf 0)= — 1 — Gx — a;2, iF'tw = a;, Pfw=:^^t^, e^a-fw = «;-^ (4),

12P|ft>= - 1 + 6.'B-£c2, ^p'|w = .x^ Pfft)= —: , (' --. o- 1 oj = x-" (5),

and x' is the iconahedron irrationality, and Kiepert's f~^ = .r.

Ill Ahiol's form, with y = .x, Z has the factor s — x,

Z = (. - x) [- c« + (2 + X) :^ - (1 - 2x) z + x] (6),

and iiuttiiip- 2: — x =r ' - Abel's integral

p^J. = 2l(2r), withZ = ^ + -^
(7).

Putting .s + X = /~,

I (,)
= 2 ^^^_i (« + J) v/J2^'^ - (I - x)^^^ - 2.r/ + x\

= -
sin- ' iL-lh/P_l±lL -J^) f' -^xt- x]

5'
2t'

and the degree of the expressions is halved, with great gain of symmetry.

The degree is halved with greater ease by putting s = t'-^ in I {2v), and now

{t - x
) y {2t^ + {1 +x)t^ + 2xt + x~}

I (2.)
= -cos-

^^

2 sin-i ^^ + '') v/S2'-l- (1 + x)t^2xt- ofl

5
'

2t'

derivable from tlic preceding 1 (r) by writing for f, and — for x.

(8),

(9),
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8. This .siigi^ests tli.it in the t^eneral case of /x ^ 'In 4- 1 it is simpler to work with

l(2.) = jP(-")^-i"^c/.
(1),

ail.] to put N = /-; and tlien witli

'\\ = 2f^ + (l -i- ,/) r- + L>.,f + .ivy (2),

T, = 2f' - (1 + .//) r- + 2x1 - xy (3),

we shall have

sm ^ * ' -^^ —-' —
2n + 1 2t"^'

(-1),

according as n is even or odd ; and the results are of one-quarter the degree that

would be given by Abel's method of the periodic continued fraction : and since

(^-1 + /,^r-: -f . . . )-T, -f (r-i - h,t"-' + . . .)-T, = 4<-''+i
(5),

the determination of h^, A^, . . . can be carried out by a consideration of the reduites

(Halphen, 'F.E.,' 2, p. 576) iu preference to continued fractions, once the coefficients

of t in Tj and T^ have been assigned.

9. Thus {L.M.S., 25, p. 222) for

fx
— 7, V = '^^

, 77 = 0, or xy — x~ — y^ = (l),

is a unicursal Cg, iu which

x=z{l-zf, y=z{l-z) (2),

and

Ti, T, = 2^^ i (1 + : _ :0)^. ^. o,(i -. ^H ± z' {I - zf (3)

P(2.) = ?--^^' (4),

I (2r) = (
^i^Mj^til^^_^

v/TiT,

= ^cos-^i+4^yT,

h, = {i-zf, ;,^ = ,(i_,)3 (6).
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liitroduciiiiL;' a iionnalisinu,- Iiomogeiieity factor ^[, so that the substitution

Iz,- — ,
'-

) should correspoucl to (r, 2r, 4»'),

M = v{l-z)^ (7),

derived from (L.M.S., 27, p. 453),

M3 = MiM.,M,, M,,= ""'(P'") =x''^ 18),
.s{2pv)-s{pv) y,fj.,^,

{%
1 2P?; _ — I — (5-. + i):- —^z^ — 2* ifv_ _ I P ('') _ 5 — z — z

"

M- ~ 2^1-2)5 "'
ll^ ~ ^' M ~l4:=(I-2)' ^ ^'

I2p4r _ - I + 62 - 32- -22"- 2* W^v _ 2 P (4r) _ _ l + 3: -f-J^2

M- 2'(1-2)J
"^'

M=^ 2-1' M ~ 142S(l-2); ^ ''

— 277W 2&J -/, \_- — Stjw 4aj _•/, \

'^''^' 49 ^"7 =' '(1-^) '' exp ^-cr- =2 '(l-:)-,

e'^P--4y ' «--7 =^ ^(1--) '
(12).

Tn the notation of Ki>K[N-Fi!r(iKK, ' Mochdfunctionen,' 2, p. 31)9,

7P , ^ _ (1 - : + -r 3. _ ,
1P(") + P(:^") + P(4r)r

10. With (L.M.8., 25, p. 232)

/^-•^ " = '.7 (1)'

y,, = is a unicvusal ( '-, in wliich

.,. = ^/:(, _^,)(i -p-\.p% !i^,r{\ -r) (2),

T„T, = 2r'±(l+^r-^r)^^ + 2^/(l-/,)('-y> + /-)^±/''(l-y')Ml-i^ + /') (^)>

and from the relation

P(4r)+ P(5r) = (4),

9P(.)== l+i(l + ,y) + '^'+^-y'^^
(5),

1 + - 3^-^ + 7/r (G),

8P(2r)=4+2(l+,/)+4-^+^^-*5^ -9(1 + //)
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T/o,A_ {T'{2r)t'-Jxij tit-

The snl)stitutloii ( p,
^' ~

-

, ] will coiTespond to (v, 2v, iv) with a normalis-
\^

J) 1 — p!
iug factor

M = (M,M,M,)^=i>(l-^0 (9),

and

12F(' ^ - 1 + - G;r+ ] Oyr^ - 9/)^ + G^'^- ^^^ z>^ ^ 1 -/) + ;-- ,, .s

12JD21' _ - 1 + + Qp~ - lAp' + 1 Jj^' - Gjj' -/' iViv ^ ^; ( 1 - p + ir) ,•

^ J

X

M2 i^"(l-i^)" ' M^ 1 -_p ^

12Hv ^ - 1 + 1 2/5 _ 3 0/ /^+ 3V-21;/+&/>^-jo" '^ = ( '
~ P)ll-P+P^) /12V

M3 ~ pH^-pT ' M^^ / ^ ^'

while

12p3r _ ^(- I + + 3p- p^^)-^ _ _ piP ( 3 r)1 - /s^'3 r _ . ,v

M2 - ""p(i__p)2 -
L M J' "W ^ ^'

unchanged by the substitution.

Also

a quantity required in the transformation of the nintli order; and

P {v) ^ 5 -\- -\- 3p- - p
^

M I8p{l —p)

p^ ^ I + _ 3^/ + 7jr

M lSp{l-p)

P (4i') ^ - 7 + 18^ - 15^- + Sjr;'

P (3f) ^ - t + + 3^)- -jy'' ^ ^ ^ e" + 3

M G^j {^ — p) ^ •'

(IviKi'EUT, 'Math. Ann.,' 32, [>. GG).

(15),

(16),

(17),
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11. /x= 11,

(L.M.8.. 25, p. -241
;

' Math. Aim.,' xl, p. 484), leads by the substitutions

.: = y(l-:), :-y=^^^ (1)

to tlie bifursal (\.

, (I _,) + ,(,+ ,):==„
(2),

\-2z = ,/C, C = 4c (c + 1 ) +1 (3)

;

.r=-ir(l+r)(l + .V+,/(J) (4),

— r — 4c- — 2c-' — c . '0
^

,

2 + c — 4c- — 2r' — c yC ,^x

We now iiii.l

^^
' 44(l+c) ^'''

^^^~J ^^ 7tj:-ii''"' 2?-
^'^•'-

I I

._,^-v; \'
:

\' )>

_J + 7c+ i„,.^+4r> + (:^ + 3c),/C

h = - 1 +^"'+-l«il'+ 82c3+ 86c^+40c5 + (K/' + (l +2c)-(l+4c + 2c-) , f
. .

2(i+<'r ^ '

/':j = -2[l+8c+ 28c-+ 52,-+ 50c'+ 20c^+ 2c'^+ (l+2c)(l + 4c+ (;c-+ 2c^'),/(:;] (10),

^^ =
:>(l+e.)'^^ + ^'+'''+'^'+'^^^ + ^^"^ + '"^ + ^- + " + ''+''^'

il+7 + l'J + 22) + a),/C] (11),

usiiiiT detached coetticieuts.

We find also

* ^ 44(1 +c) ' 2(1 +c)^ (1-A

P, = 14-i-iij,. + — 2c'% Qi = 4+ c,

P., = C + i'7c + 44c- + I 8<-\ Q. = 8 + 13c,

P., = - 2+1 :lc + - (;c\ Q., = 12+ 3c,

l>i
— 12 + 4;!c + 44c-' + 14c\ Q, = — G — 9c,

p. = 4+ 7'+ U -l()c\ Q,, = - 2+ 5c (13)

and tlie values of a,- and h, are given in Ij.IM.S., 27. }>. 455.

VOL. com.—A. 2 II
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Tlie iiorinalisiiii;- factor is

M = (M,M,M.,M,M,)' (14),

but so far this has not made evident any symmetry of results ; it will be noticed that

our parameter c here is an elliptic function of (L.M.S., 27, p. 429)

which is oVth of a })eriod oiit of phase with that required to lead to Klein's results.

li\ yi— l:l, r = "*^'"^',

71, = (L.M.S., 25, p. 251; 'Math. Aim.,' 52, p. 484)

by the sidistitutions

.,- = y/(l-:), :-// = |, z = c{p-\) (1),

leads to a C\ with class j) = 2, in which

27'=l-c-— r^+/C (2),

r = 1 + 4c + Gc- + 2<^ + c* + 1c' + c«

^ ( 1 + 2c - c- - G«)- + 4c- { I + c)- (3),

and we find, using detaclitd coefficients of ascending- jjowers of c.

p /o . _ G + 12 - 9 - 3:3 + 4 + 8 - 18 - ] 1 + (4 + - 1.0 + 7 + 11
)
^C , .

^ ^-'>-
o2(l +c)- ^ ^'

I(2r) _rPl2rl^i-i^__rf^^
v/TiT

+ •••

. 1
^5 — ^li" + . . . — A,

13'°' '^ 2<-
^-^1

v/T. (5),

^ 1 + 2 - 3 - 9 + 1 + 2 - 5 - 3c' + (1 + - 4 + 2 -f 3c^) , ^C ^^^

2(l+c)^ ^ ''

-

2 (1 + c)7 '

A.= — 1— 4- 1 + 1G + 15 — 2G-28 + 28 + 14-38 — 20 + 6 — 5 — 10 — 3c'*,

B, = - 1 - 2 + 4 + 9 - 7 - 15 + 12 + 14 - 7 - 2 + 7 + c" (7),

A, = 1 + G + 7 — 2G - 64 + 24 + 154 — G — 222 + :;2 + 2GG

+ II, _ 1,,:, + 104 + 143 + 22 + 4 + 32+ 21 + 4c''',

B^ = 1 + 4 — 2 — 25 — 10 + Gl + 27 — 97 — L'-^

+ 90 — 7 — 82 — 12 + 15 — 15 — 17 — 4c"' (8),
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' 2(1 +r!V^ '

^ ''

A^ = 1 + 5 + 8 — 2 1 — 2 1 + 5(; + IG — 1 1 4 — 39 + 1 58 — 8 - I 85

_1_ 5-2 _(. m _ ;^7 _ 2-2 + ;]5 + 1 4 - 5 + -J + 4 + c~',

B^ = ] + 3 — 4 — 1 5 + 1 4 + ;!5 — 4 L — 87 + (".5

+ 1 2 - CI +8 + 31 - If.- 14 + r. + 1 - 3 - r'^ (!»),

A, = 1 + 7 + 1 2 — 22 — 74 + 38 + 228 — 7G - 448 + 205 + G 1 4 — 408 — 55

1

+ 555 + 8G5 - 44:3 - G8 + 353 + 47 - K!) + 57 + 70 + 7 - 1 + 1 + C + r-^

B5 = 1 + 5 + 1 — 28 — IG + 91 + 85 — 205 — 2 + 301 — 97 — 290

+ 1 G9 + 120 — 17G — 79 + 90 + — 54 — 7 + 7 — 5 — 5 — (•-'
(10).

By meaus of an appropriate homogeneity factor M, we can express

"«''"'= I'. +Q.v''c, •^'r=«.+'w'<; (11)

in sucli a manner tliat the snhstitutions

(-'"
and

, ., , ) correspond to (r, 3r, i)*')

\ ( 1 + cj
' ^ '

(,/C!, - ^/V) to (r, 5r)

(L M.S., 25, p. 255 ; 27, p. 41G), and

M = (M,M3L,M,M,M,)' or (M,M,)' (12).

13. ja— 15, -r=:"'""\ (L.M.8., 25, p. 258; 'Math. Ann.,' 52, p. 485),

y,. = is reducihle to a biciirsal C,.

Changini;- (• in L.M.S., 25, p. 259, into }) — \ , and iiormahsino- by a homogeneity

fictor

M = (M,M„)^=|v/(''^ + ''+')+^(/^^-:^/'+l)y^
. (1),

L5 2/' ^ -

= sm ' ' ' '

,

s/1

1

(2),

'!'„ T. = 2r' ± qf- + 2R< ± 8 (3)
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-{b-\)(b^--2h-->-b'-h-'+ b-+ U-\- [)-{b-\-\){b*-Sl/±3b'-b+[)^/B , .

l] = {b' + b+ \)(I^-:U>+ 1) (5),

(/,_ 1, ;(/,^_4 + ;! + :5-2-:i + 2 + 2- 1), (/r + />+!)

., ^ .T ^ + (// - 2 - 1 + 1 + 2 - 1 - 2 + + !),/(//- - ^h +1); /f^x

M= -^lA ^:(lr+b+ 1)
• ^'

W 2b-^{h~+h + \)

<(^b'i _ r, + 1 + 1 _ 1 u _ ,; + 1 2 + c _ 9_ 5 + 4 + 2 - 1 ) , '(//- + /- 4 1

)

+ (61-^ _ 4 + 2 + 5 + 2- 8 - 4 + (5 + 5 - 3 -4 + + 1 ) ,
(/r - 3/> + 1)

!

(7),

p^l'(^'-)^(^'-0(l-^^>''-30-9+ 3+21+ 0- 7)+(1 36S-30+ 4+ 14+0-7),/B, .

M Gob\/{b^+b + l) ^
''

Differentiating (2) and ecjuating coefficients of/ we find

H, = -i(i5P + Q)

^ (/, _ 1) (
_ :3//.+ 7 + 2 - 1 - 5 + + 2) + (- 3^^ + 7 -1-3 + + 2) ^B .^^

.

2b\''{h~ + b+\) ^-''

H. = - i R + 1
( 15P - 3Q) H

^(^TL^KMa+N^yB)
26'-'(/;2 + 6 + l) '

M. = — 6/)'-' + 33 - 49 + + 8 + 58 — 22 — 39 + + 24 + 4 — 8-1 + 1

.

N. = — 6/;" + 27 — 28 — 1 3 + ;> + 28 - 7 — 1 8 + 1 + 7 + — 1 (10);

H =(A-1)1(M3 + N3v/B)
2

2/>« (/>^ + ?> + 1)?

M.. = 4/v'" -31+80 — 01 - 21 — ;i4 + 1 59 + 1 — 1 1 3 — 85

+ i)7 + ;,U _ 4 1 - 04 + 7 + 21) + 2-8-1+1,
N, = + 4//' - 27 + 57 - 23 - 33 - 34 + 84 + 30 - 05 - 40

+ 42 + 40+15-21+3 + 7 + 0-1 (11) ;

^(?.-l)MM, + N,yB)
2b'^{b^ + b + \y

'

M
J
= 5/;-'^_ 49 + 1 75 — 247 + 48 -{• 8 + 408 — 380 — 435 + 93 + 084

-f 48 - 570 - 234 + 350 + 252 - 124 - 150 + 18 + 54 + 3 - 1 1 - 1 + L

Nj = 56-' — 44-1- 130 - 145 — 39 + 28 + 303 — 145 — 325 — 19

-t- 302 + 09 — 207 — 120 + 131 + 93 — 38 — 41 + 5 + 10 + — 1 (12)

;
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'•''
' 2//' (/.-• + /,+ I

)•

M- - — /r-^+ lS— (58+I7(;-i:ii:)|- l:l-|--J()4--"i0r)— ;?n!)— •_'35 + i-".)8+ 4l;;

_308— 4a74-]!n4-.ss(;— 70— -jdo— ;;+ir]0+L'i— 44— 1

1

+'.)+l'/>— i,

N.- = — //^•+n— 4() + H4 — 43 — •-•••l- 10O+ -_'l5+ r)!)-!!»7--'IO+ l';-;i

+ 1274— 14:^, — i^i)7 + .-U+ L';!()+ 4()— Il'7 — 54 + 45+ :i-J — 7-'.)//-+ 0+l (1:?);

II H- = i^'-lYllMjlVi^'' +/'+!) + N,V(/r - 3/> + l)i-

M,; = — //-" + 15 — 93 + 29'.) — 494 + 298 + 7r, + :;87 — 1 I 5 1 + 1 28 + I 2 1 (1

+ 370 - 17r,2 — 619 + 1720 + 982 — 1349 — 1 086 + 77:'. + 89 I

— 288 — 540 + 3G + 232 + 25 — 05 — 1 3 + 1 1 + 2/; — 1

,

N,; = — /r"+13 — (w +105 -l(;0— 10 — 50 + 513 — 285 — 588 + 20+1062

+ 1 52 - 1 105 — 500 + 1014 — 827 — 594 - 815 + 169 + 562 + 64

— 200— 100+ 75+ 49 — !)—l W/- + 0+I (14).

Tliese calculations, as well as for /x = 1 1 and 13, and their verification, were carried

nut for me by Mr. J. W. HiOKS, of Greenwich ( )l)servatorv.

Puttino-

12prr _ a, -4- h, ^/B

M^ -2/A(/.^ + />+l)
(15),

(16),

then, since

we find

a.. = — /,! 1 + 1 4 — 43 + 28 + I 9 + 22 — 54 - 1 2 + 30 + 22 — 1 7 — 8 + 5 + 2—1 (17),

b., = -(/,-!) (/,! 1 _ 1 :.' + 1 !) + 1 1 _ - 1 9 + 5 + 1 5 - 1 - 5 + + 1

)

(IS).

The substitution iJ>,
y )

changes v into 4r, 2r into 8y, . . ., so that a^ and J>^ are

obtained from rt., and />., l)y writing the coefiicients in reverse order.

„^ = _ /,!
I + 2 + 5 - 8 - 17 + 22 + 30 - 1 2 - 54 + 22 + 1 9 + 28 - 43 + 1 4 - 1 (I 9),

h^ =—(/>— 1 )
(611 + — 5 — 1 + 1 5 + 5 — 1 !) — 9 + I I + 1 !) — 1

•_> + 1 , (20).

Again, since

12F»

M=^
- Q-^ - 4K (21).

we find

,,, = _ Z;H + 2 + 5 - 8 - 5 - 2 + 1 8 + - I 8 - 2 + 7 + 1 - 7 + 2 - I (22)

/, =-(/>-!) (/'" + - 5 - 1 + 3 + 5 - 7 - 9 - 1 + 7 + (1 + I

)

(23),

and in a-, }>- the coefficients run in reverse order.
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So also

!>(,.) _(/,_0(_//^+,)+ ;!+ ll + S+0-ll) + (-//'+ +2-S-0-ll)/B ,,^.

M ~ (;o7>% (/y^ + /, + 1)
^- ''

and P (-^'O' ^M^"^'')
•"' '>l>tain<-'d fr-.m P (r), P (:jr) liy writing tlie coefficients In

reverse order.

We find also

a,., = ^ ],u^ 2 + -^ - S - 5 - 2 + G + \2 -\- C, - 2 - 5 - 8 + o + 2 - 1,

/,,^ = _ (/,o _
1 ) (/,. _ Ir - Ir -h+l) {!>' + - :V.' + /r - Sir + + 1) (25)

;

rt^. = _ /,! + 2 + .-. + 4 - 2D - 2r, + 18 + CO + 18- 2('. - 20 + 4 + 5 + 2-1,

J,^. = _ ^l- _!)(/,•_ /r - //- -h + \) (h'' + - :l/-' - 11//'' - :3//- + + 1) (26) ;

P(3'') _ - (/,-^)(//'+0-3+l_-3+ + l)-(/>+l) (//-//-//--/'+1)
V
'B , .

P(6v) _ {l,-]){Sh'+0~9-l7-9-^0+ S) + S{l>+ l){h'-Jr-h'-h+ l) ./B ,.,g^

M ~ 20//\/(//- + /.+ l)
^'^^"

and these are uncliangi'd l)y the substitution i^l>, j .

Also ,

P (^''O _ - C^' + 1 ) (/'' - ^' - >/>' - ft + 1) - (6 - 1
)

(/-' + // -Ir + h + l), /B ,^^.

and

With

M' = (M,]\LM,M,)i (31),

_ //. (/, _ I) ni> _ 2) ,/{Ir + /.+ !) + /> ,/(//^ - 36 + 1)13
,^.,.

the exiiressions for IT'^,, are lowered in degree ; for

M'-^ 2h^h- 1) ^^ / \ V -r T-
^

_ (/,o + - 2 - 2 + + 1) ,
{Ir - Sh + 1)] (33),

12Frr _ (ft - l)]>.- ^
(ft- + ft + 1 ) + ft'/.

\ l''- " "'' + ^

)

(-34)

M'- ~ 2ft^ft-l)v (ft-' + /'+ I)
^'
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^,, = _-//+ o_^;j+
1 _u-y-2, ^, =3(-/>^+0-- + - + + 3) (35),

p,, = - 2 - y - IJ + I + 3 + 3 - 2, ^, = 3 (:! + () + :^ _ - + _ 1) (;},;),

^^=-13 + 15-21 + 13-:) + 3-13, r/, = 3 (3-4+- -- + 4- 1) (37),

p,= --2 + 3-!)+ I3--I + 15-2, </,= 3(- 1 + 4-2 + --4 + 3) (38),

^'1 +7',. + 7'-. + J's = - 4 (2/>^ ~ h + -J) (/.' - Ir + ;;/.-• - /. + 1) (3'J).

'/, + '/,.+ 7: -f 7s = I --^ (/''+ I) (40);

j>,= -12 + 3 + 3 - 11 + 3 + ;!-:!, ,/, = :!(/>+ |
)(_/.'+ | + i + |

-
| ) (41),

^V,
= - 2 + 3 + 3 + 1 3 + 3 + 3 - 2, <j, = ;J (/,+ 1

)(_/;'+ l + l + l
_ l

) (42),

so that

fi^Gr — ^^3*' = M'- (43);

^;.= -12 + 3 + 3+ 1 +3+ 3-2, ^. = 3(A + :i)(-/>' + 1 -3+ I - 1) (44),

14. The case oi' /x, = 15 can also he derived liy a trisectinii ol" yx = 5, and so

geiieially when /x = 3;; is any multiple of 3.

For when
S = 4N(^ + .r)^- ;(L+//).. + .r//r (1)

is expressed in the form

S = 4(.v + /f-(A.v+B)^ (2),

this im})lies that

X (5 a>) = - ^ /.' (f cu) = A^ - 15 (3)

;

and now
A- = 12^ + (L +//)- -8,r = - 12\^5co (4),

2AB = 12r-' - 4,,:- + 2.17/ (1 + ^) (5),

B^ = 4^^' + ..y (0),

so that

{ 12^ + (1 + If)'
- 8,ri {U' + ..y) - (Gr^ - 2.:' + x;/ + ,.//+ = (7),

reducing to

3«'' + [(1 + y)- - 8.'-] i^' + 3,*; (2,r -
//
- //-) l- + 3.rVi + «''

([/
- ' - r) = (8),

a Jacohiau quartic for /, which can he resolved.

For
y, = 5. // = ,-•,

3/1 + (.,• _ (;.,• + I) / - :;.,- (.,• - 1) / + 3.f7 - .,: := () (<)),

and putting f = (m\

(,. _ I Y'
,,.: 4. 3,-- (r - 1

)- .V + r' = (10).
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To identity with I lie ])recediug i-esults in !^ l-'i, put

.= '''+,^+',,.-,=(^'):,..+ ,=(''+"\:,„-4.'-^'+' 1,,,,

and then tlie associated octaliedron irrationality o — 1-.

15. For /A = 17, the quartic tor 7 in terms of c is i;-iveu in L.M.S., 25, }). 2G4,

obtained by the sul)stItutiou in y,- = of

..„,-,, ,=:(>-p, .=.0+.), ,=v+.^ ,„

This irreducible (juartic is made reduci1)le by putting;- q = — r (c + 1), and with

c -= h — 1 becomes

,, (,, + 1 ) // + . (2r^ + 2. + 1 ) //' + (r' - c- - 3c' - 3c - l)lr

- e {c + ^) (2r- + -Ir + 1 )/, + .(. + 1

)
'- = (, (-J),

1^'
h + 2(.+ l) I - 4c(e+iy^ ^'^-

The alternating function

,(8r) - .s-(2r) ^ (/> _ l) ^/. + . + l) ^ _ ^ V + , (4.- + 'J<- + 4)

x(4r)-x(r) ./. 2(e+l).^

and tlie di\"ision xalues are associated A\'ith elliptic functions of an argument

-
}e v/(4e^ + Uc^ + 4.)

c{n + c.)=l, c{hc.)=l, c{co' + ^co)=-l, u^-vI^TlI
(g),

/=e(« + c.' + ia,)=-|-v/^'+^^J-^ + '''' + -^^}; ic+Vr{f+lY + r/=0 (7).

By the transtbrmation

and a comparison can be made with the ecjuations of Kiepkkt (' Math. Ann./ 37, p. o8(j)

16. The next case of /x = 1 i) presents ditticulties not vet surmounted, altlnrngh it

was hoped that the analogy with ^ = 11 would gi\i' the clue retpiired.

In the case of fi = 1 1, the substitution of

i^h

(5),

l-^ = {l+c)(l+l) (1)
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in (2), § 11, makes the ellipsotomic relation yu = equivalent to

a-c- — iac — ft — c — I = (

)

(2),

an addition e«[uatiun of the elliptic functions a and < of the argument

"=r,%' ^-'=' +-^'{1+0^ (3),

a and c differing in phase by one-fifth of a period ; and the five division values of the

arguments ^'r, v — nr^g, are derivable from each other when considered as elliptic

functions of ?/ + frcu, r = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4.

The connexion with Klein's parameter r is made tlu-ough

K = - llr, K'- = 4K-(K - 11) + (lOK + 11)- = 121/- (4),

and the quintic transformation

TT _ 1 + 4c -f 2e '^ - 5c^ - 1c^ -l-j;^

0^(1 +cf

= ^±1 If 1+^-^ .

I

x\x^-yr\f{x'-^\y c " ^ X

TT'^_ (2 +Jc_4l12cM^9c3-c*- 3c^_c«)2c-
c«(l+^f ^

'''

and then

H-K- - llOHK - 121 (H + K) + 1331 = O (6),

an elliptic-function addition equation (L.M.8., 25, j). 244 ; 27, p. 428).

If analogy is to lielp us in passing from /u, = 11 to 19, the ellipsotomic equation

-y,y = should be reducible to the relation

H-K^ - 152HK - 3G1 (H + K) = () (7),

where, in terms of Frick's t and t' (' Math. Ann.,' 40),

K = - I9r, K'- = 4K' + (8K + 19)- = 361/- (8),

with the addition of the cubic ti-ansformations

and K, K' the same functions of h.

This combination of (7) and (9) leads to an equation of the 12"* degree between

a = a (w) and b = a(u -\
—'"*) , functions of the elliptic argument

« = f^ - '^r - . (10).

VOL. CCIIl.—A. 2 I
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The nine division values of the argument 2'r, should now be functions of

an argument ?* + "q ,
fin'l thence derivable from each other, being grouped in sets of

three

V, 2h; 2«c

2v, 2*1', 2^r

2h\ 2h\ 2»v

r, 8v, 7v

2r, 3r, 5v

4r, Or, 9r

(11).

In passing horizontally in these sets, the substitution connecting a = a («) and

aW — 2ah -a — h = (12).

The additional cubic transformation

_ c^ + 1 5c^ + 57c
'^

(3c + 19)2

leads to a multiplication relation of the 9'^ order, connecting

H = H {u) and c = H (^ v)

(13)

(14).

The relation of the 12"' order between a and h is of the 6'" order in p — a + h and

q = ah, representing a Cg in the coordinates 2> and q-

But so far the various transformations of y^g = 0, as given in L.M.S., 25, lead to a

C7 of the fifth degree in each variable, and the reason of this is a mystery still.

17. For
fj.
= 21, applying the trisection equation (8) § 14, with the relations of § 9

3t^-^[{l-\-z-z-Y-8z{l~zy]t'

+ 3:~ (1 - zf (1 - 3z + z~) r~ + 3z^l- zf f + z^\ - z)' =
Put

z — w

ivh~ — (w+ - 2?<^3 _|_ 3^^-:
_i_

_ 1) c + „ (»• _ 1)3 =

, _ »'* - 2iv^ + 3ii'2 + - 1 + yW

Z —IV = - 2w'' + 3w^ + - 1 + yW
2\lT'

(3),

(4),

(6),

W = v^ _ 8 + 22 — 24 + 11 + 4 — 6 + + 1

= (tt- - w-\- 1) [(ir - 3»- + + 1)- - (w- - iv) (»•» - 3»'-+ + 1) + {nr - ?«f] (7).
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The substitution (^(', , — ) trives (z, ,

—

'— ,
^-^— ), and

\ 1— w w / \ 1 — z z I

1 2p3r = _ (] + 3 - '^ -\z{\ - zf (8),

loj,,;,' =_(!+,- -^ + 8c (1 - -)-
(9),

,(3^)=:-.(l-.)^ //(8r) = .(l-.)^ (10),

.s- (6 7.) = 0, w' (6 r) = 2-
( 1 - 2)-^ (11),

.(y.) = .= (i-.), ^^'(yr) = cMi-.) (12),

18. For M = 23 the class of the modular equation is 2, so that simple relations

cannot be anticipated ; but as the class is zero for /a = 25, it is possible that the

ellipsotomic equation 7^,5 = may be suscejjtible of reduction (L.M.S., 25, p. 275).

1 9. As mechanical applications of the pi'eceding integrals of the First Stage we

may cite the case of Levy's " Elastica," mentioned in § 5 and discussed in the 'Math.

Ann.,' 52, the Spherical Catenary (L.M.S., 27), and the Velarium surfaces considered

in F. Kotter's ' Inaugural- Dissertation ' (Halle, 1883),

Take an uml)rella with straight ril)s, and hold its axis vertical, as an illustration of

a velarium.

If the gore laid out flat forms a sector of a circle, then it is obvious that for any

othei' angle between the radii formed by the ribs, the edge and its concentric lines

form spherical catenary cxirves, as shown by Kotticr's equations.

But with triangidar gores (Kotter, ' Diss.,' p. 38) the projection of the edge on a

horizontal plane is given by

^ = 1 f rMr /i\

H«y[(B-iO'^-AMl-0} ^
^'

with / = ( j ; and this is reduciljle innnediately to our standard form (1), § 5, by

putting

ii = 4s {s + xY - {{y + 1} s + xy]-

= 16M''T = 4M-; (M-; - 2M~B)' + IGiWA- (Wt - M-)

= 4.S (x - 2M-B)^ + 1 6M'A- (s - M~) (3),

and equating coeliicients,

2 I 2
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(9),
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]GM-B = (1 +//)'- H.r (4),

8M'(A^ + B^)==-2..^-,<7y(l +;/) (5),

4AM^^ = .'7/ (6),

256M^A- = 64.t;- — 32xy (l +.'/) — [(I + !jY — SxJ

= (l+,y)[16.r(l-^)- (I +//)'] (7),

M-- ^^J^JIl (8)

Now denoting the eUiptic argument by h, where

f) + .<P(2r) = I(2,-) (10),

and the j^receduig integrals can be utilised for the construction of solvable cases.

The chief interest is in the purely algebraical case, obtained by putting P (2?') = 0.

Thus we find for /i = 5, putting y = x = }, in (3), § 7,

2r cos I 6' = (r + a) ^{2,-^ - iar- + Gah- + 3rt^) (11),

2r sin ^0 = (r - a) ^/{2r^ + i,i,- + G«-/- + 3a^) (12).

20. The expression of the pseudo-elliptic spherical catenary, discussed in L.M.S.,

27, p. 127, can be halved in degree by changing to the stereographic projection, with

tan le = t, : = cos = ]^X (l)

;

Z = il-^){h-^^-A^ =^y (2),

T = u^ [^^ + ^ +i
t^f

- (1 + t^y = TJ, (3),

T, T, = 2t (^ + ^+ 1 t^) =F (1 + t^y (4),

,- Adz _ ni+tJJl ,.

In a pseudo-elli])tic case, with

^ = 2n+l, r = -^\ M^=-^ + ^ t=y+^> Ar-Ji' = 2y+l (6),
u 2a; M
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we put

and now tlie expression for the catenary can Ije reduced to

N (tan 1 ^c^')"'* = (R + R/ + ^2'' + •
.

• + B,„_/-«-') yr, •

+ t (B - B,t + B,t- - ... - B,_i«-''-') yX^ (8).

Thus for

^ = 7, a; = = (I-c)^ 7y = -(l-c) (9),

P (r) = ^

^l~^ = f..r , = - ^- + 1 v/21 (10) ;

and we can calculate M, A, /*, and tlie six B's in

N (tan 1 dd'J = (B + Bj^ + . . . + B-/^^) ^/T,

+ ^(B-B/ + ...-B/),/T, (11);

this catenary has been drawn stereoscopically by the late Mr. T. I. Dewar.

21. Abel's integrals are applicable immediately to the construction in polar

co-ordinates r and 6 of algebraical orbits or catenaries under a central attraction of

the form (Hugo Gylden, ' Kongl. Svenska Vetenskaps-Akademieus Handlingar,'

1879)

1' = 5 + /-o + /-i'- (1);

witli /x = the orbit can ])e realised Ijy two balls, connected by an elastic thread,

whirling round each other in the air ; and the addition of a term to P, varying

inversely as r^, merely has the effect of qualifying the angle ^ by a factor.

Putting r = -, and denoting the velocity in the orbit by v and twice the rate of

description of area by //,

= o^ + H-2/x„r-/x,,-= (2),

u^ (^^"1 = - ^^ + -JA.^^ + B;.,^ - -JC^ - D = U (3),

A=,/^, B = ^,, C = ';^, D = ^J
(4),

li- h- /r /r

a _ [ II lilt

id now put H = z — k to identify with Abel's results

(5).
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Thuslbi- fx = 'Pi in § ("> (n), putting u = z -\- la, and a = oh,

a - -1/ 1 ;\ fu — h 2 . _i /f, (n + 6)- (7,, — 6)

)

^ = ^ cos 1 (76 + ^) ^ -^^ - =
^

sin 1 ^ 1
1 - ^ ^ y -'

j

(6),

A = - ^^ B = 36-, 2C = - 4//> -p, D = ?> (4?/ + p) (7).

For instance, ?> = makes /x = 0, H = 0, /ij = 0, and the orbit is

/" cos I e = c= (8),

described under a constant central force.

For fji— 5 m (7), § 7, putting

,v = 5z — l- 2x (9),

n 2 _, ?('- — (8 + x) w + 2 (8 + x) (1 — 3,r) . . . , ., .

(9 = cos^ i—'

—

'-
;
—

—

'-^ ' ,/ [w -\- \ — 3a;)
5 5Ox y/5

+ 4(4 4-3.i)(- 1 + ll,f + V-)} (10),

and to make /x = 0, put x = — 3, so that with w — bu,

^ = ^ cos ^
.

—— v/ (h + 2)

= I siu- 1 '^t ^
v' (- "' + -"' - 8« + 4) (11),

an orbit described by a body attached to an elastic thread, which is led through a

fixed origin, which can be written

Gr* cos I ^ = (4y- - ar + a-) ^/ (2r + (() (12),

6ri sin f ^ = (/• + «) ^/ (4/3 - Mf~ + 2o-r - a») (13).

So also for ix = 7.

The Second Sta(;e.

22. But in the dynamical applications, such as Poinsot's herpolhode and Jacobi's

associated motion of the top, the integral of the Second Stage is required, corre-

sponding to an even value of /a, and S can now be resolved into its factors

S = 4 (x - .,) (- - ^.) (^ - ^.) (1),

while in most cases of the applications

Si > o- > .s. > ,s > 53 (2),
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so that

" = ^1 +/«•!, V. =/'W| + W3 (3),

where/, /' denotes real fractions.

To obtain tliis resolution of S we find it convenient to jjut (L.M.8., 27, p. 449),

'^^"
( 1 — 2m) a , .2/=-—- - (4),(a — m)-

" « — ?>^i

and with .s = T",

T^^ T. = (^ ± -J":^
)
{2/- q= —""- -(- 'tSX-Jt'^^J^

\ (5)
\ a — nij I a — m (a — 9?i)^ J

^
''

Denoting the roots of S = 0, irrespective of order of magnitude, by a", h~, c'-, we
can put

«' ^' = 77—~^ tl ± v' ;
1 - 8 (1 - 2m) «! J,

< = -'"-^
(6),4 (a — m) ^ ^ '

^
'

^
a. — in ^ '

2 (a - m) 2 (a - 7?i)
(7),

(« + ^) (^ + ^) = ""^15^-^ (« - (/'
- ^•) =£^ (8).

With l^jLir congruent to a half-period <u, we can take

.(l^r) = .(.) = c^ = ^^-;^, S(1H = (9),

and this leads to a relation between a and m, by means of which they are expressible

theoretically in terms of a single variable.

Also, as shown in L.M.S., 27, p. 450,

'(-)-<(')=.._„ (10),

,(„)_, (2,.) = ^!_ („),(a — m)'

..(.)_, (3.) = L___L

• ^ ^ ^ ^ (1 - 2m)2 (a - m)2

(12),

(13),

.s U\ - s(5r) = -'"'-"
1 (^ ~ A«0 a_-J'i' (1 - w)l'

^ ^ '^ ' a — m\{l— 2m) a — m (1 — /;;)-/

= ^^" (M (14),
a — m \DJ ^ '
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where
D- = (1 — 2»i) a — m (1 — 7n)'~,

and Nj is obtained from D- by a change of m into 1 — m, and a into — a.

N(a.)-.^(6r)= ,

-'"'
j'J^'-'V (15),

(a — m)- \D„/ ^ -^

Dg = 2 (1 - wi) (1 - •2m) a - m (1 - mf,

Nc = (1 — 2m + 2in-) (1 — 2m) a — m (1 — «i) (1 — 3m + 3m-);

D; = (1 - 2Hi)'^«- - ''i(l - «0(^ - 2m) (1 - 3m) a - 7,1+ (1 - m)-,

and N; is obtained l)y a change of )H into 1 — m and a into — « ;

Ds = {(1 — 2m) a — 7/((l — m)}{(l — 2m) a — m(l - ?/()(! — 2m + 2m'-)],

Ng = (1 - 2my'a3 - m{l - m) (1 - 2m)- (1 + 2m - 2m-) a-

+ 4/u'{l - n,f{\ - 2m)a - m* {I - m)^

;

D9 = (1 - 2m)^(3 - 6m + 4m-) a^ - 2m (1 - m)(l - 2ot)=^ (3 - 7m + bm~) a"

+ ?»'-(l — ?»)-(! — 2m) (4 — 10m + 7m-) a — /yt^(l — mf,

and a change of a into — a and m into 1 — m gives N9

;

D,o = {(1 — 2m) a — m (1 — mf} {(1 — 2»;) a — m- (1 — ni)}

{(1 — 27n)^a- — 7?; (1 — 7/;)(l — 2m) (1 — Gm + 6m=)a — m'(l — ?«')},

Ni^ = (1 - 27?i)« a* - 2»i (1 - m) (1 - 27»)'^ (2 - Im + 7«i*) a^

+ 27?i- (1 - 7»)- (1 - 27h)- (3 - ll77i + I2,m~ — ^m^ + 2?;**) a^

— vi"^ (1 — mf (1 — 2ia) (4 — 17»i + 27wr — 20m3 + 107u*) a

+ 7n'(l — 7«)'(1 — bin + 10?n- — 10m' + 5m^).

A simphfication is effected by putting

(1 — 2//() a = m (1 — m) ;8, and 1 — 2m = j> (20),
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anil now the change of m into 1 — m and a into — a is equivalent to a chanf^e of

si^ of p, leaving $ unchangerl.

Thus we find, with 2y8 — I = e,

.M-.(,,.) = ^j;^;;y m),

T)n= -p' + ^i^ - •-2)(e- - e- 1 )/ + e(e- + 1) /r' + 6-(e- - 3);/^ - e^' (e^ _ e + 1) />+ e^

N,, - D„ = ip\p' - e(e- + l)yr + e^e- - e + l)!-,

= 2p (
p" — €-) (//' — e'^ + e- — e),

N„ + D„ = 2e!(e - 2)(£- - e - t)/.^' + € (e- - 3);r + e^^l,

= 2e^(e - 2)yr + ej -!(e- - e - \)
p' + et-

Thns, if yu. = 22, .s(llr) = .y (w), and N^ = 0, which replaces in a much simpler

form the relation yon = 0.

So also D|| = makes ,s(llr) = oo
, r :== "^, and so enables us to connect up the

results for /i, = 11 ; and otlier values of /a can be treated in the same way.

23. There are three cases to consiiler, relative to the half-period w, to wliich |-;it' is

congruent :

—

I. o) = ct>i, •'>'(|^/x'»') = s{wy) = s^ = c/^, A'o = «^ S3 = 6^
(1),

and introducing Weber's function f<a, or Kiepert's equivalent function L(2),

L (2)=* =
( /ico)^' = ir, '';, = 11(\^13}L^ = 1 -_841 - 2»_0 «

(2),^ ' ^'" ' k'- (sj - S3)(Si - So) a2(« _ „^)(« _ „i _|_ 1)
y^h

and to the com])lementary modulus «•',

1__ 1 _ 1 + 4«± y/U -8(1 -2m) a ,s

cuyK" dnyK' 2 ^
''

cn2/'K' = -'
, dn2/K' = -, sn (1 - 2/') K' = ^

(4) ;

c c a

II. W = Wo, .S (i/i.'') = *'(«2) = *"2 = '^''
*'l = ""' *'3 — ^^ (^)'

(^^)2.^
lf\^ 16_(s,--^3)!_^_-_L+8(l-2"')- =_L(2y^^ (6),

kV- (.So — S3) (s, — Sj) a- (a — m){a. — vi + 1

)

cn2/K' =
JJ

, dn2/K' = ^ , sn (1 - 2/) K' =
^

(8) ;

VOL. CCIII.—A. 2 K
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III. CO = CO,, s {h,xv) = s (co,) = S, = r--, s, = a\ .v, = ¥ (9),

/<
{'h
- h) {h - ^d «-(« -m)(a - m+ 1)

1 _ _ ^'2 ^ l__ 4« ± yjl - 8 (1 - •2m)a] , .

K'hiv^fK" /c'^'cir/'K' 2 ^ ''•

cn2/K' = "^
, dn2/K' =

|^,
sn (1 - 2/') K' = ^- (12).

A fourth case, where 1 — 8 (l — '2)n) a is negative and ((, h imaginary, need not be

discussed here.

The Weierstrassian Sigma Functions of the Division-values (Theilwerthe) can now

be expressed in terms of the Jacobian Theta and Eta Functions by the relations on

p. 52 of ScHWARZ, ' Formeln der elliptischen Functionen,' so that

^ = 4., + 2, .= K-f^^ (13),

-f^ ' = ^'^'^ - '^^ (^^ - '^'^ "^'^"^ <^^)'

H 2K'

-^^'^ = ^{{s, - .s',) {s, - s,)} x-^X-^^ (15),'

(16).

(17),

(18)>

(19).

(20).

2w+ 1

©0
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24. Wlien /x is of the form i'li + 2, so that, as required in dyiiamical problems,

^' = "' + .2,.+T' ''' ^ + 2« + l
^^^'

then 4/*r = {in -\- l) ?' is congruent to w, or w^, according as r is even or odd ; and

the integral I (r) is expressible in the form

and when the quantities a, m and tluMefore «, 6, c, cr, .'', and P ('') have been

determined as algeljraical functions of a parameter, the calculation of Pj, . . . P„,

Qi, • • •
, Q«, is effected readily by a differentiation and verification.

It will be found that

Q, = (2» + l)P(.) (3),

also

Pl^ +A3) ^ ,,,
( /-K', ,'), I (/-al = ,s/K' (4),

\/y^\ ~ -h) vv'^'i ~ •'''3)

znu denoting Jacobi's Zeta function Zu or ^- log f^ii, while

zsM = znw + , log smi = , log Hn. (5)
(/« " an

in Glaisher's notation ; also

P(2/. + I)r = 0, P(r)+P(2.r) = -^f-^= -^ '" ,(;,.

Here already the degree of the results obtained by Abel's metliod have Iteen

halved in (2) ; and the degree can be halved again Ijy the substitution

(7),
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Denoting by a'-, h'~ the values of y~ corresponding to a~, b'- of s,

,.^ cr — a~ ,,., cr — b' ,„>

c^ — a~ c — ¥ ^ '

reducing to

2
"''' ^'' ^ 1^4a ±~7ri^^8'(l^ 2mya} ^^^^

'

so that

a' = en/'K', // = dii/'K'. in Region I. (H)

;

a' = sn/'K'. /y =
, ^,

^
^.. ^,, . in Region II. (12).

dn (1 —J ) Iv'
^ ^ '

Changing the variable to y in the integral

i(.') = r PMr-QMdr
(13)

Y = 4(y^-i)0/-«"^)(/-?O (14),

Q(^'') = i"'^^ = «'6' = a (16);

^^^ = «'^^'^ = 4«(«^«.:+i) ^''^'

C^-2C, = a'^ + b'^ = ^^±^^^ (18).

wiiere

1 — a'~ ,., Z>'- — 1

J_-^ 4(1— 2m
)
a + 8«-

yi — 8(1 — 2m) a

(iy)>

(20).

25. To connect up Abel's results for even values of ft we take n = 1 in (9), § 5, so

that

^^2x-^y-y^ ^^-x_iy-x-r ) ,^.

y y ' ^ •/ V /'

Z=_(,^_«3 + 6)-+p:

= _ (,-' _«: + ?> + 2,s)- + 4 (A: + B)'^ (2),

v.hei'e

A- = s, 2AB = — as + xy, B- = *• {s + 6) (3),

and tlierefore the resi:»lving cubic becomes

4.s--^(., + /,)_(_«, + .,,,)-' = (4),
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S = 4.V (,.• + u-r - [(1 + y) s + U7/J-' = (5).
Then, with

(a — '/«)- ' ^
~

a — m ' '^
~

(a — m)~

«ra _ _ (1_— 2rn) « m^n^
(6),

A' 4- B = -
"'"

[' -^ ^" (^ ~ ^'''^ '^ ~ '"' (^ - '"'H i7\
a-.,n[:^ (I _ 2m) («-,») J

^^'''

and Z breaks up into two ciuadratic factors, Zj and Z.,,

2 _ ^e _ ""^ (1 — 2'/// + 2m:-)
_

m^ {I — mf
' ' (1 — 27n) (a — 7n) ' '^ {l— 2mf (« — mf

nv^ If— w (1 — rii)~
"I

"
(1 - 2///) (a - 7«)J I (1 - 2m)'(a -m)J («).

.^ ^ ,2 ,
'« [4(1- -^n,) « - 1 + 2m - 2j7^rj ^ m^[2_(l - 2m) « - m (1 - m)]- .

.

(1— 2w)(a — m)
^

[I — 2m)- {a — m)- ^''

' L (l-2m)(a-m)J a-m ^^"^'

Z, = r. ,
2m (1 - 2m,) a - m^ (l - m)^ _ m (l - 2m) ^

^ L (|_2m)(«-w) J a-m ^
^ ''

and by means of a liomogeneity factor

M = (^ -2rn){a-m)
(12),

replacing 2 by ^r, , we may replace Zj antl Z., by

Z, = ic-m(L-m)---(l-2m)-^2

= (2-m^) i,_(i-m)^5 (13),

Z,= {: + 2(L-2m)«-m(l-m)i--(l-2m)^2 (14).

26. The resolution of T in the spherical catenary for ^a = 4w + 2 is not the same

as for /.I = _'// + 1 ; we nnist put

T„ T, = =F (1 + 2Xf + t')- + 2/ (^ + uf') (1),
and then in § 20

so that
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a quartic for \, having a root \ = 1, which was used for ix = 2ii -\- I ; the remaining

cubic, putting \ = 2B — 1, becomes

B3 _ B^ + C^-^
1 _ i] B - ^'' + ^ + 1 = (4)

or as in § 20 with

so that B = — " reduces this to
y + 1

2c^ - (y + 1) c2 + 2xc -x = (7),

as in (3), § 8 ; and with

rii^a. (1— 2?«)a
, ,

(2a — l) ?u ,_.

u — m ' a. — m a — ill

c = -i^, B=~2^, x = 2°H:i
(9).

a — in 2a — 1 2a — 1

We find that Clebsch's k (Crelle, b7
, p. 1U5; L.M.S., 27, pp. 146, 185) is

given by

k~ = 4a - 1 (10),
so that

and

so that

and in quadratic factors

(/.^-i)T,=-|A-+i-2^^:+j7+(/.--i)r^}{/--i_2v'5;;^+(/-+i)r^} (14),

(^— i)T, = |/-+i+2^^;+;;/+(^-i)/^}{z-i+2 \/^~^;/+{/^+i)''} (15).

Thus, as shown in the ' Bulletin de la Societe Matheniatique de France,' 29, the

algebraical spherical catenary for /j. = 10, drawn stereoscopically by the late

Mr. T. I. Dewar, can be represented, by taking ^ = y|, h =z _ i-yi-i^ in the

symmetrical form
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N (tan ^^e"")- = (B + li,/ + Bj' + B,f) ,/T,

+ ' (B - B/. + B,t' - B,/) yr,, (16),

B, B;, = ± v/51 + 7, B,, B, = ±.3,/51 + 19, N == 192 ,/3 (17).

27. These expressions for I(i') are applicable immediately to the construction of a

.series of quasi-algebraical Poinsot herpolhodes, in continuation of the one invented

by Halphen (' F.E.,' 2, p. 279).

Making a digression on the motion of a rigid body about a fixed point under no

forces, as illustrated by the motion of a body about its centre of gravity when tossed

in the air, Poinsot's polhode and herpolhode are obtained by rolling the momental

ellipsoid on the invariable plane.

The equation of the momental ellipsoid can lie written

A.c3 + By- + Cs- = D82 (1),

where S denotes tlie distance of the invariable plane from the centre of the momental

ellipsoid ; and then the polhode will be the intersection with the coaxial quadric

A-x- + B'!/- + C-2- = D-S- (2),

and the direction cosines of the invariable line will be

A£ By C2

DS' D8' DS ^ '•

Denoting liy p, zs the polar co-ordinates for the herpolhode in the invariable plane,

x^ + f+z'' = p^ + S^ (4),

and by solution of these equations (1), (2), (4),

= p- — p„- suppose, &c. (5),

and then

[(B-C)(C- A)(A-B
)

1 ABC
where

a;yz\ =iR (6),

R = 4 {p,,^ - p-^) (p,/ - p~) {p,:^ - p^) (7).

Denoting the component angular velocities al)out the principal axes l)y p, (j, r, and

about the invariable line by h,

x~y~z~8~k ^^''
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and Darroi'x's equations (Despeyrous, ' Cours rle mecanique,' II., note 17V

^' + f + "' = A. K + ji + 'i^i (9).
<! h r a- Ir c

are identified ^Yith our notation by puttinii'

A« = B?> = Cr = T)// (10).

and
Ap2 + B7- + Cr- = DA- (11),

AY + B''r + ("''•' = ^'/''
( 1 2),

are two integrals of Euler's equations

A^| = (B-C)gr,... (13),

or, as they may be written,

The

/B-C , 0-A , A-B\a:«2

_ ^
(B - C) (C - A) (A - B) xyz _ n .

-p~ -^'^ ABC k ~ k"^
^

supposing

and inverting the integral.

(15).

P3'>r >p2~> o>pr' (!'').

p'^ = p,-sn- (K - mt) + p/cn^ (K - mt\ '" = ,\/
^^^ ^/^ (18).

Again, projecting on the invariable plane the areas swept out on the co-ordinate

planes

., (Its _ k.X ( dz
'"'

ill
~ DS

and

^;^=t)++ '-)•

dz dy «/A-B , A-C 2

f^-L-^U m
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that

P'dt = k[ BC ^"+ CA ^^-^ AB 'V

k ABC
and this reduces to

(21).

,.;^ = "-?{,= + (A^D)fc «)('-!•)
8--} (.2);

SO that

A: ABC Jp,p\/R ^ '

Putting

p- ^ o- -^s p,~ - p
" _ s — s„ B _ ^ /., ,N

A-- M- ' /c'
'" W ' f'

~ W ^ ''

aud p = 0, with .s- = a;

T> I

-^ -^ -^ , I(A-1))(B-D)(C-D)12.„ k't ,,-,

(26),

so that

(A- D) (B - D) (C - D)
g3 _ _ iP y-

S

ABC M^i

and from (G) § 1

where

The

and

n
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in the pseudo-elliptic case ; aud cancelling the secular term |)< hy making j) =
gives a purely algebraical herpolhode.

With the degree halved by the use of the variable y, as in (8) ^ 24,

^ \/(r-i)

H-r^ (35).

In the associated motion of a top, the projection on a horizontal plane of a point

on the axis describes the hodograph of a herpolhode traced out by the axis of

resultant angular momentum of the top ; and thus Euler's angles 6 and i/> for the

top are connected by a relation of the form

IM^sin^c'*' = - iyipe'^-) (36)

(' Science,' Dec. 20, 1901 ; 'Annals of Mathematics,' vol. 5, Series II., 1903).

We may dispense with Poinsot's rolling surface and consider the polhode as a

material line, or as the edge of a material cone, as in Dr. Fr. Schilling's model,

constructed by Martin Schilling, Halle a. S., and this is rolled on a fixed plane.

According to M. de la Gourneiue, the polhode is also a line of curvature, the

intersection of two confocal surfaces, an ellipsoid and hyperboloid of two sheets ; and

6 will now be the angle between the generating lines of the hyperboloid of one sheet,

one generator being perpendicular to the fixed plane, so that the other generator

moves parallel to the axis of the top in the associated motion (Darboux in

Despeyrous, ' Mecanique,' note 18).

28. To utilise for ju. = 4u + 2 the preceding results for odd order '2n + 1 of /a,

where
ma , , X

^ = z-~y (1)'

put

rp rp, W^a^ ,
,

. ^ r , ., _r- ?/
, ( 1 — 27>i )1

(2),

6- (w) — s (4n + 2) r = 00
, Do„+i = (3),

and thence express a, in, . . . in terms of a new parameter, and thereby express the

integral I (4i') of ju, = 4« -f 2.

Returning then to the v of /x = 2// + 1, which, when normalised to Legendre's

form, can be written

'•=/KV. f^S^ (4),

and replacing y^ = by its equivalent D,„^i = 0, the series of functions
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a — m ^ '

'rn — 1 ,^xa„=l (6),

".' = ( + ~™)(i-^„.). C).

»-.=('+.-i-,i)(N:-::T (•«).

Is such that

so that Jacobi's division-vahies of the Second Stage can he calculated.

The Weierstrassian Sigma Functions of the First Stage in § 4 can now be converted

into Jacohian Theta Functions of the Second Stage by the relations on p. 52 of

' Fornieln und Lelirsiitze' ; and forming the series of functions

c, = a;~*X 2"+i?7i a/ - '^

(12),
a — m

(13),

x-''\ ^^(i--)V«:«.>'3 (14),

_,,-— ma No,- /,-\

a; ^X

we find that

(2i-+i)2 / « "NT

(i7)>or ^•' ,

MO HK'

or one of its linear transformations ; and a/ '^
is always rational in a and ui, in

V a — ;h

consequence of the relation

..(a.)-.s-(;rr)^.s- (..)-.(.+ l) . (18).
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The function c is the one that should he tahulated uumei'ically, as

Also

or one of its transformations, depending on the region.

29. ix = 6, f=l or |.

Derive from u =: 3 in (3) § 6, hy putting c = ci? {-la — 1), so that

^ ^ 3 2ti

= 2
gjj^_,

^{t - g) ^\ 2t^ + (2a -i)t + 2a--a\
3 2^^

Next put

j

^ ^t~ + 2a^ — a^ J dt

1 6- - 1

n-^ + 3

(?>-l)M6 + 3) (/. + l)3(_6 + 3)

16?>
'

166

(1).

(2).

(4),

T i.y^u _ 40966^
^

.

Then from (8), § 23, in the region 3 > 6 > 1,

so that there results the well-known relation

en I K' + sn i K' = 1 (7),

and in Legexdre, 1, chap, vi., p. 27,

.. = sin<^ = sniK =^, -=^J-^f (8).

The following table shows the six linear transformations of the division-values for

^ = 6, obtained in accordance with the preceding theorv by the substitutions

In.
l±i. -.)

'

(.);

the accents are omitted from K by changing to the comjjlementary modulus.

The numerical value b = ^3 gives a modular angle 75°
; while b = ^b corresponds

to the functions required for /x = 10.
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8

1

A

1
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30. fi = 10,/= '2_:^4

-p. ^ m(l — m)" m^
D5 = 0, a = '^ '

. a — m =
1 — 2m 1 — 2m

To identify with tlie results in L.M.S., 27, pnt

then

rc^-c' + Tc- 3 , (c- ])'

\ io^(cJ:J)' _ 2c- (c + iY_dt~
J

-
- ,2 - /TT

Put

(1),

(1 -my~(l - 2m) ._v

2»? - 1 = ^
. m = ^ +i

, 1 - /» = ^-^ (3) ;

c 2e 2c ^ '

'i'
-^ L

=^ 2c (c + 1)J L ^ (0 + 1)-^^ c (0 + 1)^J
^^^'

and from (9), § 7,

(5).

^:= ('-1)'%, and f^"^---' (6),
2c (c+ 1)-^' -^ s{c^)-s ^

^'

with
. (r) = 8c (c + 1)-^ (c - 1), . (c) = (c + 1)^ {c - 1)^ (7),

and we obtain I(r) in the form employed in L.M.S., 27, p. 601, derived by putting

N5 = 0, with

P (r) = 4 (c + 3) (- c^ + 4c + 1), Q (r) = 4c (c + l)^ (c - 1) (- c^ + 4c + 1) (8)

;

and in Region II., y == ^ or f,

^1 = ^t ^' + v/C?. ., = (c + l)Mc - l)^ .3 = ^ is' - ^/Cr (9),

where
C = c3 + C- - C (10),

and

T/9>|=4_ 4096C*C
( .
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Tliis c is connected with Frtcke's t and t (' Diss.,' Leipzig, 1886) by the relation

1 /y5 - ly

._v/5l 2 / ^__c2 + 4c+l

2,/5
y5_+_l'

—
5c

(^2)

Tlie following tal)le, analogous to the preceding one for /a = 6, gives the division-

values for
fj.
= 10, the six transformations being derived from the substitution

and it may be compared with the corresponding results given by F. MuLLER,
' Archiv der Mathematik und Pliysik,' p. IGl, 1884, Rohde, ' Archiv,' 1886, p. 138,

and by W. Goring, 'Math. Ann.,' 7, p. 311, 1874, working on Gauss's unpublished

memoirs.

For tlie application of this integral to a case of motion of the top, consult the

' Annals of Mathematics,' vol. 5, 1903.

The numerical value c = 2 will serve for verification ; this corresponds to the case

of ten cusps at intervals of ^tt in the associated motion of the top {L.M.S., 27,

p. 602) ; and c = 2 (sin 36° ± sin 18°) will make K'/K = ^/5 or 1, cases of Complex

Multiplication.
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l>c>^'^t '.,()>.•>-, /n + L>. _/,5 + -_'>r>

ns } K

nsf K

- dn 1 K

— en ? K

dii t K

cn^K

dnf K

-dn|K

- ns 1 K

nc i K

- ns f K

- nc ? K

- ^ zs 1 K
K
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31. ,,= 7. 14:./-= '^ ^'^^•^'>;

D- = ( 1
— -i/)*)" '"''' — ''

( 1
— -'") (

I
— '"'

)
'^ — /^

'
1 1
— »' )- = (

1
)

;

and on putting

I
_ •_',;, = /., { I

- 2ii>)u :r. ;„ ( 1
_ ,„) /3, -2(3 = I + '

(•-•)>

the relation l)eci)iiieK

j'V + /"/ -/'-'/- « i-^l

an clliptie-functinn aildition e(|uatioii, (•(•niiecting

P=P(n) an.l </=y-(» + fcu) (4),

" =
|

'''p- P = 4/r + (y-- lV^-(/) + l)(4yr-:l/)+ 1) (5),

and

Thence
^_1)(__3^_+] +yp)

16o2

« ^ (y' + 1) I y'v/( /' + !)- v/(¥' - 3y' + ])}^

a - iH {p - ly
(8)>

T ,.,v-u _7M7' - 1) {7p(r - 1) - (/r +7> + -2) V Pi
(0)'^^^' ~ :l{ir-9jr-p+ I) ^

^-

The connexinii with KiEi'Kiri'is residts in 'Math. Aim.,' 32, \). 87, lias heen given in

L.M.8., 27, p. 438 ; here

^^8f,=^^'+'^y'-^)' (10),

'^^ — ''^ — / (I I "i

a transformation of the 'I'liird Order; and

suppose, where w is the leal lialf prii,.d ,^r tlic elliptic I'nneti.Hl
i,
= p{n) (if Ihe

elliptic argument /(, and miw

f, = f(H-^«), ^^
= f(u-ia>) (13),

^%"'=h /r-2|r-p^^=0 (14).
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the roots oC w Inch ;iru

P =I>{ y )
= :J««« j--^ (15),

f'" = «, /'^^-:v--/'+ I =" (16),

the rodts Mfwiiicli .ire derlvncl fioin IIih lU'ecwlin^i;-, liy tlie suhstitut i<.ii

(i'+i. ,,;,)
(•5').

Tlie.iic- the Cdnfuiii- uf tlic |)cri..il j.Hrallelnoraiu is dividrd into sej^-niciils ..f ,',w, and

a similar tahlc of divisimi xaliics f,,.- /x = II <•:!:: !„ ciistiiict.^d fur tlie cnnvspoiidinj^r

ren-ioiis of /^ and coiiniaicd witli tin' results of (Jorinc and Min.LKi; ; this must be

reserved fnr the present.

The associated r parameters of (IfKUSTKi; (' Math. Ann.,' 1 1) have simplr iiumcrieal

values :

The par.imeter :, emploved in 1; !) (2), is t;-iven in terms id' p by the. r(dation

~"
1 — 2;;<

(I'.n

thence A,, //., in vj !) (()) can he determined, and T,, T._, in factors, as reipiired for t

Second Stage of /x = 14, in terms of y; and ^'\\

(Changing from the variable f to y, iu § '28
{ ! ), we find

2P{r)

^ II V lV,Y.

= :cos-^' + ^'^A2^/^Y,

_ 2 .
, <r - A,!/ + A., /ly

Y, =('/+ l)(//- + <','/ + <':)

' 2'x (/- + !)(/>- ir

(^1).
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A,= '^'^',
(23),

^j — 1 ^ '

(24),

n=lj:Lg!"^2yr (3y>-l + ,/P]
•^-

2a (^,+ l)(^._l)3
(-^)-

Test l)v p = v^2 - 1 =p^co, J^'
= v/14.

For the elliptic-section values the region may be selecteil in which, in accordance

with § 28,

^2t„i.^K'=<^ ^ (/^ 4- lYiUr^ - 7ir + 3p-\), '{j. + n + ^t> v/(4j^--3/>+ I)} ,

' '

(^^ - If
^^

(^/ - 'JVr -y> +!)(/>+ 1)^
^" ^'

K-tu^-l K'= (/„ = ^^' + ^^' '(^'''' +-'-^^' ~ ^^ ^ ^1"^ '.* + "^'
^ (4// - 3y. + 1)}

^,^^^_

Ij" ~ 0'

(^.-l)Mi>+l)^ . ^ ^

^ct„M K'= ' =(/'+')''(^'^^-7r + -V'-nv'(/'+ l)-4y>v (4yr-3y'+l)} ...x

With

y. = , \ = -+ =: -^^ ,
a;S\^ = afy^ (32),

(33),

(34),

(35).
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The relation U,, = becomes by the suhstitutions

m (1 — ni) /3 , . .Or /i\

the .same as those employed with D,, in ij llii, a new lel.-itioii

_ ^/ ^,^,_2)2r + e{e'-e+ \)j. + c' = 0. {-Z),

represent iiii;' a (J- In (p, e) ; and })nttini;-

this (I- reduces to a Cj. in (./, //) with deticiency j/; = "J,

y-^ _ (,t.^ + 2,r - -) // - (,,• + 4) .n, + .:' {.r + -) = (J (4),

and tiiis with // = (7 + I ) .-, as in L.M.S., 1^7, p. 4Go, becomes

(7 + ]
)- '' - ir + 7- - ^7 - I

)
•'• - -7' = tJ (5),

7
^' + 7-' - 27 - I + ,/q

2(7 + 1^

^ 7^^ + t/ - 27 - 1 + , Q
2 (7 + 1)

{«).

, , 1
^7' + 37- + 27+l + v/y /7^

2(7 + 1)-^ ^
''

M == 7" + 27' + 57' + 107^' + 107' -h 47 + I (8),

(iO),

:V+1 27(7-' + 7+l) ^ ^-

Now the /> em])]oyed in (2), i^ 10, (hstinuuishcd Iktc as /»,„ is g\vcu by

•' = //(l - -), --//= '\ (12),

returning for a moment to the original .r and 1/ ui j l(t, so that
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'^-y y{y-^- if)

M,5'-) --('•) x(4r)-.(r)

lira iira-

__ >. — III {a — III)-

in'a ni- ;(l — '2ni ) « — /» (1 — ;/j)j
-

« — wi (1 — 2«i)- (a — ?«,)-

^ -_(1 - 2m)^ ^ -(1 - 2m) ,8

( 1
— 2;//) a — m{l — m)' y8 — 1 + vi

^ -y'(e+ 1)
(13):

'-
2^{<f + q+l) ^"^'

:i5),

--^&:^f^^'-^^
+ 1 ^ '/' + 7' + -7 + 1 + v/Q
-/> M'l + ^y-

- /'(f +;) = 7- + ,/- + II - 1 + ,/Q

(17),

(18).

This value of ^tAj, employed in the previous equations (7), § 10. for /x = 'J will lead

to the functions of the Second Stage for /x — 18 ; the result, in a nioditied form, has

heeu given already in the Archiv der Matlieniatik und Physik,' :;. llrilie, I, }>. 74.

Put

7 = -,,;,. '' = ,„+,,„ A = ,.^ + . + :,+ 10+10 + 4+1 (,.,,

to agree with the ri suits in the ' Archiv,' and in the nioditied form of § 28

T _ I"

1^.'/" - ^^ ''.'/ _

^;cas-^' + ^^^^ + ^^^^ + ^\,4Y,

=.
-':

«ia-i r ^^ir + A,// - A,
,^Y. (20),
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Y, =(//- n(y-r!,., + a) (21).

(\ = - '

Jot

<^'C = ' "/'" = <^ (^^).

'^'-
2(.r + 1 )'(,,• + -.+ I)

^-'>'

_ ,,i; _ 4 - 9 - 16 - 20 - 14-;^- {>r + :1 + 4 + ;3) ,/A , .^^=
2 (.+ !)'

<-'>'

I _ ,," _ 5 _ 1 5 — :14 — 5S — 7-1 — (i3 — :U — 6 + 11

_ 1
+(-"' -4-9-14-14-8-1) ,/A f ...'-

2(., + r)'(.r + -.+ l)
^-^'^'

_ 1 _ 5 - 1 1 - (i + 1 4 + ;; I + 29 + 1 7 + + 1

— 4 — 5 — C. — (I — 4 -

4a' {a + l)-('^- + .^ + 1)

+ ( _ 1 _ 4 - 5 - C. - (I - 4 - 1 ) ,/A J ,^^,

1 + ;3 + a + (; + 4 + 7 + II + 9 + 4 + 1
I

+ (1 +2 + 1 - 2 -2 - 2 - 1)^ A

Expressed in terms of <i, tlie pai-auieters employed hy KlEl'KRT (' Math. Ann..' 82.

p. 128) ai'e t;-iveii liy

T„ l)eiii,i;- (!iKKSTKi;'s t (' Matli. Ami.,' 14. p. :>M)),

„ = ,, = '•--;-;;-; + ./A
(.„,

,,: _ ,,•- _|- 2,f + 1 + yA
4a (« + 1)

f, =
'
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t _- "'^ - 9a- _ 6,, 4- 1 + •?,
^ 'A

^'
~

2 (a^ - 3(f - 1

)

(S l\

1. (liV'* = (37)^

Then for the sect ion-values

J

7'' + 1 + 5 + -28 + r.f; + R:l +- 7?. + 29 + S + 1 1

K%i*|K' =
j (39),

,0t„.
4 K' - ., _ V" + -I + 9 + IC, + I 4 + C, + 1 -^ ('/ + H + 47 4- I) ,/Q no

,0,,.^ ^, ^ 1_ 1 + 4 + !. + 1<; + 14^+ n + , - (1+ . + 4 + .) , 'Q
^^^,

'r, 27- (7- - •'>7 - 1 )

^_ra^^f'-^r^<^- 1 - v'Qf (42),
a \ L'7

.4_7_ll_;)_4-l+(-</'-2- 1+2 + 2+ 2+ 1), Q
l(w/^(7+I.V-(v- + 7 + l)

(4:^).

y«=0, X = >;..
='/-•'=: =;>(!-/,) (44),

,- „ - '/'• + 7-^ + <»-! + v/Q
^ -^^'- :27(7+l)^'

(45).

(46),

\ (S)0 /
-

:^ U — /y/

V (^0 /
'' z\ Oil

(fi)0

«| K' ^ ^, ^ 7' + 7- - 27 - 1 + , Q
00

'' - 47(7 + 1)

^ -1 ^(/'— l)^

Tis + 2 2

from the table for ^ — r,. ^ i!).

(48),
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33. u = 22, f= '"

.

The relation I),, = in (21), § 22, i.-ive.s a C, in (/>, e) ; Imt pnttintr

it l)ecomes

(.^ + 1
)- //' + (4,r= + 9.^ + 4) //' - {.r + 2) {?.•" - M - 2) f
+ ,,. (:,. + 2) (x- - 7,r - 2) ?/2 + 4.r' (.*: + 2) ^ - a^'' (.r + 2) = (2),

a C~ in {.r, y) with triple ])oint at the origin ; so putting // = — sx,

^5^1. 4. (2x^ _ 4^- - 3s - 1) ^2^- + (s^ - ^Js' - 3^^ +5x2 + 4^+1) ;r-

- 2 (2,s-i - 4.s^' - 8.S'- - 4.S - 1 ) X. + 4.S- (x + 1 ) = (3),

a cpiartic for a", which can be resohed

[2.s^r2 + (2x3 _ 4,,-2 _ 3., _ 1 ) a, _ 2 (2.S- + 2.s- + 1 )]- =
{
(x - 1 ) x - 2 j^ S (4),

S = 4x(x+1)-+ 1 (5).

Writing it

[2xa:(x2x _ 2x - 1) + (2^ J^ 2s + \) {{s - \) x - 2^^~

r=[{s-l)x-2Y^ (6),

and jjutting

3, , = '-'+-i±-^S

so that, with

(-2x^^ + 2x+l)^ = S, ' = ^^'^^^" (8).

^ = ,(,,_!«) (10).

This is tlie elliptic integral of which the ikosahedron irrationality -q of Kleix is

unity ; it is curious also tliat tliis integral occurs as one of Abel's numerical exercises

{'OEuvres,' 1, p. 142).

Then to connect up with ^ = 11, as in L.M.8., 27, p. 469,

^+'"-^'i-x(5r)-x(r) {y + l) {xy - 2x + 2y)
^ >'

after reduction ; and

VOL. CCIII.—A. 2 X
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-(;;/+ 2) (.'T - 7/) 2„^// + 2

iy+l){xi/-2x + 2,j)' p,, y-.r (13),

where x and y are given in terms of .s by equation ((J4).

Substituting these values of c and ^C in terms of x and ?/ in the expression for

I {v) in (42), § 11, for ju, = 11, we obtain a result applicable to /a = 22, and associated

functions of the Second Stage.

34. The next two cases of /a = 13, 2G and /i = 15, 30 still present analytical

difficulties not yet surmounted, although /x = 'M) could lie treated l)y the trisection

method of § 6, apjilied to ju, = 10.

35. When /x is of the form 4/i, so that

O), +
2r + 1 k + ^^'- + 1kv, /=2'- + i

^ 2n •' 2n

then |-/xv = 2nv is congruent to w,, as in Case TIL, and T (r) is given by

I (v) = --- cos ' ^

2?i

1 .

t:- si

2?i.

-1 + p^,-^ + ... + :

{a - .s)"

+ Q,.s"-= + . . . + Q,,

v/(.-.3)

(CT - .)"
,/(.

o- - .• yS

.'^i
> o- > So > .V > .s'a

Here the degree is halved by putting

so that

and

[ ds _ [ dx

J \/S J \/ X1X2

\li odd

Xj = Co + Cite - x"

= (.ri — x) (.Xo + a;)

X2 = Co - C,x - x^

= (.Ti + X) {X. — X)

^jj. even

Xi = Co + C^x + a;-

= {x, + a;) (a-. + ..•)

JVo ^^ Cq — (^^X -\- X"

= (-t'l - a^) (% - ''*^)

and puttin c

s.. = (.s-i
- .s-3) dir./'K' = a-i- dnV'K'

(1)>

(2),

(3).

(4),

(5),

(G),

(7),

(8),

{^J)>
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and

V{v) = x,yMfW (10),

T/„^_r' -T'(")(8-.^'') + iv/-2 dx

Thus for the vector o\' the correspoiuhiig herpolhode

M
Jl

= v/(S - a;^'), .1; = xosn (K - ?/<<) (12),

M^.<"--" = {(R„ + R,r + ...) v/^Xi + ^(K, - 11,^ + ...)yiXJ^ (13),

and in the associated hodogniph descrihed by the axis of a top

lM^sin6'e''"-^>'

= {(A„+ A,a-+...A,„_iX^''->)v/iXi+ i(A,-A,,x+...-A,,,_i^;^''-')yiX,}' (14).

36. With /x = 47(,, the resolution of T into factors for tlie splierical catenary must

be such that Tj and Tg are quadratics in t^ ; and thus

T, = -
JA-
- 1 ± 2

^J;
-

J^
+ (/,• + 1)^-^1 (15),

T,= |/.+ I

±2//J^
+
J^+(/.-

L)r^| (16),

T, = - (/: - 1 )^ + 2 (2 ^
-

J
- /-^ + 1

)
^^ - {k + 1)^ f

^
(1 7),

T,= (/:+ l)^-2^2^+J-/:^+ \)t'-Y{1c- Vft' (18).

2 N 2
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37. The sinijilcst oases may l)e cited before proceeding to tlie general tlieory.

M=4, r = K + iKV (1),

= cosi^^
._,(/_ ,]^

^=smi/y/^
T(„-_7,2)~^ (2);

and in the associated dynamical applications

M
J
= ./(/^ - •'''').

•^' = '^«'i (K - mi) (3),

M ^ e""-->' = v/Hl - '^) ('^ + ^^•) + ^' v4 (l" + ^) (f - .t) (4),

reducing to HALriiEN's algebraical berpolhode when the secular term j't is cancelled

by putting ]) = 0.

In tlie associated motion of the top (' Annals of Mathematics,' vol. 5)

PI- sin 6e""-'''' = (j^-'^ - " -.r)^ % (l - .r) (k + ,v)

+ i (p _ L^ + ,) y 1 (1 -rxH^--7-) (5).

[d +K)..^y], y=f^"^ (6),

But the quadric transformation

, _ (1 — <<)'' — ^„ r, 1 .4_ ^1 ,„/ ,,1 ^, ^ 2^/.

K — .r-

makes

thus ejecting the identitication with the result, p. 147, ' GEuvres,' 2. Avhen the sign of

Abet;s R is changed so as to obtain the circular form.

For the division-values

s„.U<:'=\/ ^ , cniK'= \/, *"
, dnJlv'=.VK (8);

zniK' = zdiK' = Hl - 4 zsiK'= -zciK' = i(l + k) {'.));

eo " -^'k-
' WO " 2'K' ' HK' 2'(l + 'c)' ^

''
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38. /x = 8, r= K + '-' KV,

= o-'-^-8^^c+^/Hl-.'')('c-^ (I),

where the octalieth-on iinitionality o = ^/k is given in terms ot'a by

unchanged l)y the suljstitution (a, — ), which interchanges /"= ^ and |.

Also, in the region ^ /2 > a > ^ /2 — 1 , /= -},

S =
^'+"ll'-"^

= du^iK' (3),

P(,)^(l + 2^^ + ^-)(-l.+ 2^L+^^,^^K' (4)
16a"

Q (,,) = 1 y_ V = (^ + ^0- (1 - "'') (- 1 4- 2a + a2)

IGa/

= /<'^^snJ:K'cn:i-K'dnJ-K' (5).

The I'psult is obtained by putting

.(,,)_. (4.) = .., « = "'/^;;'^ (3=1 (0);

and the values of.s-,, .s^, x,, are rationalised l)y putting

To iKiniialisc (he results, a lioniogeneity factor M is introduce.l, such tliat

The division-values are shown in tabuliir Ibrui, and the numerical test of

"^ = i {\^^ ~ ' ) ''^ recpiircd for jx = 15.
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Region.
A. B. C.

>«> v/2+ 1.
! v/2 + l>«>I. I>a>y2-l.

4a

(1- ^r + <')

4o3

(1 + 2a + 3a^)(- 1 + 2rt + a^)

16rr

(3 — 2a + g-)
(
— 1 + 2a + a-)

16a2

a"(l + «)»(! -,/).^

a^{l + ay'{l -ay-
(l + n-y {- I + 2a + aj

-sc-fK

-ncUK

^zsfK
K

1 ITT
K

HfK
HK

HiJK
HK

f")iK

HK

v/5 +

- cs- 1 K

- cs- f K

- du i K

zsiK

zs^K

zniK

H-IK
HK

HfK
HK

©0

i(v/5 + l)

dn-^K

dn^fK

dulK

zn^K

zufK

zn i K

H^K
HK

B|K
HK

HiK
@0
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D. E. F.
i

G.

v/2- 1 >«>0. > « > - y2 + 1 . -x/2+ I >a> - 1. - l>r/> -^2- I.

1

k'

nd-fK

nd 1 K

, zn 4 K
/c

K

-,zniK

efK
HK

HK

©iK
@K

v/5-2

-sc^fK

-ndiK

--\zsfK

-\zslK

-,znlK

HiK
HK

HfK
HK

BiK
©K

x/5 + 2

-cs^fK

— cs^ ^ K

- dn 1 K

-zsfK

-zsiK

zniK

HfK
HK

HiK
HK

eiK
©K

-{x/5-1)

dn2|K

dn^J-K

(111 IK

- zn J K

-zniK

zuiK

©f K
HK

©iK
HK

©IK
©0

-i(x/5 + l)

H.
y2-i>o>.

1

k'

iid-fK

nd'^K

ndiK

\ zu i K

\znfK

izn.K

©iK
HK

@fK
HK

©|K
©K

^5-2
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3[}. Abel's ibrm in ' CKuvres,' 1, p. 142, 2, p. IGO, for n = 2 becomes the same

as in 2, p. 148, by replacing his x-{-^a by x, his a by 2 ((/ + </'), and J> Ijy

-1(7-'/?-
But now In our n<it;iti<>n for /x = 8, ecjnation (14) § 25 becomes

Z, = [z+ m (1 - in)\- - (1 - 2m)=2 (1) ;

and putting

^ -\- ft
^

ail — a) . „ I o -^ / — 1 + 2o + fr\- , ,

1 + -za - <r 1 + -la - a-
^

1 + 2a — a~ ) ^
'

and replacing z by ^ , where M = 1 + 2rf — rr, the roots of Z = ZjZ^ = are

2o = ( 1 + «)-,
2i
= rt" ( 1 + a)\ :, = ( 1 - «)-, :3 = fr ( 1 - a-)- (3).

A quadric transformation is required in Abel's result to obtain our I (r), namely,

witli the S above, and the sign of Z^ changed to obtain the circular form.

_ (1 + af (
1 - a) {I -X-

2 ^ (1 + «') (-l + 2a + a-) S

h — x^

„ _ (1 4i_«'') (- 1 + 2a + a^) K^

8 — £C-

4^3(1 -a''f{K--x^)
8 — a;-

(4),

(6).

(7),

and

[0 — X
)

z, = (., _ =) (z, -=) = (' +A''')^ (- 'J^l + »:)is-
(9),

so that v^Zj is rational.

Afterwards the degree is halved, as Abel'.s integral is 2l (v).

A similar quadric trausformation and halving of degree will be required for all

even values of Abel's n, to reduce his results to our form, involving heavy algebraical

work.

Abel's integral (' CEuvres,' 2, p. 148), changed into the circular form, can be utilised

for the construction of an algebraical orl)it described under the central attraction

(10),
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in the form

N cos 2^ = (n + 7 + 2r/') y{n"- + 2qu - r/'- - 2<j,/') (11),

N sin 26 = {n + 2v + ,/') ^/{- '«'' - 'W" + •-^'/v' + ^j") (12),

N'^ = ('/-'/)'' ('/ + '/) (13),

so that the condition

U ^ (vr- + 2,/n - if - 2,j</) ( - n' - 2q'u + 2q(f + 7'^) (15),

is satisfied by taking

£ = -'/-v'> ^, = 'f + ^'\ ;)' = -3</y'(c/ + </')

p = '/'/('/ + 'V)(--^'/ + 7') (16).

A degenerate circular orbit u — q is obtained by taking

q + <l'
= 0, /A = 0, /a,, = 0, H = 2q-}r,

V=.lr<f, ^^ = /r<f (17).

But the integral in ' (Euvres,' 2, ]). 147, putting .r + u — n, recjuires /x = 0. |U,, = 0,

so that we merely obtain a conic for P = fx^r.

40. /.= 12, r=K+ ^^•;'-'^K'/, ./ = iorf.

yiXi

w,,)^f'-P(^')(S-.*") + Q(^) dx_
^^ J, ,( + ,,i + ,(:i _ .f^ v/XiX.

= i cos-i 1 + « + «- + (1 - «) x-x
^

{a -\- d~ -\- d^ — x^y

= isin-l+« + «'-(^-«)"-"ViX. (1),
(« + a- + a- — :r)'

v ^ - v />

X„ X, = a' (1 + ,c + .y'^) ± A (1 + ")' i^-<') '• - x' (2),

P ('^') = TO (i - <0 (^ + 3'' + ^<r + r,
) = .,•,/.,, /K' (3),

Q (r) = ^ (1 _ ,,i)
(,, + .,- + ,,.'.) = ,r,V'sny-KVn/KMn./ K' (4).

VOL. cell I.—A. 2
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results obtained by putting

^' ^ '
'

(1 - •27/*)(l - 2,// +2//r) ' ' l-2w + 2r/r
^'

M = //*
=• ^- (6).

Treated l)y the triseotion of/x = 4, putting y = in equation (8). § 14,

3/t + (I — H.r) r^ + 6.<--V- — ,/;-^ = U (7),

and }>utting

T. = V(.-3)'
T = -. (10),

so that

6-T,,-3 (11),

and h is tlie equivalfnt of?/ in Klein-Fkicke, ' Modull'unctionen,' 1, p. G88. while

x=-T,,-2 (12),

2t,, + 8 = (r,, + 2)3 = / = (r,, - :5)-^ (13),

u:^'' + r=l (14),

and

(15).

and Gterster's

_ 36 _ 3G
^'2 - ^0 _ c,

- _ .,. _

Also

so that

h =
^^

H- 1 + « (17).

In Kiepert's notation, 'Math. Ann.,' 32, ]). 104.

f, = 1-/^1 ^-^'c. (18).

Putting

A = {] + a-) {I + 4a -\- a-) (19).

the section values are shown in tin- table :

—
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41. Tn the (general case a distiiictidu must he made hetweeii \ fj.
odd or even.

T. ^fj. = 2)1 + \, IX = 8n + 4.

r = K+f'tlK'r, or r = K+/K'i, /= f '
+ ^, (l):

in-\- 2 in + 2

X, = C, + 20,^ - x"- = (,r, - x) (x, + x) (2),

X, = Co - 2C,.r - .x2 = (x, + .-r) (,t„ - x) (3),

Xj = KX^ (4),

Co = y(si - s,) (s, - s,) = .s- (2. + 1 ) r - .s- («,) (5),

20, = ,/{s, - .s-3) - /k, - .:,) = 2P (2n + 1) r (6),

2CoCi = i i9' (2m + 1) r = Q (2/. + l) v (7),

C-^T = |;
= iM4r (8),

where o denotes the octahedron irrationahty ^/k ; so that if the expressions are

normalised by the homogeneity factor M = y/G^,

X„ X. = 1 ± Cx - X-, C = ^ - o (9),

.T, = , ,r., = 0, X = osu(K — mt) (10);

Si - Sg S, - S,
• y(s, - S3) M

Now
P('0^._.c^^Q('-)

,/x,x,

2n +1 (D - .f2)'

1 • _i Ro + Ri^- + • • • H- Ro,,^ /Ism v/iX, (12).2n+l (D-.r-)« + 4

Ro=Co = D2" + i,

R,„_i = - ((2n + 1) P (r) - P (2« + 1) .} K,„ R,„ = (- l)",

Q ("} _ KhnfK'cnfK'_dnfK^ , .
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Next putting
a — 7)1

a. — m -\- \

_ m+a^ [a — m -\- \) _ m *a'- I

SO that

e' la - by
1 - c^ 8a6 (ffl- + }r)

^ 1 _ p c* ^ 1 + c* _ y7

2 "^ 1 - c* 2(1 - c+) 2

^ r^,^ + ^fiHi- + ?;+ _ a - //-

8rt?,(rrr + fe^) 2& (l - a)

^ _ (,,: _ //^) [3«2 + «3 _^ (1 _^ 3,,,)
,,o,

8a/>(l - a) (a- + '>-)

o _ ( 1 — 2?/*) "t _ _ 4pa

w- ( I — »?) y/' — 1

^ [a - h') ; :Vr'^ + .r^' + (l + 3a) h-]

2a i\ -J/){a^ + h^)

(14),

^0 — V^i — '^i) l^c — H) — / \3 / \--' I (1^),
(a — wi)-^ (a — ?h)- c* ^ '

and with

8 = ,s(.) -.(«,)=- ^^'^^
(16),

S jmsitive, r' = w, +/(W3, 8 negative, v = fot-y

_ mVl S

a — mc^ c^ \ I

'

so that when normalised hy M = v/G,,, D becomes c? and U,, becomes tr«+i_

In the sequel it is convenient to put

,

_rt — h _ dn/'K' _ o

'^~a + h'~' \> ~dn(l-/)K' (18),

'
h{\ -a) ' ^'+ '

/,(! _„) l-•J^

(21),

(22).

(23),

'^

a {\ - h~) {a- + h^)
^^^''

e _ 1 - (1 + ^') («' - '>') (« + '>')
/25\
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^^,l-4(l-2.n)a_^
(29),

4 (a — m)- ^ '

n3 _ <^'i' _ 9 ,3 1 - 4 (1 - 2m) g - 8«^
' ~ C„ ~ ^ 4a(«-m)

(a^ _ 63)2
-I-

(„3 _ ^3)3 |3„i 4. ^3 ^ (1 _|. 3,() 5.^1

^ 64rr'?)2(a«- /*')

-
(rt- - 6-)3 {3a'2 + a^ + (I + 3(0 b-}

(30),

^1 - [i-af{a-br ^^^^'

-^ ^
" '''' * ' 3^8 + (A» + 6 («+ _ «5) 6+ - (1 + 3«) 6^ - 8a%^ {a^ - !>') ^ ''

1 /i , ,,^, _ 3^" + «" + 6 (a* - a^) /-^ - (1 + 3./) b' + Sa^?)^ (rr^ - />') , .

•1 ^
«
"^ ' ^ 3«8 -I- a» + 6 (a* _ a^) />^ -

( 1 + 3a) // - 8a^¥ {a' - ¥) ^ ''

Thus in the (]iiadric transformation

^^_^^.,r,J,i^-b^r
(35),

i (1 + xf = ^"' + '^'+Gia*- a') b^-{\+ 3«16T
(gg),

D = (a* - h^f [(3«.2 + aJ - (1 + 3«)- />*j (37),

involving- j^owers of ?/ only ; this will be useful in the sequel.
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To cniiiicct up witli the order fi' = Av, -\- 2 = h jx, fleiiotiiif^ y> (/x') by y/,

^^' + ' = .A ^"'^ - ' (*'") ^ (
I
- 2«i + 2//r) ^ - (

I
- ^\,„ + 37n2)

(/--'+ l)e - -J//-' ^ _ 1 +/r (a-/r"f m.

I
(€ - 1 )

y/- I -bK lar + r^ ' - ( 1 + 2«) b* ^ ''

We have found

and proceeding with the series, writing f for y'K',

dn3/_ 1 — r/i
,
_ 1 — />

(40),

(41),

dn(2,-^+l)/^N...,^
(42).

Working tliese out with the assistance of the analysis given subsequently,

dn5/"_ cv' - ( 1 + rf - <() h' -f r^/. (rt - a^ - cv' + 6')

o «" — (1 + '6 — ff-') A' — ub {a — a- — tc" -\- //)

and generally

dn(27-+ 1)/_E,,^, +6F.3,.+,

E,,^, - 6F,,^,

(43),

(44),

where F is a rational function of a and b^, and E deriv.ible from it l)y the substitution

(":)('• ij-

Thus foi-

^ = 8. + 4,
^^"(2n + l)/^

,, F,„„ = () (45).

The results in the sequel give

F. = a' (1 + u — 2(t- — a^) — {<(. + a~ — a" — :5r/*) // — a-b^ (46),

and therefore

E^ = «= _ (3,r' + 'f '
— a'' — a'') //' + (1 + 2a — a" — rt^) b"" (47),

Fy ^ a« (;3 -I-
- 3«- - «•') - :i(t'' (1 + 2« - 2a2 - 2a^) ¥

+ ( 1 + :V^ -f - (>/•' + 04-0- t/') b» + «»?/- (48),
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E,j = ((« + a^' (- 1 + + - (W + + 3a^ + a'') //'

+ 3'r^(2 + 20 — -2(1- — 'f") ('/ — (l + :^'* + U — :i<r) b^- (49),

F,i = A„ + A,// + AJ/ +A3^'- + A^?>i" + A,h-'' (50),

E|, ^ B^ + P,6^ + B.h" + B,/>'- -I- Bi/^i« + B,j6'^" (51),

where the A's are found in § 45 (3), and the B's are derivable by tlie substitution («.-)•

These expressions have been tested by putting

F, = 0, h' = -a + ,r + w- (52),

which makes

E^ = rr (1 - a^f, F^ = a (1 - a-f (53),

Ea = a^ (1 + a)^ (1 - a)\ F^ = tr (1 + a)" ( 1 - a)' (54),

Eu = "^ (1 + ")^ (1 - «)^ E„ = (.' (1 + a)Ml - '0' (55),

and thus verifies

» du3/'~ 1 — // o ~ o
" ~ r( — 6

16<.*(1 + /.)-

(56).

42. ^ = 20, f=^\l^'.

6* = - « + rt'^ h a-^, a3 - ?>^ = rt (1 - cf) (1),

- ( I + <r) (1 + 2(( - 6a- - 2a=* + a^) - 8a-b' ^ "

Cr = ^/^'n/ + '^^;^,, (3),

HX V -(l-«^).^(l + 4a-«^) ^*^'

i
I

^ 4- X r = (1 + "')' (^ + ^'* - *^^*' - ^«' + "')'
L^,\

''U^ / (1 - a^7 (1 + 4a - a-) ^
'''

Now, as in the ' Archiv,' III., 1, p. 75, with the h there replaced by — ^ + ^''

and
7

\ — a

4/B by - 2?'

'
1 — a
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PO-),n_..A_L.Q(")r_p('-)(i)_^.) ,
Q(")

^"^ ~ J.' D - x2 yx,]

X|, X, = 1 ± C.f - x^ (7),

zniK'_ P(5»^) _ i^p _ . /gv

p/.,A_ in _ _2ffl-(i +6) /^Qx

(1 + 3a - a- - tt» - 2a6') («- - ?j-)^

4 (!-«)-&•-
(11)>

QM:.
^

^^
(12),

M3 ya(a-m)

^3v/Co=-5P(.)+P(5.)=-l-^£- = -^-;i' (13).

while Ri and R^ can 1)e calculated and the whole result verified by differentiating (6)

and e(juating coefficients of powers of x.

A change of b into — b will change t' into 9^.

The c em])loyed for |u, = 10 is -^, so that, putting

(l-t).
1 - f^ ^ 7/ - 1 ^ a/
1+ c p' + 1

we find

' - _ i" — ^^~)~ — 1 — 2a — g- 4- 26-

«(r+a)^~ (1 + «)-""

so that, with

.,= r ^«
, A = 46^ (16),

a =^ a (h), a' = a (». — |w) (17)

(KlEPERT, 'Math. Ann.; 32, p. 107), and then, with >i — a,Q,

VOL, CCIII.—A. 2 P
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— ^^—^^
"^^ ~ a^~- 4« - 1

'

..= -^"~-Uc. (18).

Then, in § 28,

\ BO / x'yi, ^ '

43. /x = 28, r = K + ^y~ , r = I, 3, 5, 9, 11, 13.

D; - cN- = (1).

(2).
a ^ N; + D-

A change of h into — b changes i' into 1 3^'.

Now, with 1 — 2)11 = p, pa. = /»-(l — m) ft, B/^ot = (l — /r) (e + l),

D, = ,„>• „ - „,)=
{ „

('-tiy -'~^'^- i"-^) \

= i».'(l - m)'[-if + .(. - I),. + t} (3);

and changing p into — y),

N, = i 7n- (1 - /»)- { - ^y- - e (e - 1) /> + e} (4).

(5).

a/)6(e- l)+^6-/) = (6).

N. + D. ^ € - y
>- ^ «

N, -DJ -e{e-l)p h

Substituting for p and e in terms of a and 6, and cancelling a foctor {a~ — 6^)^,

there results

ah"- + (1 4- a — a- — 3a-^) 6* — a'^ (1 + r( — -lor — a^) = (7),

a quadratic for h^.

To obtain a rational expression for G, we put

a^- 6* = a3(l -a)c2 " (8),

and now the relation (7) becomes

(,,V + «)-^-(l+a)3c2 = (9),
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n-r- + ac + a + c = (10),

^ - 1 - « + x/A^
2r(2

A = (1 + a)' - 4rr ^ (1 - '()(1 + 3n + 4fr) (12)

;

da

v/A

so tliat, witli

a = a{n), ^ = |' ^^ (13),

then
c = a{u-^o>) (14)

(KiEPRRT. ' Math. Ann.,' :12, p. 108).

Tntroihicinj.^ the.se values into {S5), § 41,

1 / 1 _ sV — 128«7( 1 + CT — 2a' — a^) /^^x

'^ U '

~
(1 + «)' (i"- «n7« (1 - «2) + (2 - a + ^2) yA] ^

''

to he compared with the expression for ^., in /j. = 14, L.M.S., 27, \). 440, putting

. = !--«,
l + 2c =

^
(16).

Writing r/ or p' for ^:»j4,

_ ' _ P~ — ^

'^ ~ ^' ~
(e + iT?

_ _ -^^ + (-a^^a^ + a*)b' + (! + «- a~) h* - ah" , .

(l+«)(«-62)V-6+) ^ ^'

and after reduction

(1 +a)-,j- -a,(l + 3a- yA)7

+ 'r(L -a)-a,/A = (18),

or
^o_a(^+ 1)7 +a/ = 0, t = <ii^.i-io^ (19),

to he Interpreted as an eHi[)tic function relation.

Rationalising again

(1 + „)o,^. _ o,,^l + 3,,)^:; + 2.r (I + 'O'/'

+ 2a-(l _a)7-a-(l - a-) = (20),

or arranged in powers of a,

a' -\-2q{q- l)<r + (7' ± G,f + 27- If 27 - l)a-

+27^^(7- L)a+7'=0 (21),

a- + 7(7 - l)a + 7- = ayQ (22),

Q = 47^^ + (7- 1)-' (23),

2 P 2
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44. /.= 36, v = K + '^''+-^~K'i.

The relation

\s{co)-s{Or)y = {s,-s^{s,-s^ (1)

leads to

Ng ^ 1 + Z>

D, I - ^

autl put tin

K-l='/. ^•

(2),

?" + e+l-c^-'=0 (5),

and thereby the superfluous factor cr — Ir is cancelled, and finally

u^b^' + (1 + Sa + - 6a3 + + - rt'^) 6^

^ S{l + -2<t- 2'r - 2^3) a-^ft^ + (3 + - 3a- - «=^) Cf'^ = (6),

a cubic equation for 6^.

Putting as before

«3_6^ = «M1^«) (7),

this relation (G3) becomes

[,.:'. + 2(1- a-) (]- - (1 - af [(2 + a) c- + (1 + aff = (8),

c3 + (1 - <>) (2 + a) (
- + 2 (1 - <r) r + (1 - .0 (1 + «)- = (9),

and putting r = (1 + a) 7.

(1 + a) ,f
- (1 - ^0 (2 + ^0 '/ + --i (1 - ") <2-]-l-a = (10),

and arranged as a quadratic in a,
*

,frr - {<f
-

<f -2q-l) a - (<y + 1 )
(,/- + 7 + 1 ) = ( 1 1 ),

a = t^t- ^^^±±^3 (12),
2q^

Q = ,f.
+ -2v^ + 07 ^ + 107^' + IO7- + 47+1 (13),

as in /J, = li?, § 32 ; and

^ ^ q' + 72 _ 27 - 1 + v/Q (14).

27
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45. /^ = 44, r = K+/K'/, /=2''+^

Hero the relation to be reduced becomes

'> ^ N„ + D„ ^ e [(e - 2)j^ + e] [{e^ - e - I) jf~ + e] • .

Tlie algebraical work has been curried out by Mr. R. H. Macmahox, and he

reduces the relation to a <juintic in b\

A, + A,/>< + A,h^ + A,6'- + AJ/'- + AJr" = (2),

A|, = n^'> (1 — -Zn — .5«- + 2a" + 4a+ + «^),

Ai = «'(- 1+ 2 +!"' + B -19 - lOa^),

Ao = a.'' (—15 — 27+14 +45 +0 — 11 + + 3 + a%
A., = a- (G + 22 + 5 — 40 — 23 + 2G + 5 — 8 — 3a«),

Aj = - 1 - oa - 5<r + <) +13 - 5 - lo + G + 3a^

A- = - a'' (3).

As before, putting

"^-^'' = "[r\riy'
andr = (l+a)c (4),

the relation can be halved in degree, and Iiecomes

c^,,. + ^^ (e + 1) (2c- + 2r + l)n- + (r^ + 3c^ + 6(- + 8c- + 4c + 1) cr

- c- (2c- + 5c + 3) .f - (c + 1
)

' = (5),

a (juartic in « of similar structure to the one in yu, = 22, § 33 (3), and capable of

resolution in a similar manner into

I2chr + (c + 1 )
(2c-^ + 2c + I ).,-(.+ 1

)]-' = (J [(r _ i ) « + (c + 1 )f (6),

C = 4c(c+1)-+1 (7).

Put
2cV + (c+l)(2c^ + 2c+l)a-(.+ l)_

('- - 1 « + (c + 1)
- -^ "- --' ^'^'

and then

..
= 2c+]+/C^^.^^^_^^^

^3^^

if

c = c(.), « = f t. (10);

and

,.,. _ cV- + {c' + 3c + 1 ) a + c ^. 1 , ."'-
(c-l). + (c+l) ^''^'

a relation which re([uires interpretation, coiniecting c, ;r, and u, elliptic functions of ii.
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Tt is now possible theoretically to determine the coefficients in

J,, \ M ^ '^ M^ dx

= 1 COS- ^ + R^±,^,-hR^^^ ^TX^
11 (8 — X-)

''

-11^"^ (S-.r-^)V ^2^2 (12),

and to construct an algebraical herpolhode and associated top motion complete in

44 branches.

This is as far as we can go at present, as the next cases of ^u. = 52 and 60 must

await the solution of /j. = 26 and 30, not yet accomplished.

46.11. iix = 2n, ix = Sn, v = K+fK'i, /= ^'" + ^

Xi = C„ + C'lX + X-' = (.I'l + x) {x, + x) (1),

X, = Co - C\x + X- = {x, - x) {x, - x) (2),

Co = s (oj) - s {2nv) = ^{s^ — s^ . s, - .s',) (3),

C, = ,/(.! - .3) + ,/(., - .3) = 2P (2. r) (4),

CoCi = ^ip' (2%r) = Q {2nv) (5),

{i + or = ^i = c^ (6),

and uoimalised by M = y/^'u'

X„ X.J = 1 ± Cx + a-, a'l = i, .To = o (7),

X = osn (K - mt), ^'f^' = [j (8),

(9).

'^''^-jr h-x'' y(XiX,)

— ^
".in-'

-^^ ~ -^1^ + • • • + R^-2i«^"~^ — R2„-]a;'"~^ yj^-ir ,,„x

-27i'"' (D-x-7' ^^^- ^^"^

zn/K' ^ Pir)
M

and the associated intee'ral
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V = l>-'", R--: -^ - ['-^'iP (") + P (•^«-'')] Ti^-i. P\'"-i -^ (- '

)"
(11).

l^r^
=

(}.
- ^') sn/K'cn./-K' dn/K' (12).

Tn this case IT. put
(a — m) (a — «i + 1) = aV<,^ (13),

then

n .1 rn*ahl* ^i '^ r / \ / -. \-
^'.- = («_^,)-.'

c, = -[.^H-.s'(2")j

8 = ,s (r) — s{w^) = (positive) (15).

Now, with

and the relation (13) hecomes

(1 + 2bf - a*'
'" "' ~ 4 (1 + 2?))2 - a*

p ^P^ _ 1 - «*

;,3 _(i-«^)r(i + 26)^^
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.-Bo-e».).=[;;*|!::: (27).

We now find, as in Sj 41, writing /' for fK',

dn-f _ cr — S3 _ 1 /in _ ,\

" ^0

_ s/l +a^ v/26 + 1 - g^ - \/l^^a^ a/26 + 1 + a^
~

v/l + a" x/2F+ 1 - a^ + \/l —a^x/2h + l +a^

dn/_ x/r-Ta- v/2fo + 1 - a- - a/1 ^ct^ \/26 +T+^
o

~~ 2a^b

and then, from the relation

dn (27t + 1) f _ No„^,

dn/ "-D,,;,

writing c for i.r, and putting

dn3/^ {h + c) yB, - (6 - c) ySo
o 2 (/; + 1) k/Fc

(28),

(29),

(30),

{l + c)(26+l-.) = B,, (1 _,-)(2/.+ l+c) = B, (31),

(32),

(33),

(34),

dno/^ (!'_- /re - ?;c^ + c) ^B, - {!/ + 6^V - hc~ - c) y/B
,

o 2{¥ -b- -h-\-c-)ybc

dn7/^ E,yBi - F,yB,
„ 2 {(62 _ 1) (6* - c2) + 6 {¥ - C-) (26- - 1 - r-)} v/6c

E^ = Z/' + 26\- - 6'c- - (• (3 + (•-) 6« - ¥c- + c (1 + c^) 6 + c+

and Fy is obtained from E^ by changing c into — r.

47. /^ = 16, V = K +/K'/, /= !• 3' 5J,

and now the condition

.• (a>) - .s (4r) = y (s, - .3,. s, - S,) = Co (l)

reduces to

a = 6 (2),
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1 '

i + o = C = i (6 -
Ij

(3),

(4),2¥

I (r) = i- cos 1 p _ ^,..n, - v/ ¥ Xi,

,
• _ 1 Ra — R,.* + Ro«" — *^ / 1 V /c\

Xi,X,= l±i(/>-^j'x + a;^ (7),

R„ = D- (8),

J
- 6« + - 4 - 4 - 2 + 4 + 6 + 4 + 1- (6+ lf\

_ \ ^]j^ -h^-h -l)^{W--l)(¥- 26-1) J .„.

II
- _ 26 + l+(6 + l)v/(6*- 1) (6^- - 26 - I) .10)

P(.) ^zn/K'^ 4 (6+ l)v/ (6' -!)(//- 26-1)- (6-^ + 26 + 3) (/r- 26-1) ,^^.

M o 166-

Q {v) _ (& + l) v/(6*-l)(6^^^W-^l ) j^
, ^.^

Bisection torimilas for /x = 8 in the region v = 5 K'i will lead to the same results,

with rtg = a,

1 ^ s/l)^^~2b - 1- /6^-26 -1
^^^

¥ = 1±^„ (15),
a — a-'

having the substitution

(>.-•), ('-,-[) (.6).

Hence the following table of section-values for /a = 16, holding in tlie region

0° > 6 > v/2 + 1 ; tested numerically by 6 •= />^+-^ V, = i,
/c = |, as on p. 278,

region C :

—

VOL. CCIII.—A. 2 Q
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7.(^ +

h'+l± yib* - 6&2 + I)

2^/26

y{¥ + 2 y26 + 1) ± y{¥ - 2 ^/2h + 1)

2 ^-2 ^h
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[4 {h- 1 ) v///'- 1 + (:3//^-26+ 1
) v/?/--2l)- 1]

^^^^\4{h-\)yh^-\-{l^lr-2b+l)yir-2h-l]

yfc2-26-l
166*

[4(6+l)x///-l-(62+ 2Z>+ 3)v/6^-2?>-l]

„, r(6 + 1) y/fc^ - 1 + V{h' +v,W- 26 - 1)T
I 26' J

(J)
_ 1)7 (7; + 1)15 (^2 _ 2h - If {Ir + 1)«

= (y^-'vf^+\f

zn
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and now

n
~ 2a\/a — a^ _j_ ((3

(10).

In Kiepert's notation (' Math. Ann.,' 32. p. ^1C^),

Ti-eatino; /u. = 24 by the trisection method of § 14 applied to /t = 8, we put

x = 2(l-2c), ^ = ^^If^ ^+l = \l;f (12);

so that, putting t = z"p in the equation (8), § 14, it may be written

i.+") 42= (1-^)^ 4(/.+ l>' ^ ''

To agree with the notation in Klein-Fp.icke, ' Modul-Functioneu,' 1, p. 688, put

P + l=i?/ (1^)'

X (X _ 1) - (^ - r)' (1 - ?/) =. (8+J^D^i (16),^('^ 1^
-

256/ 256(1 -a;»)3 ^ ^'

x^ + f = l (17);

and denoting the teiralu'dron-irratioiiality hj f,

^ - _3.r- ' ^^^ ^ 3' (2/-^- 1)
^ '

.,'=-T„-2, 2/ = ^10 -3 (19).

2t, + 8 = (r„ + 2)3 = - x^ 2r, + 9 = (t„ - S)'^ = f (20) ;

and Gierstee's T|o (' Math. Ann.,' 14) is given by

36
(21).

• '^ r - 9 - a-^ - 8

So also /i = 48 can be discussed by a trisection of /x = 16, by putting

(i + „).=i(i-„Y=(''->»;f+^) (22).
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49. fji
= :32, r -= K +./-KV, /= i-A^.^^i.i :) i 5

_

\s{oA- s{Hr}l = (1

id tliis leads to

/83 - (I + 2m - 2vr) /3~ + 4 {m - vr) /S - {m - 7a')

- ^ (^ - 1) (^ - 1 + 2m - '2///2) a = (2),

m-,,^= /:J(/3-l)[^(l-a) + ..]

2^-'(l +rO---^V^(2 + 'f)+l

so that

a C|; in (rt, ?>).

Put h = «e,

a quadratic in <

h[l + .ih)

(1 +6)(l Jr -ih - Ir + 2<ih)

2,/c

2

4t;'

IV

(3),

(1 +'^^){(1 +26)--aH
-

( 1 + 6)- (1 + :^6 - h- + 2a?.) = (4),

//I + 2«//'' - a («* -f 1) ?, _ r(i =
(5),

a+c - (c'' + 2c-' + + - 1) a- + c = (G),

,.+ l^^^c* +1^^^ + + 0-1 _

^^^^

;„+lj^(-+l)(c^+2c-l)
^^^^

'_iy = 0'+l);0-I)
(,),

'

(10),

v/^' (11),

(12),

+-H-:/ (13).
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as in /i = 16, so that the bisection formulas can ])e carried one stage further.

We find now

dn i-K'^ V [^ + y(c'+l)(rT2c- 1)J" A^r ~ {^±l)V^^'l\
,^5)

50. tJL = AO, V = K+fK'i, /^"'"^^ ^ 1,3,7,9,11.13,17.19

20 '
2°

The relation

[,.(..)-..(lOr)]= = (..,-.3) (..,-.3) (1)

leads to

Nio + rtDio =
'

(2),

or putting tn — in" = n,

(1 - 4«)y8+- 2(2 - 7w)y83+ 2(3- lln+ 2>r)/S- - (4 - 17» + 10/r)/3+ 1 - 5ft+ 5n-

+ a{P^ - ,8 + n)[(l - 4«)^-^ - (1 - ^'») fi - "] = (3).

"With ^ ~ f\ '
^^^ arranged in powers of n,

{h + \)~ [5¥ - 1 - a (6- - 46 - 1)] ir

- [5P + 3h~ -\-h - I + 2a {2b + 1)] hn

+ Ir {b' + «) = U (4),

and with

b _(l -\- 2bf — a*

n ~ (1 + 6)

this becomes

(5)

(/. + 1)^ lbb"~ - 1 - a (/>2 - 4?> - 1)]

- (6 + 1) [5^3 4. 3/,2 _j_ ^ _ 1 _!_ 2a (3?> + 1)] [(2Z* + 1)" - a+]

+ {b- + a) [(26 + 1)^ - a'J = (6).

A factor 1 — a may be cancelled and

66 + .
6' + A26* + Aa^'' + k^¥ + 06

- «* (1 + o + a- 4- «^ + «*) = (7).

Aj = 3a (1 + a + a'-), A3 = 0, A^ = — a ( 1 + a + a- — a}' + a+ + a-' + a'') (8).
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Put h = ac,

c« + 3 f
i + 1 + a) c+

Put i + a = «,

^3 ^ 1 - 52 - 2^ + g3 + VZ
(1 + Zf

«-2 = VZ(v/Z+ 1)

(1 -=)(!+#

,_ i(;,/Z(yz+i)-^_/i V

C2 = (342\/Z (l_+_^D( l + 2e-6.^- 223 -^^) - S^V^
(1- 22)5(1 + 42-22)

^ 642\/Z
(I + .3) (1 + 22 - 62^- 223 _,_ -4) _,_ 8,3^2

as ill (2), § 42, for /a = 20.

(9)-

- (fi + t^ -2t-3)c" -t^ -t+ \ =0 (10).
Put c^ = X — 1

,

.r^ + 3tx^ - t (f^ -\- t -\- 4) X + t"" = (11).
Put a; = yt,

tif + 3^/ - (?,^ + ; + 4) y + « = (12).

Put

^ = J + J
(13).

(15),

(16),

(17),

. + 2= 4(s/Z+l)
^-^

(l-.)(l+..)3 (18)>

(19).

(20),
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To connect up the results, /a = 20 and 40,

s{w)-s{2r) ^
^ '

(22),

are equal, so that

«., = ^^ + ^ = ^'- + ^ (23),

and thus, Avith a.,Q = a, ?>.,,, = h,

a2 _ Z,2
- 2

<-

(1 _ 2) (1 + 2)2

^
^-'*>'

^2 = v/Z (25).

_ 1

'^20 — ~
2- in

(26)

(KiEP^RT, 'Math. Ann.,' 32, p. 119), and the preceding results are thus merely

bisection formulas for jx = 20.

We arrive at the conclusion that it is the ijuotient of two theta functions,

9u and (u — v), with constant phase difference v, which is required in dynamical

application, the functions a, /3, y, S for instance employed by Klein in top-motion
;

but the separate theta function 6u has no mechanical interest.

This quotient, qualified by the constant factors ^0 and 0v, is an elliptic function

of u when v is a half-period, dn u for instance when v is the half-period K, and the

quotient is the ju."' root of an algebraical function of the elliptic functions of u

when V is an aliquot ju,"' part of a period ; in this way we express the result of Abel's

pseudo -elliptic integral.

The formation of this algebraical function lor the simplest values of /a has been our

chief object, and in the course of the work the ellipsotomic problem has been carried

out of the determination of the Division-Values of the Elliptic Function.

Tlie Transformation problem may be considered solved at the same time by means

of symmetric functions of the division-values ; but as Transformation has no

dynamical utility, it has not been developed in this memoir.
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X. On the 7?rsisfanc(' ntid Elcclroiiiolirc Forces oj llic Electric Arc.

B;/ W. DUDDKLL, Wh.Sc.

Communicated t>y Professor W. E. Ayrton, F.RS.

Received and Koad June 20, 1901,—Received in revised foini Octolier 2, 1003.

[Plate 2.]

Since Davy's discovery of the electric arc, a century ago, down to the present time,

the nature of the physical processes going on in it, and the mechanism by which it

conducts electricity, have been the subject of almost uninterrupted discussion and

experiment. In order to explain the fact that the equation connecting P.D. current

and length appears to contain a large practically constant term, experimenters have

assumed that the arc possesses resistance and E.M.F., though which of the two is the

more important in obstructing the flow of the current, or whether both must be

considered, has been, and is still, a matter of controversy, the settlement of which, it

is hoped, will be furtliered by the experimental results described in this communi-

cation.

A priori it is highly probable th.at the resistance and E.M.F.'s of the electric arc,

if they exist, will be functions of the current ; it is therefore necessary to first

consider the definitions of these quantities, as it will largely depend on the definitions

adopted whether the arc can be said to possess a resistance, an E.M.F., or neither.

The ordinary text-book definitions of resistance and E.M.F. generally start with the

assumption that they are constant quantities independent of the current flowing, and

tlieii' possible variation is generally developed as a secondary effect due to the current

altering the state or nature of the body or apparatus considered, these alterations in

the state being the primary cause in the change in resistance and E.M.F. observed.

There is much experimental evidence to support the view that when a steady

current. A, flows through cm;/ conducting apparatus, the potential difference, V,

between its terminals can be written V = E -|- llA when E and R, the E.M.F. and

the resistance, only depend on the nature, state and movement of the apparatus, and

are not directly functions of the current A or the potential V ; so that the equation

connecting the P.D. and current for any apjiaratus luider 2>">'fi'<-'tti/ coxstmU conditions

VOL. coin.—A 3G8. 2 k 9.8.04
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only contains the current raised to the powers and 1 , and the coefficients of

terms are considered as constant specific properties of the conducting apparatus under

the given conditions. It is, however, quite conceivable that conductors might exist

for which the equation might contain other powers of the current, and in this case

their coefficients would be equally justly considered as specific properties of the

conductor for which at present no names exist. Is the arc such a conductor ?

On the assumption that ichen the conditions are maintained constant the P.D. can

be represented by an equation of the form V = E + RA, for aU values of the current,

then the power spent or furnished by the apparatus VA = EA + RA^, that is, it

consists of two parts^—the one depending on A'^, and therefore irreversible, so that the

sign of the power does not change with change of sign of the current, and the other

depending on the first power of the current, and therefore a reversible phenomenon,

so that if the apparatus absorbs energy when the current flows in one direction, it

will give back energy when the current flows in the opposite direction.

This idea of distinguishing E.M.F.'s from resistances, according to whether the

dissipation or absorption of energy is a reversible or irreversible phenomenon, is by

no means new, as it underlies the" views expressed by Professor Fitzgerald* and

GRAYt in the letters they contributed to the ' Electrician ' in the discussion of

Messrs. Frith and Rodgers' paper,J and has also been suggested by Professor

S. P. Thompson. It seems to afibrd a satisfactory basis for a definition of resistance

and E.M.F.. wliieh will he adopted in this communication.

Definition..

Suppose any apparatus under any given set of conditions, through which a certain

current is flowing, and that it is required to determine its resistance and E.M.F.

under these particular conditions and for this particular current. The energy

transferred electrically between the source and the apparatus can be divided into two

parts : the one an irreversible part, so that if the direction of the current be conceived

reversed the direction of the transfer of energy remains unchanged, and the other a

reversible part. If it be found that the irreversible transfer of energy is proportional

to the square of the current, and the reversible to the fu'st power of the current,

when in some way or other perfect constancy is maintained in all the conditions of

the apparatus, such as the size, shape, nature, temperature, temperature gradients,

relative movements, &c., of the different parts of the apparatus which are existing

with the particular current and under the given set of conditions, then the irreversible

rate of transfer of energy divided by the square of the current will be defined as the

resistance, and the reversible rate of transfer of energy divided by the first power of

* 'The Electrician,' 1896, vol. 37, pp. 386, 489.

t 'The Electriciiin,' 1896, vol. 37, p. 452.

\ 'Proc. Phys. Soc.,' 1896, vol. 14, p. 307.
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the current will be defined as the E.M.F, of the apparatus, under the given set of

conditions and for that particular current which was initially supposed to be flowing.

In this definition the qualification, " if the irreversible transfer of energy is

proportional to the square of the current and the reversible to the first power of the

current," predetermines that the apparatus must obey Ohm's law over whatever

range it may be possible to vary the current rvithout in any ivay changing the slate of

the apparatus, in order that it can be said to have a resistance at all. If, however,

the qualification is in any case not fulfilled, it will become necessary to consider the

terms in the conceivable equation between V and A other than those in which A
occurs to the powers or 1

.

So far nothing has been said of the signs which the two quantities resistance and

E.M.F. can have, as their signs are more or less a matter of convention. If we call a

current flowing round the circuit in the same direction as the E.M.F. of the source

would tend to make it flow a + current, and a transfer of energy from the source to

the apparatus a + transfer of energy, then their signs are determined and agree with

ordinary practice, so that the resistance and the E.M.F. of the apparatus which

oppose the flow of the current will have + signs. It is to be noticed, however, that

this definition does not preclude in any way the possible existence of a negative

resistance ; for if, instead of an irreversible transfer of energj^ from the source to the

apparatus, proportional to the square of the current, there were found (the conditions

of the apparatus being, of course, maintained constant as before) to be a transfer in

the opposite direction, i.e., from the apparatus to the source, then the coefficient of A^

would have to be negative, so that in this case the apparatus would possess a true

negative resistance. Although in what follows it will be shown that this is not the

case with the arc, it is as well to draw attention to the matter, as a considerable part

of the controversy on the negative resistance of the arc under certain conditions arose

from some of those who took part defining resistance as an essentially positive

qufintity, and then trying to jjrove that it could not be negative in the case of

the arc.

A single value of V corresponding to a single value of A is evidently not suflicient

to detern:ine whether any conductor fulfils the above definition of resistance and

E.M.F. To determine this the current must be varied over some range, 8A, and in

such a manner that the conditions of the conductor remain unchanged, and a series

of observations must be made within this range.

The essential stipulation, that the test must not alter the body tested, is the main

difficulty in the experiments on the resistance and E.M.F.'s of the arc. For it is well

known that, corresponding with each steady value of the current, the size and

configuration of the vapour column and craters are different in spite of the fact that

the length, the nature of the electrodes, and the other conditions may be kept

constant, so that the arcs corresponding with any two dift'ereut steady values of the

current, however nearly equal they may be, are really two distinct and difl'eient

2 K 2
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phenomena. Therefore all methods which depend on the steady change SV in the

potential diflPerence V produced by a given steady change 8A in the current A, that

is to say, which depend on an excursion on the steady curve between V and A,

however small it may be, simply measure the difference between the P.D.'s required

to maintain an arc with a current A and a distinct and different arc with a current

A ± SA, which is evidently no measure of either the resistance of the arc with

current A or with A ± SA.

If the measuring current SA is only applied for a short time St, it is necessary that

the energy supplied to or removed by it shall be so small as not to appreciably alter

the thermal conditions of the very small mass of gaseous and other material which is

taking part in the conduction of the current. How extremely short the time that

may elapse is will appear later ; for the present it is sufficient to point out that it

has been found that even in
^^ ^^^ second a change of 3 per cent, in the arc current

has appreciably altered the thermal conditions and the light emitted by the arc*

It thus appears that the only available methods of experimentally determining the

resistance and E.M.F. of the arc must be based on making the necessary change in

the main current, i.e., the measuring current, as small as possible, and on completing

the test so soon after making this change that none of the conditions of the arc will

have had time to appreciably alter before it is completed.

The first method tried consisted in sending the oscillatory discharge from a

condenser through the arc, and i-ecording by means of an oscillograph the variations

in the P.D. between the terminals of the arc and in the current through it. If the

frequency of the oscillatory discharge can be made so high that the conditions of the

arc are not in any way altered by it, then the wave-forms of the oscillatory part of

the P.D. and current will be similar curves and in phase if the arc possesses a true

resistance. This was not found to be the case with the oscillations used, which had

frequencies up to 5000 -^ per second, the current oscillation always lagging behind

the P.D. oscillation.

At low frequencies and with solid carbon electrodes the oscillations were 180° out

of phase, and this difference was gradually reduced with increase in frequency to

below 90° at 5000 -^ per second, and there were indications that this lag would

finally disappear if a much higher frequency were used, so that the conditions of the

arc were not altered by the oscillations.

A large number of experiments, some of winch have been published in a paperf

before the Institution of Electrical Engineers, were made to determine the efiect of

small rapid variations in current on the conditions of the arc itself The conclusion

drawn from the above experiments was that a very much higher frequency than

5000 -^ per second was necessary in order that the arc might not be affected by the

measuring current.

* 'Journal of the Institution of Electrical Engineers,' 1901, vol. 30, p. 236.

t Ibid.
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Owing to various reasons, the above method was not suitaljle fnr these higher

frequencies
; consequently a new method was devised similar to that used by-

Messrs. Fbith and Rodgers,* based on the R.M.S. values of the superimposed P.D.

and current, and not on the instantaneous values of these quantities, with this

difference from Messrs. Frith and Rodgers' method, that there was a criterion, when
a result was obtained, as to whether the arc was behaving like an ordinary resistance

or not.

Basis of Method Adopted.

( 'oiisider any ajiparatus A, fig. 1. wliich may have resistance and E.M.F. but no

self-induction or capacity, through which a steady direct current may Ije flowing, and

Fig. L

let there be mixed with the direct current an alternating testing current of R.M.S.

value C
Let Va be the R.M.S. value of the alternating part of the P.D. between the

terminals of A, and let iv and c be the instantaneous values of these latter quantities.

The Impedance of the apparatus A = \/(rp
J

'\~ dt\ i \/ Lf, [
c- dt)=YJC = l^.

Suppose that the frequency of the alternating current can be made such that the

conditions of the apparatus are not in any way changed by the alternating current,

then if the apparatus has a true resistance it will be a constant, so that the

instantaneous values i\ and c will have a constant ratio. I.e., will obey Ohm's law.

Then the wave-forms of V^ and C will be similar curves and In phase, and the true

resistance of the apparatus = vjc = Va/C = Ia.

A criterion is now required that Ca and c do obey Ohm's law, an*d this Is supplied

by the power-factor of the apparatus A, the power-factor being defined as

t--'^l^^a''"'^^/^'rM
For it can be proved that the necessary and sufficient condition that the power-

factor may be unity Is that the wave-forms of Va and C are similar curves and in

phase, so that i\^ and c obey Ohm's law.

Therefore if, when the current and its frequency are such that the conditions of

the apparatus are not changed, it can be proved that the power-factor of A is unity,

then A has a true resistance numerically equal to Ia. Further, in any apparatus in

* 'I'roc. Phys. Soc.,' 1897, vol. 14, p. 307.
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which the resistance is a function of the conditions, the possibility of obtaining the

]iower-factor unity is a proof of the constancy of the resistance and consequently of

the conditions, so that if the apparatus A is an arc, and if it can be shown that a

sufficiently high value of the frequency can be reached for which the power-factor is

unity, then the conditions of the arc are not being altered by the alternating testing

current, and the arc has a true resistance numerically equal to I\.

It is assumed above that the arc or apparatus A has no self-induction or capacity
;

to prove this it must be shown that not only can tlie frequency be increased till the

power-factor becomes unity, but also that it remains so for a considerable further

increase of frequency.*

Finally, therefore, in order to prove that the arc has a true resistance, and to find

its value, it is necessary to show :—First, that it is possible to find a value of the

frequency of the alternating testing current for which the power-factor of the arc

with respect to this current is unity ; second, that the power-factor remains unity

and the impedance constant even when the frequency is greatly increased above this

value ; third, to determine the value of the impedance of the arc under these

conditions, which will also be its true resistance.

Method of Measuring the Impedance and Power-Factor.

At first sight it would seem as if there were a considerable number of available

methods for accurately measuring these quantities. But the number of methods

becomes exceedingly limited when it is considered that it is necessaiy for the

alternating testing current C to have as small a R.M.S. value as possible (O'l ampere

w-as that generally used in the experiments), and that the effects due to this small

current have to be sorted out when it is mixed with a direct current of 10 amperes

or more. Added to this, to make the difficulties greater, it was finally found

necessaiy to use frequencies up to and even over 100,000 -^ per second. Watt-

meters and dynaoiometers were tried and abandoned, and finally the well-kno^vn

3-voltmeter methodf was adopted.

A non-inductive resistance R was placed in series with the apparatus A (fig. 2),

through both of which the main direct current flowed ; to this direct current there

was added, as before, an alternating measuring current of R.M.S. value C.

Let V,v, Vr, and V be the R.M.S. values of the altei-nating part of the P.D.'s as

shown in fig. 2. The impedance of A is I.\ = V.\/C = RV^/Vk. Power factor of

A Is P^ = (V^ - V,2 _ Vh2)/(2V.,V,).

* It seems possible that the power-factor of a conductor which did not possess self-induction or resistance

in the ordinary sense of these terms might still depart from unity at very high frequencies, owing to the

time taken by the carriers of the electric charge to hand it on Ijecoming comparable with the periodic

time of the testing current.

t See Ayrtok and SrMPNER, ' Koy. Soc. Proc.,' vol. 49, p. 424.
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The two quantities, the impedance and power-factor, are therefore determined in

terms of a resistance E, and three R.M.S. voltages quite independent of any

/ /- "R^-,

^ -. 1-

A

Fig. 2.

assumptions as to the wave-iorm of the alternating testing current. If the same

voltmeter is used to measure each of these voltages, then it will he noticed that the

results only depend on the relative calibration of one instrument, a consideration of

great impox-tance owing to the difficulties in the way of accurate absolute calibration

witli the very liigh frequencies used.

Circuit and Airparatus Used.

In order to measure the impedance and power-factor by the method just considered,

several different arrangements of the circuit were tried ; that finally adopted for the

Fig. 3

experiments is shown dlagrauimatically in fig. 3. Tlie main direct-current circuit

consisted of:

—
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B, a battery of from 50 to 90 accumulators which supplied the direct current to

the arc,

L, a self-induction,

/),, p.2, adjustable resistances,

A, a Weston ammeter which indicated the direct cuirent through the arc,

R, the standard non-inductive resistance, consisting of 12 coils of about 0'5 ohm

each, described later,

?i
and <2, the terminals of the arc lamp,

^3 and t^, terminals which could be moved along R,

I, 2, and 3, mercury cups in a wax block,

/j,/^, andyg, fine fuses in the connections between the above points.

The direct P.D. Ijetween the terminals of the arc lamp (called " P.D. arc lamp")

was measured with a Weston voltmeter (not shown) which was connected between

the points 1 and 2. Tlie same voltmeter, which could be connected between points

2 and 3, gave direct P.D. between the terminals t^ and t^ (called " P.D., R"), from

which the resistance of R was obtained in terms of the readings of the voltmeter and

ammeter, both of which were carefully standardised.

An image of the arc was projected by means of a lens on to a screen, divided and

marked so as to read the actual distance in millimetres between the ends of the

carbons ; this distance is called the " arc length."

The circuit for adding the alternating testing current to the direct current

consisted of:

—

D, a special high-frequency alternator which supplied the testing current, capable

of producing small alternating currents having frequencies up to 120,000 -^

per second,

pg, a variable resistance,

S^ and S3, plug switches,

f^, a fine fuse,

T, an Ayrton and Perry reflecting twisted-strip ammeter, having a sensibility of

400 scale divisions for 0"1 ampere at a scale distance of 1700 divisions

(1 division = ^ inch),

F, a condenser to prevent any direct current from flowing through the alteinator,

the capacity of which was 1 m£ for the frequencies from 120,000 to 50,000 -^

per second ; 2'5 mf. for frequencies from 50,000 to 2000 -^ per second; and

increased up to 15 mf. at 250 -^ per second.

The alternating current supplied to the arc circuit was kept at a constant R.M.S.

value as read on T by means of the adjustable resistance p^ ; this current flowed

through the arc and R in series, and was practically prevented from flowing through

the battery by the self-induction L. At the higher frequencies of from 10,000 to

120,000 ^ per second this self-induction behaved almost like an insulator; at the
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lower frequencies a small percentage of the alternating current flowed round the

battery side of the circuit ; but this did not affect the accuracy of the results, as the

expressions for the impedance and power- factor are independent of the current, so

that it is only necessary to maintain the testing current constant during each test.

The circuit for measuring the alternating part of the P.D. arc lamp V.^, the P.D.

between the terminals of R, Vr, and the P.D. total. V, consisted of :—

-

M, a thermo-galvanometer, whose deflections were practically proportional to the

mean scjuared value of the current through it, and which, though 2:)ractically

non-inductive, gave a deflection of about 500 scale divisions for 1 miUiampere

of alternating current. The deflections of this Instrument were read on the

same scale as those of T, so that l)ot]i could be observed at one time
;

p^, an ordinary resistance box,

k, a key,

S,, a switch, consisting of mercury cups In a Avax block,

G, a condenser which allowed a current due to the alternating part of the P.D. to

flow through M, but prevented any current due to the direct P.D. from

flowing through it,

4 and 5, mercury cups by means of which the measuring circuit could be connected

to either the points 1 and 2 ; 2 and 3 ; or 1 and 3 ; to measure V^.\, Vr, and V
respectively.

The impedance of the measuring circuit, which consists of the thermo-galvanometer

M, the resistance p^, and the condenser G, need not be accurately known, as it is only

the relative values of V^, Va, and V which are required to a high degree of accuracy

and not their absolute values. As the frequency in each experiment was kept

constant to well within 1 per cent., the impedance of the measuring circuit need not

be quite independent of the frequency.

In all arcs neither the direct P.D. nor the current keep quite steady, owing to the

necessity of feeding the carbons together, and to the Impurities, cracks, &c., existing

in them, so that the comparatively slow variations produced must be prevented from

sending any appreciable currents through M ; for this reason the capacity of G was

made as small as compatible with the impedance of the measuring circuit, not

depending too much on the frequency. A standard ^ m£ condenser was used for G
for all frequencies from 120,000 to 10,000 -^ per second Inclusive; down to 3,000

1 m£ was employed, and for all lower frequencies 5 mf. Even under these conditions

it was absolutely essential that the battery B should not be in use for any other

experiments, or spurious currents were obtained through M, and such a thing as the

arc giving a small hiss sent the spot off the scale.

The key k was so arranged that in Its up position the condenser G was always kept

charged to the correct. P. D., so that on depressing it G was neither suddenly charged

nor discharged through M, for owing to the delicate natiu'e of the latter any

VOL. CC'III.—A. 2 8
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considerable sudden change in the P.D. between the armatures of G sent sufficient

current tlirough M to burn it up. Even this precaution did not prevent M from

being burnt up several times, owing to the battery connections being broken or the

arc going out while the key k was depressed.

The switch Sj was to enable M to be completely disconnected when taking its zero,

as it was thought that at these high frequencies, so long as one pole was connected,

there might be a small current flowing into the instrument, due to the capacity of the

instrument with surrounding objects, but this effect was not observed.

Owing to the very high frequencies used, very great care had to be taken in

arranging the circuit so as to avoid self-induction ajid capacity error's in the leads and

connections. All the leads through which the alternating current flows were carefully

twisted and bound together.

To reduce any possible error caused by the lead tj) between the arc and B,, the

drop along which had to be included either with the arc or with R, this lead was

made by twisting together 12 No. 23 double cotton-covered wires, to avoid possible

skin efiects, and its length was reduced to 60 centims. As first constructed, each

wire of the lead tJ) was twisted with the corre.sponding wire of lead t-^a, which was of

the same length and made in the same way, and then the 12 pairs of wires were

twisted together. It was found on testing these leads that at a frequency of

18,000 -^ per second, and with a P.D. of 33 volts between the two leads, an

alternating current of about 1'9 X 10~^ ampere flowed between them due to their

capacity. To reduce this capacity current, two new leads were constructed, exactly

the same as before, only tliat instead of twisting the individual wires belonging to

each lead together in pairs, all the wires belonging to each lead wei'e stranded

together so as to form two separate leads. The lead t^b was then bound over with a

layer of silk tape and the two leads were twisted together. On re-testing in

the same way as before, the capacity current was found to be reduced to about

0"53 X 10~^ ampere with 33 volts between the leads. As the alternating P.D.

between the leads was under 0'5 volt in most of the experiments, this capacity

current was negligible compared with the working current of 01 ampere.

As the self-induction of R had to be determined and allowed for, the' lead t^h was

.

included with R, so that its small self-induction could be corrected for at the same

time.

The lead c, d was brought back along the connections 6, c between the 12 coils

of R, so as to neutralise as well as possible the magnetic field of these connections.

In arranging the cu'cuit the capacity of those parts of the main circuit between the

measuring points t-^, t^, t^, as well as of the whole of the measuring and alternator

circuits, to surrounding objects and to earth, was kept as small as possible, so as to

avoid what might be caUed capacity leaks. The alternator itself was practically

insulated from earth by being fixed down to a wooden frame, and the field ckcuit of

the alternator was well insulated and removed from earth.
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To form some idea of the magnitude of these capacity currents or leaks, the four

points a, h, c and the arc, were opened in pairs. One of the opened points was

re-connected through tlie thermo-galvanometer used as an ammeter to measure the

capacity current suppHed to that part of the circuit between the instrument and the

other point that was opened. The direct current circuit was disconnected at the

points a and d. The alternating currents observed are given in Table I. for a R.M.S.

P.D. of 3 '65 volts and a frequency of 100,000 -^ per second.

Table I.—Capacity Currents in Leads.

Thormo-
galviinometer

at—
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also made to see if* the coudenser G really prevented M from being deflected by steady

direct P.D.'s ; for this purpose steady P.D.'s of from 100 to 180 volts were applied

to the terminals of the arc, the carbons being separated, and M was connected in the

ordinary way as if to measure V^^. A deflection of M might have occurred due to

leakage or electrostatic forces, but no such deflection was observed.

The Arc LamjJ.

A hand-fed arc lamp, enclosed in an iron case, was used in all the experiments.

The sliding contacts were shunted by flexible leads, so as to avoid any uncertainty in

the resistance of these contacts. The resistance of the contacts and of the carbons

was determined by adjusting the carbon holders to 10 centims. apart as in use, short-

circuiting them with a brass rod and the diflerent carbons in turn, and then measuring

the drop in volts between the terminals of the lamp when 10 amperes direct current

flowed round the frame and holders, etc. The results are given below :

—

Table II.

Carbon holders short-circuited with
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was decided to make the resistance as small as possible and to allow the temperature

of the strips to rise considerably, which necessitated slightly modifying theu- design.

The resistance consists of 12 platinoid strips, each about 170 centims. long, 2'5 centims.

wide, and 0"076 millim. thick. Each strip is folded back on itself and has its ends

soldered to two brass blocks let into the top of the frame, and is stretched tight with

a tension of about 4 lbs. by means of a brass spring attached to a small glass tube,

about 5 millims. diameter, at the bottom of the loop formed by the strip. Between

the up and down sides of the strips is placed a sheet of asbestos millboard, about

^c^ inch thick, and the strips are pressed together against this by glass rods from

side to side of the frame.

The resistance of each of the 12 strips was roughly adjusted to 0'5 ohm, and the

strips could be used in series or parallel by connecting up the brass blocks forming

the ends of the strips with cojjper links and set-screws as required. Owiiig to the

considerable heating of the strips by the current, their resistance depended on the

current; thus the resistance of all the strips in series, which was 6 '00 ohms with

1 ampere flowing, rose to 6 "2 5 ohms with the current

of 10 amperes which was used in many of the experi-

ments. For this reason, and because it formed a

check on the insti'umeuts, the resistance of R was

determined during each experiment from the known

values of the direct current and P.D. between its

terminals, and the value so obtained was used in

calculating the results.

The apparent self-induction of 11, inchiding the

connection between it and tlie arc lamp already

mentioned, was measured by comparing it with a
f,j

non-inductive resistance put in place of the arc.

This latter resistance (see fig. 4) was made to imitate

an arc possessing non-inductive resistance localised

Ijetweeu the ends of the carbons. It consisted of

158 millims. of No. 38 platinoid wire bent back on

itself, the two extremities being soldered to the ends,

previously copper plated, of two solid " Com-adty

Noris" carbons; these carbons were held in tlie

carbon holders of the lamp so that the resistance wire

occupied the position the arc would when burning. A piece of mica was interpo-sed

])etween the ends of the carbons which served to keep the looj) of wire taut. This

method of determining the correction to be applied to U really converts the test of

the arc into a substitution test, for having determined how an ordinary metal

resistance behaves when localised between the carbon tips, the behaviour of an arc

substituted for it mider exactly similar coaditioiis was compai-ed witli it.
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To comijare R with tlie wire, they were adjusted to have practically the same

resistance. A current, either direct or alternating, having a R.M.S. value of

Oi ampere as indicated by T, was sent through R and the wire in the place of the

arc in series, fig. 3. The RD. between the terminals of R and between the terminals

of the arc lamp {i.e., wire) was measured by means of M, in the same way as in the

experiments on the arc, the condenser G being short-circuited. The amount by

which the impedance of R exceeded the impedance of the arc lamp and wire is

tabulated below for the strips 1 to 7 having a resistance of 3 "50 ohms. Each of the

results is the mean of at least 1 2 comparisons. The self-induction of the loop formed

by the frame of the arc lamp has been found to be about 2*4 X 10~^ henry, and the

self-induction of the wire itself was calculated to be about 3 X 10~^ henry ; so that

the total self-induction of the lamp and wire is 27 X 10~^ henry. Assuming that

the alternator gives a sine-wave form, which was approximately the case, and

allowing for this self-induction and for the difference in resistance 0'03 per cent,

between the lamp and R, the true power-factor, cos 17 of R, has been calculated,

from which t) the lag of the current in R behind the P.D. and the time constant

have been deduced.

Table III. —Test of R, Resistance 3 '50 ohms.
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the carbons together. The testing current was adjusted to its working value, in

most cases O'l ampere, as read on T, and the resistance p.^ in series with M was

adjusted until Vb gave a deflection of 100 scale divisions on M. The reason that this

adjustment was made without the direct current flowing was that it formed a check

on the satisfactory working of the measuring circuit, since any apparent change in

the sensibility of M when tlie direct current was re-estaljlished woidd have indicated

an error somewhere.

With solid carbons the positive or upper electrode was adjusted to project G centims.

from its holder and the lower or negative 4 centims. With cored carbons tliese

lengths were 7 and 4-5 centims. respectively. The object of adjusting these lengths

was to make the mean resistance and self-induction of the loop formed by the frame

of the arc lamp and carbons as nearly as possible the same in every experiment.

The arc was now re-started, and the length and direct current having been adjusted,

the carbons were fed together as they burnt away, so as to keep the direct current

constant during the whole of the time (about half an hour) that V^, Vb, and V were

being determined. This kept tlie P.D. arc constant, as long as the P.D. of the

battery remained constant ; any slight drop in this P.D. was compensated for by

adjusting p^, any considerable drop necessitated recommencing the experiment. The

arc length with solid carbons also remained constant ; but with cored carbons it

constantly varied about a mean value according to the amoTint of material from the

core present in the arc. In all cases, readings were only taken when the length was

observed to be correct as well as the direct P.D. and current.

As soon as about 5- millims. had burnt off" the end of the positive carbon, the

deflections of M corresponding to Va, Vg, and V were observed in turn, the zero of M
being taken after each reading, until in most cases five consecutive sets were obtained

which were reasonably consistent with one another, the R.M.S. value of the testing

current as read by T and its frequency being kept constant. It was easy to obtain

individual deflections corresponding with Vu which diftered from the mean by less

than 0*3 per cent. The deflections corresponding with Va and V were not so definite,

Va being within 1 per cent, and V within 0'6 per cent, of the mean, except in a few

exceptionally unsteady arcs, such as long-cored arcs and small-current arcs.

The values of the direct P.D. arc lamp and direct P.D. E. were noted, and the

drop of volts in the frame of the lamp and carbons was found by pressing the carbons

together, the direct current being so adjusted that when the carbons were in good

contact its value was that used for the experiment. This observation was repeated

until consistent results were obtained with the carbons liot as in use. By deducting

this value from P.D. arc lamp, P.D. arc was obtained.

The relative calibration of the thermo-galvanometer M was then determined by

means of direct currents. This completed the observations recpiired for a single

experiment.

Mean deflections corresponding with Va, Yu, and V, were eulculuteil antl corrected
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for tlie I'elative calibration of the thermo-galvauometer. From these values the

impedance of the arc lamp I^ = Ir, V,v/Vr, and the power-factor of the arc lamp,

P., = (V' - V.r - Vb')/2VaVr, were calculated.

In order to obtain from these values the impedance and power-factor of the arc

itselj, a small correction had to be applied to ly fi)r the resistance and self-induction

of the loop formed by the frame of the lamp and the carbons, and also to Pa for the

self-induction of R which had previously been determined. To make these small

con-ections, it was necessary to assume that the alternating current had a sine-wave

form, which was approximately the case.

As a check on the method of experiment and on the calculation and correction of

results, the impedance and power-factor of the platinoid resistance, described on p. 317,

which had a resistance of 3"499 ohms and a self-induction of about 3 X 10~^ henry,

were determined, the experiment and calculations being performed in the same manner

as for the arc. The values obtained were : impedance 3'50 ohms, power-factor 0'999,

which show that the method was satisfactorv in this case.

Resides Obtained hy Varying the Frequency.

The fundamental experiment of this investigation into the resistance of the electric

arc consists, as has already been explained, in varying the frequency of the super-

imposed alternating testing cun-ent, in order to determine whether with a sufficiently

high frequency the condition of the arc will remain unchanged, the value of the

resistance being then measured at this frequency. The criterion that the conditions

of the arc remain unchanged has been shown to be that the power-factor of the arc

as measured with the superimposed alternating current must be unity. The true

resistance will then be equal to the impedance.

The results of the experiments on the effect of varying the frequency on the power-

factor and the impedance for solid and cored* arcs are rejjresented grapliically in

Curves I. and II. (Plate 2).

With solid carbons the power-factor at 250 ^ per second is — 0'91. On increasing

the frequency it decreases numerically until it vanishes and changes sign at 1,950 -^

per second, the waves of superposed alternating P.D. and current being then 90° out

of phase. With further increase of frequency the power-factor increases rapidly at

first, then more and more slowly, becoming asymptotic to + 1, and finally practically

attains this value at a frequency of 90,000 -^ per second ; above this frequency the

power-factor is, within the limits of experimental error, equal to + 1 up to the

highest frequency attained, namely, 120,000 -^ per second. The impedance of the

solid arc increases with increase of frequency from 0'97 ohm at 250 -^ to 3"8 ohm at

a frequency of 90,000 -^ per second, above which it remains practically constant.

* "Soli:}" and "cored" are muan respectively arc between two solid carbons and between two cored

carbons.
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At frequencies above 90,000 tho power-factoi- is + 1 , thei-efore the excursions of the

P.D. and current obey Ohm's law, and the impedance of the arc is equal to its true

resistance. So that the true reslslancc nf (in arc, 3 millims. long, between 11 viillims.

solid " Conradty Noris" carhons, mitl i/iru/u/h ivhich a current q/ 9'91 amperes is

Jloiving, is 3 '81 ohms.

The P.D. between the terminals of the arc, accounted for l)y ohniic drop in the arc,

is therefore 37'8 volts out of an observed P.D. arc of 498 volts, so that there appears

to he a red bach electromotive force oppositig the fl.oir nf the currents in this arc of

12 rolts.

Considering next Curve II. lor Ixith co/yv/ eirbons. tlie power-factor at the lowest

frequency of "250 -^ \)ev second has a positive value of + O'fiZ and increases

asymptotically, as in the case of solid carbons, until it is j)ractically + 1 at a

frequency of 15,000, and remains unity within the limits of experimental errors up to

the highest frequency tried of 50,000 ^ per second, the impedance becoming

practically constant, as with solid carbons.

Therefore the true resistance of an arc 3 nulUins. long, between 11 millims. cored

" Conradty Noris" carbons, and through -which, a current of 10 umperes isflotving, is

2*54 ohms, and the back E.M.F. is 16'9 volts, calculated in the same way as for solid

cai'bons.

Finally, therefore, arcs between eitlier solid or cored carbons have both back

E.M.F. and resistance, and the true values of these quantities differ greatly from

those usually assigned to them.

In order to test whether the E..M.S. value of the added alternating current affected

the values obtained for the impedance and power-factor, the testing current was

varied over the range 0-036 ampere to 0"130 ampere, and the impedance and power-

factor were found to be constant within the limits of experimental error.

It is of interest to enquire how the results obtained by Messrs. Feith and Rodgers

can be explaiu'ed by the aid of these curves. The quantity that they measured and

called the resistance of the arc was really the impedance of the arc and a certain

resistance together, less the impedance of the resistance part alone. From fig. 2,

p. 311, using the same notation as before and assuming R non-inductive,

PVC = VrC + P.,V.*C, or PV/C = R + P.,I,.

The quantity measured by Messrs. Frith and Rodgers was V/C — R.

In the case of solid carbons at their frequencies, about 100 ^ per second, Pv is

roughly — 1, and a little consideration shows that under these conditions P was

practically -|- 1, so that the quantity they called the resistance of the solid arc was

PaIa- or the product of the power-factor into the impedance of the arc, which is

evidently a negative quantity for frequencies under 1950 ^ per second with the

solid arc investigated in Curves I. As they did not use the same make or size of

carbons as those used in this paper, it is inqsossible to make an accurate comparison

VOL. cm.—A. 2 T
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between the results <il)taine(l. Taking arcs of the same length and current between

"Apostle," "Brush" and "Carre" cai'bons, the mean of the value of what Messrs.

Frith and Rodgers called the resistance of the arc is about 079 ohm, and this

agi'ees very well with the value of PaIa obtained by extra-polating Curves I. back to

about 100 -»~ per second. So that this curve explains both the sign and the value of

the so-called negative resistance of the solid arc.

With cored carbons, Pa will only be about + O'O at 100 frequency. The value of

P is unknown, but is certainly less than unity, so that the quantity measured by

Messrs. Frith and Rodgers for cored carbons must be less than PaIa- By extra-

polation from Curves X., the A^alue of PaIa at 100 frequency for cored " Conradty

Noris" carbons is about + 0"5 ohm. Owing to the indefinite nature of cored carbons,

this value cannot be expected to agree very well with those obtained by Messrs.

Frith and Rodgers for carbons of other makers. Taking arcs of the same length,

and current as that used in Curves II., the values given by Messrs. Frith and

Rodgers for different makes are:—"Apostle," 0"03 ohm; "Brush," 0"59 ohm;
" Carre," 0'55 ohm. The two latter values agree with the value 0"5 of PaIa deduced

from the curves for " Conradty Noris " carbons to a higher degree of accuracy than

might reasonably be expected, whereas the disagreement in the case of " Apostle
"

carbons, as measured by Messrs. Frith and Rodgers, seems to indicate that their

result is in some way abnormal, possibly due to some accidental impurity in the core.

The critical frequency of IS -^ per second observed by Messrs. Frith and

Rodgers for the cored arcs, at which the quantity they measured changes sign,

evidently corresponds with the power-factor changing sign, so that the curve between

power factor and frequency would cut the zero line at a frequency about 1'8 per

second, and it is evident that at lower frequencies it would become negative, an

increase of current being accompanied by a decrease in P.D. The curves for the

cored arc, if they could be obtained down to sufficiently low frequencies, would

therefore l)e similar to those obtained for the solid arc. The great difference

between the solid and cored arcs lies in the much greater quickness with which the

conditions of the former can vary, corresponding to any change, however small, in

the current through the arc. The relative sluggishness of the cored arc is probably

due to the presence in its vapour column of saline matter derived from the core.

The fact that the solid arc has a negative power-factor at frequencies below the

critical frequency of 1950 -«- indicates that the arc is under these conditions supplying

power to the alternating current circuit, and that this is the fact can easily be shown

experimentally by connecting a wattmeter so as to measure the power supplied to

the solid arc by the alternating current, when it will be found that at low frequencies

the solid arc is actualhj supplying poivev to the alternate-current circuit, tvhile at

frequencies above the critical value the alternate-current circuit supplies potoer to the

arc. This observation is of coui'se not in any way at variance with the principle

of conservation of energy, since the alternating energy given out by the arc is
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dei-ived from the direct-curreut energy supplied to it, the arc acting as a converter.

This fact, that the solid arc is capable, under suitable conditions, of automatically

transforming energy derived from a source of direct current into alternate-current

energy of any frequency over a wide range, is the explanation of the transformation

of energy observed in the Musical Arc receritly sliown for the first time at the

Institution of Electrical Engineers.*

Effect, of Varying the Direct Current.

Having found that with a sufficiently high frequency it was possible to measure

the true resistance of the arc, tliis resistance was measured for arcs of a fixed length
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of 3 millims. with different values of the chiect cuiTent. Tlie results of these tests

for solid and cored arcs are plotted in Curves III. and IV. Tlie frequency of the
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testing current was 100,000 -^ per second with solid arcs, and 26,000 -^ with cored

arcs. In every experiment the power-factor of the arc was also determined, and

found equal to + 1 to within the limits of experimental error, except for a very few

small current ai'cs whose resistance was so high that the power-factor could not be

measured with any certainty.

In the Curves III. and IV. there is jilotted, besides the resistance of the arc and

the P.D. between its terminals, the back E.M.F., calculated as the difference between

the P.D. and the product of the direct current into the resistance, or ohmic drop in

the arc.

The resistance of Ijoth the cored and the solid arcs increases with decrease of the

direct current, apparently tending to become infinite for current zero. The Ijack

E.M.F. of the solid arc first decreases with increase of current and then .slightly

increases again, having a minimum of 11 -.3 volts at about 6 amperes. With cored

carbons the back E.M.F. increases with increase of current, from 1
2
"2 volts at

1 ampere to 18"5 volts at 20'8 amperes. It is curious to note that the back E.M.F.

of solid arcs is larger than that of cored arcs for small currents, the reverse being

the case with the larger currents.

As the back E.M.F. does not vary much for any of tiie arcs, the whole of tlie

values observed being between 11*2 volts and 18'5 volts, the high P.D.'s required to

maintain very small-current solid arcs is mainly due to the resistance of the arc, and

not to the change in its back E.M.F.

The connection between the resistance r and the current A for the cored arc, lengtli

3 millims., between ll-millim. " Conradty Noris " carbons, can be approximately

expressed over the range from 1'5 amperes to 20 ampfeies by the very simple relation

(r + 0-25)A = 29.

For the solid arc, length 3 millims., between ll-millim. " ( Jonradty Noris" carbons,

no such simple relation seems to exist ; but the curve may be approximately repre-

sented over the range 1'5 amperes to 11 amperes by the relation i-= 33'5A~^+ 42A~^.

Effect of Vanjm;/ the Arc Leiu/t/i.

Tlie direct current througli the an; being kept constant, the connection between

the back E.M.F., the resistance, and the length, is given in Curves V. and VI.

With both solid and cored arcs the effect of increasing the length is to increase the

resistance, though not proportionately to the length, the curve between resistance

and length being veiy similar to that between P.I) ai'c and length. This latter

curve is generally assumed to be a straight line, but such is not the case over

the wide range of lengths I millim. to 30 milliius. u.scd in tliese experiments

(see Appendix I.).

The back E.M.F. of the solid arc is nearly independent of the length, dropping

slightly to a minimum at 4 millims. and then rising again. With the cored arc the

back E.M.F. decreases with increase of length.
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Effect of Var/fi.u;/ the Naturv of tin' Eh'ttrodes.

The results of ex])ei'iiiietits to determine whetlier the resistauce and l)ack E.M.F.

depend on the size and nature of the electrodes are given in Table IV. The effect

of the size of the electrodes is not well marked in the case of " Conradty " and
" Apostle " carbons, the changes in size being probably too small to make the effect

very evident ; tlie resistances of the arcs are, however, slightly larger with the

smaller carbons. With " Le Carbone " Electrographitic solid carbons the impedance

of the arc between two 11-millim. carbons is about 17 per cent, higher than that

between two 9-millim. carbons. Observations on the arc between these two Il-millim.

carbons, which was very unsteady and difficult to maintain, lead the author to think

that the observed difference in impedance is not due to the change in size of the

electrodes, but to the material of the two sizes of carbons being different, though

nominally the same. It is also to be noted that the power-factor, 0'92 of the arc

between the ll-millim. carbons, is the only one which has not been found equal to + 1,

to within the limits of experimental error, at a frequency of 100,000 ^ per second.

To be (juite certain that this was not owing to some error the experiment was

repeated, but with practically identical results.

It may be mentioned that these Electrograpliitic carbons are not ordinary arc

lamp carbons, but were specially made for the experiments by " Le Carbone."' They

are supposed to consist of pure graphite, and they are said to be made by expelling

the remaining impurities from carefully prepared carbon by heating it in an electric

furnace until the impurities are volatilised.

Both the resistance and the back E.M.F. of the arc depend greatly on the make of

carbon, that is to say, on the composition of the electrodes, since it is very improbable

that any two makers' carbons have identical chemical composition. The experiment

of soaking a pair of solid " Conradty Noris " carbons in potassium carbonate, drying,

and re-determhiing the resistance, shows that the effect of introducing this potassium

salt was to reduce the resistance from 3'81 ohms to 2'92 ohms, and to increase the

back E.M.F. from 12 volts to 15 volts for the same arc length and current. A
similar effect is produced by drilling out one of the carbons and inserting a glass rod

as a core, probably due to the introduction of sodium into the vapour column. The

lower resistance and higher back E.M.F. of arcs between cored carbons than of those

between solid carbons is also probably due to a similar cause, namely, the presence of

potassium silicate in the core. In fact, it seems probable that the whole of the

observed differences between solid and cored arcs, and between arcs for which

different makes of carbons are used, not only in resistance and back E.M.F., but also

in all their physical properties, are due to the different amoiuits of tlie traces of

foreign substances present in the arc.

The author believes that if it were possible to obtain i^trfcctly pure carbon

electrodes, then the resistauce of the arc between them would be very high, so high

that it might be impossible to maintain a true arc between them at all. lie is of the
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opinion that traces of impurities, such as tlie vapours of the alkaline earths, are

essential to provide the carriers of the electric charges in the vapour column, so as

to render it conducting and the electric arc as we know it a physical possibility.

Unfortunately it has not, up to the present, been possible to obtain pure carbon

electrodes in order to test this theory. In favour of it is, however, the known fact

that, given an arc of fixed length and current between the best commercial solid

carbons, then any addition to it of such substances as potassium or sodium reduces

the P.D. required to maintain the arc and its resistance and increases its stability.

The difference between the 11-millim. and 9-millini. Electrographitic carbons

mentioned above^ is probably caused by the last traces of impurities having been

more completely expelled in the manufacture from the 11-millim. size tlian from

the 9-millim.

Table IV.—Various Carbon Electrodes.

Arc leng-th 3 mlUims. Added alternating currents 0"1 ampere

Direct current through arc 9 "91 amperes. Fi'equency 100,000 ^ per second.

Nature of Electrodes Varied.

Make and description
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Scat of the Bach E.M.F. Search Carbons in the Arc.

The fact that the arc has a back E.M.F. which appears to increase with the amouut

of foreign substances present in the vapour column, at once leads to the question

whether this E.M.F. is located at one or the other of the electrodes, or distributed

along the vaj)our column. In order to obtain an answer to this question, some

exjjeriments were made on a 6-millim. 9*91 ampere solid arc by introducing a search

carbon, 2 millims. diameter, into the arc, and measuring not only the direct P.D.

between the search carbon and each of the main carbons, but also the impedance to

the high-frequency testing current of that part of the arc between it and each ot

the main cai'bons.

In the experiments, three different positions of the search carbon were employed,

(1) with its centre 1 millim. from the positive electrode, (2) central in the arc, (3) with

its centre 1 millim. from the negative electrode. The fine point to which the search

carbon burns was always kept, so far as possible, just reaching to the axis of the

main carbons. The results of these experiments are given in Table V.

The introduction of a search carbon into an arc always greatly disturbs the

conditions of the arc, and the present case was no exception. The introduction of

the search carbon increased the direct P.D. arc by 4-0 volts, and the impedance of

the arc lamp by 0'44 ohm. So that the introduction of the seai-ch carbon, either by

deflecting the arc and so increasing its length, or by chilling the vapour column,

increases its resistance by an amount which approximately accounts for the observed

increase in P.D. arc. The back E.M.F. of the arc, as a whole, was but little affected

by the introduction of the search carbon. This distortion of the arc by the search

carbon probably also accounts for the observation that the measured impedance of

the arc as a whole is not equal to the sum of the impedances of the two pai'ts

comprised between the seai'ch carbon and the main electrodes.

Owing to the correct method of apportioning between the two electi-odes, the

resistance and self-induction of the loop formed by the carbons, holders, and frame ot

the lamp, being unknown ; and owing to the fact that the measured quantities are

only roughly approximate, due to the disturbing effect of the search carbon, no

attempt was made to apply the small correction to the observations for the self-

induction and resistance of the carbon holders and lamp frame, and the observed

impedances were treated as resistances, and the back E.M.F.'s calculated as usual.

Further, the three arcs which had the same length and current will be considered as

having been identical, though such was not strictly the case.

On these assumptions, consider the resistance between tlie positive electrode and

the search carbon when the search carbon is 1 millim. from the positive electrode,

and then 5 millims. from the positive electrode [i.e., 1 millim. from the negative).

The change in resistance due to this-change of 4 millims. in tlie position of the

electrode is 172 ohms. Taking next the measurements made lu-tween the negative
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electrode and the search carbon, the difference for the same movement of the search

carbon is 1-64 ohms. The mean of these two results is 1"68 ohms for a movement
of the search carbon of 4 millims. If this distance really represented the length of

the vapour column between the two positions of the search carbon, and if its

resistance is uniform, then its resistance per millim. would be 0-42 ohm. It is

probably less than this, owing to the length of the vapour cohunn between the two
positions being appreciably longer than 4 millims., due to its distorted shape

Table V.—Search Carbon in Arc.

Carbons both 11 millims. diameter. Solid " Conradty Noris."

Arc length 6 millims. Direct current through arc 9-91 amperes.

Added alternating current O'l ampere. Frequency 100,000 -^ per second.
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electrodes tliaii elsewhere, the above resistances are probably located at the contact

between the electrodes and the vapour column.

The resistance of the arc as a ivhole may therefore he considered to consist of three

parts, the resistance of the vapour cohmiu and the resistances of the tivo contacts

between it and each of the electrodes.

The mean value of the back E.M.F. of the arc lamp, with the search carbon in

place in the arc, i.e., 12*3 volts, is practically identical with its value of 12 "7 volts,

obtained without any search carbon in the arc. The back E.M.F. of that part of the

arc between the search carbon and the positive electrode had, for the three different

positions of the search carbons, the values 16 "6, 17 '9 and 15 '6 volts resjoectively,

which may be considered as indicating that this back E.M.F. is independent of the

position of tlie search carbon to within the limits of accuracy of the present experi-

ments. The back E.M.F. between the search carbon and the negative electrode

calculated in the same way, i.e., by subtracting the product of resistance by direct

current, or ohmic drop in this part of the arc, from the obsei'ved direct P.D. between

tlie search carbon and the negative electrode, is a negative quantity, so that there

exists a forward E.M.F. w^hich helps the flow of the direct current. The value of

this forward E.M.F. was 6 '5, 6 "4 and 5 "3 volts respectively, again practically inde-

pendent of the position of the search carbon.

These experiments show that there is in this arc at or near the positive electrode

a hack E.M.F. having a mean value of 167 volts, and at or near the negative

electrode a. forward E.M.F. of 6'1 volts. The fact that the algebraic sum of these

two voltages is not equal to the observed mean back E.M.F. 12 '3 volts of the arc, as

a whole, is probably caused by the distortion of the lines of flow of the current

through the arc, produced by the introduction of the search carbon, which renders

the sum of the resistances measured between each of the main electrodes and the

search carbon greater than their total as measured between the main electrodes.

The hack E.M.F. of the arc as a whole consists, therefore, of two E.M.F.'s located

at or near the electrodes, the larger E.M.F. situated at or near the j^.ositive electrode

oj^posing the flow of the current, the smaller E.M.F. situated at or near the negative

electrode helping the flow of the current.

The approximate values of the resistance E.M.F. of eacli part of the arc, and the

drop of volts due to each of these causes, corrections for the self-induction and

resistance of the holders and carbons being omitted as before, are given in Table VI.

The P.D.'s in this table multiplied by the direct current of 9 "91 amperes give the

power supplied to each part of the arc.
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Table VI.—Distribution of the P.D. in a Solid Arc.

Carbons, hotli 1 1-millims. " Conradty Noris." Arc length (5 millims. Direct current

through Arc 9 "91 amperes.

Ohmic drop
due to

resistance.
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or tlie tearing-oil' of particles from the electrodes. There appears to be very little

evidence In favour of these last two explanations.

The statement sometimes made that, as it requires a certain amount ot work to

be done to convert the solid electrodes into the gaseous state, and as this work is

done by the current, therefore the current must be flowing against a back E.M.F., is

without sufficient foundation. It is true that, in the above case, a P.D. will exist

which opposes tlie flow of the current, Ijut that this P.D. is a reversible phenomenon,

and therefore an E.M.F., is not necessarily the case. The volatilization of the

electrode is of course reversible, but it requires experimental evidence to prove that

it is accompanied by a corresponding reversible electric phenomenon, so that the

energy, supposed supplied electrically, to cause the volatilisation, tends to be returned,

on condensation, in the form of electric energy. There is no evidence that any

appi'eciable E.M.F. is produced by the tearing-off of the solid particles from the

electrodes, and Herzfeld's experiment of attracting these particles out of the arc by

means of an electrostatic field, which he says did not affect the P.D. or current

through the arc, seems to indicate that the back E.M.F. of the arc cannot be due to

this cause.

That more than a small part of the back E.M.F. is due to a polarisation, such as

occurs in an ordinary cell, is difficult to conceive. If such were the case, what is the

nature of the chemical compound produced, and what becomes of it ? It is certain

that practically the whole of the energy supplied to the arc is emitted again as light

and heat, and that there is no considerable portion stored up in the products produced

by the arc. If, therefore, any chemical change takes place at the positive electrode

accompanied by absorption of energy, this energy must be given out again in the arc

or flame, and the reverse chemical change take place. Some of the energy might be

given out at the negative electrode, and account for the forward E.M.F. observed

there. The nature of the substance in which the chemical change must take place,

which change reverses and so forms a cyclic process, is an almost Insuperable

difficulty, since the rate at which the energy must be constantly absorbed and given

out again is considerable, and the materials present In which this chemical change

must take place are only carbon. Its vapour, and the slight trace of Impurities which

the author thinks essential to the existence of the arc.

If the Impurity be assumed to be a salt of potassium, there Is the possibility that a

carbide of potassium might be formed, and that part of the P.D. ralglit be due to the

arc forming a cell, having carbon and potassium carbide as Its electrodes, and the

vapour column as the electrolyte, the products produced by the flow of the current

through the cell being conceived to be destroyed In the flame which surrounds the

arc proper.

That a chemical combination between the carbon and surrounding gas Is not the

cause of the back E.M.F., at any rate in the normal silent arcs considered here. Is

evident from the fact that the arc Is but little affected by the nature of the gas in
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wliich it l)uriis, as has been shown by Professor S. P. Thompson and otliers. Putting

aside the possible combination of the carbon with the sHght trace of impurity, which

may account for a, small part of the back E.M.F., the polarisation E.M.F.'s do not

seem able to account satisfactorily for the whole back E.M.F. of the arc, without

making assumptions which are at present unsupported by any satisfactory evidence.

Against the back E.M.F. of the arc being due to thermo-electric forces, it is

generally urged that these forces are usually reckoned in tenths and hundredths of

a volt, and that therefore the order of magnitude of the back E.M.F., which was

then supposed to be about 40 volts, rendered it highly improbable that it was due to

thermal causes.

There is no doubt tliat the temperature of the positive crater is very high—said to

be about 3500° C, and it is quite possible that thei'e may exist large temperature

gradients near the electrodes, since the true back E.M.F. to be accounted for is only

of the order of 17 volts at the positive crater. It is therefore worth while

re-considering whether after all the back E.M.F. of the arc may not be due to

thermo-electric forces.

In this connection the experiment of Dubs* is of considerable interest. He took

two carbon plates, about 1 millim. apart, and caused a blow-pipe flame to impinge

across their edges, and found that a small current could be obtained from one plate to

the other through a galvanometer. He considered this result might be analogous

to the back E.M.F. of the arc. A similar experiment has also been described

by Olivetti, t

The views of the author that impurities, such as the salts of the metals of the

alkaline earths, are essential to the existence of the arc, have led him to try a

considerable number of experiments on the P.D.'s produced by unequally heating

carbon electrodes, either with the addition of siich salts to the electrodes, or to the

flame used as a source of heat. Most of these experiments were carried out by

heating the tips of ordinary arc-lamp carbons held in the hand-feed arc lamp already

described, by causing a " blow-through " or a " mixed" oxy-coal-gas flame to impinge

upon them.

The terminals of the arc lamp wei'e connected to a direct-current voltmeter and

were not joined in any way to a source of current, so that the P.D.'s observed were

not due to leakage from any extraneous source. The choice of the voltmeter presents

some difficulty. At first sight, owing to the high resistance of the flame between the

two tips of the carbons, it might seem that an electrostatic or a very high resistance

voltmeter would be the best. Electrostatic voltmeters were however found unreliable,

owing to the friction of the gases in the jet and against the carbons charging them

up electrostatically. Two voltmeters were therefore used, the one an ordinary

Weston pivot instrument, having a resistance of about 600 ohms, and the second

* ' Beihlatter,' 1889, vol. 1.3, p. 107.

t ' Electrical Review,' 1892, vol. 31, p. 728.
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a reflecting moving-coil instrument of 20 ohms, having a resistance ot about

16,000 ohms in series with it. The resistance of both these instruments is so low

that no deflection due to the frictional charges could be observed on them. By-

comparing the P.D.'s obtained when one or the other of the voltmeters was used an

estimate of the resistance of the vapour between the carbon tips could be made.

If the flame was caused to impinge on the two carbon tips so as to heat them

equally, as judged by eye, then no P.D. was observed between them. If the flame

was now moved so as to heat one carbon more than the other, then a P.D. was

observed between the carbons, the hotter being positive to the cooler as indicated by

the voltmeter, that is, in the same direction as the back E.M.F. of the arc, assuming

that the positive crater is the hotter.

The highest P.D. obtained was 1'5 volts when using cored carbons whicli had

been previously soaked in potassium carbonate solution. This P.D. was not in any

way due to differences in the quality of the two carbons, since by moving the jet so

as to heat either carbon more than the other the P.D. changed sign, the hotter

carbon always being positive. By setting one carbon in fi'ont of the other it was

found that the direction of the P.D. was unaffected by whether the stream of flame

gases flowed from the hotter to the cooler carbon or vice versa.

With two pieces of the same solid carbon, about 2 millims. apart, no foreign bodies

being introduced in any way, the highest P.D. obtained was about O'd volt on the

higher resistance voltmeter, and the resistance of the flame between the carbons was

deduced as about 4000 ohms, so that the E.M.F. between these solid carbons

was only about 0"62 volt. After soaking this same pair of carbons in potassium

carbonate the P.D. obtained was 10 volt., the I'esistance of the vapour being only a

few hundred ohms, so that the effect of introducing this potassium salt was to

greatly increase the E.M.F. between the carbons. If these E.M.F.'s are due to

Peltier effects, then it would seem as if the introduction of the potassium greatly

increased the thermo-electric power of the junction.

The above experiment is in agreement with the fact that the back E.M.F. of the

cored arc has been generally found larger than that of the solid arc, as the cored arc

undoubtedly contains more impurities.

By varying the proportions in which the oxygen and coal gas were mixed before

burning, it was found that the highest P.D.'s appeared to correspond with the gases

being burnt in their combining proportions, so as to produce the hottest flame
;

if either gas was considerably in excess, a much lower P.D. was obtained. It is to be

noted, however, that by suppressing the coal gas altogether and allowing the carbon

to burn in the oxygen, P.D.'s up to 1-5 volt could be obtained, as before the hotter

electrode always being positive to the voltmeter. These latter experiments, though

not conclusive, are not in favour of the P.D. being due directly to a combination of

the carbon and either of the gases.

The temperature of the positive crater of the arc is nuich liigher than the higliest
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temperature obtained by the oxy-coal-gas flame, and the temperature differences and

gradients which may exist in the arc are probably many times greater than those

obtained in any of the above experiments, for it must be remembered that the carbon

at the lower temperature must always be at a bright red heat, or else it does not

appear to make electrical contact with the flame. It does not therefore seem

improbable that the P.D.'s of 1 volt or 1'5 volts obtained by unequally heating the

two carbons may have the same origin as the 10-volts to 18-volts back E.M.F. found

in the arc, especially as they agree both in direction and in the effect of impurities on

them. On this assumption, the probable causes of the back E.M.F. of the arc reduce

themselves to two, viz. :

—

(1.) A thermo-electric force at the junction of the carbon and vapour, causing the

major part of the observed back E.M.F.

(2.) A combination of carbon with the impurity present.

Whether the thermo-electric force at the junction of carlion and vapour be due

either to the Peltier effect, or to a high temperature gradient at the contact, i.e., a

Thomson effect, or both, it seems at the present time to afford the most satisfactory

explanation of the back E.M.F. of the arc and the P.D.'s observed when two carbon

electrodes are unequally heated. The main objection is the great difference of

thermo-electric power the components of the junction must have, which, if the

difference of temperature be assumed to be only 1000° C, amounts to about 15 to 20

times that between bismuth and selenium.

In favour of the view that the back E.M.F. is main]}- due to thermal causes may

be mentioned the unilateral behaviour of the alternating arcs between a metal ball

and a metal point,* between carbons and metals, t and the observation of Cross and

Shepard;}: on the effect of cooling the positive crater of the direct-current arc-

All these experiments indicate that there is some cause existing which enables the

current to flow much more easily up the temperature gradient than down it.

A tentative explanation of the chief causes M'hich oppose the flow of the current

through the arc may be given under four heads :

—

(1.) The resistance of the true vapour column, which is probably an electrolytic

conductor, whose conductivity greatly depends on the traces of impurities, such as

potassium and soda, present. Pure carbon vapour, like pure water, has probably a

very high specific resistance.

(2.) A high contact resistance between the electrodes and the vapour column,

which leads to a large generation of heat, and consequently high temperatures and

temperature gradients at these points.

(3.) Possibly a small back E.M.F., due to the electrolytic cell formed Ijy the

electrodes and the vapour column as electrolyte.

* Akchbold and Teeple, 'American Journal of Science,' 1891.

t DuDDELL and Marchant, 'Journal of the Institution of Electrical Engineers,' 1899, vol. 28, p. 74.

I 'American Academy of Sciences,' 1896, p. 227.
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(4.) Considerable thermo-electric forces at the contacts between the electrodes and

the vapour column, whose resultant is the greater part of the observed back E.M.F.

of the arc. The force at the positive opposing the flow of the current, and that at

negative helping it, account for the much greater conversion of electric energy into

heat at the positive electrode.

In the above, it will be noticed that the volatilisation or sublimatioTi of rarbon is

not supposed to have any influence on the back E.M.F. except in so far as it limits

the temperature the electrodes can obtain.

The introduction of impurities up to a certain limit into the arc will cause the

conductivity of the vapour column to increase, and for a fixed current its temperature

will probably decrease, so the thermo-forces and the back E.M.F. may be expected to

increase as has been observed (see Table IV.).

There is another possible explanation of the larger back E.M.F. when impurities

are present, viz., the thermo-electric force of the junction carbon-vapour may be

larger the greater the quantity of impurity present. If this is the case, may not the

explanation of the drop in P.D., when the arc hisses, or when oxygen or hydrogen

come in contact with the positive crater, as found by Mrs. Ayrton, be that the gas

combines ivith the impurity and reduces the back E.M.F., and not that it combines

with the carbon as suggested by Mrs. Ayrton ?

In conclusion, the author wishes to express his thanks to Professor Ayrton and

Mr. Mather of the Central Technical College for the very valuable assistance and

advice they have given him during the course of these investigations ; he also wishes

to thank the many students who have from time to time helped him with the

experiments, and especially Messrs. Del Mark, Lynn, Brown, Watson, and Vines.

Appendix I.

On the Relation between the I'.D. Current and Length of the Arc.

Mrs. Ayrton has pointed out that the relation betAveen the P.D., the current, and

the arc length, may for the solid carbons which she used be accurately expressed by

an equation of the form V = a + /3Z + (y -|- 8/)/A, where V and A are the P.D. and

current respectively, and a, yS, y, and S are constants, between the limits over which

she varied the current and length. It was thought, therefore, that it would be of

interest to determine the values of the constants a, /S, y, S for the solid " Conradty

Noris " carbons used in so many of the experiments in this paper. The two series of

results in Curves III. and V. give P.D. when the length is kept constant and

the current varied ; and also the P.D. when the current is ke})t constant and the
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length varied; and in order to increase the accuracy of the equation some extra

results were obtained in which both current and length have been varied.

On attempting to find the constants a, /3, y, S to fit all these values, the first

difficulty encountered was that, a&suming the current to be constant and the length

varied, Mrs. Ayrton's equation required the P.D. to be a linear function of the

length ; a glance at Curve V. shows that this was not even approximately true for

these carbons and the long range of lengths from 1 millim. to 30 millims. used. At
first it was thought that this might in some way be due to the kind of carbons used

in the experiments. The connection between P.D. and length for constant current

was, therefore, determined for the same size and malce of carbons used by Mrs.

Ayrton in her experiments* ; the results are given in Curve VII.
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observed P.D.'s is very marked, the error in the calculated result being no less

than 32 '6 volts for an arc length of 30 millims. At the same time this is not due to

any difference in the nature of the carbons, since the actual experimental values

obtained by Mrs. Ayrton,* and on which her equation is based, fit the Curve VII.

with considerable accuracy. The whole of this large difference between Mrs. Ayrton's

equation and the experimental results is due to the fact that the equation is based on

the range of arc lengths of from 1 millim. to 7 millims., and that the equation no

longer represents the facts if we extrapolate any considerable amount. Even over

the range of from 1 millim. to 7 millims. the connection between the P.D. and length

for constant current is not accurately a straight line, as can be seen either in

Curve VII. or by a careful examination of Mrs. Ayrton's experimental results.

If the arc length was kept constant and the current varied, a similar difficulty was

found with very small currents of 1"5 amperes and lower, namely, that the observed

P.D. was less than the calculated P.D., so that Mrs. Ayrton's equation can only he

covsidered as approximatehj representing the facts tvithin the limUs she used, and
must not be applied to very small currents or long arc lengths.

Taking, in the present case, as limits from 1"5 amperes to 12 amperes, and from

1 millim. to 6 millims., then the results obtained with the arc between 11 millims.

solid " Conradty Noris" carbons can with a very fair approximation he represented

by the equation

V = 39-G + 1-7/ + (15-5 + ll-5/)/A,

which is in very close agreement with the equation given by Mrs. Ayrton for solid

"Apostle" carbons, 11 millims. and 9 millims. diameter, for the range 1 millim. to

7 millims., viz. :

V = 38-88 -f 2-07/ + (11 -60 + 10-54/)/A.

ArPENDIX II.

On (he Resistance nf an FJcctrolytc.

In measuring the resistance of an electrolyte by the ordinary Kohlrausch method,

using alternating or induced currents, it is usually assumed that the influence of

I)olarisation of the electrode is avoided, and that the frequency of the alternating

current used is unimportant, provided that it is moderately high, say a few hundred

periods per second. If an appreciable polarisation of the electrodes is produced by

the testing current very soon after its application in any giAen direction, then the

* ' Electrician,' vol. 35, p. 635.

2X2
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above -assumptions will not be true, and tbe resistance as measured at such low

frequencies will differ from that measured at much higher frequencies.

In order to investigate this matter, the arc was replaced by an electrolytic cell, and

its impedance and power-factor tested in a similar way to those of the arc, except

that no direct current was sent through the cell. To make the polarisation effects

important compared with the ohmic drop, the resistance of the cell must be small,

therefore sulphiuic acid was chosen as the electrolyte. The cell used was a glass

trough 100 millims. long, 104 millims. deep, and having a mean thickness of

15 '53 millims. The electrodes were two platinum plates 90 millims. apart (not

platinised) which fitted the trough tightly and extended to the bottom.

The mean depth of the electrolyte was 61 "6 millims. So that the liquid whose

resistance was measui'ed was a rectangular parallelopiped, having a length of

9 centims. and a mean cross-section of 9-57 sq. centims.

The temperature was kept constant at 20° C. to within O'l" C during the test, by

immersing the trough in a water-bath. The results of the tests of the impedance

and power-factor at different frequencies are given in Curve VIII.

With the above cell, neither the impedance nor the power-factor ai"e independent

of the frequency at ordinary frequencies, and it is evident that the polarisation in

this electrolyte occurs so rapidly that it is not until the frequency is well above

10,000 -^ per second that it is unable to follow the variations of the testing current,

and that the electrolyte behaves like an ordinary resistance. If the resistance of

this cell were tested in the ordinary way, at a frequency of about 100 ^ per second,

the value obtained would be over twice the true resistance of the cell.

The slight drop in impedance observed when the frequency is increased from 50,000

to 100,000 -^ per second is possibly due to the electrostatic capacity of the plates

and liquid in the cell, and to the water-bath surrounding it acting as a shimt to the

cell. Attempts were made to determine experimentally the exact value of this

correction, which indicated that it was less than 1 per cent, at 100,000 -«- per

second.

The possible errors due to polarisation, even when iisiug alternating currents, were

thoroughly appreciated by Kohlrausch, and in the ' Leitvermogen der Elektrolyte,'

by KoHLKAUSCH and Holborn, means are described for minimising these errors. By

interpolation from their results the conductivity of sulphuric acid of the same

density and at the same temperature as that used in this experiment is

0"758 {ohm X centim.)"^, or a specific resistance of TSlt) X 10'' c.g.s., which

confirms the value of 1'30 X 10^ obtained in the present experiment at a frequency

of 50,000 -^ per second.

The fact that the power-factor is not unity at low frequencies proves that at

these frequencies the electrolyte does not behave like an ordinary resistance, and

consequently all the instantaneous values of the P.D. between the terminals of the

telephone sometimes used iu the Kohlrausch method cannot be made to vanish at
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these frequencies, even supposing the other arms of the bridge quite free from self-

induction and capacity. This explains the fact that only a minimum in the sound is

obtainable, and not absolute silence.

The conclusion to be di'aMTi from this experiment is that in any case where the

P.D. due to the polarisation of the electrodes cannot be made very small compared

with the ohmic drop along the liquid whose resistance is being measured, and where

the errors due to the polarisation cannot be eliminated by taking two or more tests,

then it nixist not he assumed vnthout proof that the use of alternating currents at

ordinary frequencies of a few hundred periods per second eliminates the possibdity of

errors due to polarisation. For in the case of sulphuric acid used above, the

polarisation can vary as rapidly as the resistance of the cored arc.
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344 DE. J. A. MARKER ON THE HIGH-TEMPERATURE STANDARDS

I. Introduction.

In a paper " On tlie Comparison of Gas and Platinum Thermometers," read before the

Royal Society in 1900,* Dr. P. Chappuis and the author described a series of

experiments in which several platinum-resistance thermometers, constructed of wire

of specially high purity, were compared with the gas thermometer at a niuiil>er of

steady temperatures from below zero to above the boiling-point of sulphur, and in one

set of measurements to just short of 600° C.

The results were such as to substantially confirm the conclusion of Callendah and

Griffiths that the indications of platinum thermometers may be reduced to the

normal scale by the employment of Callendar's well-known difference formula

d^T-pt = h\i-'^A~ -^'\
^ L^ioo/ looj

where d = the difference between T, the temperature on the normal scale, and

2)t = the " platinum " temperature. The constant 8 for pure platinum wires is

approximately 1"5, the three temperatures chosen for its determination being 0°, 100°

and the boiling-point of sulphur.

The paper concludes with the sentence, " until further investigations have been

made as to the relations of the various gas scales at high temperatures and as to the

influence of the initial pressure and the effect of impurities and traces of water vapour

in the gases employed, and until exact determinations have been made up to high

temperatures of the coefficient of expansion of the matei'ial used as thermometric

reservoir, we think that for the purposes of high-range thermometry a scale deduced

by the parabolic formula from that of the platinum thermometer will suffice. In the

present state of our knowledge any attempt to improve on such a thermometric scale

would be attended with such uncertainties as would probably render it futile."

Since that time, however, a substantial advance has been made in our knowledge,

direct determinations of the expansion of porcelain up to high temperatures having

been made by different observers, namely, Mr. Bedford, t at Cambridge, and Messrs.

HoLBORN and Day at the Reichsanstalt.J A discussion by Dr. Chappuis of the

results obtained by these observers and their influence on high-range thermometry is

found in the 'Philosophical Magazine,' (5), October, 1900, and February, 1902.

An examination of the difference formula for the platinum thermometer shows that

it can only represent a physical reality over a limited range, the value otpt for a wire

having a 8 of 1 -5 reaching a maximum about 1700° pi, a value numerically not far

exceeding such as may safely be attained. It woidd not therefore be surprising if the

formula which actually holds remarkal)lv closely at low ranges should be found to

* 'Phil. Trans.,' A, vol. 194, pp. 37-134.

t Bedford, 'Proc. Phys. Soc.,' XVH., Part HI., p. 148, and 'Phil. Mag.'

I HoLBORN and Day, ' Ann. Phys.,' vol. 6, 1901, p. 136.
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give erroneous results at temperatures well below the maximum to which the

materials used In the construction of a platinum thermometer can be subjected

without injuj-y. The investigations dealt with in the present paper have been carried

out at the National Physical Laboratory during the past two years, and consist

mainly of a continuation of the work of Chappuis and the author on the platinum

thermometer, testing up to 1000^ C the validity of the difference formula for two

thermometers made of representative j)latininn wires of higli jnnity. by comparison of

these instruments with the constant volume gas thermometer. Witli these instnunents

were also compared simultaneously standard thermojmictions. ^\•hose electromotive

force at a series of temperatures had been determined with special care at the

Reichsaustalt at Cliarlottenlmig.

II. I'/ie Gas 'fhcriiioinctcr.

The gfis thermometer employed for this work is a duplicate of the one used by

HoLBORX and Day at the Reichsaustalt. It was ubtaiued ficni the same maker,

FuESS, of Berlin, and was presented to the laboratory by Sir Andrew Noble. For

this mimiticent gift and for the kindly assistance ;ind advice rendered by the

President of the Reichsaustalt, Dr. KohlrauS(^h, and l)y Dr. Holborn in procuring

for us the gas thermometer, thermocouple, wire and materials for the construction of

electric furnaces, the laboratory is greatly indebted.

The instrument is specially designed for rapid work at high temperatures, and was

arranged so that measurements could be made with any desired initial pressure and

with bulbs of different materials. The principle employed by Chappuis, in the two

gas thermometers at Sevres, ot making all the measurements depend upon the

determination of a single length, though undoubtedly capable of giving b}' far the

most accurate results, becomes somewhat inconvenient when great changes of pressure

are needed. For this reason, therefore, in the present apparatus the manometer is

arranged so as to measure directly the difference of height bet^Aeen the level of a very

short metal point, to which the mercury in the closed limb A, fig. 1, is adjusted, and

the mercury surface in the long tube B, which during the measurements couununicates

witli the atmosphere by the tap H.*

The tubes A and B communicate by means of cone joints with the lower part of a

closed iron reservoir in the base plate of the apparatus, into which mercury can enter

from the upper I'eservoir G by means of the long tube C' and steel tap D. The fine

adjustment of the height of the mercury to the point in A is made by a steel screw

with capstan-shaped head projecting from the bottom of the apparatus and working

on a thin steel diaphragm let into the bottom of the reservoir.

* In the original form of the apparatus, tube A was joined to the reservoir below by a large three-way

glass tap, through the side tube of which the filling of the gas into the reservoir was made. It was found,

however, that this tap was a source of danger in the measurements, the results of one set of comparisons

VOL. CCIII.—A. -J Y
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Joint between platinum capillary

and neck of reservoir.

(I, metal cap ; h, split metal collar
;

C, porcelain capillary ; c, plati-

num capillary, in this case drawn

down to smaller size for lower

4 or 5 centims. ; (/, metal washer

soldered to platinum capillary.

A
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[II. T/x' Sra/r. av.

The iiiaiioineter scale, nearly two metres long, is graduated into millimetres and

cairies a slider with vernier and fine adjustment screw hy whidi the position of the

mercury column in H could l)e read directly to '02 millim. ( )ver the part of the

scale used in these experiments no corrections were required.

Accurate setting of the mercury to the point in the closed limb of the manometer

was facilitated hy the use of a small short-focus telescope clamped to the stand.

Measurements of the height of this point on the scale, as given hy the vernier

readings when the sighting edge of the slider was brought in line with the point,

were taken frequently throughout the work. The transfer of level was effected by a

Quincke microscope fixed on a plate-glass table which could be attached to the gas

thernrometer supports. This constant was different in the several sets owang to the

tube A having for different I'easons been several times rebuilt.

The Re.'^o'roirs and tlu-ir Attachment, (kc.

For some early experiments up to 200° C. reservoirs of normal Jena glass 16'" were

fixed having a long capillary stem attached by fusion. For the later series at high

temperatures reservoirs of Berlin porcelain, similar to those formerlv employed by

C'happuis and Harker, were kindly ordered for us by Dr. Holborx at the Berlin

factory. They were made in manner descrilied bv Holborn and Day in their paper

in ' Wied. Ann.,' vol. 68, pp. 830, 831.

For attachment of the reservoir to the platinum capillary leading to the manometer

joints made by sealing-wax or cement are too treacherous to be trusted for long

periods, so the joints were In all cases made In the manner sho-\vu In fig. 2. The

brass washer soldered on to the platinum capillary is clamped down tight against the

ground end of the porcelain or glass neck of the reservoir by a hollow cap Avhich

screws on to the two lialves of a split brass collar, a thin leather washer, on which Is

smeared a little marine glue, being interposed to make the joint. The collar is

prevented from sliding upon the neck by fitting closely into a rounded channel cut

Into the glass or porcelain by a small emery wheel. This form of joint has gi\en

perfect satisfaction.

I)eiiig lost thruugh the plug being foreeil dutward liy tlic iiu'rciuy pressure. .VlllidUgh the possilnlity nf

the recurrence of this accident was, avoided Ity the subsequent addition of a spring frame arrangement

embracing the plug of the tap, it was found extremely difficult to arrange the lubrication to be free

enough to permit of its constant use for shutting ott' communication between the thermometer and the

bulb and at the same time to prevent very slow inward leakage of air into A through the tap when the

bulb was under low pressure. The apparatus was therefore modified by putting into tube A a plain steel

tap and introducing a smaller and pCT-fectly ground three way tap into the side tulie. wliei'c it was not

needed after the liulb was once tilled. I'nder these niiditiiiiis the whole ai'i-angement eo\dd be kept

liorfectly gas tiglic.

•1 \ -1
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IV. Barometer and Auxiliary Measurements.

Tlie Ijarometer used was a Fortin witli J'-iuch tube, made by HiCKS and

standardised at Kew. It was compared liom time to time with an old Royal

Society's standard and found to have the same correction, —'05 millim.

The temperatures of the mercury columns in the gas thermometer were obtained by

means of two auxiliary thermometers disposed at convenient heights, having their

bulbs immersed in short test tubes filled with mercurv. These are called (2) and (3)

in the examples of gas thermometer readings given later. The temperature of that

part of the dead space over the mercury in tube A is given by a thermometer

inserted into the metal stopper carrying the reference point. This thermometer is

labelled (l). The temperature of the platinum capillary is kept constant by

surrounding it with a water-jacket of rubber tube, through which a circulation of

water from a supply vessel kept in the room is maintained during the experiments,

the temperature of the flow being given by the thermometer (4).

In making the correction of the pressures of the various mercury columns to

latitude 45° and sea level, the latitude of the thermometric laboratory was taken as

51° 26' 47", and the height above sea level of the cistern of the bai'ometer as

10 metres.

The relation

Ct latitude Bushy House , , , n,^/,r^T
^, , -^

—
T

- .„ was taken as 1-000561.
(x latitude 4o

V. Preparation of the Gases.

The nitrogen used in the earliest experiments was obtained from atmospheric air by

the ordinary method of absorbing the carbonic acid by potash and the oxygen by hot

copper, but for the sake of continuity with the work of Chappuis and the author, in

which chemical nitrogen was used in all the high-temperature experiments, the

method of preparation employed by them was used in all the later work. Into a

flask containing 100 grammes of potassium bichromate, dissolved in air-free distilled

water, was introduced gradually by means of a tap-funnel a strong solution containing

100 grammes nitrate of soda and 100 grammes nitrate of ammonia. When gently

heated on a water-bath this mixture gives off a steady stream of nitrogen^ wliieh is

passed over hot copper and copper oxide to destroy any oxides of nitrogen it may

contain, and collected over weak boiled potash solution in a gas holder. From this it

passes through solutions of silver nitrate and strong potash, boiled sulphuric acid, and

over solid caustic potash to a larger U-tube containing phosphoric anhydride, where

it is left several days before use, or is collected in larger quantity in the dry gas

holder over mercury. The tightness of all the joints and taps was ultimately made

so perfect that no measurable inward leak of air could be detected by the attached

manometer, even when the whole was left standing under reduced pressure for some

months. A sketch of the gas preparation apparatus is shoMoi in fig. 3.
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VI. FiUn„l nf the li,

The experiments of ( 'hai-itis and the atithor. Phih Tnins.," vol. 194, p. 93,

showed how important it is that ])re\i()us to and (hiring the tilling of the reservou-

with gas the whole shoidd be lieated to as high a temperature as possible—indeed

that with a reservoir of verre dur it was Impossilile to obtain an accurate value for a

temperature in the neighbourhood of the boiling-point of sulphiu- unle.ss it had been

previously heated for a considerable period to a temperature considerably higher than

this. Although very little is known as to the behaviour with change of temperature

and jnessure of the fihns of condensed gas, which \)\ their surface tension adhere

closely to tlie \\alls of a glass or porcelain vessel, and how thev influence the

coefficient of expansion of anv gas enclosed in it, it seems at anv rate advisable to

remove the existing film in any reservoir to be used for high-tempeiature work as far

as possible by repeated heating and evacuation. Accordingly for each new filling

during this work the procedure was to heat the reservoir very strongly, exhausting it

and the connecting tubes leadmg to the pump so thoroughly that an electrodeless

vacuimi-tube attached l)y a side tube sh()\\ed .strong green fluorescence both when the

reservoii- was hot and the next day after cooling. This was only attained after much

labour by taking special care in tlie nianipulati<-)n of all the taps and joints in the

circuit, and by l)lowing together into one piece the whole of the long canal leading

from the gas thermometer in the main laboratory to the pump and gas preparation

apparatus in a small room on an upper floor. After tlie apparatus had stood this test

the gas was filled into the reservoir to 100 to 200 millims. pressure at least three

times in each case before the final filling and px'essure adjustment were made, the

bulb being heated meanwhile as strongly as exj^edient in the particular case.

VII. Dilntatiori of the Porcelain Jteserroir.

In 1898 and 1899, Chappuis and Harker, in the absence of precise data as to the

expansion at high temperatures of the reservoirs of Berlin porcelain they employed in

their gas thermometer, were obliged to content themselves with extrapolation of the

expression for the expansion obtained by them from determinations made in the

Benolt-Fizeau dilatometer between the limits 0° and 100", confirmed by further

experiments made by a weight thermometer method. The values for the expression

they employed seemed at the time to be amply confirmed by the measurements of

HoLBORN and Wiex, made in 1892, which gave for the mean coefficient of linear

expansion between the limits 0° and 600° the value 4400 X 10~^ the value calculated

by Chappuis and Harker for the same temperature limits being 4484 x 10~^. On
the other hand, the later experiments of Holborn and Day made on Berlin porcelain

rods heated horizontally in an electric furnace show fairly conclusively that the

expansion of porcelain cannot be represented by any simple function for more than a
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few hundred degrees, and that therefore an expies.sii>ii dechiced empirically caiiuot he

appHed outside the liuuts of actual experiment without risk of serious en-or.

To ohtaiii the inost [trohable value ovei' the wlmlc raiiiic foi- the expansion of Berlin

porcelain, a cniiihliintlon was made of the valiU'S olitained directly Ia- two independeut

methods over the range 0° to 100' ('. hy ( 'ii.\i>i'lis and IIakkki; v\Itli those obtained

for higher temperatui'es by Holiuikx and Da v. As pointed out by ( 'iiaimtis in the

paper in the 'Philosophical ^Vfaga/Jne' allmled t.. in the introduction, the formula of

IfoLBoRN and Dav undoubtedly gives too high \,-dues \>r\n^^ •2:>i} (
'. This has just

been confirmed Ijy the experiments of 80HEEI-, published in \dl. 4 of the • Wiss. Abh.

der Reichsanstalt,' whose results over the range I
4" to KiO'^ obtained in the Fizeau

dilatometer are in close agreement with those of ( 'happuls and Hakkkk.

I have therefore taken for this work the following values of the mean dilatation

between O'' and T°, and from them calculated a table giving the volume at T^ of a

reservoir, whose volume at IJ is unity, for temperatur(?s up to I lOU" (J.

Mean Dilatation of Berlin Porcelain between O' and T°.

T.
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IX. The Piatt n inn Thenivnnefers.

The platinum tliernioineters chosen for the comparison at hii>h temperatures with

the gas thermometer were one of a group of six constructed in 1902 at tlie laboratory

lor the British Association and described as BA^ in the report of the Electrical

Standards Committee for 1903, and the much older one, lettered K.,, \\hich had been

employed by Chappuis and Harker in their work at Sevres. Since the date of the

Sevres comparisons in 1898 and 1899 this thermometer had l)een preserved as a

standard and used comparatively seldom.

Its characteristic dimensions are :-

-

Length from end of jjorcelain tube to below the Avooden collar, 3
5
'5 centims.

External diameter of tube, 11 '5 millims.

The head was of the old pattern with terminals, the leads being entirely of

platinum, "020 inch diameter, and the "bulb ' wire, '006 inch diameter.

Thermometer BA^ is similar in design to Chappuis' and Marker's thermometers

K^ and K,j, illustrated in their paper, the liead being arranged to be capable of

standing a vacuum for a considerable time.

Its dimensions were as follows :

—

Length of tube to under head = 43 "5 centims.

Internal diameter of porcelain tube = ITo millims.

Length of mica cross = 40 millims.

Thickness of "bulb" wire = "006 inch,

"lead"' „ = -020 „

Both "Imlb"' and leads were constructed from the stock of wire ot extra high

})urity })repared by JoHNSON and Matthey for the British Association. Details as

to the construction of these British Association thermometers are given in the

appendix to the Report of the British Association, 1903.

X. The Resistamr Box fur Platinum TlnTinonietnj.

The resistance box used was the one originally described by Griffiths in ' Nature,'

November 14, 1895, pp. 39 to 40, which had subsequently been modified by the

Cambridge Scientific Instrument Company by the substitution of Doulton-ware plug

holders foi' the usual brass blocks to which the individual resistances were connected.

In this form the box was used by Chree in his in^•estigations described in ' Proc.

Boy. Soc.,' vol. 67, pp. 3-58.

During the period covered by the present work the coils were standardised in the

manner described by Harker and Cha'ppuis [loc. cit., p. 52), and great care was

taken throughout as to the cleanliness t)f the plugs and to prevent the accumulation

of the black deposit which has a tendency to form in the plug holes. The box unit

is very exactly '01 ohm, and the nine coil values are arranged (m the binar}' scale
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from 5 up to 1280 units, with an additional coil of 100 units for the determination ot

the fundamental interval. The coils are of fine platinum-silver wire wound into

loose hanks not paraffined, so as to follow with as little lag as possible the tempera-

ture of the massive copper tank in which they are placed. The working of the

resistance box has under the conditions which obtained for this work been sufficiently

good to render unlikely the introduction of any systematic errors. The sensitivity of

the platinum thermometer bridge was such that even at the highest ranges a change

of about '01° C. could be detected, though an accuracy of "1° at 1000° C. is probably

about the limit in the absolute measurement of temperature even under favourable

conditions with resistance coils of platinum-silver, such as those employed here, with

a temperature coefficient of "00026 per degree C.

The flexible leads which were never detached from the thermometers during any

series were carefully checked before and after the experiments, and the possible

checks, got by using different combinations of coils in measurement of the same

temperature, always agreed reasonably well.

XI. The Potentiometer fur Thermocoiipla Measurements.

The potentiometer used in these experiments was specially designed and made in

the laboratory for accurate thermocouple work, and was described in detail in a paper

in the ' Phil. Mag.' for July, 1903. It is direct reading, and is arranged so that for

i>T
I

CEL

-o o-
- +

-c

FmB^u^fii

Fig. 4. Connections to potentiometer.

ordinary thermoelectric work where the maximum electromotive force to be measured

is of the order of "02 volt the individual settings could be made to about "1 microvolt

if required. A diagrammatic representation of the connexions is sliown in fig. 4 and

VON. ceil I.—A. 2 A
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a plan of the top of the iustrument in fig. 5. It is designed with a view of rendering-

possible the use of a short slide-wire of large cross section. The balancing coils, on

which the fall of potential is adjusted to a definite value, are in two rows, the centre

© Q ®0©0®e©0
GALV THERMO JUNCTIONS .

© e
STXELL

© e
ACC+RES

0,ooO O4C
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the long copper bar just in front. Suppose we wish to use as a standard a Clark

cell whose electromotive force at the prevailing temperature is 1'4333 volts. It is

obvious that we may make the fall of potential over the "1 ohm balancing coils have

the desired value of 1000 microvolts by putting into circuit coils 100, 40, 1, '5, and

three of the "01 series, leading from the third hundredth by means of the copj)er bar

to No. 17 of the balancing set, when altogether we shall have

100

40

1 [> in the back row.

•5

03
j

17
•1

> in balancing coils and bridge-wire,

making in all 143 '33 ohms.

Should a We.ston cell having an electromotive force of r0186 volt be substituted

for the Clark, the only alteration necessary would be to short-circuit coils 40, 1, and

•5, and to move the connector from the third to the sixth of the set of hundredths.

The compensating current is furnished by a small secondary cell, in series with which

is a dial resistance capable of variation up to 200 ohms by steps of '005 ohm.

The four thermojunction circuits provided are connected to a selector switch, by

means of which each successively or any two of them connected in opposition may be

brought into circuit, and the change-over from the standard cell connexion required

in the preliminary adjustment is made at the two-way switch at the front left-hand

corner, by means of which the galvanometer may be put into the circuit desired.

Constructional details are given in the paper referred to. All the coils employed

are of selected manganin, carefully annealed, and all connexions are made by mercury

caps and copper short-circuiting pieces, the only metals employed anywhere in the

parts carrying current being copper and manganin.

The values of those coils in the box which were used in this work as determined at

the conclusion of the comparison experiments are given in the following table. Any
alteration in their relative values which had taken place since the first standardiza-

tion is undoubtedly so small as to be quite negligible compared with other errors in

thermocouple work.*

* It is obvious that in building down to obtain a convenient standard of thermal electromotive force

—

100 or 1000 microvolts—so long as the relative, values of the coils employed remain the same, their absolute

value is of no moment.

A matter of great importance, however, is to measure the value of each coil in exactly the same way as

it is used. Accordingly, for this standardization a potential method of measurement was employed in all

cases, the current and potential leads being connected exactly as in actual work.
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Coil Values in ohms at 17° C.

Coils iu main row nominal value 'l each.

No. 1
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within 1 part in 10,000 of its nominal value, and an inspection of the tahle shows

that the cumulative effect of individual coil errors is very small. No corrections were

therefore applied to any of the potentiometer readings.

Special precautions were taken to avoid the effect of temperatui'e variation both on

the accumulator furnishing the compensating current of "01 ampere and on the

standard cells, both being placed in double-walled boxes surrounded by a thick layer

of cork clippings. Under these conditions the daily temperature range in the boxes

was found to be reduced to about one-fifth of the value outside them, and the

compensating current could generally be kept to within yo^Voo ^^ ^^^ value for an

hour at a time without adjustment.

XIII. The Thermojunction.'^.

The therinoj unctions used in this research were composed of pure platinum with

platinum containing 10 per cent, of rhodium, and were all '6 millim. diameter. They

were obtained from Heraus of Hanau, through Dr. Holborn of the Reichsanstalt,

and were compared by him with the standard junctions of the Reichsanstalt at a

number of fixed points.

In a letter to the Director of the Laboratory, Dr. Holborn says: "Two elements

were compared at four points, the melting-points of Zn, Sb, Ag, and Cu, and gave

the following; i-esults" :

—
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master standard, and was compared with No. 2 in a specially arranged electric furnace

at temperatures up to 1200° C. before and after the inve.stigatiou.

The results of these comparisons show conclusively that Junction No. 2 has not

suffered any material alteration during its protracted lieatings at high temperatures.*

The E.M.F. of the two junctions, as given by a comparison made at the close of the

work, is shown in the following table :

—
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T.
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fig. 6. The bulb of the gas thermometer, resting on a small piece of cork, occupies

the centre of the inner tube, through which steam brought direct from the boiler by

a well protected wide tube is circulated. The steam issuing from the outer jacket is

Fig. 6. Steam bath.

condensed and returned to the boiler as shown. The excess of the steam pressure

over that of the atmosphere, which in these experiments was seldom over 1 millim.

of water, is indicated by a small graduated water gauge.

The sulphur-points of the platinum thermometers were taken in the usual manner

in the well-known Callendar form of boiling-point apparatus. The only departure

from previous custom being that for the glass boiling tube was substituted one of

thin weldless steel,* which is more durable and can be heated up quickly without

being removed from its asbestos cover. Careful comparisons of this form with the

older glass apparatus showed no systematic discrepancy.

For the sulphur boiling-point Callendar's old value 444'53" C. at normal pressure

* An ordinary iron tube such as gas or steam pipe cannot be used for this purpose, as owing to

conduction from the flame of the burner upwards there is a tendency for the sulphur vapour to become

superheated.
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was taken. The sulphur-points were always t;ik<Mi

on days when the pressure was not far removed fidin

760 millims. to elinimate the uncertainty as to the co

efficient to use when redueino- to normal jiressure.

XVI. Electric Furnaces.

Two different electric furnaces were em])loyed in

this work. Their dimensions were similar, but they

differed in that in the first the heating-wire was

wound uniformly, and in the second an approximation

to a logarithmic spiral was made at each end, the

tux-ns being gradually crowded, so that the cooling

effect of the ends was in a great measure compensated

by the additional heat supply. Both furnaces were

wound with wire of pure nickel about 1"6 millims.

diameter. The heating current was supplied from a

special battery of 56 accumulators reserved for this

purjjose, which was divided into four groups of 14

cells, capable of being coupled in series or parallel,

as desired. A set of large well-ventilated manganin

resistances, formed of two No. 9 wires in parallel, and

capable of carrying 100 amperes without undue heat-

ing, was arranged so that the external resistance of

the circuit could be altered by steps of "025 ohm u])

to 3 "2 ohms, thus enabling any desired amount of

energy to be put into the furnace at will. The con-

struction of the furnace and the disposition of the

different instruments within it is shown in fig. 7.

The nickel heating-wire is wound upon tlie inner tulie

of unglazed biscuit porcelain, and in ordei' to prevent

the turns becoming short-circuited when hot, the

whole of the wound portion is covered with a thin

layer of "purimachos" which is baked on at a

moderate heat. The leading-in wires are doubled

or trebled in all cases. The bulb of the gas thermo-

meter is supported on a small bridge of fire-clay

resting on the furnace bottom, and the standard

platinum thermometer and thermojunction are

arranged as shown, great care being taken th;i(

neither the wires of the junction northetliin poi-cel.iin

VOL. CCIII. A. :'. A
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capillary tubes used to cover them shall anywhere touch the furnace wall. As

previous experience with gas and platinum thermometers, whose walls were of

porcelain, had shown how very much more slowly the transfer of heat took place

through this material than through metal or glass, even w'hen surrounded by a stirred

liquid, it was judged preferable to make a comparatively small number of high-

temperature experiments, in which great constancy of temperature was attained for

some time previous to and during the observations, rather than to attempt to obtain

mean values from more extended series under less perfect conditions. With this

object, a Callendar recoider was connected to a second platinum thermometer placed

in the furnace, and, during the adjustment of the temperature and the comparisons,

records from this instrument were taken on an open scale. The use of the recorder

greatly shortened the time necessary for the establishment of a steady temperature

by guiding the observer as to the manipulation of the resistances in the heating

circuit. In addition to the large set of resistances in the heating circuit, a set of coils

of "01 ohm each was placed close to the recorder, and it was found that a change of

one step on this set made all the difference between a steady state and a gradual rise

or fall in the tempei'ature of the furnace when equilibrium had been nearly established.

When desired, it was quite easy to keep the furnace temperature constant to about a

fifth of a degree for half-an-hour at a time, at temperatures as high as 1000° C, but

in most of the experiments the temperature was intentionally allowed to rise very

slowly. Without these precautions, comparisons bet^ween instruments of such widely

differing '"lag" as a bare thermojunction and a gas thermometer with porcelain

reservoir, whose walls were 2 millims. in thickness, would have undoubtedly been

liable to serious error.

XYII. Furnace Correction.

In order to investigate the distribution of temperature throughout the space filled

bv the gas thermometer bulb, which was about 130 miUims. in length, a pair of

thermojunctions, quite independent of the standard, were arranged so as to measure

the temperatui'e difference between the centre of the furnace and points further out,

and so obtain a correction to be applied to the readings of the gas thermometer, to

reduce its indications to what it would have registered had the whole of the bulb

been at the same temperature as the middle point.

XVIII. Exploration of Furnace.

For this purpose a thin wire junction of platinum with platinum iridium was chosen

on account of its great sensitiveness at high temperatures. This was made up to

work differentially, and was composed of a piece of platinum iridium between two

pieces of platinum, thus forming two junctions, which were both placed in the hot

space, entering the furnace from opposite ends. The w-ires were stiffened by threading
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them through thin porcelain capillary tubes, and the two junctions of the platinum

with the copper forming the rest of the circuit were placed together in ice.

The E.M.F. given by this element for a difference of 1° between its two hot

junctions is given in the table below.* This is obtained by direct comparison over

the whole range of a simple junction made up of wires from the same reels, which had

been similarly treated.

Temperature in °C. Difference for 1' in microvolts.

500
600
700
^00

16-4
16-6
16-8

16-9

17-1
17-2

One of tlie junctions was carefully placed and kept at the middle point of the gas

thermometer bulb, and the second was arranged so that it could be pushed backward

and forward into positions 2, 4, 6, and 8 centims. to the right and left of this point,

observations being made of the difterential E.M.F. produced in each of these

positions.

From a number of such o1)servations made after the different comparisons and

spaced over the interval 400° C. to 1000° C, curves were constructed showing the

distribution of temperature over this space for each of the furnaces used, and by

measuring these curves the difference between the average temperature of the bulb

and that of the central point, where the standard tliermoj unction was placed, could

easily be found.

For the compensated furnace the mechanical centre was found not to quite coincide

with the position of highest temperature at the higher ranges, though over the lower

part of the scale the curves were practically symmetrical.

The corrections obtained by this method from the different explor;itions were

plotted as ordinates against furnace temperatures as abscissae, and from the mean

curve thus obtained the following values were deduced as the mean corrections at

different temperatures :

—

* In practice, when the junctions were placed as close together in the furnace as po.ssible without actual

contact, owing to the inevitalsle small secondary effects arising from unsynimetric he;»ting of the junction

wires, the E.M.F. round the circuit was not always zero. When, however, the junctions were so supported

as to nowhere touch the furnace wall, the total effect was alway.s quite small and was allowed for in

each case.
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XX. Srru's II.

Ice-point; 3. April 16, 1903.

Observer, J. A. H.

It will be observed that during the 10 minutes covered by the observations the

barometric pressure fell rather more than O'l niillim. while the scale reading rose a

corresponding amount.

* On this occasion the variations in the temperature of the jacket water were so abnormally great

during the preliminary period before the experiment, that it was decided to dispense with the circulation

in the space round the platinum capillary and take the whole dead space as being at the temperature of

the part Ijelow the stopper in the closed limb of the manometer, given by thermometer No. 1

.
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Steam-point; ;5. April IG, 1903.

Ohseroer, J. A. H.
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place ill the quantity of gas present in the hulb. Tiie change in tliis case has also

been assumed as proportional to the time, since before the first experiment was made

the whole furnace was maintained at a high temperature for some time, and there is

no sufficient evidence that the change occurred otherwise than regularly. So far as

could be found by testing on the pump after the conclusion of the series no leak

could be discovered, even when the I)ulb was at a full red heat.

Constants for (ias Thermometer. Series 11.

I. Before the comparisons :

—

Ice-points.
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ther-
mometer

reading.
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XXIII. Method of calcidating Comparison Experiment.

As an examjile of the method employed in making and calculating out an

experiment, the i^esults of the observations made in Experiment No. 13 of Series IT.

are given in full. During this experiment the steadiness of the temperature of the

furnace was perhaps a little above the average, but the room temperature and that

of the resistance-boxes and of the various mercury columns of the gas thermometer

and barometer were rising more rapidly than usual. According to observations taken

on the thermojunctions and platinum thermometer, the steady state had been

maintained for about 10 minutes before the first recorded reading on the gas

thermometer was taken. As only two observers were available, one of these took

alternate observations on the gas thermometer and thermojunctions, while the second

took the jjlatinum thermometer readings.

By graphic interpolation the mean thermojunction i^eadings, corresponding to the

times at which the other instruments were read, were obtained and are given in the

example.

"

The readings of the gas thermometer are made as independent of one another as

possible by lowering the mercury each time before a setting, raising It again slowly so

as to make a new meniscus.

The calculation to the accuracy here necessary of the air temperature corresponding

to definite platinum temperatures is somewhat laborious, if the formula

T =. (^|0 + 50) - VC's'' + '^) - -^f'^'

has to be applied for each observation. The graphic methods used by Heycock

and Neville cannot easily be made sufficiently accurate. Since the value of 8 for pure

platinum wire has been found to be 1"5, varying from one specimen to another within

very narrow limits, the most suitable method of effecting this conversion was found

to be to construct a table giving, for a sufficient number of points, the value of T for

given values oi pt when S = r5. A second table gives the correction to apply to

the value of T thus obtained, if the 8 differs from the standard value by a small

amount.

* The letters AB, BA refer to the position of the reversing switches leading to the potentiometer.

Owing to small Thomson and Peltier effects, there was generally a small difference bet\veen the two

positions. In this case it is rather aliove the average. There was no difficulty in setting to -1 miciovolt,

so the readings are given to this figure, though it is not considered as having any significance in temperature

measurement.

VOL. coin. A. 3 B
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Gas Thermometer Readings. Expt. 13, May 1, 1903.
o^^.^.^,^. j j j£

Time.
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From tlie.se ol)servations plotted, the following were deduced as the therinojuiictiou

readings simultaneous with the gas thermometer readings :

—

Time
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XXIV. First Set of Comparisons. October, 1902.
millims.

336-41

33(;-25

Mean ice-point of gas thermometer before observatious

„ „ „ after „

Mean value of a before = '003675,

after = -003676.

-^ = -0083.

Platinum thermometer BA., :

—

Ry := 2-57453 ohms before commencing,

= 2-57465 ,, after seventh experiment,

= 2-57433 ,, at conclusion,

F.I. =: r00034 before commencing,

= 1-00020 at end,

S = I'olO mean of all observations.

First Set of Comparisons. Furnace wound uniformly. BA^ and Gas Thermometer.

No. of
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Second Set of Compaiisons. April and May, 1903.

niuiinis.

Mean ice- point i)f'ii;as therniomoter before cuniparisoiis . . . . 180-923

after „ .... 182-66

Mean value of a from determinations before comparisons = '003670,

after „ = 003671.

= -oio,.

In this case there is a change in the zercj-point greater than tliat observed in the

first set and in the opposite direction. In allowing for this, the change was supposed

to have been proportional to the time.

Platinum thermometer BAj :

—

Rq = 2 '57251 ohms before commencing comparisons,

= 2'57198 „ at conclusion of „

F.I. = 1 '00008 before conmiencing ,,

= 1 '00000 at conclusion of ,,

S =1 r491 mean of large number of observations extending over six months.

The platinum thermometer constants of this set are expressed in terms of a slightly

different unit from that employed in first set six months earlier.
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TInrd Set of Comparisons. May and June, 1 903.

millims.
Mean ice-pomt <.f oas thermometer before comparison = 176-28

after „ = 170-19

Mean value of a from determinations befoie = -003GG0

" " „ after — -0036G1

Platinum thermometer K., :

Pt,, = 2-62864 ohms before commencing comparisons,
= 2-62705 „ at conclusion of

F.I. = 1-00789 before commencing
= 1 -008 19 at conclusion of

S = 1-510 mean value over a long period.

375
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c.
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XXV. Conclusion.i.

These three sets of experiments show that :

—

(I.) The readings of platinum thermometers BA., and K.,, which may be taken

as representative samples of pure platinum, wdien reduced to the air-scale by

Callendar's formula, employing his value for the boiling-point of sulphur, are in

reasonably close agreement with the results given by the constant-volume nitrogen

thermometer employing chemical nitrogen under low initial pressure and using the

revised values for the dilatation of porcelain. The divergence of the two scales only

exceeds the probable error at the higher part of the range.

(2.) The platinum thermometers, and the thermojunctions representing the

temperature scale of the Reichsanstalt, based on measurements made with the gas

thermometer with bulb of platinum iridium, agree very closely, the thermojunction

giving apparently a slightly higher value throughout the range covered by the

experiments.

As the result of these comparisons is to justify the application of Callkndar's

parabolic formula up to 1000° C, the tables previously alluded to for deducing the

value of T from jit over the whole range for which platinum thermometers are useful,

— 200° to + 1100°, are given. From — 200° to + 200° the values are given for

each degree,* and from 200° to 1100° for each 10^

For the figures given in Table I., in their final form, calculated by a method

which renders unlikely the accumulation of errors greater than 1 unit in the last

figure given, I am indebted to Mr. F. J. Selby.

I have also to acknowledge my indebtedness to Mr. W. Hugo, who assisted during

the comparisons by taking the observations with the platimun thermometers, and

especially to the Director of the Laboratory, Dr. Glazebrook, for his continued

interest and advice on many points.

* In the paper as printed this table has been shortened by only giving the vahie of pt for intervals of

1' over the range - 50° to + 150°.
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XXVI. Table I.

pt.
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Table I.—continued.

379

pl.
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Table I.—continued.

pt.
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Table I.—continued.

381

pl.
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Table I.—continued.

pt-
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Table I.—continued.

383

pt.
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XXVII. Table II.

—

To Calculate the Change in T for a Giveu Small

Change in 8.

T.
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XXVIl. Tablk ir.—To Calculate the Cliangc in T for a Givcu Small
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XIT. Colours in Mefal Glasses and in M('fallic Films.

By J. C. Maxwell Garnett, B.A., Trinity Colleye, Cambridge.

Communicated by Professor J. Larmor, Sec.R.S.

Received April 19,—Read June 2, 1904.

Introduction.

§ 1. The ^^reseut paper contains a discussion of some optical properties of a medium

containing minute metal spheres. The discussion is divided into two Parts : the first

Part dealing with colours in metal glasses, in which the proportion of volume

occupied by metal is small ; the second Part dealing with metal films, in which this

proportion may have any value from zero to unity.

In Part I. the observations of Siedentopf and Zsigmondy beyond the limit of

microscopic vision (' Ann. der Phys.,' January, 1903) are discussed. It is shown that

the particles seen in a gold ruby glass are particles of gold which, when their

diameters are less than 01/x, are accurately spherical. I have endeavoured to show

that the presence of many of these minute spheres to a wave-length of light in the

glass will account for all the optical properties of " regular " gold ruby glass, and that

the irregularities in colour and in polarisation effects sometimes exhibited by gold

glass are due to excessive distance between consecutive gold particles or to excessive

size of such particles, the latter, however, involving the former. It is also shown

that the radiation from radium is capable of producing in gold glass the ruby colour

which is generally produced by re-heating. The method adopted enables us to

pi'edict from a knowledge of the metal present in metallic form in a glass what

colour that glass will be in its " regular " state.

In Part II. the optical properties, and the changes in coloiu- on lieating, of the

silver and gold films observed by Mr. G. T. Beilby (' Roy. Soc. Proc.,' vol. 72, p. 226),

and of the potassium and sodium films deposited on glass by Professor R. W. Woop
('Phil. Mag.,' p. 396, 1902), are discussed, with a view to showing that they can be

accounted for by supposing the films to be composed of minute metal spheres of

varying sizes.
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PART I.

§ 2. Consider the incidence of light of wave-length X on a sphere ot metal of

radius a. Suppose the constants of the metal relative to the surrounding medium,

which we may first suppose to be {ether, are n, the coefficient of refraction, and k,

the coefficient of absorption. Let us write

N = Mi--) (1),

where, as usual, t denotes \/ — I.

We shall use the following notation to denote the electric vector :

—

Incident light Eo {Xo = exp {tjj (« — 2/c)], Yo = 0, Zu = 0}.

Transmitted + refiected light . . E^ {Xj, Y^, Zj].

Here p = 'Zttc/X, c being the velocity of light in vacuo.

Hertz (' Ausbreitung der electrischen Kraft,' Leipzig, 1892, p. 150) has shown that

the electric and magnetic forces at any point {x, y, z) due to an oscillating electric

doublet of moment Ae'^' along the axis of x are given by

E = V ?," - (V-n, 0, 0) (2),

«='(» s -a) <^)'
dy ct

where
IT = A/r.exTp {ip (t — r/c)],

for these expressions satisfy Maxwell's equations

"? = c curl H, '^ = - c curl E and div E = div H = 0,
dt (It

and when r is very small compared with the wave-length (X = ^nc/p) of the emitted

waves the expression for E reduces to

E = V (an/ax),

which is at any time the electric force which would be electrostatically due to the

doublet if its moment remained constant and equal to its value at that time.

Lord Raylejgh ('Phil. Mag.,' XLIV., pp. 28-52, 1897, and 'Collected Papers,'

vol. 4, p. 321) has extended this theorem to the case of a very small sphere. In the

region for which the distance, r, from the centre of a small sphere of radius a excited
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by an electric field E = {e'''\ 0, 0), is small compared \\ith the wave-length, the

electric force due to the sphere is

By comparing this with Hertz's corresponding result

dx \ r J

for an oscillating doublet of moment e'''', as given above, it appears from (2) and (3)

that the electric and magnetic forces at any point, due to waves emitted by the

sphere, must be given by the equations

E,=v|n-,v=n,«,o), „.= L(„, |n,_|n)
. . (,, ,,

where now

n = —
_^

^ . -^-. exp [tp (« - r/c)].

Replacing K by N^, where N is the quantity defined by equation (1), we conclude

that when a metal sphere is excited by a periodic electric force E,j, it emits the waves

which would be emitted liy a Hertzian doublet which at time f. was of moment

equal to

The same result can be proved directly by adapting the analysis given by

L. LoRENZ (' Videusk. Selsk. Skr.,' Copenhagen, 1890) to tlie electromagnetic theor3^

The problem has also been treated by Stokes (' Camb. Trans.,' vol. 9, p. 1, 1849, and

' Papers,' vol. 4, p. 245, p. 262).

At a great distance from the origin, i.e., when r is great com})ared with X,

equation (4) reduces to [cf. Rayleigh, loc. cit., equation (106)]

If we transform to spherical co-ordinates X, Y, Z in the respective directions of

increase of r, 0, tj) (fig. 1) we obtain, at a great distance from the origin,

Xj = 0, \ 1
= j^ 1^3 . 2

''''1' * '^' (^ ~ ^'^^^^ °^''^ ^ ^*"^ *^'

3 I) 2
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It appears from equations (6) or (7) that such a small sphere, in common with any-

other minute system \yhose moment is proportional to the electric vector of the

incident light, emits light with an intensity proportional to the inverse fourth power,

of the wave-length, provided that N is independent of X. It is this property which,

as Lord Rayleigh has shown, accounts for the hlue colour of the light received from

the sky.

yA

Fig. 1.

§3. In the ' Annalen der Physik ' for January, 1903, H. Siedentopf and

R. ZsiGMONDY publish some observations on the metal particles in gold ruby glasses.

By their method of illumination they were able to see particles whose dimensions

were of the order of from 4 to 7 /a/x, where /x/i, repi'esents 10~^ millim.

The arrangement consisted of a system of lenses following a strongly illuminated

and very narrow slit. The system of lenses, of which the last is a low power

microscopic objective, serves as a condenser and forms a very narrow image of the sht

inside the glass under observation. This image of the slit may not be more than

one or two wave-lengths thick.

The observation is made with a microscope having tlie tube perpendicular to the

incident light, so that only the light emitted by the metallic particles travels up the

tube. This is the light the electric vector of which has been distinguished by the suffix

unity in the preceding analysis. The image of the slit, which is parallel to Ox in

fig. 2, comes directly under the microscope tube, which is in the direction 0// ; thus

only the particles illuminated at the image of the slit send light up the tube. The

diffraction discs do not pile up on top of one another if the average distance between

two metal particles is greater than the thickness of the image of the slit. In this

case, then, the number of particles per unit area can be counted.

On pp. 11 and 12 of the paper referred to, Siedentopf and Zsigmondy discuss the

appearances in the second focal plane of the microscope when the light incident in

the glass is plane polarised. The figs. 3-6 above are reproduced from their paper.

In fig. 3 the plane of polarisation of the incident light was that of incidence, the

plane of incidence being the plane containing the axis of the microscope and that of
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the incident pencil of lii;iit ; in ti^-s. 4 and 5 the jilane of polarisation of the incident

light was inclined at 45° to the plane of incidence ; while in fig. 6 tlie two planes

were perpendicular.

In the figs. 3-6 the upper diagram represents the second focal plane of the

microscope when the diameters of the particles of met;d in the glass are less than

O'l ju,, the small lines being parallel to the planes of polarisation of the emergent

light in various parts of the field, the " emergent light " here meaning the light sent

up the microscope tube by the metal particles in the glass under observation. The

Fig. 3.

Fig. 5. Fig. 6.

lower diagrams in the same figures represent the appearances of a ditfraction disc for

the same respective positions of the plane of polarisation of the incident light.

It is to be noticed that the light emitted in any particular direction comes to a

focus at a corresponding point in the second focal plane of the microscope. Conse-

quently a black spot in that plane means that no light is emitted in the corresponding

direction.

If all the particles are spheres sending up no light in some particular direction,

tliere will thus be a black spot in the second focal plane, as well as in each diftraction

disc, at the point corresponding to that direction.

Suppose now, as in § 2, that the incident light travels in the direction 0: and is

polarised in plane yOz, fig. 1. Instead of conceiving this plane to alter as we consider

the various cases of figs. 3-(), we shall imagine the microscope tube to move in the

plane x{\ji.
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Thus ill fig. 3 the microscope is along Oy, in fig. 6 along O.v:, while in figs. 5 and -4

the tube lies in the intermediate positions, namely, = 90°, ^ = rb. 45° respectively.

It will now be sliown that the figs. 3-6 are completely accounted for if the particles

are spheres small compared with a wave-length, i.e., appreciably smaller than 0*1
fi.

From equations (7) the character of the light emitted by such a sphere in the

direction 0, ^ (fig. 1) is determined by the electric force Ej whose composition is

:

Xi = 0, Yj = B cos ^ cos
<f), Zi = - B sin (/. (8),

where

Suppose first that, as in the case corresponding to fig. 3, the microscope tube is

along Oy (fig. 1), the centre of the field then corresponds to ^ =: 90°, </> = 90°.

The fig. 7 represents the direction of Ej, as deduced from equation (8), for positions,

the co-ordinates of which are 6,
(f>,

the centre of the diagram corresponding to

Fig. 7. Fig. 8.

^=
(f)
= 90°, the axis of y. The same figure will therefore represent the directions

of the electric vector in various parts of the second focal plane of the microscope.

From equation (8) it appears that when either ^ = 90° or <^ = 90°, we shall have

Yi=0, and therefore E^ becomes (0, 0, Z^) and only has a component in the direction
(f>.

This is represented by the arrows for positions on the axes in fig. 7.

In the middle of the quadrants the directions of the electric vector are no longer

parallel to the axis of
<f>

but are tilted as in the figure, being tilted in the same

manner in opposite quadrants.

Now the planes of polarisation are perpendicular to the electric vector, and the

small lines in fig. 3 are perpendicular to the arrows in fig. 7. When, therefore, the

incident light is polarised in the plane of incidence, the appearances are accounted for

if the particles are small spheres.

Next consider the case corresponding to fig. 6, when the microscope tube is

above Ox. The centre of the field is then ^ = 90°, «^ = 0. The arrows represent the

direction of E^ in various parts of the field. All these arrows point nearly towards

the centre. Along the two axes they point accurately towards the centre. There is

no force at the centre, for then both Y, and Zj vanish. Consequently, a black spot

should appear at the centre, if the particles were spheres. Finally, lines perpendicular

to the arrows in fig. 8 are parallel to the lines in fig. 4. Consequently, in this case

also the appearances are explained by supposing the particles to be spheres.
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In this case, namely, when the incident hght is polarised perpendicular to the plane

of incidence, it further appears that if an analysing nicol be introduced so as to

polarise the emergent light in the plane of incidence, then the analysing nicol removes

the Yj component of Ej and the vanishing of Z, also, for
(f>
= causes a dark band

to cross the field over the diffraction disc if there be only one pai'ticle sending light

up the tube, the dark band lying along the axis of d in fig. 8, i.e., in the plane of

incidence, and this also was observed by Siedentopf and Zsigmondy for the particles

in gold glass {loc. cit., p. 12).

The discussion of the cases of figs. 4 and 5 presents no difficulty. The phenomena,

including the correct position of the black spot, are again explained, by means of the

hypothesis that the small particles are spheres.

Thus all the jihenomena, observed in the second focal plane of the microscope, due

to })articles smaller than 0"l/x., are exactly those which would be produced by spheres

of metal of radius small compared with the length of a wave of light in the glass.

If now the particles were small spheroids, or crystalline in structure, then the

position of the black spots, if indeed any existed, and the positions of the plane of

polarisation of the light emitted from the particles, would depend on the orientation

of the particles. Unless, therefore, the orientation of all the particles were the same,

we should, if many particles were sending light up the tube, get no black spot in the

focal plane, because the black spot, supposing there to be one, due to one particle,

would not coincide with that due to another. And further, even if the orientation

of all the particles were the same, and if every particle alone did send off no light in

some particular direction, so that there were a black spot in the second focal plane,

then, unless the common orientation were such that, for every plane of polarisation

of the incident light, the black spot were in the same plane as if the particles were

spheres, which is an impossibility, spheroidal or crystalline particles could not account

for the effect observed.

These considerations show, therefore, that the small particles in gold ruby glass are

really spheres of gold, so long as their dimensions are consideralily smaller than Oi/x

(10~" centim.).

This result is of considerable interest in connection witli the formation of crystals.

When a metal crystallises out of a vitreous solution, it appeal's that until the

dimensions have increased beyond a certain limit, the forces of surface tension

overcome the crystallic forces, and the particles of metal ai'e spherical and not

crystalline.*

Mr. G. T. Beilby has arrived at the same conclusion from microscopic examination

* [Note added Hlh May, 190i.—The presence of eiystjils, whether of silicates or of reduced metal, in

many pottery glazes suggests that minute spheres of the same material as the crystals were present before

the formation of these crystals, and that some may co-exist with the crystals. The colours of the glazes

may therefore he wholly or in part due to the presence of these minute spheres, in the same manner as a

gold ruby glass depends for its ciiloin- on the presence of minute spheres of gold.]
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of the films of metal dei")Osited from solutions (' Proc. Ro)'. Soc.,' vol. 72, 1903,

p. 223).

In the manufacture of gold and copper ruby glasses and of silver glass, the gold or

copper or silver is mixed with the other ingredients of the glass before the first firing.

If, when the glass is formed in the furnace, the whole be quickly cooled, the glass with

the metal in it is colourless and exactly resembles clear glass. I have had in my
possession several pieces of such clear gold glass, and some of clear silver glass. One

of the former was used iu an experiment with tlie emanation from radium, to be

described later.

In this clear glass the gold or silver is probably in solution in the glass. But

when the glass is re-heated the metal "crystallises" out of solution, or, as we shall

say, is " excreted " from the glass and appears in the small particles observed by

SiEDENTOPF and ZsiGMOXDY. These particles of metal, as we shall show, account for

the colour of the glass.

I have seen a piece of copper glass which was allowed to cool down slowly in the

glass pot along with the furnace, taking a week or more in the process. The glass

formed a dark brown, nearly opaque, mass with minute crystals of bright, shining

copper scattered throughout its substance, the crystals being large enough to be easily

distinguishable Avith the naked eye, while the appearance of the whole mass somewhat

re.sembled that of the well-known African stone, aventurine.

It is suggested that the second heating, without melting the glass, confers sufiicient

freedom on the molecules of the glass to enable the forces of surface tension to exert

themselves in bringing the molecules of the metal, which have been distributed

amongst those of the glass, together into heaps, the phenomenon being similar to that

exhibited when a metal film is heated to 300° or 400° without being melted, when,

as wiU be described later, the metal forms itself into minute granules, which,

in the light of what we have proved for the particles in gold glass, must be

spheres or spheroids with axes normal to the film. The latter form is possible

for the films of metal, though not for the metal iu the gold glass, because a

thin film, as opposed to a piece of glass, is not subjected.to similar conditions in all

directions.

§ 4. We have thus to consider the problem of light traversing a medium containing

many small metal spheres to a wave-length of light.

It has been seen (§ 2) that a small metal sphere produces in all .siu-rounding space

the same effect as would be produced by a Hertzian doublet placed at its centre.

We may therefore imagine the spheres replaced by such electric doublets and thus

avoid considering their finite size.

Let the average (for a large number of doublets) moment of a doublet be, at time t,

f(o = {/i{o,y;(o,/3(0}-
Then if there be SR spheres per unit volume, the polarisation of the medium will be

f it) = 5Jf (/). If E', due to the regular force E„ together with forces due to the
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npioiiliouiino- douLlpts, ]je the force causing the polarisation f (t), then we have

proved (§ 2) tluit

Now by means of the analysis given by H. A. Lorkxtz (' Wied. Ann.,' 9, 1879,

p. 641) and by Larmor (' Phil. Trans.,' A, 1897, p. 238), and which has been fully

verified in Lorentz's own paper and by others, it can be proved that (see § 7 below)

E' = E„+^f =E„ + f ^^r^^J-^^E' (9),

provided the medium under consideration extends througliout a space of dimensions

which in no direction are of an order of magnitude so small as a wave-length of light.

This provision is satisfied except in the case of very thin films. When dealing with

such films in a later portion (§ 7) of this paper we shall return to the consideration of

this point.

From equation (O) we obtain

so that

f „ N'- - 1 3 /r. 47r,-„ 3N-- 11

Clerk Maxwell's equations written \Aith Hertzian units for this medium, now,

thei'efore, are

e -^- = c curl H and - - = — c curl E,
dt lit

where

.' = (E + 4rf') E = I + 4.««'|-^,l/|l - f 0!«"|f^J} .

We have therefore proved that a medium consisting of small metal spheres

distributed in vacuo, many to a wave-length of light, is optically equivalent to a

medium of refractive index n' and absorption k' given by N' = n' ( 1 — lk') = %/«',

where

We shall throughout use the symbol
fj.

to denote the volume of metal per unit

VOL. com.—A. :') e
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volume of the medium (excej^t when
fj.

is eA'idently used to deimte the thuusaudth

part of a miUimetre). Thus /x = -- -Dia^, and equation (lo) becomes

., N- - 1

If the metal spheres be situated in glass of refractive index v instead of in vacuo,

this equation becomes

{n'(l-:K');^ = e' = .^+ "^7^:2- .... (11).^

The con.stants )i' and k' of the meilium thus dejiend only on /.i, the relative volume

of metal, and not on the radii of the individual spheres. It is clear that the spheres

may now be supposed to be of quite various radii, provided only that there be many

spheres to a wave-length of light in the medium.

We have given the general result which holds for all \alues of /x, as Ave shall

require it later. But in the case of metal glasses, by which name we shall describe

glasses in which a metal is present in metallic form, the value of ju. varies from about

10~* for a silver glass down to about 10"'^ for a soda glass coloured by radium. The

last equation giving the optical constant N' = ?i'(l — lk) of the metal glass may be

written

N- — z^-

{// (1 - lk')]- - u- = Sfiv- ^-,-
,

-

_^^,,
= Sfxp- (a - I'^i), say . . (12),

where N is the optical con.stant of the metal and v the index of refraction of the glass

by itself

§ 5. Equation (12) may now be written

n'~ (1 — k'-) — V- — 2m'

V

., , n- (k^ — 1) -{- V' + 2in~K _ „ .w .-, ^x
1^

n^ (k- - 1) - 2v^ + 2m-/c
'^

^
^^

Thus, equating real and imaginary parts, we find, after some reduction,

_ n'- (1 — k'-) — v~ {rv' [ic — \ )\'~ — Tv'' {k^ — 1 ) i/^ + 4ft*K" — '2v^ ")

" ~ 37^-
~

[11- (V - 1) - 2j^}2 + 4?iV I

n _ ti'-k' Sn-Kv"
I

'
^IJiv-

~ {n-{K- -a-) ^ 2^'-]- + 4wV- J

* \Note added IGlk Mmj, 1904.—This equation may be wi-itten j^o^'o =/^
Ss"^^;:;]

"
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We have now to see whether by means of these equations (13), and of the vahies

of n and k for various metals, we shall be able to predict the colour of a glass which

contains a number of small metal spheres, whose linear dimensions and distances

apart are small compared witl: a wave-length of visible light.-

In the annexed table the refractive index of the glasses has been taken to be

v= 1-50.

The values of rr [k^ — 1) and of iri< for the metal are those given by Drude
(' Pliysikalische Zeitschrift,' January, 1900), for yellow light (\ = -0000589 ceutim.),

and for red light (X, = '0000630 centim.). For the potassium-sodium amalgam,

however, blue and yellow light were used instead of yellow and red.

Now let us suppose that fi, the quantity of metal per unit volume, is very small

If, then, a and /8 represent tlie numbers in the penultimate and last columns of

Ta})le I. respectively, we have

«'- (1 — k'-) = V- -f 3/xi^-a, n'-K = ?>iJ.v"jB.

Hence

v/'-(l + k'-) = {i^'-\- 2p~.3fiv~a + 9/x=i/'a= + :^6fi"u\3^}^

= p- + S/xp-a + 9f,V-2l3' + 2"/^' (...) + •••

Hence, neglecting higher powers of /x,

nV=3/x;^/3 (14).

Now, suppose that light of wave-length X in vacuo travels through this composite

medium, whose constants are nf and k'. The light in vacuo being given by

X = Aexp {27ri(^/T-2/X)},

in this medium it is given l)y

X = A' exp {-iTTi (?/T - N'z/X)}

= Ae-"H- exp (27n {tjT - v'zjk)},

so that n'K measures the absorption. In fact, tlie intensity of the light sinks to

e^"(=: .^^ nearly) of its original value in traversing a distance

f/= —
,
,= ^ , (15)

of the medium.

We have now to apply the formulte to the observations, in order to test the

validity of our analysis as regards the actual phenomena. Siedentopf and Zsig.mondy

give ('Ann. der Physik,' January, 1903, pp. 33, 34) a table of various gold gLsses

examined by them. This table is reproduced in Table II.

3 E 2
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If P denote the volume of the gold particles, so that I is given in the 8th or 9th

column of the Table II., according as ju., the gold content, is taken from the 6th or

7th column, then the number 9? of gold particles per cubic (10"' centim.) is given by

9? = lOV//^

We have said that for our analysis to be applicaljle there must be many spheres to

a wave-length. Since the spheres in glasses A, B, Ca, Cb, Cc (Table II.) can be

separated by a Zeiss -roth objective, they must be at a distance apart greater than

•2jLi, or half a wave-length of violet light. We shall therefore not expect our

analysis to apply to them. It is further apparent that the particles are more widely

separated in Da than Db. If we take for / the mean of the two numbers given, we

have

gj„„ = -019, % = 2-48. %. = 6-24. 91^, = 8-40, SI?h = 6-35,

so that, since Sip, %i^ and OJh are larger than '^^h and OJr, the glasses F. G, H
satisfy our condition best.

But here we are preseiited \\ith a difficulty. The wave-length of the yellow light,

X= -0000589 centim., is in our glass {v = l-o6) only, \' = -00003775 centim. or

377 5fi. Thus to find the number of gold particles in X'°, we must multiply ^21 by

(-3775)^ = -0538. We shall thus, even for glass G, have less than one particle to a

wave-length. On the other hand, Siedkntopf warns us {loc. cit., p. 27) that the

linear dimensions of the particles are only to be taken as upper limits and may be

three times too large.

Suppose this is the case, then the niunber of particles in a yellow wave-length in

the glass is 27 X "0538 (= 1'45) times the above numbers, 0?. witli of course a still

greater value for red light.

On this hypothesis then the glasses F, G, H alone of the series satisfy our

condition. If therefore, the theory is correct, it should explain the colour and other

optical projierties of these three glasses as set out in the first five colunms of

Table II.

Let us, for instance, consider the colour of glass G. From equation (15) we have

as the distance d in which the intensity of light of wave-length X is reduced to

1/7-4 of its original value X/G-n-fjLvfi given by (15).

From the Table I. A\e have, supposing r = 1 'bG.

/3 = -5854, for yellow light \— lO"' "589 centim.

/? = -2501. for red light X = 10"' -630

The value of /n found by colorimetry is 72.10"'. Gonseqnently we have

Yellow, d = -48 centim.. nearly.

Bed, d =: ]'19 centims.

Since the latter number is greater than the former, it follows that this glass, and
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indeed all i;i>ld glasses tor wliicli our condition is satisfied, should be much more red

than yellow. Presumably, therefore, they are still more yellow than green, and more

green than blue.* We should therefore expect the gold glasses F, G, H. which

satisfy our condition, to be red, as in fact they are.

The above values for d are certainly of the right ordei-, but they ma}' be somewhat

too large. If we had taken the value of /a, called the Total Gold Content in Table XL.

the corresponding values of d would have been only half those given above.

It is to be remembered that manufacturers, in making gold ruby glass for " flashing'

on to clear glass, use much more gold. A common value for the total gold content is

about :3.10--\

Bv means of equation (i5) and Table I. we can in this way predict whether a gold,

silver, f>r copper glass for which v = t'56 will transmit more red or more yellow light,

and whether such a glass containing small spheres of " potassium-sodium " will

transmit more yellow or more blue.

We tli'.is find that when there are several metal spheres to a wave-length

Silver glass transmits yellow [fi/k yelloAV < /3/X red),

Copper ,, „ i-ed (^/\ red < /S/X yellow),

Gold ., „ „ (^/X „ <y8/X „ ),

Potassium-sodium glass transmits blue (/8/A blue < /3/k yellow).

Fromi;he values of /3 on Table I., p. 396, we see that for a silver glass to absorb as

much red light as a gold glass does yellow, /x would have to be -7^-, or, roughly,

eight times as great for the silver glass as for the gold. And, since the values of yS

for yellow and red light are more nearly equal for silver than for gold, in order to

produce the same coloration there would have to be even more than eight times as

much silver (by volume) as gold. I am told that manufacturers put in ten times as

much silver by weight into a silver glass as they put gold into a gold glass.

Again, the very large value of ;8 for yellow light in a potassium-sodium glass shows

that such a glass would absorb as much yellow light as a gold glass with only yo of

the amount of metal excreted.

Thus a very slight excretion of the potassium-sodium metal would give a very

stiong blue or violet coloration. This probably explains the colouring of soda glass

by radium, the radiation causing the excretion of the metal.

In order to test this hypothesis I asked Mr. F. Soddy, on 9th November, 1903, at

University College, London, to examine whether the emanation from I'adium was

capable of colouring quartz glass in which there could evidently be no possibility of

the excretion of metal. He stated that he and Professor Ramsay had ijlready made

this experiment and had found no coloration.

At my request Mr. Sor>DY then placed a smalT piece of colourless gold glass in a

* See Appendix.
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tube coiilaininii- some emanatinii. Within two days an miiiiistakal)le niliy tint

appeared in the glass.*

It seems probable that the violet coloration of soda glass bulbs used in the

production of" Tltintgen rays may be due to the excretion of metal caused by the /3

rays from the cathode.

The observations of Elstee and Geitel, ' Wied. Ann.,' 59, p. 487, 181HJ. (pioted by

J. J. Thomson, ' Conduction of Electricity through Gases,' jj. 496, that salts of the

alkali metals coloured b)^ exposure to cathode rays exhibit photo-electric eftects,

suggestive of the jjresence of traces of the free metal, support this v'le^v as to the

cause of the coloration of metal glasses exposed to the radiation from i-adium.

From equation (6), as modified for the case M^hen the metal sphere is surrounded

by glass of refractive index p, it appears that the amplitude at any point of the light

emitted from the sphere is proportional to
|

.'^
o w ' "^'^'^^re |» + f} denotes the

modulus, + v/''- + ''"'. Using a and /3 as defined in equation (l:!), we have

^'2 f--^ o = a~ + 4yS-, Avhere a and /3 are to be found from tlie table on p. 39G, where

( = I -56. Thus at any point the intensity of light emitted by a sphere of radius a

is proportional to (a~ + 4/S-)/\'* = I, say. Measuring X in millim./lOOO, the Table I.

gives the following values of T :

—

Silver. Copper. Gold.

Yellow (X = '589) ly = 27-95 62-11 70-88
'

Eed (X=-630)I, = 38-8I 21-75 34-79.

From these values of I it appears that when ^\•hite light falls on a small sphere tlie

light emitted is, for

Silver, more red than yellow, 1. > I,,,

Copper ,, yellow ,, red, 1,^ > I.,

Gold „ „ „ „ I„ > L.

The presumption is that for the two latter the light may be more green than

yellow.

In the table given by Siedextopf and Zsigmokdy {loc. cit.), of vv-hich a copy is

given (Table II., p. 397), it is seen that of the five glasses Cc, E, F, G, H, whose

particles are small compared with a wave-length of light in the glass, the four glasses

Cc, F, G, H contain particles which send out a c/reen cone of light, and the glass E
contains some particles which send out green and some which send out brown.

Thus far -we have coufiued attention to glasses for which the condition of having

-* [aVofc added nth May, 1904.—Sir WjLLUM Kamsay has lately exposed some clear silver glass and

some soda glass at the same time to the emanation from radium. After a fortnight's exposure the silver

glass had tiirned a faint yellov and the soda glass a deep blue-violet.]
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many metal particles to a wave-length is satisfied. We have shown that when the

metal is gold such glasses should be pink [cf. column 3 of Table II.) by transmitted

light ; and that the small gold spheres should send up the microscope light which is

pre-eminently yellow or green (cf. columns 4 and 5) ; and we have remarked that for

the same reason that explains the polarisation of sky light, such small spheres send

no light directly up the microscope tube when the electric vector of the incident light

is in that direction, so that in this case the cone of light as examined with the low-

power objective will be cut off (cf. column 5), although tlie large numerical ajierture

of the Zeiss -i\th oil inmiersion lens will allow some light to go up the tube, but so

as to leave a black spot in the centre of the ftrcal plane of the microscope as shown

in fig. G.

All these deductions from our analysis are confirmed in every detail by the three

glasses F, G, H (Table II.). And it is these very glasses, of all the glasses in that

table, for which, according to the numljers there given, the particles are both smallest

and closest together.

§ 6. Let us now briefly notice the remaining glasses of Table II. For these glasses

tlie number of metal particles to a wave-length, measured by (gold content)'^ -=- size

of particle, as determined from the 6th and 8th or from the 7th and 9th cohuims of

that table, is smaller than for the glasses F, G, H, which show the regular pink

coloui'. For the glasses A to E this number is greatest for the glasses Cc and E. of

which the former and parts of the latter do show the regular pink colour.

Even glasses wliich do not satisfy the condition of many particles to a wave-length,

and which consecjuently do not exhibit the "regular" (pink) colour of gold glass,

have many of their pro])erties co-ordinated l)y the results we have obtained fur

regular glasses.

Take, for instance, the glasses A and B (Table II.). Comparison of the gold

content (jl with the size of the observed particles shows that those particles at any

rate are so ftir ajjart ns not to satisfy our condition. The fact that glass A is

colourless shows that if there are also minute spheres present which escaped

observation, they also lie so far ajjart as not to be many to a wave-length. Oil the

other hand the pink colour of glass B suggests the presence of minute unobserved

spheres which are sufficiently close together to satisfy our condition, the absorption

of the glass being propoi^tional to that small part of the gold content (/x) which is

associated with the minute spheres.

In both glasses the large particles reflect much more light tlian is emitted by the

minute spheres. The colour of this reflected light is the usual yellow-retl nietallic

reflection from gold. Therefore the colour of the cone of light should be gold-

yellow (i).

When the NIcol is introduced parallel to the plane of incidence, presumably half

the incident light is cut off. (Jonse(|uently . the large particles send only half the

yellow-red light up the tube tiiat they previously sent. Owing, however, to the fact

VOL. CCIH. — A. 'i F
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that the minute spheres send no liglit directly up the tube wlien the electric vector

of the incident light is parallel to the microscope tube (Nicol perpendicular to plane of

incidence), less than half the green light from any small spheres will be cut oif. The

cone of light will therefore have more green in proportion to the yellow-red than

before the introduction of the Nicol. Therefore the colour of the cone of light will be

more white than before (ii).

When the Nicol is perpeudicidar to the plane of incidence, the green light from the

small spheres is cut oflP, so the colour of the cone of light will be more red than

with no Nicol, and therefore the total quantity of light sent up the tube will be

ratlier lessened (iii). The conclusions (i), (ii), (iii) are in accordance witli the

phenomena tabulated in the 3rd, 4th, and 5th columns of Table II.

The glasses Ca, Cb, Cc present no special difficulties. We have seen (§ 3) that

those metal particles in a gold glass whose diameters are less than O'lju, (10~^ centim.)

are spherical, and (§ 5) that small gold spheres send green light up the microscope

tube. In the above-named glasses the figures in the 7th column of Table II. show

that the particles are so small as to approximate to the spherical form. This is

confirmed by the green cone of light and its approximate extinction when the electric

vector of the incident light is in the direction of the mici'oscope tube.

As here, too, the observed particles are far enough apart to be distinguished under

the microscope, it is necessary to postulate additional minute .spheres to explain the

pink colours of these glasses.

In gla.sses D and E the blue and violet colmu-s of the transmitted light jiresent a

difficulty Avhich I have not yet been enabled completely to surmount.* It is probable

that the particles in this glass are not sufficiently thickly distributed to satisfy the

condition of there being many particles to a wave-length of blue light. When the

incident light is blue, the absorption that we have investigated is thei'efore not

present. When, however, the incident light is red, there are sufficient particles to a

wave-length for absorption to take place. Thus, although if light of all wave-lengths

were absorbed, the red would be least absorbed
; yet here it is only the larger wave-

lengths that suffer the absorption whose nature we have investigated.

PART II.

§ 7. With a view to examining whether these principles apply to the colour changes

exhibited by translucent films of metal when heated, observed by Mr. G. T. Beilby

(' Roy. Soc. Proc.,' vol. 72, 1903, p. 226) and by Professor R. W. Wood (' Phil.

Mag.,' vol. 3, 1902, p. 396), we proceed to consider the transmission of light by films of

metal, the metal being in the form of small spheres, many to a wave-length of light

in the film

* See Ajipeiiilix adileil .Tiily 8tli for explanation of Blue and Violet Colours.
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We shall first confine attention to very thin films, (lefiniii>>; very thin films to he

such that ttcII'K! may be treated as small, d being the thickness of the film, and X' the

wave-length of light in the film.

It has already been noticed that equation (9), p. 393, does not hold for very thin films.

That equation is obtained by observing that the average action of its neighbours on

a particle is that due to a medium which is perfectly uniformly polarised in the

neighbourhood of the particle, and whose external boundary is that of tlie actual

medium, and whose internal boundary is a sphere of radius r,„ equal to the smallest

distance between the centres of two particles. Poissox has shown that the effect

of such a uniformly polarised medium is equivalent to tliat of a surface distribution

over its internal and external boundaries.

The medium actually present here can only be treated as uniformly polarised

throughout the region inside a sphere whose radius, r,, is small compared with the

wave-length of light in the medium. When the outer boimdary of the medium is

in all directions many wave-lengths distant from the particle under consideration,

the effect of the periodically varying polarisation outside r = r^ can })e allowed for

by neglecting the Poisson distribution on the outer boundary of the medium.

Consequently, in this case, the effect on any particle of the remaining particles

is that due to a Poisson distribution over the sphere r = ?•„, which leads to

equation (9).

When the external boundary of the medium is, in any direction, at a very small

distance from the avei'age paiticle, \\e are not justified in neglecting the Poisson

distribution over that boundary. In the case of a thin film of the medium in the

plane of xy it is, however, clear that when the electric force is parallel to that plane,

there is no Poisson distribution over the surfaces of the film. Consequently the film

has (complex) dielectric constants in the direction of the axes of x and ?/, which are

the same as for the medium in bulk. Omitting the accent in equation (10'), this

constant is given by

^->-^s:;;/{>-s:;i} <->.

The dielectric constant e', parallel to 0:, may be difierent from e; if so. the tihn

behaves optically like a uniaxial crystal whose three (complex) dielectric constants

are c, e, e', the optic axis being normal to the film.

§ 8. Putting I' = 1 in equations (12) and (13), we have

where

_ {
rr {k~ - I

)
}^ - /r (k- - 1 ) + in^K"- - '-i o _ _ Su^k , ,.

3 F -J,
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We shall henceforward find it convenient to use n and *c to denote the constants of

till' uiedinni containing the spheres. The constants of the metal itself will therefore

be denoted l)y «i and /c,, and it will appear, as is a priori evident, that the latter are

the values of n iind k when /x = 1. Since therefore e={/((l — lk)}~, equation (IG)

gives us on substituting from (12')

)r{\ — k") — I — lurK = £ — 1
-

from wliich, by e(piating real and imaginary ])arts.

1 - /^« + 2/^/3i

(1 _ /,«)- _|. 4^^.-^^-

hen

{uHk'+ \)Y= 3

3(1- /.a)

( I - iL^y + 4/.^^^-

3-4 (G - /xa)

(1 _/x«)-+ V/3-"^

(17),

(18),

(19),

{•10).

The following table gives the values of « and /3 as found by means of formula (13')

fronn the constants n and k of the solid metal us given by Dkude {loc. cit.)

:

—

Table TIL

Metal.
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were calculated for '^(Ad and for silver for the following values of /x :

^ =: •
I

, I.L
=z -5. fx

= (), /x ^ '7, /A = '8, /i ^ "J, /x = I 0.

Equations (I'J) and (20) may be written

n"(/c- — 1) = 2 — 3t/ (I'J'),

n2(;c2+ l) = {;3(3{-4>,) + 4}i (20'),

whence the values of n and iik for gold and for silver were calculated for the above

values of /x. The values of nr'K thence obtained were checked against those obtained

by means of equation (18), namely,

n^K = Z^ (18').

In the case of silver with /u, less tlian '8 it was, however, seen to be better to obtain

HK as the quotient of the value of u'k got from (18'), by the value of n got from (19')

and (20'), owing to the largt

(19') and (20').

From equation (13') we find

. _ 3/3

robable error when riK was determined directly frc

,^(.r- i)=.2-
('

(1 - «)

quently. as should

the

the

which are the same as etjuations (19) and (20) with /x

be the case, the medium of sjiheres is equivalent to the solid metal wherein

spheres are of such varied sizes that they fill the whole space. Another check oi

tabulated numbers is afforded therefore by a

comparison of the calculated and observed

values of ni'-^Kj, n^K^ and n^.

I believe that nearly all the numbers here

given for silver and for gold are subject to an

error of less than 1 per cent.

The values of H'k = 3f and of iq for the

jiot.-issium-sodium amalgam of Drtjde's table,

' Phys. Zeitschrift,' January, 1900, are less

carefully calculated.

v^ 9. Consider now the incidence of plane

})olarised light on a plate of this medium. We shall first su})pose the plate to he

very thin and therefore optically crystalline.

Suppose the two surfaces of the film are i = and z = d, and that zx is the jjlane

of incidence.

z
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First let the incident light be polarised in the plane of incidence, so that the incident

wave is

X = 0, Y = ex]) [cp [t - {x sin 6 + ~ cos ^)/c}], Z = 0,

a= - c(.s e exp [ip \f - {..- sin B -\- z cs ^)/r; ], ^ = 0, y = sin ^ exi, [i/> [... ^].

The reflected wave is

X = 0, Y = R exp [i/) [/ - (./• sin ^ - ; cos ^)/r|], Z = 0,

a=: Bc..s^exp[i;j(^-(.rsin ^ - s cos ^)/r < ], /8 = 0, y= B sin exp [t;> {...}].

Inside the film, i.e., between s = and z = d,

X = 0, Y = A' exp [t;> [/ - (.r sin <^ + s cos (/>)/¥]]

+ B' exp [v* [/ - (,r sin
(f>
- z cos .^)/V}], Z = 0.

a = — ^
*^Vf

*^
{ A' exp [i]) { f — {x sin

<f) + z cos <^)/Vj ] — B' exp [i/> ( . . .
i ] J , /3 = 0,

y = sin^{A'exp[...]+B'exp[...Ji.
Transmitted wave

X = 0, Y = Cexp[tp{/ -(.rsin^ + icos6»)/c]], Z = 0,

a = — C cos ^ exp [tj) [t — (x sin ^ + 2; cos ft)/c}], /8 = 0, y = (
' sin exp [...I

In these expressions we have

V- = C'/e and sin (f>/\ = n'm 6/c (a).

Since Y and a are continuous at : = 0,

1+B = A'+B' and (1 - B) cos (9 = (A' - B') c/V cos <^ . . (b).

Since Y and a are continuous at z = d, if we replace

exp [± ip d/Y cos
(f)]

Ijy 1 ± ip d/Y cos (p, and exp [— up d/c cos 0] by 1 — Lp d r cos 0,

we obtain, when the square of 2iTd/\ is neglected, the ecpiations

{ A' + B' - (A' - B') t/j d/Y cos<j>] =
c cos fV {(A' - B') - (A' + B') tp d/Y cos

From the last pair of equations we rind, neglecting S(piares of pdc, that

A' + B' = (J

^«.^(A,_^,^^(.|,_t/u/sec^j^^^,^_cWf^|^^,|j_VH/sec^^
(,^),

on using (a) ; then eliminating A', B', B from the e(piations (b) and (d). we tinallv

have

C = I - i-rr d/X . sec ^ . (f - 1 ).

= C ( I — tp d/c cos ^)1

= cos ^'C; (1 - ip d/c cos 0)j '

^^''
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Oil takino- the modulus and substituting for e from (17) we obtain

I
C I

- = 1 - 47r (//\ sec 6 . u-k (22).

Secondly, suppose that the incident light is polarised perpendicular to the plane of

incidence, a, y8, y being the magnetic force.

The incident wave is

a = 0, fi = ex]i [ip \t - (.<• sin e + : cos 6')/r}], y = 0.

The transmitted wave is

a = 0, y8 = Cexp [ip {<-(.}• sin (9 + : cos 6')/c]], y = 0.

The vehicity V inside the film is connected with the angle of refraction by the

ecjuations

-tT.i _ o ,^cos'-(/) , sin~</>\ _ c^e'

' e
*"

"e' '

~
ee' + sin^^ (e' - e)"

The final result after using tlie two sets of boundary conditions is

C = 1 — \ cas-6 (e — 1) + surf/ , >,

whence, using (17), we obtain

IC|3=i_'l'^^^^^'^«^|>,-V + tan-^^''-^-J . .... (23).

When the light is normally incident, the crystalline character of the film does not

manifest itself, and we have from (22) or (23)

I

C 1

2 = 1 - 477 '//\ . ?rV (24).

The absorption of directly Incident light by a thin film is therefore governed

by icK.

Owing to the difficulty of knowing whether any particular metal film whose changes

of colour have been observed, but whose thickness has not been recorded, for

example, the films observed by Professor R. W. Wood or by Mr. G. T. Beilby

{Log. at.), is to be regarded as very thin for the purpose of this section, formula3 for

thick films will now be found.

We consider here only the case of directly incident plane -polarised light, and

proceed to obtain an equation corresponding to (24), reserving the full discussion of

the behaviour of thick films under obliquely incident light till later. Using the axes

shown in fig. 10, suppose that

Incident wave is

E = 0, exp {ip {t — z/c)}, ; H = - exp {qj {t - z/c}, 0, 0.

Reflected wave

E = 0, B exp {ip {t + z/c) I, ; H = B exp {tp {t + z/c)}, 0, 0.
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Wave in filiii, i.e., l)etweeii z = and z = d,

E = 0, A.' e.x]> Uj> {t — 2/V) } + B' exp \ip(t-\- z/Y)
|

, 0,

H = - c/Y [A' exp -1 L/j {I - ziY) \ - B' exp ! l/> {t -|- ziY) ;], 0, 0.

Tiansmitted wave

E = 0, (_' exp \ip {t — s/c)j , ; H = — C exp ]Lp \t — z^c}} , 0, 0,

where c/Y = vi. (1 ~ i/c).

The boundary coiuUtions at z ^= d give

AV"-'"'"''*exp {— t. 27r(////X}+ B'c-'"'""'''' exp {t. 2Trdti!\] — Cexp { — i27r(//\} "I

/; ( 1 - ik) [K'c^-"''" ^ exp { - t . 277 dn/\} - BV'"""^ exp { c2tt
(//(A}] \ {25)-

= C exp {t27rcZ/X} J

It follows from these equations that B' is of the order of A'c"^'"''"''^ ; if therefoi'e

TrdiiK/X > 1 we shall be con-ect within 2 per cent. (e~*) when we neglect B'. Thus

referring to the Table IV. it appears that if a piece of gold leaf before annealing

be so thick that (/ > X/ 1
'5 or d > fX, then, so far as yellow and red hght are concerned,

mlnKJX will be > 1 for all values of /i > '5, if we suppose d to vary inversely as /x,

the number 1-5 lieing the smallest value of nriK/fi for gold for values of ju. from o up

to unity.

Eliminating BV-"'''"'' from the last two equations above,

2A'-- > = (;{ + ';<^
-

-1} .X,, ;- ...,//Mi -
„)i.

From the boundary condition at z = we obtain

A' {1 + n{l — lk)} = 2.

Eliminating A' tiom the last two equations

Cexp{-.2rr<//A(l-u)}=4e-—^r "^^7"^^
. .l-

L{1 + n(l — LK),\i

Taking the inoduli, the ratio |('|- of the intensity of the transmitted to that of

the incident light is given by

|(J|^=, ^^-(^+-)^,,— .26).

It appears that when the thickness exceeds f of the wave-lengtli, the absorption is

governed by hk ; but, to the same order of approximation. l)y /'-/c when d is less

than -^X.

VOL. CCIII.—A. 3 G
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The (comparatively) small effect of the coefficient

M = „16jr{l + ,c'-)

0-/(1 + ,-,)2 + „V-}-2

on the colour l)v traiisinilted light will he considered later. For the present it is

sufficient to observe that M^ becomes small when /a = l/a for any colour, and hence

that the variations of" Mq intensify the absorption bands, which Avill be shown to

occur for gold and silver near /u.a = 1.

§ 10. In order to illustrate the discussion of tlie colours exhibited by films of

metal for various values of ju., graphs are given of )ik and itk for gold, for silver, ;ind

for the amalgam, potassium-sodium, the constants of which for fi = 1 were given by

Drude {loc. cit.). The graphs of dk and n^K for gold and for silver when the incident

light is red or yellow are plotted from the values given in the accompanying table,

with the help of the additional point corresponding to i^a. =z 1.

This last point is easy to plot, for we see from equations (18) and (19) that

n'-K = ' = ' and //'- (/c- — l) = '2 when a = l/a.

(.'ousequently for

that

l/a, n~{K^ + f) = 2v' hV'+ b

c= + 1 + 1 and n. =
{ x/(j^) +1 + 1

This point is also very near the maximum of itk, owing to the smallness of fi in

comparison with a, and is also, in the graph of tiK, not far from the maximum, and in

the graph of Mq not far from the minimiuu. It will be shown that for each of these

reasons there is in general an absorption band in the colour whose a = 1 /x.

The graph for i,~k when blue light is incident on gold is surmised ; i.e., it is

constructed on the supposition that the constants n and k for gold, when /x = 1 , are

continuous from red through yellow to blue. The curve for uk for gold under blue

light is made of the same shape as for yellow and red, the value ot hk for jj. = a""'

being plotted from the maximum value of ick assumed in that graph.

The curves for ivk for potassium-sodium ai'e plotted, again with tlie help of the

points for fi.
= l/a, the incident light being blue or yellow. The graph of itk for

red is again surmised.

The graphs of hk for potassium-.sodiiun are sliown by analogy with those for gold,

the only points plotted being for /x = l/a, jx = \. The red curve is constructed from

that for n~K in the same manner as the blue curve for kk for gold was got from the

assumed curve for n-K for gold.
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§ 1 1. Tn a paper on " The Effects of Heat and of Solvents on Thin Films of

Metal," ' Roy. S(«. Proc.,' vol. 72. 11)0:3, p. 226, Mr. G. T. Beilby gives an acconnt ot

some experiments on the Ijehaviour oi' i^old and silver films when heated to tempera-

tures far helow their melting jioints. He suggests that at such temperatures

sufficient freedom is conferred on the molecules i)y the heating to enable them to

behave as the molecules of the liquid metal would do. and to arrange them.selves

under the influence of surface tension either in tilms oi' in drop-like granular

forms.

We have already shown, wlieii dealing with the colom-s in metal glasses, lunv the

small ])articles of metal excrete themselves from the glass into spherical forms.

Mr. Beilby records that the resistance of silver and gold films increased, on

annealing, from a few (0'2 up to 50) ohms up to many thousands of megohms. This,

of course, strongly supports the theory that the metal breaks up under surface

tension into minute granules. Professor Wood observed no conductivity in his films

as originally deposited. Mr. Beilby further states that in one of the gold films there

appeared to be a considerable depth of granules, and Professor Wood records absence

of conductivity in a film in which granules appeared in contact with and piled upon

top of one another. These observations support our hypothesis as to the structure

of the films, although the granules observed may have been larger than those which

are effective in producing the colour phenomena which we are to investigate.

Let us now see whether our hypothesis as to the structure of the films is in

agreement with the colour effects observed by Mr. Beilby and Professor Wood.

First, then, consider a very thin film of gold.

According to the result given in equation (24) the diminution in intensity of

light of wave-length X is, for such a film, 477(i/A. . u'-k.

From tlie graphs of n^K for yellow and for red, it is seen that for the solid metal for

wliich /x = 1, i.e., before annealing, itk/X is less for red than for yellow, and this is

true from /x = 1 nearly down to /x = "9. Thus, a very thin leaf of gold should not

show the green colour distinctive of gold leaf, but the red colour should joredominate

over the yellow. The arbitrary gra2ih for i/'-k for blue would, if correct, show that

blue should predominate over either yellow or red.

The colour of a very thin film of gold leaf would, thei'efore, be chiefly blue, less

red, and least yellow , i.e., Itlue-purple, and this is the colour observed by Mr. Beilby

in the thinnest piece of gold leaf he possessed {lor. at., p. 227).

It should be noticed that it has heen pro ivd that a very thin film will Irt through

more red than yellow light, and that it, therefore, will not exhibit the green colour of

gold leaf It has only been stated that it seems probable that it will let through

more blue than either.

We now suppose that when the film is being annealed, surface tensiim acts and

causes the gold to form into spherical drops, many to a wave-length, but of cjuite

varying sizes. Thus /u., the volume of metal in a unit volume of the film,
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coiitimiously (limiiiishes from unity downwards so loni;- as tlie metal is kept at a

temperature of about 400'^.

Just before /i/, has readied '9 the yellow ])egins to yet through better than the red,

but the absorption of both increases rapidly. The value of «-/c for red becomes

equal to 24 when /a = 734 about. It almost immediately starts to diminish, beiug

only 15"88 when ju. = 7. There is thus a strong and quite narrow absorption Itand in

the red for fi = "734.

Similarly, h-k, when the incident light is yellow, rises to a high value near

jji
— -686, and when fi has that value, n^K =15 neai-ly.

Between /x = 7 and fx,
= 734, red and yellow are absorbed to the same large extent.

It seems probable that blue will not be absorbed so greatly for this value of /x. The

film should therefore probably be blue. Mr. Beilby finds {Inc. cit., p. 228) that a

gold film turns blue or purple (absorption chiefly of yellow) in the earlier stage of

annealing, though, presumably, the films for which this effect was observed fall into

our class of thick films. The turning blue will therefore be again referred to when

we come to consider thick films of gold.

When fi = -6, the red light is much less diminished in intensity than the yellow,

and probably less than the blue. The film is therefore pink, and remains pink down

to the dimensions of coloured glass for which /x is of the order of 10~^. The thin film

observed by Mr. Betlby was rose pink after annealing (p. 227).

The high transparency observed by Faraday and by Mr. Beilby corre.sponds to

the very small values of n-/c for values of yu < '5.

Consider next a thick film of gold.

The absorption being now, according to the result given on p. 409, dejjendent

principally upon the value of hk/X, we see from the table for hk or from the graph

that, for the solid metal, yellow light is less absorbed than red. The colour of thick

gold leaf is, in fact, olive-green by transmitted light. As /x diminishes the absorption

of both yellow and red increases, the latter more rapidly. Now when fi. = 734, there

is a great absorption of red, according to the values of 7ik, which is intensified, since Mq

is for this value of n reduced to "177. The colour shoidd then be more yellow than

red, and probably more blue than either. When /x is < 7, the colour is much more

red than j'-ellow. If our assumed curve for tiK for blue is correct, the colour of the

film should be blue between /x, = 'Bo and 7, purple at 7, and principally red from

^ = -65 through all the range of values of /x from gold glass down to /j. = 0. (If our

curve for blue is correct, the figure shows that the film is red when the blue curve

crosses the yellow.)

According to Mr. Beilby, a gold film, originally green, turned blue-purple after

annealing. Gold leaf turned, by annealing, pink with brown-green patches, the

latter, presumably, corresponding to large and the former to small values of /x.

The rise in the absorption as /x begins to diminish from unity was noticed by

Mr. Beilby {loc. cit., p. 232).
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It has therefore been shown that all the observed colour changes in gold films are

in accordance with the theory and numerical results set forth in this paper.

The points corresponding to ;u,a = 1, referred to on p. 410, which were plotted in for

red and yellow, were
UK = 4'8'J I'or

fj.
= 'T'.ii for red,

iiK = ;V8() „ /M. = -685 „ yellow.

Let us now consider silver films.

The i-esults for thin films are not of mucli interest, as ])robai)!y none of the fihns

observed came into this class. We may, however, notice that, according to the

graphs of n^K, the thin film should start by being more yellow than red. There is an

absorption band in the i"ed about fx. = "822, for wbicli value of />,,
?<-« = 71 '4 foi- red.

There is great absorption in the yellow for /a = "795 when h-k = (r2-'.K The nearness

(jf tliese values of /u, foi' the maxima of the absorption of yellow and red suggests that

thin films of silver should be blue or else very opaque when jjl is about "8. The thin

film should turn more red than yellow fur /x slightly > '8 and remain red do\vn to

small values of /x, at least as far as /x = '1

.

Passing to thick films, for Avhich the absorption is measured by hk \. we r>l)serve

from the graphs that as /x diminishes from unity the absorption at first increases

rajiidly. This may be correlated with the increased conductivity manifested by a

silver film in the early stages of annealing. Bliortly before ju, = -8 the film becomes

more red than yellow, and although by the time /x = (> the absorption has already

become extremely small, the film remains more red than yellow until /ix vanishes.

Putting fx. = l/a, we find the additional points on the graphs of ?iK

for red . . rt/c ^ 8 "51 when /x = "822.

,, yellow . .•««: = 7''.)'.) .. /x = '7'.>5.

The red colour of silver films for low values of /x is observed in those obtained by

depositing silver on glass in the manner described by Professor Wood (' Phil. Mag.,'

August, 1903). It is also often seen in fogged photographic plates.

§ 12. We proceed to consider the potassium and sodiinn films discussed by

Professor R, W. Wood, in the ' Phil. Mag.,' 1902, p. 396, et seq. Owing, liowever,

to tlie inavailability of the numerical values of the constants for potassium or

sodium for more than one colour M-hen fi = I, the numbers used are those given by

Deude (loc. cit.) for " potassium-sodiiuii," for blue and yellow light. Consequently

the same degree of numerical accuracy as for gold and silver has not been aimed at.

The yellow and blue cui'ves for n~K are plotted from the numbers tabulated iu

Table IV.. p. 406.

Tlie graph of hk has l)een constructed to pass through the uutaliulated points

Yellow . . . nK = 3-811 for /x = la = "484, uk = 2-18 for ^ = 1.

Blue. . . . }iK z= 2'225 ,, ju, = l/a = '306, uk = 178 ,, ^ = 1.
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'J1ie films made by Professor Wood were obtained l)y the coudeusation of the

vapour of the evaporated metal on the insides of exhausted glass bulbs. We sh(inld

tlierefore expect tlie film in its original form to be in drojis, which, in accordance

with Part I., § ;>. when very small, approximate to the sj^herical form.

The absence of C()ndneti\ity in these films supports this view of their structiu'e.

The eJfect of heating up to and beyond tlie melting point would be to fuse these

drops into continuous metal, and although surface tension tends to a re-formation into

spheres, it is probable tliat /a will generally be considerably increased by the fusion.

It appears, from our graphs of ivk and hk, that thin or thick " potassium-sodium
'

films should transmit more blue than yellow light, provided that /a =: "4, there being a

very strong absorption of yellow for /x = '49 (about) in both cases. It is interesting

to note that Professor Wood always refei's to the yellow absorption bauds as

particularly strong. As /x increases, the ab.sorption of yellow relative to blue

increases in both thick and thin films.

If now we introduce our hypothetical curves for h'-k and for tik for red light, we

find that for /x < 4 the film should be red. Near the greatest absorption of yellow

(fjL = "49), red and blue should be equally absorbed and the film be purple. As /a

increases further, red should Ije most absorbed, and blue least, so the film should be

blue. Tlnis. in general, the film should turn from purple to blue when heated, as

was the case with most of the films observed. Professor Wood (loc. cit., p. 407)

further states that the particles Avhich he observed were distinctly closer in the blue

than in the pinkisii-purple part, thus again suggesting that a change from pin-jile to

blue accompanies an increase in fjL.

So far, then, a.s they go, our results are in good accordance with observation.

When, however, nimibers can be obtained for n and hk for potassium and for sodium

for blue, yello\\-. and red light, it may be possible to state with more certainty that

our exjjlanation of the colours of the fihus and of the changes in colour due to

heating is the true one.

§ 13. By considering the oblique incidence of plane-polarised light on thick films of

metal by the method adopted in § 9 in the case of thin films, it can be shown that

equation (26) is re})laced by :

—

(1.) When the incident light is jjolarised in the plane of incidence

I

. , _ I G (tr^+v^_ ,w.- X . cos

«

,27)

(2.) When the incident light is polarised perpendicular to the plane of incidence

where u, v and it', v' are certain functions of n. k, such that when the angle of

incidence, 6, is zeio.

J
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It can fiu-thei- be jiioved that the variations with fx oftlie coefficients

' - 1(1 + uY + v"^V ^ -
{( 1 + n'f + v'-^}^

are such that a change in (27) from M« to M/ wonld strengthen the absorption

bands. The complete analysis is somewhat lenothy : I have tlierefbre refrained from

reproducing it here.

This residt, however, shows that in general the absorption Ijand should be weaker

when tbe incident light is })olarised in the plane of incidence than when it is

polarised perpendicular to tliat plane. And this ettect Pi'ofessor Wood observed In

almost every film.

PART III.

§ 14. Metallic media composed of small spheres of metal, many to a wave-length,

have many interesting properties in addition to those already referred to. The very

vivid colour effects which are exhibited according to tlie graphs given above for hk

for gold, silver and " potassium-sodium " when light traverses such media, in

consequence of the different absorptions of different colours, sugge.st enquiry whether

metals in bulk have ever been obtained giving brilliant colours by transmitted and

reflected light, such metals being ordinary metals with
fj.

less than unity. For

instance, have any of the metals we have discussed been obtained in states in wliich

the specific gravity was not the normal value for that metal and in which the colour

changed with the specific gravity ?

I hope in the near future to examine Cakky Lea's woik in detail with a view to

finding out whether his allotropic silver is a medium of tlie type we have con-

sidered—silver with /x less than unity. But the first glance at his papers (' American

Journal of Science,' 1889) shows the following remarkal)le correspondence between

the properties he observed and the properties whicli should, according to oiu'

calculations for yellow and red light, be possessed by siKcr with /a < 1 :

—

(i.) Carey Lea's silvers were obtained from solution : and we have shown tluit

gold, and therefore, presumably, silver, crystallises out of solutions into

particles which are spherical if they are very small. Our silvei- {fJ. < 1) is

composed of minute spheres.

(ii.) Carey Lea's silver can 1)e changed by pres.siu'e or heating into normal siKer.

We should expect /x to be increa.sed by pressme.

(iii.) The siiecific gravities of the two principal forms of allotropic silver were

appreciably less than that of normal silver.

(iv.) From our gi'a}>h of hk for silver we see that red and yellow light are about

equally, and very powerfnllv, ab.sorbed when /x= '^l. The ratio of the
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specific gravities of Carey Lea'.s gold-eolouic-d silver. C, and normal silver is

sjiven by him to he 8-51/10-62 = -.SI. 'I'liis strongly .supports the theory

that allotro23ic silver is of the nature of the media we have discussed.

(v.) Carey Lea's silvers were very brittle, but could be toughened by heating.

Further, his gold-coloured silver could be transformed into normal silver l)y

shaking; and this transformation ooidd be greatly impeded by packing the

gold-coloured silver in cotton wool. These properties suggest a discontinuous

structure for allotropic silver.

(vi.) If we might assume an absorption grapli of hk for blue light, the f;\ct that

if light is obliquely reflected from a film of • ?> " silver, then the yellow light

is polarised in the plane of incidence and tlie blue perpendicular to that plane

can, I think, be explained by our theory : but tlie proof is not yet complete.

(vii.) The red colour exhibited by all the more dibite forms of the allotropic silver

is in accordance with the fact, exhibited by tiie grapli. that uk is smaller for

red than for yellow light for small values of /a.

I

Ai^PENDlx, achhd 28th July, 190-4.—Using the values of the retractive index

and absorption coefficient of gold for red (C), green (E), and blue light, as given by

Rubens (' Wied. Ann.,' 1889), the following values of the ipiantity /8/X, which

governs the absorption of the gold glass, have been calculated :

—

Re(l(C). Red (-630). Yell.nv(D). Green (E). Blue J (F + (4).

f n. . . .
-38 -31 -37 "53 -7!)

\ HK . . . 2-9\ 3-15 -^'^-I l-8(; 1-52

^°^*^M 13 . . .
-48 "25 -SO 1-07 'iG

\

/3/X . . .
-73 --iO -itO 2-03 1-01

The refractive index of the glass has been taken to be 1-56, as in Table II., from

Avliich the values of ;S for red and for yellow have been copied.

The colours, in the order of the degree in which they are transmitted by gold glass,

therefore are

Red, YeUow, Blue, Green.

The corresponding order for silver as obtained by calculation is

Yellow, Red, Green, Blue.

Tlie orders accord with observations on gold-ruby glasses and silver glasses respectively.

It will be seen that large particles of gold (diameter > 0*1 /a) in a gold glass would,

by reflecting out the red and yellow light, give the glass a blue colour by transmitted

light, and a brown turbidity by reflected light— as in glasses D of Table L]
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